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Saldanha Bay fiasco

By CHARL DE VILLIERS

A TRAIL of ineptitude and faulty planning has been uncovered by a Metro investigation into last week's disastrous oil spill in Saldanha Bay — prompting the country's top pollution expert to call for a total review of flawed protection measures.

Dr Lynn Jackson, who is responsible for combating coastal oil pollution, said she, together with the relevant authorities, would review the flawed protection measures with the view of "closing gaps".

It took just three minutes for 66.5 tons of crude to be flushed into the sea while oil was being pumped into a tanker from the nearby Strategic Fuel Fund tank farm in last week's spill.

The following serious flaws have come to light in the resulting mop-up operation:

● A boom system designed to contain 7,000 barrels of oil had leaked.
● Harbour officials took nearly two hours to notify the Department of Environment Affairs of the spill.
● The NPF, which manages the nearby West Coast National Park, had been informed too late to send people to the scene before nightfall.
● Port control could not handle communications.
● A criss centre was set up more than 24 hours after the spill.
● Absorbent bags meant to mop up oil between containing booms had escaped and washed into the lagoon about 6km away, and

The SA National Defence Force refused to let Parks Board and Sea Fisheries scientists into the Donkerkag military base to monitor spillage. While experts and SFF clean-up crews agree most of the spill was contained, some oil nonetheless slipped underneath the floating booms.

Following the unsuccessful attempt to contain the relatively minor spill, oil pollution experts have predicted that any spill which happened outside Saldanha Bay's quayside oil defences would spell disaster for the entire Langebaan Lagoon.

"There is not one country in the world that could deal with a major spill in the Saldanha Bay situation. It is logistically not possible," said Dr Jackson, acting head of pollution control at Sea Fisheries.

National Parks Board environmental chief Erel Yssel was joined by ex-SA Petroleum Industry Association advisor Rodney Camp in slamming Saldanha Bay as a high-risk port not suitable for oil transfers.

The biggest headache for oil pollution authorities, however, was ships in transit, according to Dr Jackson.

While tankers were routinely surrounded by up to 600m of booms when docked, this protection would not be in place for ships entering or leaving the bay, she said.

Wind-driven oil moved quickly on water and, combined with strong tides, it would be virtually impossible to seal Langebaan Lagoon.

SLICKBUSTER ... Saldanha Bay's "Velle" Jacobs swung into action to wage war on oil slicks which threatened Langebaan's world-famous wilderness wetlands
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R1bn tariff protection ‘gives Sasol more mileage’

JOE Stegmann, chairman of Sasol, furnishes a competitive defence of the group’s R1.5-billion tariff protection enjoyed by its synthetic fuel business.

“Are you asking why Syntafils is subsidised when it breaks even anyway and Sasol Chemicals, for example, is making a lot of money?”

“Well, it’s the same as asking why Anglo American gets tariff protection on its automotive business when the rest of the group is doing well,” says Mr Stegmann.

Is it? Paul Kruger, Sasol’s managing director, had earlier complained about the unfair treatment Sasol would suffer if the recommendations of an Actuarial Assurance report on the syndal subsidy were to be adopted.

“We would be treated more harshly than other manufacturing companies. We are not seeking tariff protection forever. Protection should be scaled down, but not to zero by 2020 because we need time to restruc-ure,” Kruger says.

Mr Kruger says tariff protection is a macro-economic issue which takes into account the level of the protection against ethylene adverse to the value of the recipient’s contribution to the economy. Some peak subsidies beyond doubt — in Kruger’s case — that Syntafils contributes more than six times the level of protection, resulting in an effective 17% tariff equivalent.

“Up to 15% is considered an extremely modest level of tariff protection.”

However, the same is not true for Sasol shareholders who do better out of than taxpayers and consumers.

Mr Kruger says that, in time, technological innovations will permit Sasol’s costs to be profitable even without tariff protection. As part of the upgrade at Syntafils, a newly installed Sasol Advanced Syntafils reactor replaced 15 old ones with six new ones.

The effect on production costs could be significant but there is no rationale for being moved in order to re-justify every overnight when each cost is on average R25-million.

Sasol already has a R3-billion capital expenditure programme on the cards over the next five years. The group has an unexploited chemical element — only a fraction of the acid, alcohol, aldehydes, propylene and propylene.
Saldanha study starts

A SPECIAL "scoping study" is being undertaken by the CSIR as the first step in a planned environmental impact assessment for the controversial proposed expansion of the oil loading facility in Saldanha Bay.

All interested and affected parties can participate in the first phase of the study, a "process review" on how the CSIR should approach the investigation.

The second, scoping phase will ensure all issues, concerns and alternatives to the planned development by the Strategic Fuel Fund Association are identified and investigated.

A background document will be distributed to interested parties for comment.

Crowther Campbell & Associates is handling public consultation. For more information contact Jonathan Crowther at (021) 461-1118, or by fax on (021) 461-1120.
Chemicals pump up Sasol's performance

Nicole Mordant

A STURDY performance from its chemical operations and a surge in group exports pushed Sasol's attributable earnings 24.2% higher to R1,86bn in the year to June, despite profit falls in the oil and mining sector.

The group's synthetic fuel division received tariff protection of slightly more than R1bn compared to just below R1bn the previous year, Sasol MD Paul Kruger said.

Earnings a share rose 22.3% to 323.1c on turnover of R11,95bn (R9,64bn). A final dividend of 55.5c (48c) was declared for shareholders de- claring the capitalisation award, housing the total dividend 12.3% to 102.

Interest earned on cash balances and a reduction in borrowings on the Sasol Three project saw net interest received amount to R145.1m, swinging from R76.6m net interest paid.

Kruger said a resurgence in world
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chemical prices and increased production volumes saw the business's operating profit more than double to R976.8m. It expanded its contribution to group operating profit to 31% (17%).

Its chemical businesses would continue to produce profits as they had plenty of "unexploited potential" which would be exploited through a R1bn injection in various projects over the next three to five years, Kruger said.

Exports by group companies swelled more than 100% to R1.7bn, largely attributable to the chemical business's exports increasing by almost R800m.

Synthetic fuel operations were hit by a reduction in the tariff protection floor price of crude oil from $22 a barrel to $1 a barrel, but Sasol still received more than R1bn from SA motors.

Kruger said the "millenium question" was whether government would adopt the Arthur Andersen report into Sasol's synfuel protection.

A decision was expected this year. The report, which recommended a reduction in tariff protection to zero in four years, "treated Sasol more harshly than everyone else", Kruger said. If the proposals were implemented, pre-tax income would plummet about R150p.

Sasol Oil was hard hit by a 30% fall in international refining margins and resulted in operating profit declining 24% to R398.6m. Sasol Mnang's profit fell 14% to R311.8m.
Saldanha anti-pollution readiness questioned

JOHN YELD  Environment Reporter

ABOUT 500 barrels of oil, or 66 tons, was spilled from the tanker Hawaiian King into Saldanha Bay last Friday - 16 times more than the original estimate of 5,000 litres.

The Strategic Fuel Fund termed the clean-up operation "highly effective and successful" and said it indicated the anti-pollution measures and facilities at Saldanha Bay "could be employed with confidence in such a situation".

But the National Parks Board has questioned the effectiveness of the control measures, and questions are being asked about why the West Coast National Park manager was informed about the spill only four hours later, and why there was the huge discrepancy in the reported size of the spill.

The Democratic Party has added its voice to concerns expressed by environmentalists, saying the oil spill was "dramatic proof" of growing evidence that the proposed oil storage deal with Iran was undesirable.

"The oil spill this weekend will cost R3.5 million to clean up. What will it cost to clean a spill double this size?" asked DP Western Cape leader Henkie Bester.

"Is the R590 million annual earnings of the Strategic Fuel Fund worth this financial risk - not to mention the environmental risk? We believe not."

In a statement yesterday, Strategic Fuel Fund general manager Kobus van Zyl said the spill had been cleared up.

"The clean-up operation retrieved 66.5 tons of oil from the water. This equates to roughly 500 barrels or approximately 80,000 litres of oil."

In view of the tiny amount of oil discovered on the beaches, very little oil was not recovered from the water, Mr Van Zyl said.

West Coast National Park warden Otto von Kaschke said he had been told about the spill "about 6 or 6.30pm" on Friday - about four hours after it happened.

"We would have had a lot of time to take precautions - to get the boats into the water and to go across to help or whatever - but half a day went past."

National Parks Board acting chief executive Herman Botha said that in spite of ideal weather conditions at the weekend - calm seas and very light winds - the incoming tide had swept the oil rapidly towards Langebaan.

"In the light of the planned Saldanha steel mill and oil storage facilities, one wonders what the environmental consequence would be in the case of a larger oil spill."
Sasol's petrochemical business surges

BY ANDY DUFFY

Sasol's attributable income rose 24% to R1,86-billion for the year to June, as surging petrochemicals business offset lacklustre bottom lines across its other divisions. The group was also planning to spend R3-billion, in a five-year programme to expand its petrochemicals division, reducing the group's dependence on mainstay synthetic fuels.

But Sasol said tariff protection - which cost the taxpayer nearly R1-billion last year - should continue beyond the turn of the decade. Paul Kruger, the group managing director and deputy chairman, said current proposals for a five-year phase-out were "hasty".

Turnover rose 21% to R11,9-billion, while operating profit moved to R2,8-billion from R2,5-billion last year.

Sasol took a R118,7-million abnormal charge to cover obsolete plant, though this was offset by interest income at R143,1-million.

A lower effective tax rate left net income at R1,9-billion from a previous R1,5-billion.

Share earnings rose 22,3% percent to 328,1c, while the dividend was 13,3 percent higher at 108c.

A scarp alternative was offered to the second half cash payout.

Kruger said earnings in the current year should improve, despite the expected fall in tariff levels and lower prices.
Oil spill bigger than estimated

The amount of oil not accounted for at the time of the leak exceeded 1.3 million barrels, according to the latest estimate. The spill was caused by a leak in a pipeline owned by the Marathon Oil Company. The company has been ordered to pay millions of dollars in fines and to repair the pipeline. The spill has caused significant environmental damage, including the death of thousands of birds and marine organisms. The company has also been accused of covering up the spill and failing to report it in a timely manner.
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Sasol’s petrochemical business surges

BY ANDY DUFFY

Sasol’s attributable income rose 24 percent to R1,86 billion for the year to June, as surging petrochemicals business offset laggard bottom lines across its other divisions.

The group was also planning to spend R3 billion in a five-year programme to expand its petrochemicals division, reducing the group’s dependence on mature synthetic-fuels.

But Sasol said tariff protection - which cost the taxpayer nearly R1 billion last year - should continue beyond the turn of the decade. Paul Kruger, the group managing director and deputy chairman, said current proposals for a five-year phase-out were "hazardous.

Turnover rose 21 percent to R11,9 billion, while operating profit moved to R2,5 billion from R2,3 billion last year.

Sasol took a R118,7 million abnormal charge to cover obsolete plant, though this was offset by interest income at R143,1 million.

A lower effective tax rate left net income at R1,9 billion from a previous R1,5 billion.

Share earnings rose 22,3 percent to 323,1c, while the dividend was 15,3 percent higher at 102c.

A scrapping alternative was offered to the second-half cash payout.

Kruger said earnings in the current year should improve, despite the expected fall in tariff levels and poorer prices.

"We expect this year that the performance can be further improved,” he said.

Higher production and prices lifted the petrochemicals operating earnings 102 percent to R876,8 million, representing 31,3 percent of the group total.

Export sales jumped to R1,45 billion from a previous R680 million, lifting total group exports from R770 million to R1,7 billion.

The recently listed Polfrin and the Schuman-Sasol joint venture both made strong contributions.

There had been some softening in prices, but the division would continue lifting earnings, powered by the R5 billion expenditure plans. Lower tariff protection restrained the synthetic-fuels division’s 2 percent growth in operating earnings to R1,2 billion.

Kruger said profit levels should be maintained, though the tariff protection was expected to be phased down next year.

The mineral division suffered a 14 percent drop in operating earnings to R311,8 million, hit by increased expenditure, but it would bear fruit next year.

Kruger refused to detail progress on the talks with an unnamed black business group announced last month.

THE RIGHT MIX Paul Kruger yesterday after the group posted a 24 percent rise in attributable income
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**SHO-CRAFT**

**Showing more promise**

Last year’s results, acknowledges chairman Frank Haymann, are Sho-Craft’s worst yet. For the first time since listing in 1987, the group declared a net loss (R156 000).

Though sales dropped only marginally, a two-thirds decline in the margin saw the operating profit cut in half. Haymann says margins were squeezed by rising costs and tough competition, which forced Sho-Craft to undercharge to maintain its market share.

Earnings were further eroded by rising interest payments on borrowings.

In the post-election economic climate, companies catering for trade exhibitions — the jewellery box manufacturing divisions in the former Bophuthatswana are being phased out — seem likely to prosper. Haymann says the effects of election turbulence hit Sho-Craft hard. Exhibitions were cancelled and trade stagnated. Unrest in the former homeland prompted the closure of a “disappointing” box factory and the plant’s relocation to Gauteng, costing R200 000.

Haymann believes exhibition management will be a growth area. He cites a show for retail convenience stores which was held successfully earlier this year, 160 companies exhibited.

Haymann says the exhibition division will contribute to a lucrative year. Unaudited results for the six months to end-August show record sales at 85% of last year’s full-year figure. The first half is usually quiet. Order books are full and Haymann confidently forecasts R1m taxed profit on R13m sales for financial 1996. He hopes to pay 3c a share in dividends. No dividend was paid last year.

Trading profits should improve this year. But interest-bearing debt is not expected to fall much, so interest payments will continue to curb the bottom line. Haymann says the share price, which has fallen from 45c last year to 20c, is “a joke.” The market is obviously not convinced, and until the balance sheet has strengthened perhaps caution would be wise.
Stricter shoe import control policy urged

Yuri Thumbran

ILLEGAL imports and dumped products had put a brake on SA footwear production with jobs declining by 1% last year to 21,300 and the number of factories slumping to 116 from 126, the latest Footwear Manufacturer Federation statistics show.

Federation president Robert Fennblum said latest trends were disconcerting, especially in the light of government’s failure to impose restrictions on cheap imports and to act on dumping.

The industry last showed growth in employment in 1989 when 27,500 people were employed, but this had slowed as factories closed in the face of cheaper imports flooding the market.

Fennblum dismissed claims by the tanning industry that most imports were at the lower end of the market. Their value suggested otherwise, he said, while the volume of imports from Zimbabwe, Indonesia, Italy, Singapore and mainland China was increasing.

Fennblum said there was lack of proper customs control and stronger measures to curb illegal imports and dumped products.
Sasol outlines aim to be a 'fully fledged oil company'

Hilary Joffe

SASOL is at pains these days to stress that the feedstock chemicals plant is not primarily an aromatic plant, that the Nafs and Sasol 3 projects of the 80s were a response to the oil crisis, and not to smugness.

So, Sasol is at pains to show that, despite all the cuts, it is still a serious player in the oil and gas industry.

MD Paul Kruger is expected to spell out what the group, which reported results for financial year 1995 last week, will look like by the 2000 Sasol Oil will be a fully fledged oil company, either alone or in conjunction with another company, he says.

Sasol Chemicals will contribute half the group's profit, with the other half coming from emerging business. The group will be well established as a chemical exporter and its syngas plant will be producing methanol, a major driver of Sasol's growth strategy.

In the year to end-June, 40% of Sasol Oil's production from Naftrax was sold to other oil companies, with a further 20% marketed directly in South Africa and 40% in other countries.

Kruger says the only reason the company is disappointed with the sales is because it is not yet able to market its products overseas.

Sasol Chemicals is expected to achieve a return on investment of 12% by 1997, with 75% of the profit going back to Sasol Oil.

The group is also optimistic about its prospects for 1996, with a 15% increase in profit expected.

Kruger says the group's strategy is to focus on core competences and to divest assets that do not contribute to the core business.
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Price is attached to medical folklore

LOCAL and multinational pharmaceutical companies are scrambling for access to medical knowledge that SA’s traditional healers have gathered over the centuries.

In the process they are whipping up an ethical debate over who should benefit from the country’s healing folklore.

Until recently, the work of sangomas and nyangas (the two main types of healers found in SA) was regarded by most practitioners of Western medicine as mumbo-jumbo.

Yet, in the past few months, at least four pharmaceutical companies have visited the offices of the Traditional Doctors’ Association in Johannesburg to enlist help in finding plants that could be used to make new medicines.

“Traditional healers in this country have used various plants, about 3 000 different species, for the cure or remedy of various ailments,” says Salem Pakir, who heads a natural resource management project at the Land and Agricultural Policy Centre.

With new developments in chemical analysis, this can generate millions for pharmaceutical companies.”

In May researchers from Shaman Pharmaceuticals, a California-based company, arrived in SA and made contact with traditional healers’ associations, botanists, anthropologists and research departments at universities.

About 200 big pharmaceutical companies are in the race to develop new drugs from natural resources.

At least 122 prescription drugs — including the muscle relaxant curare, malaria-treating quinine and vincristine, derived from Madagascar’s almost extinct rosy periwinkle to treat lymphoma, are based on substances found in plants and other wild species.

Most of these were developed in the 1960s when international drug development from plants ground to a halt because it was difficult to analyse thousands of species for their chemical and pharmacological properties.

But DNA technology has now made it possible to screen the therapeutic effects of plants quite rapidly.

As a result there has been a new generation of drugs. Shaman has developed a drug called SP-30 which was derived from an as yet secret plant found in South America.

A drug called Taxol is manufactured from the Pacific yew tree and has recently been approved in the US for treating cancer.

But scientists have analysed only 1% of the world’s 250 000 known plant species, and mass screening of all these is virtually impossible. Hence the value of indigenous healers.

“The efficiency of screening plants for medicinal purposes increases by more than 400% through the use of knowledge in the possession of sangomas and other healers,” says Pakir.

“The current value of medicinal products derived through leads given by traditional doctors is valued worldwide at about $45bn.

Many companies involved in what has become known as ‘bioprospecting’ for plants and pharmacological knowledge have begun to develop ethical guidelines designed to ensure that host countries and their healers benefit from royalties, patents and technologies developed.

But there have been cases of abuse.

Madagascar’s rosy periwinkle is now being artificially cultivated in Texas, where the company Eli Lilly has never paid a cent to Madagascar.

“Academic institutions and commercial companies must negotiate equitable contracts with traditional healers before using their skills.”

Galvanised by the apparent proliferation of genetic research into the pharmacological use of SA’s plant life, Pakir’s organisation has set up a project that will draft regulations and a statutory framework to ensure ethical use of the country’s biological riches.

Meanwhile, some of the 200 traditional healers’ organisations in SA are beginning to debate and educate their members about the ethical issues involved in bioprospecting.

The Traditional Doctors’ Association has engaged lawyers to work on contracts and patents for members approached by big firms for help — Sapa.
Lion Match exporting move ‘wildly’ successful

Nicola Jenvey

DURBAN — Industrial holding company Lion Match would continue concentrating on exports to South America and Africa, having experienced “substantial” growth in export markets over the past few years, MD Terry Turner said.

Turner said that although growth in the company’s export sector had come off “a very low base”, the decision in 1992 to move more aggressively into exports was paying dividends.

“The domestic match market — still Lion Match’s major demand despite moves into the shaving and home and garden markets — is mature in world terms and future growth will be modest rather than incremental. Moving into exporting was the logical solution,” he said.

During 1993 the company undertook its first foray into the South American market, a move which had proved “successful beyond our wildest dreams” Turner said there was a possibility the company would establish a manufacturing plant in South America within the next few years.

The Durban factory had a surplus capacity of about 20%, which would have to be accommodated before major investments were made in new plants.

Lion Match had R200.7m in liquid resources at the year ended March — currently being held in short-term preference shares — but no decision on how to invest the money had been made, he said.

“We are still exploring all the options and only time will tell which one will prove the best for shareholders,” he said.

Although Lion Match could pay out a special dividend to shareholders, this would be “very expensive” with the inclusion of secondary tax on companies. It is due to publish interim results in November.
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FORIM \textsuperscript{22/9/95}

Funding plan stymied

Activities: Makes and distributes pharmaceutical products. Also owns properties

Chairman: H R Levin MD M Gelbart

Capital structure: 49.3m 4.5c 5.3m 12-month high, 62c, low, 40c.

Share market: Price 45c. Yields 2.2% on dividend, 9.6% on earnings, p e ratio, 10.2.

Year to February 28

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>'92</th>
<th>'93</th>
<th>'94</th>
<th>'95</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ST debt (Rm)</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LT debt (Rm)</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debt ratio</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shareholders' interest</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Int &amp; leasing cover</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Return on cap (%)</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>8.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-int profit (Rm)</td>
<td>21.8</td>
<td>37.4</td>
<td>42.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-int margin (%)</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>9.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earnings (c)</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dividends (c)</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tangible NAV (c)</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>46.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When the AGM was held last month, shareholders turned down a special resolution which would have enabled the board to double the authorised share capital. This would have been followed by a rights issue to reduce debt and fund acquisitions. Borrowings have more than doubled in the past year, boosted by relocation costs and rapid expansion in the pharmaceutical division. Other methods of easing the debt burden will have to be found.

Geo Schwalst, which has a number of generic registrations, and the southern African agency for Scholl Joint venture company Research Ethicals was formed after year-end to market products for the group and the international companies it represents.

An equity issue may have helped to improve the thin liquidity in the share, only 554 shares traded in the last three months. Meanwhile, though the 10.2 p e ratio is much lower than the pharmaceutical sector average, the state of the balance sheet and the lack of clarity about capacity to fund growth make the counter unattractive.

MD Meyer Gelbart expected the resolution to be passed "Now growth through future acquisitions could be strangled — the matter is receiving urgent attention."

FORIM’s direction has shifted since its listing in the property sector in 1990. Gelbart says the company will apply this year to change its listing to the pharmaceutical and medical sector. A buyer is being sought for the commercial and industrial properties, all in Johannesburg’s CBD and with 95% occupancy.

Management’s expansion strategy will continue this year. Gelbart says part of the plan is to act as local representative for international companies FORIM has acquired.
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Sasol divisions plan merger with Omnia

BY ANDY DUFFY

Sasol is discussing merging its fertiliser and explosives business with Omnia Holdings, in a bid to rationalise and sharpen its global edge.

The plan, released yesterday in a cautionary to shareholders, centred on Sasol shunting its fertiliser division into Omholt to create a R900 million-a-year business.

Sasol would also take a stake in Omholt, though it was not clear whether the 33 percent holding of its main shareholder, Anglo-Alphat, would ship.

The groups' explosives operations would be combined in a new jointly owned R350 million-a-year company.

Omnia also announced yesterday a net loss of R6.1 million for the six months to June, compared with a loss of R3.9 million for the same period a year ago. The dividend was passed.

A spokesman for Omholt said the deal would be funded mainly through shares, though there would also be a cash element.

The full details had still to be hammered out and Sasol's ultimate control over the operations had not been finalised.

The proposals would also have to go through the unions and the Competition Board, and were unlikely to be finalised before next year.

Sasol declined to comment further, but Omholt said it had been prompted into the talks by global market conditions. Similar logic recently led ABCI into reshaping its explosives division with ICI.

Omholt's explosives business — Bulka Mining Explosives — cut a technology deal earlier this year, with Dyno Nobel. It also holds 30 percent of a British fertiliser business. The performance of Sasol's operations relied heavily on overseas markets in the past financial year.
Saldanha spill controls 'inadequate'

THE National Parks Board has slammed the anti-pollution measures at Saldanha Bay and said the recent oil spill showed that current measures to protect the environment were "totally inadequate".

The board has also hit out at Department of Trade and Industry Minister Mr Trevor Manuel for claiming that environmental organisations had withdrawn their objections to the proposed R4.7bn steel plant at Saldanha.

In a submission to the Steyn Board of inquiry into the Saldanha steel plant, Parks Board chief Dr Robbie Robinson said at the weekend the threat which industrial activity posed to Saldanha Bay and Langebaan Lagoon had been "dramatically highlighted" by the spill, and was a timely reminder that Saldanha Bay was a high-risk port not suited to oil transfers.

Reacting to Mr Manuel's claims, he said "Our national parks are an important fulcrum around which our international and national tourism industry revolves and as such, the Department of Trade and Industry should be far more sympathetic towards the endeavours of the National Parks Board."

The Steyn inquiry will hand in its report on October 6.
Call for new drug pricing structure

Beatrice Payne

THE Representative Association of Medical Schemes (Rams) and pharmaceutical manufacturers' representatives plan to ask manufacturers to publish drug prices excluding distribution and dispensing costs from next month.

The move would create a more transparent pricing system with the prices published in several places, including the Blue Book.

According to a discussion document, Rams, the Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association (PMA) and the National Association of Pharmaceutical Manufacturers (NAPM) hope to see the voluntary scrapping of bonusing by the end of March. But if this was not achieved the three bodies would attempt to have the publication of a single exit price made law.

Under the current system manufacturers used a system of discriminatory pricing where the price from manufacturers to buyers varied for reasons other than volumes.

Continued on Page 2

Drug prices

Continued from Page 1

According to the document, manufacturers would be encouraged to publish exit prices from October 1. Stock bonusing activities would be stopped and sampling regulated from end-March. The PMA and the NAPM would encourage their members to publish exit prices netted down by January.

This would allow time for impact studies to assist in negotiations between Rams and service providers before the netted down system would be formally introduced at the end of March.

Rams said it would encourage its members to determine and pay medical scheme benefits on the basis of the published exit prices from January.

Distribution and dispensing fees would be negotiated on a mark-up basis.

The NAPM committee was to meet tonight to discuss members' feedback.
Marmoran scoops R20m foreign contract

BY JOHN SPIRA

gauteng business editor

Marmoran, South Africa’s oldest specialist coating manufacturer, has, along with its Malaysian agent, Budhiana, clinched a R20 million contract for work on the new International Islamic University in Gombak, Malaysia.

Gavin Communs, the managing director of Marmoran, says the contract involves more than 2 million square metres of work.

Marmoran has concluded an agency contract with Budhiana subsidiary, Budhiana Marketing and Trading, in Malaysia.

Interestingly, the university contract involves a return-to-roots adventure for the dozen or so skilled Cape Town Malay employees whom Marmoran has sent to Malaysia to assist with the initial stages of the project.

"Unfortunately, however," says Communs, "there’s a severe limit on the number of South Africans that are able to find employment, even of a temporary nature, in Malaysia. The problem lies in the cost and productivity of our labour."

He draws the following comparison: "A South African team of five people, with each artisan earning R100 a day, does 40m² to 50m² daily when applying our top-of-the-range coating. In China they do 140m² a day and the team members earn R9 each. That’s how poor our productivity is.

"It’s why our agents are using Chinese labour. On the Islamic University contract, South African labour is simply too expensive relative to its productivity."

Communs hopes that the Malaysian delegation which recently visited South Africa will bring home to South Africans that its economic model is worthy of emulation. "The Malaysian economy is growing at an annual rate of 8.4 percent. Inflation is low, interest rates are low and there is full employment. And bear in mind that the Malaysian economy has only transformed in the past 15 years."

Marmoran is operating in 27 countries, having started exporting to Malawi and Mauritius in 1985. "It was difficult to operate under sanctions," recalls Communs.

"It was a difficulty exacerbated by the fact that our coatings aren’t easy to see, since we don’t just market a product but its application as well. The entire process has to be demonstrated before a deal can be concluded, a complete parcel has to be put together between our agents and ourselves."

Exports

Marmoran’s export drive began slowly but when the top architects and builders in Africa saw the product range, it took off. "One of the first jobs we did was President Banda’s palace in Malawi. We’re very strong in Africa, the Indian Ocean Islands and the Far East, where we have joint venture partners in several countries from Hong Kong we’ve gone into China."

Last year, says Communs, 37.5 percent of Marmoran’s turnover comprised exports. This year it will be more than 50 percent. Its export activities are reaching a level at which it will soon have to establish joint-venture manufacturing facilities abroad.

Prospective exporters would no doubt like to learn how to break into export markets.

"How has Marmoran done it so successfully?"

"Networking," says Communs. "Establishing the right applicators/agents is crucial. It isn’t easy — which is why we prefer to work with people for six months to a year prior to appointing them as a licence holder."

"In the past year we’ve increased our sales by more than 50 percent in Gauteng, and the northern and eastern Transvaal — a phenomenal achievement, bearing in mind that the building industry has not met forecasts which predicted good growth this year, mainly on the back of RDP-related projects."
Spunchem on-stream

BY SHIRLEY JONES

The Spunchem Africa plant, a R36 million capital intensive joint venture between Sentracem and KwaZulu-based Strand Holdings, comes on-stream today.

The first sod was turned less than a year ago on the project, the first of its kind in Africa.

Spunchem has the capacity to replace between R65 million and R80 million worth of spunbond imported into South Africa each year for use by the medical, automotive, agricultural, furniture, carpet and mining industries.

Spunbond is used in the manufacture of disposable diapers and feminine hygiene products.

Spunchem has absorbed the spunbond distribution and sales operation of Durban Alloys and Chemicals. As one of about six importers bringing in spunbond from Italy, Australia, the Far East, America and Europe, it controlled 33 percent of the local market.

Ian Porteous, the managing director of Durban Alloys, who has been appointed Spunchem's chief executive, says the South African plant not only has capacity to supply the entire South African market, but is perfectly positioned as a net exporter of a value added product.

ON THE ROLL: Chief executive Ian Porteous and operations manager, Bruce Colding, with Spunchem's first product.
Sasol searches for Australian partner

BY LACHLAN COLQUHOUN

Independent Foreign Service

Sydney — Sasol is hunting for an Australian joint venture partner to buy into the A$1 billion (about R2.8 billion) worth of Australian coal assets up for sale, said Chris Cloete, the coal division's managing director.

In Australia for a coal producers conference, Cloete confirmed that the company was actively searching for Australian partners and that it was enthusiastic about expanding its coal assets out of South Africa.

Cloete also confirmed that Sasol had gone a long way towards securing a joint venture in China, which would see Sasol and a major Chinese company combine in a petro-chemical venture from refined coal.

But Cloete declined to elaborate further, and Sasol could not not be reached for comment yesterday.

The Sasol chief is buoyed by estimates of global demand for coal over the coming decade. Driven in the short term by a robust in world demand as a result of the latest Japanese stimulus package, he expects the world price to rise from its current US$36 a ton to about US$42 a ton within three years.

"And if the price were to rise to US$50 a ton then it would become economic to recover many of our other known reserves," Cloete said.

Global demand is expected to rise 6 percent a year until the end of the century, an increase that will need an extra 70 million tons of production. Australia is expected to produce at least 50 percent of the new supply required.

Floated

With regard to the company's Australian ambitions, Cloete said he envisaged a situation where Sasol and its Australian partner would together buy into one of the Australian coal mines up for grabs.

The Australian producer could be given access to the South African coal market with production from one of its other mines.

The joint venture company could even be floated off on its own on both Australian and South African exchanges.

"The project has to be right — we are not into expansion just for the sake of it. The projects must be value added ones for Sasol," said Cloete.

The Queensland coal assets of Australian mining company Mount Isa Mines would be the most attractive proposition for Sasol.

Mount Isa Mines — beset by industrial problems and hit by a series of poor profit results from its core copper business — is looking to sell three mines at Newlands, Collinsville and Abbott's Point in Queensland.

The Newlands mine alone plunged more than A$700 million into debt last year, and an international syndicate of financiers has begun negotiations to sell the mine.

Analysts say the problems with the mines stem more from Mount Isa Mine's short-term corporate difficulties than the health of coal mining in Australia, and say that despite the losses the mines have a healthy longer-term future.

Cloete said Sasol was also interested in examining the potential of investing in Indonesia, a country with substantial coal reserves.

Indonesia, Australia and South Africa would become the competitive coal producing nations of the future, Cloete said.
Sasol is finalising plans for a R914 million coal gasification project in China, following a deal struck earlier this year.

The company said yesterday that its subsidiary SasTech was hammering out the final details of the proposals with the Australian arm of German engineering group Lurgi.

SasTech was drafted into the plans earlier this year as the design and technical consultant on the plant Lurgi will build it.

The company and Lurgi have put together a gasification plan worth about R160 million, with the balance of the expenditure on downstream construction.

A spokesman for Sasol said the final agreement had still to be signed, and that no firm timetable was in place for the plant’s construction.

But the plant would form the main focus of Sasol’s involvement in China, alongside chemicals marketing through its Sasol chemicals Pacific operation.

The plant, to be built in the Henan province, will convert low-grade coal into town gas, using the technology process currently used at Sasolburg and Secunda.

The plans Sasol unveiled earlier this year to build another plant in China with international partners appear to have been shelved.

Export business jumped 126 percent to R1.7 billion in the year to June. Sasol has recently created a new company to house its offshore oil production interests.

The company made clear last weekend that its mining division was looking for partners to go after Australian coal mining assets.
Black-empowerment oil firm hands advertising to Israelis

BY LLEWELLYN JONES

Afric Oil, the empowerment vehicle launched by Calhex and Wiseman Nkubhu, has given its lucrative advertising contract to Israeli agency Gitan International after deciding South African players were not up to the job, local agencies said yesterday.

Jan Bader, the managing director of BBC Nash, condemned the decision, saying Afric Oil should have given the contract to a local agency.

"Afric Oil was formed as part of an empowerment programme and one would have thought on that basis the advertising and promotion contract would have been awarded on a similar basis," he said.

Joe Makobe, the spokesman for Afric Oil, defended the decision yesterday, saying only Gitan had grasped the mandate of Afric Oil.

Bader claimed that local agencies were not poor performers, and even if they were "a South African agency should have been co-opted on to this project so that they could have learned something."

Four of the five agencies shortlisted for the contract were South African, but all were dumped in favour of Gitan International.

Gitan does the promoting for Ithuba, the scratchcard company.

Local companies understood to have been on the short list include the new black-owned agency Herdibuxys, and BBC Nash.

The contract — thought to be worth at least R15 million — will focus on propelling Afric Oil onto the public eye, as the company embarks on a R15 million nationwide rebranding programme.

Herdibuxys was circumspect about the decision "It's their prerogative to appoint whoever they please," said spokesman Peter Vundla.

Afric Oil was launched last month in a joint venture between Calhex, Nkubhu's Worldwide African Investment Holdings and Transnet subsidiary Bongani Motor Holdings.

The company opened its first petrol station last night.
Petrol price rises 2c/l on Wednesday

JOHANNESBURG — The petrol price will rise two cents a litre on Wednesday, the Central Energy Fund said today.

The price of diesel would be reduced by one cent a litre.

The adjustment would raise the price of petrol to R1.99 a litre in Gauteng and R1.80 a litre at the coast. The diesel price would fall to R1.67 a litre in Gauteng.

The petrol price rise included a one cent a litre increase in the retail margin, completing the 2.5 cents rise in the mark-up approved by cabinet before the August price adjustment — Reuter (83) (784) 29 242 124 21/9/75
Cheap on the fundamentals

Activities: Makes and markets synthesis fuels, chemicals, minerals and market coal, retene oil, and markets fuels

Control: IDC 11.5%, Old Mutual 11%, Santam 11%

Chairman: J A Stegnmann MD P Kruger

Capital structure: 588m out of Market capitalisation R16,2bn

Share market: Price R31 Yields 3.3% on dividend, 10.6% on earnings, p/e ratio, 9.5, covers 3.1 12-month high, R26.65, low, R28.16 Trading volume last quarter, 16.1m shares

Year to June 23

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>ST debt (Rm)</th>
<th>LT debt (Rm)</th>
<th>Debt equity ratio</th>
<th>Shareholders' interest</th>
<th>Int &amp; leasing cover</th>
<th>Return on cap (%)</th>
<th>Turnover (Rbn)</th>
<th>Pre-int profit (Rbn)</th>
<th>Pre-int margin (%)</th>
<th>Earnings (c)</th>
<th>Dividends (c)</th>
<th>Tangible NAV (c)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>93</td>
<td>459</td>
<td>1,062</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>7.85</td>
<td>1.76</td>
<td>22.7</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94</td>
<td>578</td>
<td>1,052</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>15.3</td>
<td>8.25</td>
<td>2.05</td>
<td>24.8</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>1,124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>736</td>
<td>1,036</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>15.6</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>8.64</td>
<td>2.61</td>
<td>26.5</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>1,298</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The share presents investors with a contradiction. On one side are the generally soundly performing operations, backed by a large and well-timed capex programme, benefits of which are now being seen in the mounting contribution from downstream chemicals. On the other side is the uncertainty which provides future deregulation of SA's fuel industry and the tariff protection enjoyed by Sasol.

On fundamentals, Sasol looks like one of the most undervalued shares in the chemicals share sector. A p/e ratio of 9.5 belies the strong and growing influence of petrochemical production, and possibly coal mining activities as well.

The balance sheet continues to strengthen (see table), debt being reduced over the past three years despite a capex programme totalling R7bn over the past five years.

Penultimate payment of R400m to the Central Energy Fund for full ownership of Sasol Three (the final payment of R550m will be made this year) leaves the balance sheet ungeared, with net cash resources of about R270m.

Financial 1994's interest charge of R165m has swung to income of R54m, a trend which should remain intact this year despite the planned expenditure of about R3bn over the next five years, mainly on further development and investments in chemical activities.

Deputy chairman and MD Paul Kruger expects chemicals to make a larger contribution to operating profit this year than the historically dominant synthetic fuel production. In the 1995 year chemicals contributed 31%, or R877m, to operating profit compared to synfuels' 44%.

Underpinning the balance sheet is Sasol's strong cash flow, allowing the group to retain R2.83bn from operating activities (1994 R2.05bn) — though future cash flows could be affected by government moves on tariff protection.

There are other attractions to the share. With most of Sasol's product pricing in foreign currencies, mainly US dollars, the share has a rand hedge component of about 80%. Last year Sasol earned R1.74bn in exports alone. Exports currently account for about R2bn of turnover.

In the shorter term Sasol will continue benefiting from the upturn in world commodity prices, a useful portion of this coming from jointly controlled and separately listed Polifin.

Long-term, improved cash flow should reflect the value unlocked in downstream chemical production through Cerusol's capex programme. Coal exports, due to start towards the end of 1997, could become a useful source of future income.

More unbundling not dissimilar to Polifin is possible in the future. Kruger notes Sasol is under pressure from the oil industry in SA to at least partially unbundle its refining activities if and when it fully enters the retail market. As with Polifin, such a move is expected to help place a more realistic value on Sasol's separate activities.

But the debate on the future structure of the petroleum industry remains in limbo. Kruger says Sasol supports draft policy calling for reduced state involvement in the industry, but contends the process should be phased and orderly.

Negotiations between Sasol and the SA oil industry on marketing fuels refined at Natref through Sasol's own service station network broke down. Alternatives, including co-operation with one or more of the oil companies, are being investigated.

Uncertainty around these issues and the removal of tariff protection, worth about R1bn to Sasol last year, continue to depress the share. Kruger says Sasol accepts tariff protection will be phased out — but he wants more time than the five years recommended in the Arthur Andersen report to allow the synfuel business to be competitive without protection.

These issues will probably continue to affect the share in the coming year, though a longer-term view suggests they will be resolved without permanent effect on Sasol.

There is uncertainty on industry deregulation, and perhaps risk around the future of the synfuel business. But prospects for the other activities make Sasol share cheap at R31.
PREMPHARM

Growth at the core

Activities: Manufactures and distributes pharmaceutical, vision care, consumer and animal health products
Control: Premier Group 57.6%
Chairmen: D B Band MD P S Noriul
Capital structure: 106,6m ordi Market capitalisation R2,12bn
Share market: Price 1 950c Yields 2.6% on dividend, 5.8% on earnings, p/e ratio, 17.6, cover, 2.2. 12-month high, 2 500c. low, 1 800c. Trading volume last quarter, 859.347 shares

Year to April 30

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>92</th>
<th>93</th>
<th>94</th>
<th>95</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ST debt (Rm)</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LT debt (Rm)</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>19.6</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debt equity ratio</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>(0.21)</td>
<td>(0.22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shareholders’ interest</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Int &amp; leasing cover</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Return on cap (%)</td>
<td>40.2</td>
<td>38.4</td>
<td>35.6</td>
<td>36.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turnover (Rm)</td>
<td>477</td>
<td>456</td>
<td>506</td>
<td>640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-int profit (Rm)</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-int margin (%)</td>
<td>24.2</td>
<td>25.8</td>
<td>27.5</td>
<td>26.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earnings (c)</td>
<td>59.3</td>
<td>57.8</td>
<td>63.2</td>
<td>114.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dividends (c)</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tangible NAV (c)</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>241</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>333</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The forecast that the current year should see further real growth in turnover and earnings seems to have put some life back into the Premier Pharmaceuticals share price. The prediction was made at the time of the preliminary results in June and again in the annual report.

Though the 1995 year was another period of sound progress for the group, with EPS rising 23% on a 27% improvement in sales, it was less so for shareholders, who saw the price retreat from a mid-1994 high of 2.400c to a low of 1.800c in July this year. It has since rallied to 1.950c for a net loss of 19%.

1995 was a period of consolidation for Premier after the acquisitions of the previous year, which saw a number of additions to the pharmaceuticals division. This time the only major structural change was the merging of the animal health division with Sentracrem's veterinary products division, with Premier retaining a 50% interest in the merged entity which is managed by Sentracrem.

Thus effectively reduced the operating divisions to three pharmaceutical, consumer products and vision care, with investments (cash and animal health) forming a fourth profit pillar.

Of the three, by far the largest turnover gain came from pharmaceuticals which benefited from a full year's contribution from 1994's acquisitions and increased sales by 46% - more than double the gains elsewhere. The proportion of group turnover attributable to pharmaceuticals rose to a dominant 57%.

It is clear from the annual report that integration of the new group members has proceeded smoothly, though full benefits of restructuring and management information systems upgrades have yet to be felt.

The report also implies results could have been better had it not been for capacity constraints which resulted in stockouts on occasions as demand exceeded group ability to supply product. CEO Paul Noriul is optimistic turnover growth will not be similarly inhibited this year.

New chairman Doug Band sees the group as favourably positioned in the context of the changes occurring within the broader health-care industry because of its emphasis on over-the-counter and generic medicines. Management seems reasonably relaxed about the draft report on national health-care policy, which envisages a strong private sector functioning in parallel to the public sector, whose main goal will be to provide accessible and affordable primary health-care services. Coupled with the cost-cutting measures which the medical aid sector has had to implement, Band sees the trend towards self-medication accelerating to the benefit of the group.

A strong balance sheet has been a characteristic of Premier Pharm since it became fully part of Premier Group in 1993. Net cash resources, drawn down in 1994 owing to acquisitions, have recovered to R72.6m, equating to 22% of tangible net worth.

Management attributes this to a strong cash flow, but equally important was the use of capitalisation issues instead of cash dividends.

The cash saving on the 1995 interim totalled R26.2m before the concommitant saving in STC. This accounted for almost 90% of the R29.2m by which net cash resources increased, indicating that from an operational standpoint the group was essentially cash-neutral. Since year-end, the final dividend will have similarly boosted cash.

Given its available resources, the group's optimism about the future seems well-founded, suggesting the tentative recovery in the share price over the past two months will probably continue.

Brun Thompson
HOECHST

According to plan

Hoechst's maiden interim report, coming so shortly after the listing, holds no apparent disappointments. Its main function is to reveal details of the group's financial performance. Turnover for the six months to June 1995 grew 26.7% to R853.3m, and attributable income grew 37.5% to R214m.

The polymer and chemicals divisions are riding the upswing of their commodity cycle, which should see strong cash flow in the next year, enough to retire some debt. Healthcare performed well in parts (animal health and self-medication) and is expected to pick up further in the usually stronger second quarter.

As was predicted, MD Reinhard Traub is off again to Germany, having seen the group through its debut on the JSE, and the current MD of Hoechst Colombiana will take over. At 540c, the share is 10c off its high.

Margaret Anne Holle
and dental services — which includes parent company Malbak’s 50%.

SAD CE Peter Beningfield explains “The move is in line with international trends. Internationally, the pharmaceutical industry’s leaders are realising that it is no longer enough for a pharmaceutical company to stick to its traditional role as a provider of pills, potions and powders.”

He adds that the diversification has also been prompted by demand from medical aids and patients. Mediscor already processes 4 million scripts a year with a gross value of R600 million, while Medicross’s 20 centres treat around 50,000 patients a month.

The move could arguably also provide SAD with a captive and compliant market for its drug sales — a consideration that led the Competition Board to investigate Malbak’s acquisition of Mediscor several months ago. The investigation is still under way, but the issues include:

- Mediscor, by advertising only certain pharmacies as agents, could be guilty of restrictive business practices since pharmacies were allegedly being refused membership even where they were willing to offer more than the average 25% discounts on scripts that Mediscor requires from participating outlets.
- SAD’s links to Mediscor could ultimately enable SAD to exert undue influence on consumers to use SAD products by allowing them immediate settlement and discounts only through SAD-agent pharmacies who could also be subject to greater pressure to stock and use mainly SAD drugs.

Beningfield also holds exclusive agencies to manage the drug claims of some of the country’s largest medical schemes.

Beningfield, however, says Mediscor’s limited selection of participating pharmacies is no different to the practice of franchises, also selected according to the discretionary criteria of the franchisee. He points out that, to allay the board’s fears, in smaller towns Mediscor has allowed everyone to participate as their agents: “Anti-competitive behaviour has, however, resulted since pharmacies in these towns have now banded together and are refusing to give discounts greater than 15%.”

On the drug-prescribing charge, Beningfield stresses that by law agent pharmacies cannot be compelled to stock more than 50% of their principal’s drugs or products.

Beningfield says HMS plans to explore fully the concept of managed health care that would include comprehensive care at fixed pre-paid membership rates based on capitation (fee per head) that would see HMS share risk — something existing medical administrators don’t do. Once again, he stresses that doctors would be under no duress to prescribe SAD drugs only. “The only non-negotiable they would have to observe is a commitment to dispensing the most cost-effective treatment.”
SA, Iran sign oil deal

Cape Town - South Africa and Iran yesterday signed the first part of an oil storage and marketing deal that could earn SA about R500-million a year.

Mineral and Energy Affairs spokesman Rolf Le Dortas said in Cape Town the deal allowing Iran to store about 15-million barrels of oil at Saldanha Bay had been signed in Tehran.

He said implementation of the deal would depend, however, on positive environmental impact reports by Pertinet and the Council for Scientific and Industrial Research as well as subsequent agreement on a marketing joint venture.

"The storage deal was signed by (Central Energy Fund general manager) Kobus van Zyl today, but the marketing part of the deal has still to be negotiated," he said.

Darroll said the two parts of the deal were interdependent and would be implemented together.

"No crude oil will flow to Saldanha Bay until the CEF board has satisfied itself as to the overall deal. That includes the environmental safety as top priority and the financial aspect of it," he said.

The second part of the deal, which involves a profit-sharing agreement on marketing of the Iranian oil into Africa and South America, could be signed by the end of September.

Darroll said the marketing joint venture could, on the basis of past experience, be expected to earn SA at least R50-million a year.

The oil deal has been criticized by the United States which accuses Iran of sponsoring terrorism and of trying to build weapons of mass destruction.

Washington tried to isolate Tehran internationally by imposing a trade ban in June but its calls to other nations to shun the Islamic republic have fallen on deaf ears.

South Africa might eventually reduce its strategic oil stocks from about four months' supply to about two months', but this would depend on details of the deal with Iran and an assessment of the country's fuel security, Darroll said. - Reuters
Afric Oil gains ‘unconditional’ support of black retailers

BY THABO LISHHOLD

Caltex Black Dealers and the National Black Fuel Retailers Association (Nabfra) have withdrawn their opposition to the establishment of Afric Oil, South Africa’s first black majority-owned oil company, and given it their unconditional support.

A joint statement released by Afric Oil and the two bodies representing black filling station owners said the parties had reached “an amicable resolution on fundamental issues pertaining to Afric Oil and the Caltex venture.”

The two groups had opposed the launch of Afric Oil, a joint venture between Wiseman Nkuhlu’s Worldwide African Investment Holdings, Callex, Bongani Motors and Firstcorp for allegedly enriching Nkuhlu’s group at the expense of the dealers.

The short statement, signed by Moses Moleole, Nabfra’s national co-ordinator and Phumlani Nhleko, the chairman of Afric Oil, said the parties had agreed “to explore a structure and process through which Caltex Black Dealers shall receive meaningful participation in Afric Oil.”

Moleole told Business Report last Thursday: “We have undertaken that the dealers’ plight would be reversed and decided to fully support Afric Oil as a real black empowerment effort.”

A Callex spokesman said the company had encouraged the dealers to participate in the joint venture by either investing directly in the new oil company or allowing their filling stations to be converted to Afric Oil.
Premier Pharmaceuticals to launch new products

By Charlotte Mathews

Investment in marketing support for new products will be maintained at relatively high levels to ensure long-term growth.

Although the full effect of the Reconstruction and Development Programme has not yet filtered through to the marketplace, Premier Pharmaceuticals’ consumer division is geared to capitalise on any increased market activity.

Exports

The visioncare division plans to launch a range of new dispensing products in the new year and will exploit opportunities to grow exports to neighbouring countries. It plans to relocate various prescription lens production facilities and sales and marketing offices in the coming year.

The animal health division, which saw trading conditions deteriorate drastically during the last part of the past financial year, is expected to show some recovery in the coming summer season, especially if there are good rains. This division also plans to expand exports to the rest of Africa.

The operations division, which mainly makes and distributes pharmaceutical and consumer products, will be implementing bar-coding of products, electronic payments, parcel tracking and inventory management, automated warehousing and quick-response systems.
Afric Oil gains ‘unconditional’ support of black retailers

By Thabo Lesiello

Caltex Black Dealers and the National Black Fuel Retailers Association (Nabfra) have withdrawn their opposition to the establishment of Afric Oil, South Africa’s first black majority-owned oil company, and given it their unconditional support.

A joint statement released by Afric Oil and the two bodies representing black filling station owners said the parties had reached “an amicable resolution on fundamental issues pertaining to Afric Oil and the Caltex venture”.

The two groups had opposed the launch of Afric Oil, a joint venture between Wiseman Nkuhlu’s Worldwide African Investment Holdings, Caltex, Bongani Motors and Firstcorp for allegedly enriching Nkuhlu’s group at the expense of the dealers.

The short statement, signed by Moses Molokele, Nabfra’s national co-ordinator, and Phuthuma Nhleko, the chairman of Afric Oil, said the parties had agreed “to explore a structure and process through which Caltex Black Dealers shall receive meaningful participation in Afric Oil”.

Molokele told Business Report: “We have an undertaking that the dealers’ plight would be revisited and decided to fully support Afric Oil as a real black empowerment effort.”

A Caltex spokesman said the company had encouraged the dealers to participate in the joint venture by either investing directly in the new oil company or allowing their filling stations to be converted to Afric Oil.
Afric Oil gains ‘unconditional’ support from SA’s black retailers
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Caltex Black Dealers and the National Black Fuel Retailers Association (Nabfra) have withdrawn their opposition to the establishment of Afric Oil, South Africa’s first black majority-owned oil company, and given it their unconditional support.

A joint statement released by Afric Oil and the two bodies representing black filling station owners said the parties had reached “an amicable resolution on fundamental issues pertaining to Afric Oil and the Caltex venture”.

The two groups had opposed the launch of Afric Oil, a joint venture between Wiseman Nkhalo’s Worldwide African Investment Holdings, Caltex, Bongum Motors and Firstcorp for allegedly enriching Nkhalo’s group at the expense of the dealers.

The statement, signed by Moses Molelele, Nabfra’s national co-ordinator and Phuthuma Nhleko, the chairman of Afric Oil, said the parties had agreed “to explore a structure and process through which Caltex Black Dealers shall receive meaningful participation in Afric Oil”.

Molelele said “We have an undertaking that the dealers’ plight would be revisited and decided to fully support Afric Oil as a real black empowerment effort”.

A Caltex spokesman said they had encouraged dealers to participate in the joint venture through investment or changing filling station names to reflect Afric Oil
Thor workers down tools.

MARITZBURG. Thor Chemicals workers, suspicious of a company doctor who was involved in the mercury poisoning trial last year, downed tools yesterday demanding his replacement.

The labour action came after four workers refused to submit to a medical check-up by Dr Bruce Alexander.

CF 5/9/95
Big rise in SA condom sales as Aids awareness grows

By John Spera

Condom sales in South Africa have soared, rising from R7 million in 1987 to an estimated R25 million.

Greater awareness of Aids is one of the main factors contributing to the rise in sales.

Another reason, claims Ian Stern, the managing director of Mates Healthcare SA (a member of the IS Distributors group which distributes Ansell condoms), is the imaginative and "more open" marketing campaign which his group has brought to the industry.

Stern maintains that Ansell condoms (among them Rough Rider, Bareback and Midnight Desire) have captured 60 percent of the market from a zero base eight years ago.

"We took condoms to outlets which had never carried them before — food chains, petrol station shops and airport stores. We achieved marketing and merchandising coups via the country's first gondola ends for condoms in supermarkets and condom displays in pharmacies. And we spotted the potential of using 24-hour shops and kiosks in various locations."

Stern's group also distributes several other health products, including vitamins and baby-care products.

While still at university, Stern began importing Ansell condoms from America on a small scale. After qualifying as a lawyer, he joined a law firm but resigned after less than a year to become involved full-time in the condom business. He is adamant that the market has considerable additional potential.

Huge

"South Africa doesn't take the Aids crisis seriously enough," he said. "The government doesn't appreciate the huge down-the-line cost to society and to the economy. There simply isn't enough spent on Aids education."

For comparative purposes he cites the condom market in Australia, where, with a population one-third the size of South Africa's, condom sales are four times higher than they are here.

"Tesco Stores in Britain conducted a research exercise which showed that with the current incidence of Aids in Britain, it would lose 10 percent of its existing turnover over 10 years down the line. It immediately embarked on a massive campaign aimed at promoting the sale of condoms.

"I am not in business to encourage promiscuity. I am conducting a crusade against the scourge of one of the most horrendous diseases the world has ever witnessed."
Big rise in SA condom sales as Aids awareness grows
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Condom sales in South Africa have soared, rising from R7 million in 1987 to an estimated R25 million.

Greater awareness of Aids is one of the main factors contributing to condoms’ rise to the big league.

Another reason, claims Ian Stern, the managing director of Mates Healthcare SA (a member of the IS Distributors group which distributes Ansell condoms), is the imaginative and “more open” marketing campaign which his group has brought to the industry.

Stern maintains that Ansell condoms (among them Rough Rider, Barbiex and Midnight Desire) have captured 60 percent of the market from a zero base eight years ago.

“We took condoms to outlets which had never carried them before — food chains, petrol

Safety First... Ian Stern, the managing director of Mates Healthcare SA, displays his wares

station shops and airport stores. We achieved marketing and merchandising coups via the country’s first condom ends

for condoms in supermarkets and condom displays in pharmacies. And we spotted the potential of using 24-hour shops and kiosks in various locations.”

Stern’s group also distributes several other health products.

While still at university Stern began importing Ansell condoms from America on a small scale. After qualifying as a lawyer, he joined a law firm but resigned after less than a year to become involved full-time in the condom business.

He is adamant that the market has considerable additional potential.

“South Africa doesn’t take the Aids crisis seriously enough,” he said. “The government doesn’t appreciate the huge down-the-line cost to society and to the economy. There simply isn’t enough spent on Aids education.”
The mission: make Lufthansa's IT department more efficient and cost-effective.

To that end, Lufthansa has embarked on a massive IT transformation project. The goal is to reduce the complexity of its IT infrastructure and streamline operations.

"We are working on transforming Lufthansa's IT into a modern, agile and efficient organization," said Dr. Christopher Batinic, the company's chief information officer. "This will allow us to better serve our customers and meet the demands of a fast-paced, digital world."
Strikers' blockade halts the BP tankers

WILLEM STEENKAMP
Staff Reporter

PENINSULA BP petrol stations may run dry if the company cannot evict strikers at the depot in Milnerton.

Chemical Workers' Union strikers have been at the gates of the Montague Gardens depot since early yesterday, preventing tankers from entering or leaving.

Late yesterday BP garages were low on fuel.

Company director Stephen Beeley said if the blockade continued, petrol stations would run dry.

He said workers were striking because of a dispute over wages, but negotiations were continuing.

The company had applied and succeeded in getting a court order to evict the workers. The police were called but the eviction was not wholly successful. Late yesterday BP decided to apply for a more comprehensive eviction order.

Mr Beeley was unable to supply specific details of the wage dispute.
Saldanha oil spill raises fears for storage plan

FIVE thousand litres of oil have spilled into Saldanha Bay at a terminal where South Africa hopes to handle 15-million barrels of Iranian crude in a controversial R50-million annual storage deal.

Most of the spill, which occurred on Friday, had been contained by booms but some slick had escaped and reached the boundaries of the West Coast National Park by early yesterday, port and parks spokesmen said.

The spill from the Hawaiian King comes just one week after the Strategic Fuel Fund announced the first steps of an environmental impact assessment which will determine if the Iranian oil pact can be activated.

This probe was advised by a judge investigating Iscor's plans for a steel mill nearby and who heard evidence that Saldanha Bay's tanker traffic could be trebled to 75 vessels a year if the oil deal came off.

Some critics have sketched an ecological nightmare if a major slick were to reach the internationally-rated Langebaan Lagoon wildlife haven.

However, in this instance standard safety precautions had averted a crisis, Saldanha Bay port captain Dave Duncan said yesterday.

"The ship was already surrounded by booms when the leak happened about 1.45pm on Friday, and more booms were brought in and put around those already in place," he said.

Extra personnel had been brought in to help with the clean-up and oil which had made its way into open water had been treated with a chemical dispersant.

The oil had spilled from the ship which was taking on Arabian light crude from the Strategic Fuel Fund's vast tank farm, Capt Duncan said.

The ship had already been fined R50 000 by the Department of Transport.

West Coast National Park chief warden Otto von Kaschke said some of the treated slick had reached his park's marine boundary at the mouth of the Langebaan Lagoon about 6km from the oil terminal early yesterday.

Oil had also been reported on beaches between Langebaan and Club Mykonos.

"It's not a disaster, but spills like this are always worrying," he said from the park which surrounds the Langebaan Lagoon, a destination for 70 000 migratory waders each year.

The lagoon is rated as a wetland of international importance under the Ramsar convention.
Doubts remain over Salsol's block-controlled oil company.
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Saldanha oil spill threatens lagoon

MELANIE GOSLING

OIL from the estimated five-ton spill at the Saldanha Bay terminal has penetrated the sensitive southern end of Langebaan Lagoon and been deposited in patches along the shores of the West Coast National Park — raising fears that a slick in the bay cannot be contained.

Environmentalists have called on Mineral and Energy Affairs Minister Mr Pk Botha to halt the proposed deal to store Iranian oil at Saldanha and have said this weekend’s slick is proof of the real risk of an environmental disaster.

Portnet and Strategic Fuel Fund staff were still working late yesterday to break up oil “pencils”— thin surface films — which escaped from the booms that contained most of the light crude oil around the tanker and oil quay.

**Clean-up costs**

Port Captain Dave Duncan said estimates put the cost of the clean-up operation at R3.5-million.

Tugs, rubber ducks, oil recovery craft and the Kuswag 7 aircraft are helping to mop up the spill. By late yesterday, they had recovered about 20 tons of oil-and-water mix, Capt Duncan said. It appeared as if more than five tons of oil had been spilled, he added.

“A pipe on board the Hawaiian King burst inside the ship and the oil leaked into her ballast, which was pumped into the sea,” he said.

Fortunately, the oil fence booms were already around the ship. If they had not been, we would have had a very serious situation to deal with,” he said. Even so, small amounts escaped.

“Trying to contain oil is like trying to contain quicksilver,” he said yesterday. “This was a small spill, yet oil came up on beaches way beyond the point of the spill.

“It was only a thin film, but it proved what the Parks Board had been saying all along — that what happens in Saldanha Bay will have an effect on Langebaan Lagoon. People have been trying to say the bay and the lagoon are separate, which this spill has shown is clearly not true.”

Dr Allan Heydorn, specialist consultant for the World Wide Fund for Nature, said the spill had made it “quite obvious” that no matter how sophisticated the oil recovery equipment, it would be inadequate to contain an oil spill in Saldanha.

“In an ecologically sensitive area which is subjected to powerful natural processes like storms, it is only a matter of time before we have a catastrophe,” he said.

**Fined**

Earthlife Africa spokesperson Ms Liz McDaid said yesterday: “The Iranian oil storage deal at Saldanha is just not worth the environmental risk. Technology can’t undo the damage once it’s done. We call on Mr Botha to halt the Iranian deal.”

Portnet’s port manager, Mr Dane Barnado, said the owners of the Hawaiian King would be responsible for the cost of the clean-up. The ship has already been fined R50 000 by the Department of Transport.

The chairman of the board of inquiry into the proposed Saldanha Steel factory, Mr Justice Jan Steyn, highlighted environmentalists’ concerns about the Iranian oil last month. He called on the Minister of Environment, Dr Dawie de Villiers, not to take “any irreversible decision” about the Iranian oil deal until the environmental risk assessment on the proposal had been completed.

The Hawaiian King rescued 900 passengers in December last year after they had abandoned the burning Achilles Lauro.
Question mark hangs over Sasol's black controlled oil company

BY THABO LESHLLO

A question mark still hangs over Sasol's recently announced plan to establish a black-controlled oil company with an unnamed black group, amid doubts that the oil company has anything tangible to show for its claim.

To date, Sasol still refuses to name the "specific black group" with which it alleges to be holding exclusive talks to form the new company, fueling allegations that its announcement, three weeks ago, had been made hurriedly to steal the thunder from the launch of Afric Oil by cellcox, Wiseman Nkuhlo's Worldwide Africa Investment Holding, Bongani Motor Holdings and FirstCorp.

Subsidies

It was also alleged at the time that Sasol had timed its claim to pre-empt the decision by Nedlac to link continued state subsidies for Sasol to black empowerment.

A spokesman repeated at the weekend that the company was bound by its undertaking to keep confidential its discussions with several black groups.

"Our exclusive talks with a specific black group are still on track. The group concerned has requested that their identity and the detail of the discussions not be revealed at this stage," said the spokesman.

Business Report has established that Sasol has not been able to contact Eric Molele, who heads Powerib, one of the groups involved in the talks, since a report that his consortium had pulled out.

Attempts by Business Report to interview Molele have not borne fruit. He recently failed to turn up for an appointment with this reporter without any explanation.

In another development, Thebe Investment, one of the groups Sasol has been talking to, said nothing concrete came of the talks. "It was basically just talk," said Eugene Ruters, the manager of corporate finance at Molele Merchant Bank, a Thebe subsidiary.

He said Molele had been talking to other companies on behalf of Thebe, which had taken a strategic decision to seek business opportunities in the oil industry.

Another group talking to Sasol is the National Black Fuel Retailers Association.
Oil spill soaks Saldanha

Cape Town — Oil from an estimated 5-ton spill at the Saldanha Bay oil terminal this weekend has penetrated into the sensitive Langebaan Lagoon and has been deposited along the shores of the West Coast National Park.

Environmentalists have raised fears that oil slicks in the bay cannot be completely contained, and have called on Mineral and Energy Affairs Minister Pik Botha to halt the proposed Iran oil storage deal at Saldanha.

They say this weekend’s slick is proof that the risk of an environmental disaster is real.

Portnet and Strategic Fuel Fund staff were still working late yesterday to break up oil that had escaped from oil booms that contained the bulk of the light crude oil around the tanker Halwaum Kung and an oil quay.

Port captain Dave Duncan said initial estimates for the clean-up operation were about R1.5-million. Tugs, rubber ducks, oil-recovery craft and the Kuswag 7 aircraft have been deployed.

He said that by late yesterday, about 20 tons of oil-and-water mixture had been recovered. It appeared as if more than five tons of oil had been split. — Own Correspondent
30 oiled penguins found on island

JOHN YELD
Environment Reporter

ABOUT 30 lightly oiled penguins — the victims of a 5000-litre spill from the Hawaiian King tanker at the Saldanha oil terminal — have been found at Jutten Island in the West Coast National Park.

Warden Otto von Kaschke, who visited the island early today, said the birds would be left on the island for the present as the penguins there were all breeding and had chicks.

Attempting to remove the oiled birds could be more detrimental to the colony, he said.

“They’re not heavily oiled so we won’t be removing them, but obviously we’ll be monitoring the situation very closely.”

Another parks board team was using an inflatable craft to check the salt marshes at the southern end of the lagoon where small quantities of oil washed up at the weekend, Mr Von Kascke said.

There were still two “smallish” oil slicks in Saldanha Bay which Portnet craft were attempting to disperse.

“They’re working there, churning them to try to break them up.”

The weather was overcast at Langebaan today, Mr Von Kaschke said.

“But fortunately it’s also very calm, and that’s helping us tremendously.”

“We’re still busy with mopping-up operations and teams are working the shoreline at Langebaan where some light deposits washed up in the night.

“Basically we’ll have to go through this procedure for the next couple of days, until the mopping up at the source of the oil is complete.”

“Because until that’s done, there’s always the possibility that more of the oil that was spilled will get out into the bay.”

An estimated 5000-litres — about five tons — spilled into Saldanha Bay at the oil quay on Friday when a cargo pipe in the Hawaiian King ruptured.

Arabian light crude being loaded into the tanker from the Strategic Fuel Fund’s

SURROUNDED: A small slick is contained by booms at the Saldanha Bay oil quay. In the background is one of the Strategic Fuel Fund’s anti-pollution vessels.

Picture LEON MULLER, The Argus

A vast oil storage facility flowed from the broken pipe into a ballast tank, and was then pumped out into the bay with ballast water.

Extra booms were deployed around the tanker and anti-pollution measures applied, but some of the oil escaped into the bay and by yesterday patches had reached the salt marshes at the southern end of the Langebaan lagoon — part of the West Coast National Park and a proclaimed Ramsar Convention site for the protection of water birds.

● Report, more pictures on page 3
BP workers strike

ABOUT 40 employees at British Petroleum SA's Cape Town terminal went on strike on Friday demanding better wages and employment conditions, but had since resumed duties, the company said.

REPORTS BusinessDay Reporter.

Cape Correspondent.
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Great expectations for Sasol year-end results

Mungo Soggot

A ROBUST performance from its chemical business is expected to hand Sasol a sound increase in earnings for the year to June.

The results, due tomorrow, are expected to show a 20% to 30% jump in earnings, following a 25% increase at the half-year.

Three analysts said high international chemical prices, expanded chemical operations and Sasol's sturdy export drive would be the main factors behind the increase. One said that as the chemical side had not kicked in that much at the interim stage, it would come through in the second half.

The fact that US investment house Merrill Lynch had just put out a buy order on Sasol augured well for the results, one said.

Last year Sasol reported a 15% increase in earnings to R1,5bn. Earnings a share were 264,2c and interim earnings were R854,1m. Higher synthetic fuel production volumes and favourable international chemical prices were the main reasons cited for the improvement at the halfway stage.

One analyst said the group's balance sheet would be boosted by its hefty cash flow.

Sasol Oil would probably be a sturdy contributor to earnings, particularly since refining margins had picked up towards the end of its financial year.

Money received from motorists for its synthetic fuel operations would probably be less than last year's R1bn, but this decrease would be offset by strong growth in other areas.

One analyst said the synfuel business was likely to turn in another robust showing, reappraising the benefits of higher production volumes and greater efficiencies.

Government is due to renew Sasol's tariff protection at the end of the year. Most Sasol watchers expect government would revise it in line with the recommendations of consultants Arthur Andersen which wrote a report on the synfuel producer for Nedlac's liquid fuels task force.

The report recommended that the floor price used to calculate the protection Sasol gets be gradually dropped from the current $21.40 a barrel to $17 by July 1999. Sasol receives the difference between this and the price of Dubai crude.

Although the report was rejected by Sasol's crude oil competitors as too favourable, the rest of the task force, which includes government, accepted it. The oil producers walked out of the task force in protest at the report.

Most industry watchers expect that, despite fierce lobbying from the oil companies, government is going to have to stick relatively closely to its recommendations. It has been suggested that the final level and the phase-out period recommended could be tweaked, but analysts said they were banking on the Arthur Andersen suggestions being implemented.
Fransaf building up its reserves for expansion

Beatrix Payne 09.12.1995

PLASTICS converter Fransaf yesterday reported a 24% increase in net attributable income to R2.1m for the six months to end-June despite a sharp fall in turnover Earnings a share, based on the total number of issued shares at the end of the period, rose to 5.2c (4.2c)

Sales fell 32% to R8.5m after orders from educational departments and municipalities were postponed, the directors said.

The group did not disclose operating profit. However, net income before interest was virtually unchanged from the previous year at R2.37m (R2.38m) interest earned fell marginally to R174 000, which left pretax income at R2.54m (R2.58m).

The tax bill fell to R483 000 (R995 000), leaving retained earnings for the period at R2.1m.

Retained earnings at the end of the period rose to R7.3m (R4.8m) after the inclusion of retained earnings from the beginning of the year.

No dividend was paid so as to build up cash reserves for a possible expansion or acquisition. A final dividend would be considered at the year-end.

MD Derus Guerre-Genton said the purchasing power of the educational departments and the municipalities was likely to improve once organisational structures were finalised.

The group had no long-term liabilities and adequate cash reserves to consider expansion if it was warranted.

Adequate steps had been taken to diversify activities to maintain and possibly improve earnings if trading conditions did not improve during the second half.

The share closed unchanged at 105c on the JSE yesterday after falling to 100c in early August, its worst level this year.
Oil spill highlights danger

Call for assessment of Iranian deal after Saldanha pollution

JOHN YELD
Environment Reporter

PORTNET tugs fighting the oil pollution problem in Saldanha Bay have been withdrawn after the two remaining slicks were broken up, and officials said the threat from Friday's 5,000-litre spill appeared to be over.

But, environmentalists called for a thorough review of anti-pollution measures at the Saldanha Bay oil terminal and for a full environmental impact assessment into the Strategic Fuel Fund's proposed oil contract with Iran.

They paid tribute to the anti-pollution work by Portnet officials, but said the Langebaan ecosystem was too sensitive to be exploited for short-term gain.

The spill happened last week when a pipe aboard the tanker Hawaiian King burst inside the ship and the oil leaked into her ballast, which was pumped into the sea.

Saldanha port manager Danie Barnado said the tugs had been withdrawn about 1pm yesterday after the two remaining slicks had been broken up.

"The plane (Kosair 7) is in the air now to see whether any oil is left," he said about 3pm yesterday.

"There was some more oil on Sunday Bay at Langebaan and we probably will have to clean up there for the next day or so. "At the Hawaiian King itself, we're finishing up. It's difficult work because there are very small patches to be picked up, but we won't take up the boom or stand down until we know everything has been sorted out."

The Wildlife Society said the Strategic Fuel Fund's oil deal heightened the risk of pollution and should be subject to a proper assessment.

The seaworthiness of vessels entering local waters and the competency of their crews were of "paramount importance", said the society's Western Cape conservation ecologist Marlene Laros.

"Unfortunately, this is an aspect over which the Strategic Fuel Fund will have little control."

The effectiveness of booms to contain spilled oil during unfavourable weather conditions remained a concern, said Ms Laros.

While we laud the efficient response in the clean-up operations, the risk of oil spill and the effectiveness of contingency plans to cope with these eventualities must be assessed.

All South Africans had to be involved in deciding whether or not the risk of increased tanker traffic was acceptable.

"In the spirit of the developing National Environmental Policy, an environmental assessment with an appropriate brief and with full public participation should be informing the decision to bear the increased risk for our environment," said Ms Laros.

Earthlife Africa and the fact that a "small" spill of a few tons had reached Langebaan and Charebans within 24 hours highlighted the potential catastrophe of an Exxon Valdes-type incident in the bay.

"The inability of the port authorities to contain and deal with such a small spill also highlights the inadequate measures in place to deal effectively with oil spills.

"The spill is a timely reminder to Environmental Affairs Minister Dawse de Vilhiers and Mineral and Energy Affairs Minister Pik Botha that Saldanha Bay-Langebaan Lagoon is a highly sensitive ecosystem that needs to be protected for the benefit of future generations and not exploited for short-term gain."

Leading estuarine ecologist and environmental consultant Allan Beynon expressed concern that the spilled oil had been in ballast water being discharged, as such water often was contaminated.

- The Strategic Fuel Fund has been asked to comment.
Botha to assess oil-spill strategy

MELANIE GOSLING
STAFF REPORTER
MINERAL and Energy Affairs Min-
ister Mr Pik Botha says his depart-
ment will have to re-examine anti-
pollution equipment and the
methods used in cleaning up oil
spills at Saldanha Bay.

Commenting on the oil spill
from the Hawaiian King, Mr Botha
said last night: "We cannot afford
to be satisfied that our ability to
limit damage is sufficient. We will
have to look anew at our equip-
ment and methods."

As anti-pollution staff con-
tinued to clean up thin slicks on the
water yesterday, three days after
the five-ton spill, the National
Parks Board questioned the effec-
tiveness of pollution control mea-
sures in the Saldanha Bay harbour.

Acting chief executive Mr Her-
man Botha said: "In the light of
the planned Saldanha Steel mill
and oil storage facilities, one won-
ders what the environmental con-
sequences would be in the case of a
larger oil spill."

Oil from the spill has been
found in the Jutten Bay area,
where about 30 soiled penguins
have been seen.
Petrol outlets dry up as strikers stop deliveries.

Renee Grawitzky and Edward West

CAPE TOWN — Striking workers at two major petroleum companies — Engen and BP — blocked depots yesterday preventing the distribution of petrol to retail outlets with some of Engen’s Gauteng service stations and a number of BP retail outlets not receiving deliveries.

BP spokesman Simon Drysdale said last night that a number of retail outlets had gone dry after drivers who wanted to work were prevented from going on deliveries by striking workers who refused to comply with the Supreme Court interdict not to obstruct the entrance and allow customers access.

An Engen spokesman said attempts to resolve the dispute with the Chemical Workers’ Industrial Union yesterday were made by offering 11% for one year, to February 28 next year, but with a performance increase linked to the profitability of the company; measured over the first six months of the Engen fiscal year to end-March next year.

The dispute had resulted in an “illegal strike” at Engen depots since Monday, but neither the company nor the union could confirm how many workers were on strike.

Union president Abraham Agulhas said the demand was a 13% wage increase from Engen. The union’s demand for a 12-month moratorium on job losses had been resolved with an agreement for high level discussions on job security in the context of overall industry restructuring.

The Engen spokesman said the company had adhered to grievance procedures, but the union withdrew from the process and had engaged in illegal strike action. The union had also resorted to using coercion and death threats, Engen claimed.
Strikers at BP return to work
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□ Wage deal being finalised after disruptions

Staff Reporter and Sapa

STRIKING Chemical and Industrial Workers’ Union members at BP oil company have returned to work.

BP distribution manager Peter Theron said today that management and union officials were finalising a wage deal following days of disruptions.

• The union was demanding a 13 percent increase, and the company was offering between 11 and 12 percent, when talks broke down.

The contents of the final deal are not known.

• The South African Petroleum Industry Association yesterday called for the government to immediately stop all subsidies to the “highly profitable” Sasol.

Association director Colin McClelland said Sasol, with its huge assets built on taxpayers’ money, had a major role to play in the fuel industry.

“But it must compete fairly,” he added.

Favouritism to Sasol could affect motorists and the industry, and create concern among potential foreign investors.

“There is no place for state subsidies to highly profitable companies”.

Sasol had recorded R2.83 billion in profit in the past year, Mr McClelland said. In addition to its R1 billion state subsidy, Sasol had other hidden subsidies.

Overall, it was being subsidised in excess of 20 cents for every litre of petrol it produced.

A government policy that encouraged a regulated but competitive liquid fuels sector needed to be urgently implemented, Mr McClelland said.

The normalisation of South Africa’s petroleum industry was impossible while Sasol continued to be guaranteed a privileged position by the government.

Government subsidies for Sasol last year exceeded the combined profits of all other participants in the petroleum industry, Mr McClelland said.
Depot strike hits petrol stations

Several Engen petrol stations in Gauteng were running out of stock after striking workers blockaded fuel depots yesterday.

The workers embarked on the illegal strike action after pay talks between the company and members of the Chemical Workers' Industrial Union had come to a halt yesterday.

A number of BP stations in Cape Town were also hit by strike action when negotiations between the company and the CWIU broke down.

An Engen spokesman said the company had demonstrated good faith during bargaining, had adhered to grievance procedures and had made "every attempt" to reach a settlement.

But the CWIU had withdrawn from the negotiations and begun an illegal strike, she said.

Engen had offered workers a pay rise linked to the profitability of the company for the first six months of the financial year beginning this month. It had also offered an 11% rise for the year March 1995 to February 1996, which would mean a new minimum wage of R2 243 a month.

Pay talks between BP and the CWIU broke down on Tuesday night. The union had demanded a 13% across-the-board pay rise while BP had offered a 12% rise for drivers and 11% for other staff, a BP spokesman said.

The union, however, had rejected the offer and it was consequently withdrawn, he said.

Sapa and Staff Reporter.
RJR Nabisco poised to buy into Delfoods

BY CHARLOTTE MATTHEWS

RJR Nabisco, a major food company based in the United States, could be poised to return to South Africa if negotiations with Anglo American’s Del Monte Royal Foods (Delfoods) to buy 50 percent of its Royal Beech-Nut subsidiary are successful.

Analysis said yesterday the publication of the cautionary notice — which stated that “negotiations are presently under way which could result in the desired transaction being consummated” — suggested that the talks were close to fruition.


RJR Nabisco’s food subsidiary, Nabisco Holdings, is the fourth largest food company in the United States. The company earns 70 percent of its $8 billion revenue from snack food products.

Analysis said it was impossible to calculate what it would cost Nabisco to buy into Royal Beech-Nut as its financial details were not separately disclosed. However, one suggested the acquisition would not make a substantial difference to Delfoods in the short term as Royal Beech-Nut was a relatively small part of the business.

In the longer term, analysts said, the South African company already the most profitable in the Delfoods stable — would benefit from technology, management input and product development.

Delfoods’ shares have performed poorly last year although they received a boost in August-October from renewed rumours that Delfoods could acquire Swiss-based Hero.

The shares have since crawled steadily downwards, but by an only marginal increase in earnings for the year to November and a fall in earnings at the succeeding interim stage. These lows were blamed on the strength of the Kenyan shilling and low pineapple prices.

At 45c this week, Delfoods shares are 47 percent below their price at the same time last year and their price-earnings ratio of 8.6 is among the lowest in the food sector.

Nyati told to pay back R864 000

BY ROSS HERBERT

The upmarket surrounding consultant Eugene Nyati was partially resolved yesterday when investigator Brian Strobbe told Nyati to return R864 000 of R523 000 he was charged to the Mpumalanga government for two months of consulting.

But the question remains whether Nyati’s R540 an hour fee is outrageous or “peanuts” in the private sector, as Nyati described it.

Nyati acknowledged billing R540 an hour while advising Mpu-

malanga about how to restructure its three development corporations.

On the face of it, consultants say, R540 is high but not outrageously.

Although such professions as architects, surveyors and engineers follow a recommended fee schedule to charge the government, there are no firm rules for general management consultancy. Senior legal consultants typically charge R800 to R700 an hour while arbitrating engineers can charge more than R600.

“For a very senior guy with a lot to offer in this field (management consulting) that wouldn’t be an outrageous fee,” said Stephen Ashbury, the senior vice-president of Gemini Consulting. “However, it’s very different to compare a one-man consultancy with a big international firm which must cover far more physical and staff overheads.”

“Management consultants are like celebrities,” Margaret Thatcher, who used to pull R30 000 for one day. Nyati says there are people who make a lot more than he did, but the question is does he have that kind of pull to justify it.,” said Johan Redelinghuys, of the executive recruiting and evaluation firm Amrop.

Sasol chiefs boost stakes

BY ANDY DUFFY

Sasol’s directors lifted their personal stakes in the company by 63 percent in the year to June, boosting the value of their holdings at year-end by more than R3 million.

The shares, detailed in Sasol’s latest accounts, also landed the board free shares worth R171 000 at present prices in the recently listed subsidiary, Polfin.

The accounts said at last year’s year-end the board held 92 600 shares, worth R23.3 million on the closing price on June 25.

The holding had jumped to 151 086 shares 12 months later, while the share price had hit R35.50 on that date, valuing the shares at R5.36 million.

Under the terms of Polfin’s listing in July, Sasol shareholders were given 15 Polfin shares for every 100 Sasol shares held.

Johann Stegmann, the chairman, and Paul Kruger, the managing director, and André du Toit, the executive director, who sit on Polfin’s board, stand to gain from a share-option scheme for Polfin directors.

The group posted attributable income ahead of 24.2 percent to R18.6 billion for the year to June.

The performance was underpinned by a strong contribution from its petrochemicals business, including Polfin, in which it now holds 42 percent.
More petrol firms may join strike

The Argus Correspondent

JOHANNESBURG. — The illegal strike by about 700 workers in 20 Engen depots this week — which has led to about 120 service stations in Gauteng and parts of the Free State running out of petrol — could spread to other stations if a settlement is not reached by this afternoon.

Chemical Workers Industrial Union (CWIU) negotiator Mehlack Ravuku said that if informal talks to end the week-old strike were not concluded, the union would call a meeting of union leaders in the petroleum sector to discuss solidarity action.

This would mean that petrol stations serviced by other companies could be affected if they joined the strike.

The union is demanding a 13 percent across-the-board increase. The company has improved its offer to 11 percent for one year, with a performance increase linked to the profitability of the company measured over the first six months of its fiscal year.

The company said the 11 percent increase equated to a minimum of R2 243 a month plus other benefits including a home loan and tertiary education allowance.

Engen said drivers were yesterday still preventing tankers from leaving the depots, thereby ensuring that no petrol reached petrol stations.

It is believed Engen will apply for a court interdict tomorrow to prevent the workers from continuing with their action.

Meanwhile, blockades at BP fuel depots across the country have ended and the strike in the Western Cape is over.

Workers in the Western Cape accepted BP’s 12 percent salary increase on Wednesday night.

CWIU president Abraham Aguilas said the union was consulting members in other provinces to see if they would accept the offer and end the strike.
Petrol pumps run dry as dispute intensifies

Sowetan 15/9/95

By Abdul Miliat
Labour Reporter

THE strike by members of the Chemical Workers Industrial Union at Engen depots countrywide is set to intensify as management and the union fail to resolve their wage dispute.

The strike, which began on Tuesday, disrupted deliveries in Gauteng when workers blocked some depots, leaving many service stations without petrol.

Polls apart

Yesterday the company and the union were holding informal talks in a bid to resolve the dispute. However, CWIU negotiator Mr Moshack Raxvuku said the situation was hopeless because the two parties were "polls apart".

The union is demanding a 13 percent across-the-board wage increase backdated to March 1.

Engen is offering 11 percent backdated to March but with a performance increase linked to the company's profitability over the next six months.

An Engen spokesman said the company found the union's actions strange because its members were involved in the restructuring of the company and were aware of its financial position. Engen could not afford to pay more than 11 percent.

Difficult to justify

"At all times, the union has been involved in the restructuring programme which Engen has been implementing for the last six months. Therefore they fully understand our current financial position, economic forecasts and the impact a low Gross Domestic Product will have on fuel sales.

"The industry simply cannot afford to meet the union's demands. In fact it is difficult to justify any increase given industry circumstances."
Illegal strikers threaten more action

The illegal strike by about 700 workers at 20 Engen depots this week - which has led to about 120 service stations in Gauteng and parts of the Free State running out of petrol - could spread to other stations if a settlement is not reached by this afternoon.

Chemical Workers' Industrial Union negotiator Moshack Ruvuku said yesterday that informal talks to bring the week-old strike to an end are not concluded, the union would call a meeting of union leaders in the general petroleum sector to discuss solidarity action.

The union is demanding a 12% across-the-board increase. The company yesterday improved its offer to 11% for one year, with a performance increase linked to profitability of the company measured over the first six months of its fiscal year. The 11% increase translates into a R2 243 minimum wage plus benefits.

Meanwhile, blockades at BP fuel depots across the country have ended, and the strike in the Western Cape is over after workers accepted BP's 12% salary increase on Wednesday night.
**SASOL**

**Well-timed push into chemicals**

**The strong** contribution from chemicals could not have come at a better time for Sasol. Financially, it offset the flat performance from synthetics and fuels and 24% decline in the 1995 year's operating profit, to R390m, from oil refining.

Sasol Chemical Industries' 102% growth in operating profit (111% after tax, see table) fuelled the 11.3% rise in group operating profit, keeping results much in line with market expectations.

In terms of contribution to profits, chemicals are fast catching up to the mainstream synthfuel operations. Deputy chairman and MD Paul Kruger confidently predicts that, even with the tariff protection enjoyed by synthfuels, chemicals will make a larger contribution to operating profit this year.

That's the second benefit of the chemical division's fine performance while it may not allay the controversy around Sasol's tariff protection, worth about R1bn in financial 1995, it shows a more balanced mix of activities and diminishing reliance on the synthfuel operation.

It also justifies Sasol's decision in the mid-Eighties, and subsequent heavy capital programme, to develop the chemical activities to counter volatile world oil prices.

Over the past five years Sasol's capex has exceeded R7bn, about R5bn of this directed towards value-added chemicals. Kruger says the downstream move into chemicals was accelerated during the 1986 oil crisis.

"Chemical prices and oil prices are often counter cyclical. This is showing now with world oil prices, in real terms at their lowest since 1973, while the average prices of chemicals are relatively good," he says.

Sasol's timing has been favourable, many of its chemical projects coming on stream in time to benefit from the past year's recovery in international prices. Joint ventures with AECI to form Polfin and the German Schumann Group with Sasol waxes are also paying off.

Polfin rode international demand and higher prices for commodity plastics and chemicals, growing operating profit 87%, to R730m, compared to pro forma figures.

The new Schumann Sasol group (Sasol holds two-thirds of the German-registered merged company) is expected to post turnover over of about R1.5bn for the calendar year, 70% of which should be in US dollars and D-marks.

**Sasol will continue focusing on the chemical division, expecting to spend about R3bn over the next five years on possible investments.** It believes there is considerable untapped chemical production potential, particularly in alpha-olefins.

Synthfuels, however, will undergo a rebirth, spurred by the phasing out of tariff protection and new technology. Kruger says the first of the new generation SAS synthfuel reactors has proved to be extremely cost-effective and efficient.

In time, he says, the 16 existing reactors at Secunda could be replaced with six SAS reactors, offering increased production and cost savings.

Sasol accepts that tariff protection will be phased down and is determined to make its synthfuel operation profitable. Kruger would like longer than the five years recommended in the Arthur Andersen report. But he says that even without protection the business will be profitable, at current oil prices and given sufficient time to make research and technological changes.

A task group has been allocated to study implications of reducing tariff protection and the restructuring needed to counter it. Kruger says changes would be extensive.

Like the rest of the international oil industry, Sasol Oil was hit by refining margins which declined by 30% over the year. Results were cushioned by the R408m upgrade of the Nattref refinery where crude oil throughput grew by 3.6% and white products volumes increased 6.4%, also coming on stream at a useful time.

The disappointment was the 14% fall in operating profit (to R312m) from Sasol Mining. Kruger says operating costs increased to upgrade facilities to meet increased demand for coal to the synthfuel operations. Coal prices formed by only 6% while unit costs increased by 11.6%.

Minnie was an important contributor when Sasol started exporting coal towards the end of 1997. The R635m export project — which includes the cost of procuring 5.17% of the export capacity at the Richards Bay Coal Terminal — will add value, finding optimal use for the 3 Mt of export-grade coal to be mined at Twistedraai.

Exports are growing and underscore the rand hedge value of Sasol. Over the financial year exports grew by 126% to R1.74bn, most from higher value chemicals but also R350m from alcohol exports. Group exports are now worth about R2bn.

This year's results depend on four key factors: world chemical prices, international refining margins, the US dollar/rand exchange rate, and the tariff protection.

Kruger notes chemical prices have recently softened, but believes it is temporary. He does not expect a sharp deterioration.

The exchange rate is a hard call, but Kruger expects some depreciation of the rand against the dollar, perhaps 6%. He does not see refining margins firming. Tariff protection awaits a government decision.

From the beginning of the year, though, halfway through Sasol's financial year, minimum protection will be reduced from the current US$21 a barrel to S19. At the same time Sasol will make its last R550m payment to the Central Energy Fund for Sa-

---

**CHANGING THE MIX**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1994</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Turnover (Rbn)</td>
<td>9.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating income (Rbn)</td>
<td>2.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attributable (Rbn)</td>
<td>1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earnings (c)</td>
<td>264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dividends (c)</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>323</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**MORE FROM CHEMICALS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1994 (%)</th>
<th>1995 (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mining</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>13.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synthfuels</td>
<td>39.4</td>
<td>37.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemicals</td>
<td>18.4</td>
<td>31.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>13.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taxed profit (Rbn)</td>
<td>1 533</td>
<td>1 896</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Association wants Sasol subsidy ended

BY DEEPE TOMLIN

The 15 percent increase in Sasol's pre-tax profit to R2.83 billion has been attacked by the South African Petroleum Industry Association, which claims that Sasol is being subsidised unfairly.

John Drake, the association's chairman, said last night that while Sasol had a major role to play in the oil industry, it had to compete fairly.

For the period under review, Sasol's subsidy amounted to more than R1 billion and the company also enjoyed a hidden subsidy through Petronet pipeline tariffs of about 5c a litre.

"Sasol received more than 20c a litre in subsidies on every little bit it produced. If the RDP is to work and if the economy is to grow, the industry must return to normal. There is no place for subsidies to highly profitable private companies," Drake said.
Blockades, strike at BP fuel depots end

A strike since last Thursday at BP's Cape Town terminal and blockades at BP fuel depots countrywide have ended, company spokesmen said yesterday.

Sapo, Staff Reporter
Petrol is the hottest issue in a Mineral & Energy Affairs discussion document that forms the basis for a national policy summit. State assistance to synfuel producers Sasol and Mossgas is still raising hackles. Crude oil refiners recently walked out of the Liquid Fuels Industry Task Force in protest against the acceptance of an Arthur Andersen report recommending generous terms for phasing out assistance to Sasol.

The document says aid to synfuel producers changed in 1989, when a reference price of US$23 a barrel was set. This "derived oil price" is converted to rand using a formula related to Sasol's production costs and purchasing power parity — not at the current exchange rate. But the reference price has since been reduced to $21.40.

State assistance kicks in at oil prices below the reference price. At prices above $28, Sasol must start to repay past assistance. At the present oil price of just under $17, assistance is substantial.

The present system can carry on with periodic reviews by independent State-appointed auditors, the document states, or the level of production can be adjusted.

Separating Sasol's operations might make sense. Oil refiners resent the prospect of Sasol, which they say was built with public money, becoming a retail competitor.

Another option would be to impose tariffs on all imported crude oil and refined products, though fuel tax would have to be cut to prevent upward pressure on prices. Ad valorem tariffs would conform to GATT, but local refiners could be discouraged from further investments.

A third option is to phase out support for Sasol in line with SA's trade policies and commitment to GATT. This is the route to follow but would have to be combined with decisions on agreements restricting Sasol's right to retail refined products and the refiners' obligation to absorb about 95% of Sasol's synfuel output.

A major problem is that the synfuel issue, retail price maintenance and the rationalisation plan (Ratplan), which regulates entry to the retail market, form a seamless web and interference with existing arrangements at any point affects most or all of the others.

One policy option is to oblige Sasol to continue to market its output through the oil refiners in their capacity as wholesalers. There would be a "commercially negotiated agreement," with no interference by the State unless it entailed an unreasonably high level of State support for synfuel.

Or Sasol could have the same rights as the oil refiners, enabling it to establish its own retail network. The paper says the industry already has enough filling stations to market current output. If Sasol, with 30% of output of refined products, entered fully, there would be great disruption unless it acquired a chain of outlets. This line of thought has no doubt contributed to the repeated kite flying about Sasol linking up with Engen.

The future of the Central Energy Fund (CEF), the Strategic Fuel Fund and Soekor needs evaluation. The CEF could be wound up and its functions distributed to State departments, says the document.

It also acknowledges that Mossgas is not economically worthwhile (the gas will soon run out), even though the organisation enjoys marketing benefits and State assistance like Sasol does. The position of Mossgas should be resolved as soon as possible through closure, sale to private interests or conversion to methanol manufacture.
Polifin warns of import dumping

Polifin, the plastics and chemicals company, has warned the government to monitor imports to prevent dumping once trade barriers are lifted.

Chairman Johan Stegmann said in the company's annual report that South Africa already had low import tariffs by international standards.

But once the tariffs were removed, in line with the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, local business would need the government to prevent international rivals disrupting the market by dumping stock.

"Local industry will depend on the Board of Tariffs and Trade to effectively enforce the GATT rules which prohibit disruptive trade practices such as dumping," Stegmann said.

The group, listed in July by Sasol and AECI, lifted proforma earnings 60 percent to R854 million for the year to June, on sales 26 percent higher at nearly R3 billion.

Higher international prices had underpinned the performance, but also meant reference prices and formula duties — designed to protect local industry against sharp international players — had not applied.

Stegmann said the duties were unlikely to apply before their planned phase-out in 1987, unless there was a collapse in international prices.
Polifin warns of import dumping

Polifin, the plastics and chemicals company, has warned the government to monitor imports to prevent dumping once trade barriers are lifted.

Chairman Johan Stegmann said in the company's financial report that South Africa already had low import tariffs by international standards.

But once the final barriers were removed in line with the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, local business would need the government to prevent international rivals disrupting the market by dumping stock.

"The policing of imports is an area of concern which needs to be addressed by the authorities," Stegmann said.

"Local industry will depend on the Board of Tariffs and Trade to effectively enforce the GATT rules which prohibit disruptive trade practices such as dumping."

The group, listed in July by Sasol and ABSI, lifted pro-forma earnings 80 percent to R154 million for the year to June, on sales 26 percent higher at nearly R3 billion.

Higher international prices had underpinned the performance, but also meant reference prices and formula duties — designed to protect local industry against international players — had not applied.

Stegmann said the duties were unlikely to apply before their planned phase-out in 1999, unless there was a collapse in international prices.

This left Polifin dependent for protection on an ad valorem duty of 10 percent.

International prices were beginning to taper off, following 12 months of uninterrupted price increases, but Polifin's outlook remained good, Stegmann said.

Cost savings from a new plant in its PVC and chemicals division would cushion the blow of any downturn from 1996.

Polifin's R646 million Midland upgrade would save at least R150 million a year on costs, the report said.
Sasol’s tariff plan more costly than Nedlac’s

BY ANDY DUFFY

Sasol’s proposals to phase out its
tariff protection could cost petrol
buyers about R2.5 billion more than
independent plans recommended
to the National Economic Develop-
ment and Labour Council (Nedlac).
The 8-year phase-down pro-
posed by Sasol would land the
group another R5 billion in subsi-
dies — double the level proposed
by consultant Arthur Andersen in
its controversial report to Nedlac.

Sasol said yesterday it wanted
the same phase-down period as that
given to other subsidised industries.

Under Arthur Andersen’s pro-
posals, Sasol would suffer an aver-
age R25 million tariff revenue loss
in a phase-out in 2005 but the group wanted to spread
the burden into the next century,
cutting its annual tariff shortfall to
about R510 million.
The plans, based on present
crude oil prices, have been put to
Nedlac’s liquid fuels task force.

A Sasol source said the plans
should be given a sympathetic hear-
ing, given that Nedlac had accepted
Arthur Andersen’s findings that tar-
iff protection was justified.

Sasol spent about R1 billion in
1994 on tariff protection in the year to June.

It said the uncertainty surrounding
government plans on tariff protec-
tion was unsettling the group.

It has also begun expanding its
chemicals business to reduce its
dependence on synthetic fuels.
‘Steps needed to end pharmaceutical crime’

BY CHARLOTTE MATTHEWS

The elimination of bonus stocks to doctors, more effective control of government stocks of drugs and better policing by Customs and Excise at all entry points to the country are needed to overcome crime in the pharmaceutical industry, fraud experts said yesterday.

Bonus stocks are supplied to doctors on the buy-one-get-one-free principle and regularly sold back to the pharmacies. Because this system is permitted, drugs can come into the market from a number of sources, not only directly from the manufacturers.

Lee Dutton, Hamilton Whilton Group’s MD, Johan Moorcroft, the Pharmaceutical Manufacturers’ Association’s (PMA) legal adviser and Lieutenant Dan Davis of the SAP estimate the annual loss to the pharmaceutical industry from stolen and illegally packaged drugs could be between R300 million and R1 billion a year.

A working group has been formed by the pharmaceutical industry and other parties whose members include the SA Police, Customs and Excise, Hamilton Whilton, the PMA, the National Association of Pharmaceutical Manufacturers, the Medical and Dental Council and the Medicines Control Council.

According to an article in the latest edition of SA Drugists’ Health Trends, pharmaceutical crime ranges from thefts from manufacturers, wholesalers and retail pharmacies, to hijacking of trucks carrying medicines, and massive theft from government warehouses and hospitals. The government buys almost

Copy cat… Lee Dutton, the managing director of Hamilton Whilton & Associates, shows a range of counterfeit pharmaceutical items

80 percent of all medicines in the country.

Dutton said yesterday that beside medicine theft, the major problem was counterfeit drugs. Counterfeit drugs were packaged identically to the originals but made up in factories that were not licensed. In First World countries, counterfeit drugs often contained genuine drugs and placebos in the ratio of two to one, although in the Third World some packages had been completely made up from placebos and sometimes with ingredients that killed.

In South Africa, no complete counterfeits have yet been found in the private sector, but there are re-packaged drugs that have been bought overseas in bulk, or stolen from the government.

One of the major priorities, Davis said, was to establish tighter control of government stores. The SAP was sitting on R4 million of recovered stolen medicine marked for the government store but as far as the government was concerned it had not lost a single tablet.

The victims of medicine theft — considered the best organised crime in South Africa — were everyone, Moorcroft said.

It was not only the manufacturers, the honest doctors and pharmacists who paid for the drugs bought by the government and then bought them back re-packaged, but also the taxpayer.

Inland Revenue was also being cheated of revenue on profits and VAT, he said.
Sasol deal news lifts Omnia

ON DIAGONAL STREET

Patient investors could reap substantial rewards a year or two down the line

BY JOHN SPIRA

The full details have yet to be hammered out, after which the deal would require the blessing of the unions and the Competition Board.

Nothing is likely to be finalised until next year when it is perhaps why, after the first flush of enthusiasm, Omnia’s shares have since slumped back again to 950c.

Also of concern to investors must be the drought and Omnia’s ability to fund such a transaction.

Omnia has indicated that the deal would be financed mainly via shares, but there would also be a cash element and cash is a commodity in short supply in the Omnia balance sheet.

Be that as it may, should everything go according to plan, the benefits for Omnia (annual turnover R833 million) would be a whole lot more significant than for Sasol (annual turnover R10 billion).

Indeed, consummation of the deal would probably create a huge transformation in Omnia, one in which, some analysts have estimated, the group’s earnings could be boosted by as much as 50 percent in the wake of huge rationalisation gains.

Possible ups and downs are expected as share prices may fluctuate quite a bit during the year it would take to complete the deal.

However, for the investor prepared to hold his breath for the next six months or so, the rewards a year or two down the line could well be handsome.

When a company changes direction, the market habitually sits back, takes stock and waits for the signs which indicate whether or not the new strategy was wise or otherwise.

Until a year ago, investment company Yabeng’s portfolio was concentrated on listed and unlisted companies in the former Bophuthatgapana.

It has since decided to develop a national portfolio of unlisted companies with listing potential.

The market wasn’t sure how it

Meat, a processed meats supplier whose major customers are government, hotels, restaurants and supermarket chains, and which has evolved into South Africa’s second-largest meat processing company.

Exciting, too, is Yabeng’s 70 percent stake in broadcasting, outdoor marketing, direct marketing, specialist publishing and specialist marketing group Primedia.

In the past year Choice’s share price has soared by more than 300 percent and Primedia’s by 185 percent.

Unibank is another promising investment.

Significantly, Yabeng is not at all expensive, yielding as it does an attractive 4.6 percent and offering an unusually low price-earnings multiple of 3.9.

Most encouraging of all, the market seldom gets it wrong.

It’s made an unequivocal decision on Yabeng’s future and those who do not go along for the ride have only themselves to blame.

shares
"Wide steps needed to end pharmaceutical crime"

BY CHARLOTTE MATHEWS

The elimination of bonus stocks to doctors, more effective control of government stocks of drugs and better policing by Customs and Excise at all entry points into the country are needed to overcome crime in the pharmaceutical industry, fraud experts said yesterday.

Bonus stocks are supplied to doctors on the buy-one-get-one-free principle and regularly sold back to the pharmacists. Because this system is permitted, drugs can come onto the market from a number of sources, not only directly from the manufacturers.

Lee Dutton, Hamilton Whitton Group's MD, Johan Mooresom, the Pharmaceutical Manufacturers' Association's (PMA) legal adviser and Lieutenant Daneman Davies of the SAP estimate the annual loss to the pharmaceutical industry from stolen and illegally packaged drugs could be between R200 million and R1 billion a year.

A working group has been formed by the pharmaceutical industry and other concerned parties whose members include the SA Police, Customs and Excise, Hamilton Whitton, the PMA, the National Association of Pharmaceutical Manufacturers, the Medical and Dental Council and the Medicines Control Council.

According to an article in the latest edition of SA Drugstore Health Trends, pharmaceutical crime ranges from thefts from manufacturers' warehouses, wholesalers and retail pharmacies, to heisting of trucks carrying medicines, and massive theft from government warehouses and hospitals. The government buys almost 80 percent of all medicines in the country.

Dutton said yesterday that besides medicine theft, the major problem was counterfeit drugs. Counterfeit drugs were packaged identically to the originals but made up in factories that were not licensed. In First World countries, counterfeit drugs often contained genuine drugs and placebo just as the ratio of two to one, although in the Third World some packages had been completely made up from placebo and sometimes with ingredients that killed.

In South Africa, no complete counterfeit have yet been found in the private sector, but there are re-packaged drugs that have been bought overseas in bulk, or stolen from the government.

One of the major priorities, Dutton said, was to establish tighter control of government stores. The SAP was sitting on R4 million of recovered stolen medicine marked for the government store but as far as the government was concerned, it had not lost a single tablet.

The victims of medicine theft — considered the best organized crime in South Africa, were everyone, Mooresom said. It was not only the manufacturers, the honest doctors and pharmacists who paid for the drugs bought by the government and then bought them back re-packaged, but also the taxpayer. Inland Revenue was also being cheated of revenue on profits and VAT.

Mooresom said the method of tackling the issue of pharmaceutical theft had to be holistic, involving law enforcement, trademark protection, the law courts and marketing codes.

COPY CAT: Lee Dutton, the managing director of Hamilton Whitton & Associates, shows a range of counterfeit pharmaceuticals which have been re-packaged to look the same as the genuine products.
Responsibility is the chemical industry’s strategy for survival

By David Baldwin

Global pollution and accidents have created a poor public image

The South African chemical industry took an important first step in tackling this problem in May last year, when the Chemical and Allied Industries Association launched its Responsible Care Programme.

Responsible care began in Canada in 1985 and has since been adopted by chemical manufacturers Associations in many countries around the world, including America, Britain, Australia and now South Africa.

Terra Firma

The association includes in its membership not only chemical manufacturers but also allied industries that formulate, distribute, transport, treat and dispose of chemicals. It requires signatory companies to demonstrate their commitment to a continued and demonstrated improvement in all aspects of their performance in the areas of protection of health, safety and the environment.

One of the most important objectives is to show that the industry is responsible and responsive to advice and criticism by society.

Responsible care is a self-regulatory programme that requires companies to adhere to a set of 10 guiding principles, a series of management practice standards, guidance notes and check lists that aim to assist the companies to meet their commitment.

The programme has been described by a chemical industry executive as “the chemical industry’s strategy for survival.”

Many critics simply consider it a sham and a superficial public relations gimmick.

It has obvious public relations implications but whether it is legitimate will depend on the industry’s performance over the next few years. The major challenge facing the chemical industry is to bridge the enormous communication gap that exists between it and the public.

A self-regulatory programme such as responsible care can only succeed if there is persistent open and honest dialogue between the industry, its surrounding communities and all other interested and affected parties.

The Community Awareness and Emergency Response programme developed by AECI at its Umbogintwini complex in Prospecton, Natal, is an excellent example of a community outreach programme under the banner of responsible care.

However, the company will have to ensure the project’s continued success to maintain its credibility.

The new constitution entrenches the public’s right to know. Therefore, the industry will have to accept openness and transparency if it is to obtain from the public the desired mandate to operate.

One criticism of many overseas responsible care programmes is that self-evaluations are insufficient to monitor progress and that independent assessments are necessary.

The South African chemical industry must develop a system of external evaluations that are viewed by affected communities and its critics as truly independent and mandatory to ensure the programme retains its credibility.

Responsible care will only succeed if it becomes a major strategic factor in all decisions made by a company. It must be made to permeate all levels of the organisation and become the norm rather than the exception.

This will not be easy and will require an effort from top management, since it requires a culture change among line managers who, up to now, have been motivated mainly by the bottom line.

Individual companies and their industry representatives must be aware that the initiative easily loses credibility if they say one thing with responsible care and another thing when they deal with sensitive green issues, such as the debate over the use of chlorine-based chemicals.

Through its responsible care programme, the South African chemical industry has taken the first important step on the road to regaining the acceptance of the public. Performance is what people are looking for, and expectations are high. The road is not an easy one, but the rewards for success will be worthwhile.
Engen expected to take a hammering

Mungo Soggot

ENGEX's earnings for the year to August would be dismal and all eyes would be on its chances of staging a turnaround next year, analysts said yesterday.

Earnings a share forecasts ranged between 60c and 110c, compared with 267c last year - a shock performance which CE Rob Angel warned shareholders about in July.

He said massive retrenchment costs of about R80m were likely to keep second-half earnings well below the first half's 57c a share.

First-half earnings were down 50% on the same period last year.

Analysts said Engen's second half's performance would also take a hammering from continued technical problems at its upgraded Durban refinery which were knocking output.

It appeared the refinery's performance was also being affected by Engex's retrenchment programme, which could be making it more difficult to sort out the technical problems, one said.

Anderson Wilson analyst Mike Ray said earnings a share for the year to August would end up at about 70c, but he predicted a sturdy turnaround for the next financial year which should produce earnings close to 300c a share.

Continued problems from the Durban refinery would dent its operating profit in the second half.

However, refining margins began improving towards the end of the company's reporting period. There was a good chance they would improve during Engex's 1995/96 year.

Next year, the company would be free from the massive once-off R80m restructuring costs which would slash this year's earnings.

It would also be in a position to cash in on a leaner operation and a higher refinery throughput.

Other forecasts for next year's earnings ranged between 180c and 250c a share. One analyst said the company was unlikely to top 250c unless refining margins picked up and it sorted out the problems at its refinery.

The share, which sank to a year low of R21 on Wednesday from R38 at the start of 1995, was unlikely to go much lower. It edged up 5c to R21.76 yesterday in line with the firmer trend on the JSE.

Another positive feature was its move to hive exploration activities into a separate company.

However, the analyst warned the cloudy question of fuel industry deregulation would still hang over the share's performance.

The company is expected to report its results on October 31.
JOHANNESBURG.—South Africa’s R11-billion pharmaceutical industry loses between R360 million and R600 million annually as a result of medicine theft and counterfeit drugs, research conducted by the Hamilton Whitton Group (HWG) has shown.

According to an article in Health Trends, members of the pharmaceutical industry have decided to take action by joining forces.

Forming the Concerned Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Group (CPMG), they called in HWG, who provide investigative services to combat fraud, theft and counterfeiting.

"Before we can even think of clamping down on the black market, we will have to improve our own control systems," says HWG managing director Lee Dutton.

"Manufacturers are obliged by law to put batch numbers on products, but from the moment the drug leaves the factory there is very little control over where it ends up."

Drugs are stolen from manufacturers, wholesalers and retailers, and trucks carrying medicines are hijacked. However, it is difficult to prove that recovered goods have been stolen, the article said.

Also, medicine is often stolen from the state because of inadequate control systems at warehouses and hospitals, and as a result of a centralised distribution system.

Medicines sold to the public sector are not marked, making it easy to recycle drugs stolen from the government back into the private sector.

According to Dutton, officials working at border posts have their hands full trying to keep illegal narcotics or counterfeit medicines from entering South Africa.

Many of these drugs are kept in unsafe conditions, which affects their potency.

In some African countries it is estimated that as much as 70 percent of all medicines on the market are counterfeit, the article said.

The CPMG is considering placing HWG security officials at border posts to assist customs and excise officials.

"It is important that consumers and potential criminals know that we are committed to protecting the industry and its clients against people with more greed than integrity," says Mr Dutton. — Sapa.
Profit up 22% for SA Druggists

BY CHARLOTTE MATHEWS

MALBARGS-controlled health care group South African Druggists (SAD) grew bottom-line profits by 22 percent to R117 million in the year to August compared with last year despite absorbing the costs of its current expansion programme.

Chief executive officer Peter Beningfield said the current phase of the group's development drive should peak in 1997. The cost of further acquisitions, as well as the expansion of the Medacross network, will put a brake on earnings growth. However, the group is confident that earnings a share will continue to grow by between 15 and 20 percent this year.

Group turnover grew by 15 percent in the past year to R2,5 billion, on which operating margins were kept at 7 percent, resulting in an operating income of R172 million.

The interest bill grew sharply as gearing lifted to 19,5 percent from 3,9 percent, reflecting not only the costs of acquisitions and capital development but also an increase in working capital requirements. Beningfield said gearing was expected to peak at about 30 percent, but that would be temporary.

Earnings a share lifted by 20 percent to 19,1c on an increased number of shares in issue, partly as a result of previous capitalisation awards. Capitalisation shares, or a final cash dividend, are being offered, bringing the value of the cash dividend for the year to 62c from 56c previously.

Beningfield said all divisions contributed to the performance and market shares had been maintained in value terms.

In the past year there had been a marked increase in demand for generic medicines from the state which was difficult to explain, but this had put a strain on the group’s supplies. Demand from the state for penicillin, for example, was 100 percent higher than expected.

In the past year the group spent R188 million on capital projects and R247 million on new ventures. A further R250 million is budgeted for capital projects in the current year, mainly expenditure on Medacross, the health-care delivery company, where the number of centres is expected to expand to 45 by August 1996 from 22 at present.
White lime plant given nod

ELINICE RIDER

THE UCT Environmental Evaluation Unit has given conditional approval to the proposed white lime plant at the Kynoch fertiliser factory in Mungera.

In its environmental impact assessment it says the plant can go ahead if Kynoch observes the unit's recommendations and improves communication with the public.

Its report says emissions into the atmosphere should not exceed those used in the report on atmospheric dispersion modeling.

The overriding concern expressed by interested and affected parties had been that the white lime plant would add to the emissions of other industries in the area and jeopardise the health of people living and working there.

The researchers recommended that Kynoch continues having its hazard and operability studies independently renewed at each stage of its programme.

They said the findings of the independent specialists' reviews should be made available to the public.

**Studies**

They also said the findings of all future hazard and operability studies should be incorporated into a modified process design in such a way that all potential hazards would be "satisfactorily mitigated."

Also recommended in the report is that Kynoch conclude agreements with suppliers of raw materials to the proposed plant, to allow archaeologists and palaeontologists — studying prehistoric human societies and animal fossils — to examine fossil deposits and middens before work begins on each of the areas to be mined.

Mr Clive Thorpe, general manager of Kynoch Cape, said recently that the fertiliser plant makes sufficient fertiliser to grow enough wheat for fifteen million loaves of bread a day.

But he added that it wanted to do this "in harmony with the community and in an environmentally responsible manner."

"We need to work with you to achieve improvements that benefit us all, at costs we can all afford," he said.
COMPANIES

Somerset West AECI plant to close

Mungo Soggot

ANGLO-American's chemicals business AECI would shut down its Somerset West explosives operations next year at a cost of about R7m because of a slowdown in demand, the company said yesterday.

It said demand had been hit by the development of newer products and by the decline of the mining industry.

About 90 of the 105 jobs at the plant would be made redundant.

The R7m closure money would be spent on retraining costs, asset write-offs and for rehabilitation of the factory site.

Up to 15 people would be needed for Cape distribution, and to close the plant, which AECI press officer Robbie Vermont said accounted for a very small portion of AECI Explosives.

For the past eight years it had been manufacturing only a small range of detonating explosives — all of which were also made at its main Modderfontein operation.

Further jobs could be lost due to the related cutback of services obtained from the site. Details would be available on closure timetable finalisation.

In 1987 the factory's nitro-glycerine operation was shut down. It had been operating for almost 100 years.

Since the 1987 cutbacks it had been making detonating fuse and detonating explosives.

AECI Explosives' turnover was R1,9bn in the 1994 financial year — 35% of the group's R5,5bn.

SA Druggists stocks up its medicine chest

Beatrice Payne

SA DRUGGISTS lifted attributable earnings 22% to R117m before extraordinary items for the year to August, buoyed by strong performances from its chemicals and pharmaceuticals operations.

The Malbank-owned group said yesterday it would spend R235m in the current year, with more than half targeting health care, its new strategic focus.

CE Peter Bennigfield said start-up losses in newly acquired health care operations had chipped R5m from operating income this year, and the new capex plans would restrain current year earnings growth.

Turnover rose 15% to R2,5bn and operating income followed suit, posting a 15% rise to R1,72bn. The interest bill rose to R19m (R6m) as gearing jumped to 19.5% (3.3%) following increased borrowings to fund acquisitions.

Bennigfield said gearing was well within the group's target range, and he expected it to increase to peak at around 30% this year.

The tax bill increased to R63m (R41m), leaving income after tax only 8% higher at R106m.

Share earnings were 20% higher at 19,46c, while the dividend rose to 62c from 56c. A scrip alternative was also offered.

SAD declared extraordinary items of R203m, related to trademarks and goodwill written off from acquisitions during the year.

Over the year the group bought UK generics company Lagap Pharmaceuticals, a 75% stake in clinical chain Medicross, 76% of Carex Pharmaceuticals, 26% of pathology services group Pathdiens and the remaining 11% of pharmacy-benefit company Mediscor.

State demand for generic products showed substantial growth, and as a result Lennon had been unable to properly supply the private sector. Margins came under pressure as a result.

The distribution operations improved and turnover rose 25%, but its contribution to group operating income was barely changed at R19m (R15m).
Unleaded petrol

UNLEADED petrol would be available at selected retail service stations from February, entering the market 4c/Q cheaper than leaded petrol, the mineral and energy affairs department said yesterday.

BD 11/10/95
Builders ‘unlikely’ to quit warranty accord

Robyn Chalmers

THE construction industry has backedtrakced on its threat to withdraw from the builders’ warranty mechanism if banks fail to achieve the 50 000 low-cost home loans targeted for next June.

Building Industries’ Federation of SA (Bifa) president Reg Edwards said yesterday that some builders were still concerned about the slow progress on mortgage loan approvals, and some were unhappy about their participation in the mechanism.

It was, however, unlikely that the motion passed at Bifa’s annual conference last month — to review its participation in the mechanism if banks did not meet the loans target — would be implemented, he said.

“We all need to pull together if the housing programme is to get off the ground. The banks are just as concerned about lack of progress.”

Over the past four months, fewer than 1 000 mortgage loans have been issued by the four major banks in SA, sparking fears that the 50 000 loans agreed on with government last year would not be met.

However, banking industry sources said that several smaller banks were making progress in their efforts to deliver finance to the low-income market.

Community Bank executive trustee Cas Covadisaid the bank had been very active in the area of mortgage finance to the lower end of the market over the past six months.

“This is particularly the case in the past two months because bottlenecks that existed in the subsidy release programmes are beginning to be resolved.”

Covad said the Community Bank had committed 1 370 loans valued at R67,4m over the past six months, of which 670, valued at R38,6m, had actually been disbursed.

The average value of the loan disbursed was R42,705. All bank loans were issued at 18,5%, the current rate.

Housing subsidies amounting to R26,8 million have been approved by the Free State housing board. A total of 4 379 subsidies have been approved and 3 250 approved in principle.

See Page 4

Mediation service to remain independent

Renee Grawitzky

THE Independent Mediation Services of SA (IMSSA) would remain independent of the Commission for Conciliation, Mediation and Arbitration but would assist it wherever possible, Dave Douglas of IMSSA said at the launch of the Gauteng Settlement Week last night.

The settlement week — a joint initiative by the Industrial Court and IMSSA to reduce some of the estimated 4 000 cases awaiting the Industrial Court in the Gauteng region — takes place between November 13 and 25.

Durban’s settlement week resulted in the settlement of 120 of a backlog of between 500 and 600 cases.

The intention of this countrywide initiative was to give parties the opportunity to “finalise disputes in an effective and relatively inexpensive way through conciliation, arbitration and other agreed processes”.

Call for crude oil refining rise

SA WOULD have to increase its existing crude oil refining capacity by 180 000 barrels a day to 500 000 over the next five years to accommodate increasing regional demand, BP Southern Africa chairman Tony Deakin said yesterday.

Saps reports he told the Africa Oil 1995 conference that BP estimates showed regional petrol demand would double by 2010 as the Southern African Development Community started moving off its low fuel consumption base.

SA had a daily crude refining capacity of about 450 000 barrels, while synthetic fuel producers — Sasol and Mossag — had crude oil equivalent capacity of under 200 000 barrels a day.

SA’s refined consumption was about 320 000 barrels a day with an additional synfuel consumption of an equivalent 120 000 barrels.

He said SA’s current export capacity would fall short of demand in fewer than five years.

Meanwhile, Sasol and Enslin reports Shell Exploration and Production Namibia (Pty) Ltd’s Ketjeg and Leo were still being considered as potential users of Kudu Gas.

Shell holds 75% of a joint exploration licence with Engen. Ketjeg and Leo were still being considered as potential users of Kudu Gas.

Shell holds 75% of a joint exploration licence with Engen. Ketjeg and Leo were still being considered as potential users of Kudu Gas.

Shell holds 75% of a joint exploration license with Engen. Ketjeg and Leo were still being considered as potential users of Kudu Gas.

However, the viability of Kudu Gas depended largely on whether a major end user could be secured.
HEALTH CARE

Drug houses fight State control

SA’s pharmaceutical industry has unanimously rejected government proposals to control the supply of drugs in the private sector.

Responding to the proposals contained in the Broomberg/Shisana report on national health insurance, the industry warns that the concept of making drugs or any goods available in the private sector at State tender prices is potentially hazardous.

This is the view of the Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association (the multinational drug companies), the National Association of Pharmaceutical Manufacturers (local players), the National Association of Pharmaceutical Wholesalers, the SA Association of Pharmacists in Industry and the Proprietary Association of SA.

"The loss of VAT, income tax, customs and excise duties to the fiscus and the macro and micro-economic implications need careful analysis," notes their submission.

Government receives an estimated R8bn in taxes and related revenues from private-sector health care. The State is also able to purchase its drugs through the State tender system at prices that are as little as one tenth of the prices paid for the same drugs in the private sector.

However, the Broomberg/Shisana report states there is no meaningful cross-subsidisation of State prices by the private sector, alleging that State prices are on average still some 20% higher than average international State prices — a claim not adequately substantiated in the report.

The committee has thus proposed an Essential Drug List for the State which effectively means that the State will reduce the estimated 3,000 drugs it presently buys for State primary health care to around 120 drugs, presumably to achieve larger economies of scale and exclude the more expensive drugs.

The Broomberg/Shisana report concludes, correctly, that drug prices in the private sector are among the highest in the world so the Essential Drug List will also be available to private-sector patients at the same cost plus a handling fee.

"Though the State is fully entitled to purchase State drugs as economically as possible, it shouldn't undermine manufacturers' ability to recoup profits in the private sector," warns Wits economics professor Duncan Reekie. Similar moves led to the collapse of drug manufacturing industries in Canada, Australia and New Zealand — a prospect SA can ill afford given the inevitable job losses.

The industry instead suggests that fair and realistic prices in both the public and the private sector would be better achieved through sound competition policy, including price differentiation — a claim substantiated by international practice.

They add "Care should be taken not to limit the choice of the patient or the doctor by driving competing therapies out of the market. The patient's right to choose is particularly important since they pay to be covered for all drugs, including primary health care drugs — a consideration that lessens the burden on State resources."

To its credit, the Broomberg/Shisana report does recommend the opening up of pharmaceutical ownership to nonpharmacists, a move that would pave the way for medical schemes, hospitals and big business to use their bulk buying power to discount drugs to private patients. Similar moves in the US cut prices by up to 50%.

In SA, the savings could be equally significant since an antiquated distribution channel can double drug prices from the time they leave the manufacturer to the time of purchase by the patient. It's surprising, therefore, that the Broomberg/Shisana committee believe that an Essential Drug List for the private sector is really necessary, let alone viable.

The committee claims that a benefit of the Essential Drug List would be the elimination of theft and fraud in both the public and private sectors. The industry contends "This argument is substantially flawed, since drugs bought through the State tender can easily be substituted for similar drugs, still available on the private market — something the unsuspecting patient won't be able to detect."

Instead, the industry proposes that medicine utilisation be holistically managed to measure outcomes to ensure the most appropriate medicine is used at the right cost — a principle that should also apply to the State Essential Drug List. They claim drug utilisation reviews and flexible therapeutic protocols — what to prescribe when and how manuals — would also help optimise utilisation and cost efficiency.

"Government should also support industry initiatives to introduce a transparent pricing system in the pharmaceutical distribution chain to manage price growth," say manufacturers and wholesalers.

TRADEMARKS

Feeling the bite

US burger giant McDonald's last week lost the right to its exclusive trademark in SA when the Supreme Court ruled in favour of an application to expunge the company's mark from the trademark register because of its use by McDonald's will appeal against the decision.

But there's nothing to stop McDonald's from opening up shop here while it pursues its appeal and applies to re-register its trademark because, put simply, no-one — including applicant Chicken Licken owner George Sombonos — now has the exclusive right to use the McDonald's trademark.

The factual elements of the case have been overshadowed by its political significance — in particular the quality of the protection afforded to foreign intellectual property rights. Trade & Industry Minister Trevor Manuel hastily stepped in to announce that he would intervene to expedite the hearing of an appeal — a move that's geared to allay foreign investor fears.

During sanctions, SA was seen as a haven for the entrepreneur willing and able to snatch well-known intellectual brands and turn them into cash cows, though recent legislation largely remedies this for the businessman who acted in bad faith at that time. Earlier this year, however, the US Trade Department blacklisted SA as a country where intellectual property rights violations have taken place.

The legal reality is not so clear cut.

The law has always explicitly afforded
SA DRUGGISTS (83)

New directions

Shrugging off a modest rise in sales (only 1.5%) and an increase in the weighted number of shares in issue, SA Druggists lifted EPS 20% in financial 1995.

At attributable level, profit went up 22% to R117m. Taken at face value, these are relatively unexciting results for a company which has a reputation for consistently good performances.

They disguise, however, what is beginning to take on the characteristics of a fundamental change in strategy and emphasis.

The first signal of this lies in the balance sheet, which shows a hefty increase in interest-bearing debt, to R137m from last year’s R25m. This puts gearing at 20%, compared with 1994’s 4%. CEO Peter Benningfield says he expects debt equity to peak at about 32% before starting to decline.

The second signal is the rapid expansion phase that the company is now embarked upon. Benningfield confirms that the aim is to reduce Druggists’ reliance on pharmaceuticals (75% of operating income this year, 73% last) in favour of its healthcare business on which it is increasingly focused.

This is complemented by the recent acquisition of UK generics manufacturer Lagap Pharmaceuticals for £25m. “What we have done,” says Benningfield, “is to buy 125 UK quality registrations.” Since Druggists’ local Lennon laboratory meets European standards, it can now marry this manufacturing capability with UK licences to penetrate a much broader market.

However, the area of most immediate development is in healthcare. Taking the lead from the American experience, Benningfield believes that the SA market is ripe to move from the old-fashioned concept of paying fees for a medical service to one in which companies and medical aids concentrate on preventive medicine and pay in advance for this.

This concept is driving Druggists’ acquisitions of a 75% interest in Medicross, 76% in Garco Pharmaceuticals, 26% in pathology services group Pathdawns and the remaining 11% in Mediscor, a pharmacy benefit company.

However, its important thrust will be through the development of Healthcare Management Services (HMS), which Benningfield says will account for a third of operating profit within five years.

In the US, employers are now seeing a reduction in medical costs for the first time in years, healthcare management is growing at an annualised rate of 15% a year and now claims half the populace as members.

The share has moved little in recent weeks. At 3 250c, it offers an historical p/e of 17 and next year a further substantial dilution will take effect as shares issued to raise the cash needed for the Lagap purchase work through.

Despite that, it is probably not out of court to expect another EPS increase of between 20%-25%. This is a good reason to buy into a company not afraid to develop into new areas.

David Cleaver

SEEKING AN ELIXIR

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year to August 31</th>
<th>1994</th>
<th>1995</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Turnover (Rm)</td>
<td>2 150</td>
<td>2 468</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating Income (Rm)</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attributable (Rm)</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earnings (c)</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dividends (c)</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The great drugs rip-off

To get doctors to use their medicines, companies give them free drugs, which the doctors sell at huge profits.

Hazel Friedman reports on the practices which have made our drugs the most expensive in the world.

Many of South Africa’s 6 000 dispensing doctors receive free bonus drugs which they sell to consumers at high prices.

These drugs serve as incentives for doctors to keep selling the same medicines, enabling pharmaceutical companies to exert a stronghold on supplies and making the cost of South African medicines the highest in the world.

The Mail & Guardian has in its possession several invoices sent to doctors by drug companies, as well as prescriptions from different dispensing doctors to pharmacies. The invoices list expensive antibiotics which sell at retail pharmacies for hundreds of rand, plus additional free “bonus” medicines amounting to the sum of R$800.

If 1 000 doctors were to receive similar bonus drugs, and these were sold at the full price, approximately R$800 000 profit in “freebies” would be made by these dispensing doctors.

Medical sources estimate that prescribing for profit amounts to millions of rand a year.

A spokesperson from the Pretoria-based Pharmacy Council reports that investigations are under way into allegations of pharmaceutical company sales representatives bribing doctors with holiday packages and “free” gifts.

“This practice has been going on for some time but is reaching a crisis level, and the Pharmacy Council is powerless to do much about it,” he says.

Reports have also reached the council of doctors who have allegedly claimed from medical aid, after providing free medication to indigent patients.

The South African Medical and Dental Council’s Ethical Rules of Medicine prohibit doctors from engaging in or advocating the preferential use of prescribed medicines for profit.

Last year, the SAMDC investigated Garec Holdings, the marketing wing of PTMC (Pharmacy Trade Mark Company), which had allegedly sold shares to doctors. PTMC allegedly supplied doctors — who in 1994 comprised the majority of the company’s 550 shareholders — with discounted medicines in proportion to the value of their shares.

Marketing Manager of Garec, Stavros Bicou, insists that this was done, not in order to reap extra profits, but to provide consumers with less expensive medicines. According to a SAMDC spokesperson: “We were unable to find direct proof that the doctor-shareholders had contravened the Ethical Rules on Medicine. But there are still unanswered questions regarding this matter.”

Pharmacists are also up in arms over what they describe as the drug companies’ “unlimited licence to loot the industry”. David Heiney, director of the Association of Community Pharmacists, complains that 76 outlets have been forced to close in the past 12 months due to unfair pricing structures implemented by the pharmaceutical companies combined with slow payments by medical schemes.

Pharmacists, unlike doctors, are legally compelled to give discounts to medical aid societies, yet they are not entitled to receive reductions from the drug manufacturers.

‘Doctors who dispense drugs pay no overheads and obviously stand to get the highest margins from prescribing and distributing the most expensive products’

“South Africa’s drug companies are a law unto themselves,” says Lip Fine, owner of a Pretoria pharmacy. “They set prices arbitrarily and justify their actions because they do state tenders which allow the government to purchase drugs at approximately one tenth of the prices paid for medicines in the private sector.”

He adds: “Doctors who dispense drugs pay no overheads and obviously stand to get the highest margins from prescribing and distributing the most expensive products. That’s why it’s not in their interests to promote the use of generic drugs. And consumers have to pay.”

In the US, generic drugs comprise 75 percent of all medicines sold to consumers. But in South Africa they account for a mere 19% of the total prescription market. Even when generics are sold at the cost difference with the more expensive “ethical” drug is often negligible because of huge retail markups.

The government has responded to this imbalance by releasing the Broome/Shoesman Report on regulating the drug industry in South Africa. In terms of the report, control of drug supplies will be achieved through an Essential Drugs List, which will reduce the estimated 3 000 drugs currently available in the public sector to about 120.

According to Director General of Health Dr Olive Shisana, “this will eliminate fraud and bribery in the private and public sectors and achieve a larger economy of scale by excluding more expensive drugs.” The essential drug list will also be made available to private-sector patients at the same price plus a handling fee. In addition, the government is planning to introduce parallel imports, which will eliminate restrictions on imported cheap drugs.

Local drug companies are outraged by the proposals. Says a member of the National Association of Pharmaceutical Manufacturers: “An essential drug list is potentially hazardous because it will severely undermine the pharmaceutical manufacturers’ ability to recoup profits in the private sector.”
Herbal remedies banned

OWN CORRESPONDENT

DURBAN: A crisis has hit the country’s multi-million-rand health industry with the Medicine Control Council ordering health shops, pharmacists and distributors to get rid of dozens of popular but “illegal” herbal products.

These include body-building formulas, slimming products, the stimulant Guarana, menopause preparations, garlic and parsley pills and many vitamins.

The countrywide blitz on unregistered “medicines” began this week, with the country’s 110 health shops being told to remove the offending products — more than half their stock in some cases — or face a R40 000 fine.

Major distributors and manufacturers are holding urgent meetings on the crisis and one international supplier is said to be sending lawyers to confront the council.

(83) CT/21/0/95
Pressure on SA to increase oil refining capacity

South Africa will have to increase its existing crude oil refining capacity by 150,000 barrels a day over the next five years to accommodate regional market demand, the chairman of BP Southern Africa, Tony Denkin, said yesterday.

He was speaking at the Africa Oil 1995 Conference outside Johannesburg.

South Africa has a daily crude refining capacity of around 450,000 barrels. Synthetic fuel producers have a crude oil equivalent capacity of just under 200,000 barrels a day.

"We have to lift our capacity to 800,000 barrels by the start of 2000," Denkin said.

He said petrol demand in Zimbabwe was increasing by 10 percent a year and that South Africa's export capacity would fall short of demand in less than five years.

According to analysts, South Africa's four crude refiners export an average 80,000 barrels of refined fuel a day.
SA Druggists’ plans for health industry not to be sneezed at

SA DRUGGISTS’ repositioning away from drugs, chemicals and pharmacy group towards provision of total health care in an international context played havoc with the group’s financial accounts in the year to August 1995.

SA Druggists achieved attributable earnings of R117-million, 22% higher than last year, but took a R268-million extraordinary item below the line. Accountancy principles introduced for companies whose financial year begins on or after 1 April this year permit this, goodwill, trademarks, closure costs and other items now to be taken on the chin so SA Druggists used this last opportunity to report a 20% rise in earnings a share to R1.4c (on a weighted average number of shares).

Peter Benningfield, chief executive of SA Druggists, says his company has adopted the new principles from the financial year commencing 1 September 1995 and that figures for the year to August 1995 will be restated for comparison next year.

SA Druggists’ funding requirements also changed from a surplus of R12-million to a deficit of R276-million. During the year it spent R247-million on new ventures, R122-million on expansion and R66-million on asset replacement. Earnings climbed from 4% to 10% and Mr Benningfield expects it to go higher.

Turnover and operating income rose by 15%, respectively to R2.3-billion and R1.72-billion. Three-quarters of the income came from pharmaceuticals, 11% from distribution and 17% from chemicals health care lost R6-million or 3% of the income.

Mr Benningfield says health care will continue to incur costs for the next year or two, but should contribute to the bottom line from 1997.

SA Druggists bought 75% of the multidisciplinary group Mediscor, 76% of Generics Pharmaceuticals, 26% of Pathogens and the outstanding 11% of Mediscor as steps in the development of health care Management Services — its thrust into managed health care. The Prep trademark was also bought.

For an issue of shares, SA Druggists bought Lagaq Pharmaceuticals, a British-based generics company that has been added to SA Druggists’ Triniti business to give a firmer foothold in England.

There has been a switch in the group’s policy on research and development. So far it has been all about echo the ethicals for generic manufacture once patents lapse and this will not be neglected. However, SA Druggists will now try to improve existing chemical entities with a view to patentable innovations, such as better delivery into the body.

“...but we also felt we needed to do something novel for both the local and international markets. We are looking at the use of indigenous plants, especially aloe vera, which have been a popular part of local medicine,” says Mr Benningfield.

The health care industry demands that management, thanks to its feet, health care costs to US employers fell steadily since managed schemes were introduced in 1986, shifting the risk from the provider to the provider. Average US health care costs per employee fell by 2% in 1994.

Mr Benningfield believes managed health care will grow in popularity in South Africa.

South Africa’s costs per beneficiary per month climbed alarmingly from an average of R56 a month in 1990 to R140 a month by 1993. Companies are growing under the burden and many employers have already made extra provision against the future costs of employees’ medical treatment.

SA Druggists continues to produce the lowest-cost dose, with an average of 20c against 38c for the total market (a dose of private medicine is treble the cost of a public-sector dose). Independent figures show it maintained its leading 11% market share of the R5.4-billion pharmaceutical market in rand terms and 20% in terms of dosage. SA Druggists market leadership in most therapeutic categories.

Mr Benningfield outlines both challenges and prospects Internationally, large companies are focusing on their patent products, meaning more competition, and there is a widespread move into generics by the multinationals. SA Druggists needs to make an R&D investment to remain a player attractive enough for consideration by serious partners.

Mr Benningfield intends the group to manage its margins better, introduce new products, dominate the government’s essential drugs lists and promote its Link franchise into a dominant retail position.

He forecasts SA Druggists’ earnings to grow by between 15% and 20% during the next two or three years of development, followed by 20% earnings growth thereafter. If SA can provide healthcare management cheaper than can others, it will be rewarded in the long run.

The share lost 50c to R3.22 after the presentation. I wouldn’t sell
Engen, World Bank in finance deal

Mungo Soggot

ENGEX is finalising a financing deal with the International Finance Corporation (IFC) for its $100m stake in Congo's N'Kossa oil fields.

It is the largest deal to date between an SA company and the World Bank's private sector financing arm.

Engen exploration and production CEO John Bentley said at the weekend that the IFC would take 43% of Engen's 4% stake in the project in a deal that would serve as a magnet to attract other international financing.

The N'Kossa stake would be housed in the new exploration company Engen is hoping to list, although the listing—aiming to raise around $100m—had been postponed until early next year.

The IFC said the deal for N'Kossa should go through before the year end. Engen would be left with a 57% stake in its original holding. In its annual report, the IFC said it was lending a total of $141m for the N'Kossa field. The other three stakeholders are Chevron, Elf and Hydro-Congo. The IFC is also involved in Anglo American's $246m Sadola gold mine project in Mali.

The other assets in Engen's new exploration company include Engen's 8% stake in the North Sea Alba fields, 10% of the Bukha fields in Oman, 20% of a potential development in Bredasdorp and other assets in Namibia, Angola, Congo and Gabon. The move has been driven by Engen's need to find funds without straining its cash resources. The listing should also shield the new company from any negative developments in the local oil industry.
Union's move could hit chemicals accord

Renee Gravitzky 16/10/95

A PARALLEL initiative started by the SA Chemical Workers' Union (Sacwu) could jeopardise the agreement reached by the Chemical Workers' Industrial Union and employers to establish a central forum in the chemical industry.

Industry sources have indicated that Sacwu, an affiliate of the National Council of Trade Unions (Nactu), has started its own parallel initiative and has requested a meeting with all employers and unions in the chemical industry.

The Chemical Workers' Industrial Union's national collective bargaining co-ordinator Chris Leeuw said Sacwu had refused to take part in discussions with his and other unions on the move towards centralised bargaining in the industry until the labour minister had established an industrial council.

CWU and employer representatives met on Friday to discuss the tasks to be undertaken by the joint employer-union national working group which, according to the agreement, must define the various sectors, draft a constitution and determine levels of bargaining and what issues should be discussed at which level.

The employers, however, said before the working group could meet, the union had to try to get the other unions on board.

Leeuw said a number of meetings had taken place with other unions operating in the industry including the Mineworkers' Union and Yster en Staal unions, and further meetings were planned.

He said the union and chemical employers could be heading for "bigger battles" on the establishment of the national and sectoral forums in the industry after a number of areas of disagreement were noted. These related to the constitution and structure of the national and sectoral structures.

Leeuw said disagreement centered on whether the constitution should apply to the national and sectoral forums or whether each structure should be governed by a separate constitution.

He said the employers opted for separate constitutions, administration and financial arrangements for each forum, while the union wanted one constitution covering all the forums.

An employer spokesman said the employers' position was not a mandated one, and formed part of initial discussions.
Sentrachem to restructure interests
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FROM SAPA

Sentrachem has restructured its agrochemical interests to position its operational units more effectively for growth, stability and profitability.

"Two of the Agrihold operations, Agncura and Eleko, have been incorporated in a restructured Senta-
chem, managing director John Job said yesterday.

Agncura's headquarters would be moved from Chloorkop, near Johannesburgh, to Canelands in
Natal, while Eleko would continue to operate from Silverton, Pretoria, and would report — with
Agncura's retail operations — to Bill Cillon, the manager of the company's retail operations.

"The level of service provided by Agncura, which recently celebrated its 50th anniversary, will be
distributed to the domestic market for both Agncura and Sentrachem," Job said.

Agrihold's third operation, Servet — a 50 percent joint undertaking with Premier Pharmaceuticals — would continue to be managed separately, but would report to Abraham Brink, previously from Sentrachem.

The restructurings would obviate, the need for Agrihold's corporate head office, which would close at the end of December.
Boland chemical workers on strike

EMPLEEES of two Boland chemical plants which form part of the Denel Group are on strike after wage negotiations deadlocked last week.

The workers, members of the South African Chemical Workers Union, are demanding either a 12 percent across-the-board wage increase or a R250 a month increase, whichever is greater.

Management has offered a five percent across-the-board increase.

Union organiser Sizakele Mahlutshana said a total of about 350 workers at Somchem's Somerset West plant and the Kranskop plant in Wellington downed tools yesterday.

The workers reported to their work stations today, but did not plan to do any work.

Mr Mahlutshana said management and the union were now discussing referring the matter to mediation.
sentrachem plugs into exports surge

Mungo Soggot

CHEMICALS group Sentrachem bagged a 75% increase in attributable income to R210m for the year to August, cashing in on surging exports and high chemical prices which helped propel turnover 34% to R3.7bn.

MD John Job said most divisions had performed well except for those trading in the agriculture sector — Sanachem, Agrihold and Karbochem.

"Strengthening world economies have led to a tightening of product supply with a resultant rise in prices. "After years of management and cost controls, Sentrachem has positioned itself well to take advantage of this trend."

Earnings a share were up 36% at 123.4c, diluted by an extra 21-million shares in issue after the acquisition of the outstanding portion of Sanachem.

The company would announce a share capitalisation award later this year. Shareholders not choosing it would receive a final dividend of 23c, pushing the total payout to 35c (28c).

Job said the company had managed
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a 35% increase in operating profit to R334m despite static margins, which had been kept under pressure by the increase in foreign competition stemming from lower import tariff barriers.

Exports now made up 20% of turnover against 16% last year. Net borrowings were up at R190m (R147m) and gearing was unchanged at 12%.

Job said he was poised to go on an international roadshow for Sentrachem's bid to tap international equity markets. It wanted to help soak up the debt incurred for US speciality chemical company Hampshire Chemical Corporation, bought in September, and aimed to raise between $70m and $80m. Hampshire would contribute about 15% to Sentrachem's operating profit in the coming year, but he did not want to give a figure to its expected effect on the bottom line.

Back home, Sentrachem was gradually selling off Megaplastics in a bid to move away from downstream manufacturing. It had sold Megapak to Nampak, while Murray & Roberts had bought Megasteel and Megalum. Possible suitors were looking over the remaining remnants of Megaplastics, Megahtec and Sager.

Job said the chemical price would not sink much further as factors such as China's new presence among world buyers would prop up prices. In any case, only 35% of Sentrachem's operations were commodity-based.

Financial director Norman Kennely said compound growth had increased 23% over the past four years, and he expected this trend to continue.
Fossil shell mining given nod by experts

By CHARL DE VILLIERS

ANCIENT fossil shells on the West Coast are to be mined by a fertiliser company that has been praised for its progressive environmental stand.

The University of Cape Town's environmental evaluation unit has cleared Kynoch's Fertilizer Limited's proposed white lime plant at Onverwacht — a site of environmental importance — as long as it is properly controlled and mitigated.

Although the site's destruction is inevitable, scientists have approved quarrying in terms of landmark deals that ensure the fossil, rich in terms of age and diversity, is protected.

Kynoch, an AECL subsidiary, wants to process the natural product into white lime at a planned Milnerton plant to supplant current imports worth R20 million a year.

The company has committed itself in principle to all the recommendations of the UCT environmental impact report.

An accord with UCT says Kynoch and Lime Sales Ltd — the company expected to extract the raw product — must allow archaeologists and palaeontologists to study fossil deposits and shell middens before each area is mined.

SA Museum palaeontologist John Pether said the proposed lime source dated back to the last interglacial period, when seas were considerably warmer and about five to six metres higher than present.

Describing mining as a "window of opportunity", he said "Mining is sure to destroy the deposit, but the idea is to monitor quarrying to get information out as it is unearthed."

Lime Sales would also have a geologist at the site, which was expected to yield bones of whales, seabirds, seals and even land animals.

Kynoch general manager Clive Thorpe said the company hoped to have the factory on line by late next year.
Oil field shows promise

SOUTH AFRICA could be producing 20,000 barrels a day of off-shore oil by next March at an initial cost of R390-million, Pik Botha, the Minister of Mineral and Energy Affairs, said yesterday.

He said an oil field, discovered by Sekor in 1969, had been identified 140km south-west of Mossel Bay — about twice as far out to sea as the aborted Mosgas project. A US-based oilfield developer, Oceanering, had confirmed Sekor's findings.

Mr Botha said 13.4 million barrels of a high quality oil would be recovered during the oil field's lifespan, representing about six percent of South Africa's crude oil consumption. The oil is apparently of comparable quality to Brent oil pumped out of the North Sea.

The state stands to earn R129-million a year in taxes, while saving R62-million in foreign exchange. Should the operation fail, taxpayers could be faced with a bill of more than $36-million (about R129-million).
Oil decision explained

THE decision to unplug three oil boreholes off Mossel Bay to provide South Africa with about 6% of her oil needs and save more than R400 million in foreign exchange was motivated by improved technology and an end to political "dil¬

cidence" (63).

This was said last night by a spokesman for Mineral and Energy Affairs Minister Mr Pik Botha.

He was commenting on the Cabinet decision to begin pumping 20 000 barrels of crude oil a day off the southern Cape coast from March next year.—Political Staff
Caltex employees picket over ‘racist’ affirmative action claim

LINDZI VAN ZILLA

Caltex is embroiled in a controversy with black employees after an employee was suspended "indefinitely" for circulating an internal memorandum accusing the company of racist policies in its affirmative action programme.

The confrontation came to a head outside Caltex’s head office on Friday when members of the company’s Black Employees Forum (BEF) held a placard protest with slogans reading “Stop hiding racism”, “Caltex stop victimisation” and “Corporate whitewashing”.

They demanded the reinstatement of Mr Zimele Ndlela, who was suspended last Wednesday after he circulated a report accusing Caltex of victimisation and intimidation.

Mr Ndlela’s report, communicated via Caltex’s e-mail system, said “affirmative action at Caltex has been a big and expensive joke”.

Delays

He accused Caltex of creating delays in the implementation of affirmative action and claimed it was being conducted on a “part-time” basis.

An affirmative action task committee within the company also came under strong attack from Mr Ndlela.

In his report he said: “Management made it a point to select blacks to represent management on the committee so as to give the illegitimate process a flavour.”

Forum chairman Mr Luvuyo Mabombo said: “A proposal that two BEF members should be on the committee was rejected outright.”

Forum organiser, Mrs Thandi Kwanzu said although the committee was elected on a one-person one-vote basis, numbers counted against the Black Employees Forum because there were so few black employees in the company.

Caltex media manager Mr Terry O’Donovan dismissed these claims, however, saying the committee had been elected fairly: “Forums were organised throughout the company to discuss and debate the election and a video was also shown to inform employees of the process.”
Family connection in Sentrachem saga

Mungo Soggot

THE shipping company that received an unauthorised R50m loan from Sentrachem, prompting the group to suspend its international chief, has the son of Sentrachem's former MD among its senior management members.

The company — Adriatic Tankers — has three ships impounded in Durban harbour and, according to court papers presented in Durban, Sentrachem may have a stake in one.

Sentrachem MD John Job said at the weekend the group had considered taking a stake in a bid to recover some of the money lent. It had not gone ahead with the plan.

The group refused to comment on the senior management position held at Adriatic Tankers by Johan van der Walt, son of Sentrachem former MD Johan van der Walt.

Sentrachem said last week it had suspended William Bergh, head of its London office, after he issued the unauthorised loans. The cash had been
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given in 60 separate transactions and the loan was discovered only in June.

Adriatic Tankers has yet to be liquidated, but the impounded ships — Stainless Hyego, the Anchon and Cape Sport — have applications for judicial sales hanging over them.

An affidavit presented to the Durban and Coastal Local Division about Cape Sport reads: "The probabilities are that the shares of the Panamanian company which owns the Cape Sport are in fact controlled by Sentrachem or one of its subsidiaries.

Sentrachem finance director Norman Kenelly said at the weekend Sentrachem had taken the stake to get security for the loan. However, the group's executive director, Ralph Oxenham, said it had "absolutely no stake in any ship". The papers presumably referred to shares in Bergh's name, he said. Job said the group had merely considered taking the stake.

Sentrachem said the group had had close links with Adriatic for 10 years. Some contractual obligations remained but it was unlikely that Sentrachem would renew them.

"An event of this nature is clearly distressing. All financial controls and governance practices are being reviewed," Job said.

Kennelly said Sentrachem had no further exposure to Adriatic above provisions in its financial results for the year to August.
AFFIRMATIVE action was a "short-term tool" that Caltex Oil would apply until its staff complement matched the demographic make-up of South Africa, the company's media manager in Cape Town, Mr Terry O'Donovan, said yesterday.

His comments followed demonstrations outside Caltex House on the Foreshore by members of the Black Employees Forum in protest against the way the company applied affirmative action.

Mr O'Donovan said that of the 94 new staff members hired this year, 64 were black, 19 coloured, four Asian and seven white. This proved that Caltex's affirmative action policy was in place and working, he said.

Critics of the policy have claimed that the programme is "a big and expensive joke". An employee, Mr Zimlele Nkolela, is under "indefinite suspension" for circulating among colleagues an internal memorandum slating the programme.

Mr O'Donovan said that although affirmative action was a priority at Caltex, the rate of progress was determined by the company's needs.

Chairman

The media liaison officer at British Petroleum, Mr Keith Bryer, said it was proof of BP's commitment to affirmative action that Mr Frederik Phaswana was to become its first South African chairman and chief executive from December 1.

Mr Phaswana had been with the company for more than 30 years, he said.

Affirmative action is being implemented in the public sector, but blacks are still being paid less than their white, coloured and Indian counterparts, according to a recent survey by Central Statistical Services, Sapa reports.

The survey found a ratio of 11 black workers to every white worker in provincial administrations. In March this year, Indians in national and provincial departments were earning an average salary of R3 871 a month; whites were earning R3 818, coloureds R2 627 and blacks R2 415.

Of the 1 885 443 public sector workers (including Transnet, the SA Post Office and Telkom), 52% are black and 22.5% are white.
Energy fund awaiting CSIR report on Iranian deal

THE Central Energy Fund had still to approve the controversial deal with Iran to store and trade oil at Saldanha Bay, energy fund GM Kobus van Zyl said yesterday. He said the board had deferred its decision until the Council for Scientific and Industrial Research finished its study into the environmental impact of the project which would put 15-million barrels of Iranian oil in the tanks.

Negotiators were just waiting for the environmental study’s completion, and the deal — which could net SA R50m a year — would go ahead next year.

He also dismissed reports last week that the deal had floundered because of a clash over key trading and pricing terms.

SA had pushed hard for a good deal and was “in general” happy with what had been agreed. “Making a deal with the Iranians is not a Christmas picnic,” Van Zyl said.

But yesterday sources again said a dispute over the terms had derailed the talks. Energy fund sources said that both sides appeared to have chosen to emphasise that the environmental hitch was the problem, rather than the Iranians’ refusal to give SA an adequate slice of the trading profit.

Van Zyl said he presented the final deal to the board at the end of September, two months after saying the deal had been struck.
Plan ignores Nedlac proposals

Govt move to slash Sasol hand-out

Mungo Soggot

The finance department had proposed chopping R500m off government support to fuel group Sasol next year, halving the group's annual hand-out, oil industry sources said yesterday.

Neither the department nor its mineral and energy affairs counterpart would comment yesterday, but government sources said the proposal was tabled by Finance Minister Chris Liebenberg at a budget meeting last week.

Under the plan, motorists would continue paying into the fund which has fed Sasol for years. But half Sasol's normal boon would go into government's coffers instead. The switch would be made in January.

The plan — described by sources as definitely on the cards — would ride roughshod over National Economic Development and Labour Council (Nedlac) proposals to gradually phase down Sasol's subsidy over four years. Two other sources said Liebenberg had his eye on R800m of Sasol's annual subsidy — a figure unconfirmed by government sources. "The finance department seems to think that its tax-raising needs are greater than Sasol's needs," one source said, "and has proposed expropriating at least R800m from the money that goes to Sasol."

Sasol said it had heard nothing about Liebenberg's plan and would be "surprised" if it went ahead, given Nedlac's long-running efforts.

The move could nevertheless be a victory for the crude oil industry, which has been campaigning for an end to the subsidies.

The SA Petroleum Industry Association has said Sasol does not require a subsidy at all at current oil prices. Sasol's attributable earnings jumped 24.2% to R1.9bn for the year to June, on sales of R11.9bn, boosted by its lucrative chemicals business.

Government is in to make an announcement on Sasol's support later this year as the tariff protection agreement expires in December. Sasol is given the money from the equalization fund, which raises the cash from the extra 9c/l motorists pay for fuel. One-third of the fund, about R600m, goes to synthetic fuel producer Mossgas.

But a government source said the finance department had its eye only on the money which goes to Sasol.

Sasol communications manager Alfonso Nenandt said Sasol was unaware of the proposal. "We would find such a decision surprising in view of the fact that government, business and labour in the liquid fuel task force all supported continued tariff protection for the synthetic fuels industry."

"Our understanding is that their
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recommendation was supported by Nedlac's trade and industry chamber. We understand government in... finalising a proposal to the Cabinet."

Mineral and energy affairs minister Pik Botha declined to comment.

Botha had said before Sasol's support must be wound down, but a government source said halving the support in one stroke was not Botha's idea.

A finance spokesman said it could not comment on a matter related to another department's budget.

The move would represent a remarkable twist in the efforts to restructure the petrochemicals industry. Sasol's rivals walked out of the Nedlac task force earlier this year after the phase-down report by Arthur Andersen was tabled. They alleged Sasol had influenced the report's findings.

Sasol, meanwhile, has demanded the four-year phase-down be doubled to put it on a fairer footing with the tariff reduction plans facing other industries. It and Arthur Andersen claim the support is justified, given that it saves SA billions of rands a year in crude oil imports.

The issue of government support for Sasol is also expected to figure in discussions on the energy White Paper, government is due to draft next year. The paper is also expected to deal with deregulating the industry.
RACE STATISTICS ‘MISLEADING’

Caltex Oil ‘employs blacks at low levels’

THE DISPUTE over affirmative action at Caltex continued yesterday, with claims that black employees have little room for advancement. LINDIZ VAN ZILLA reports.

There was no possibility of "upward mobility" for black employees at Caltex Oil, most of whom were employed at "very low entry levels like truck drivers and desk clerks," said chairman of the Caltex Black Employees Forum Mr Luwuyo Mabombo.

He was commenting on the controversy over Caltex's affirmative action programme and its claim that of 94 new employees hired this year, 64 were black.

The company has rejected criticism that it is unfair in implementing its programme.

Mr Mabombo said the statistics released on the implementation of Caltex's affirmative action programme were misleading. He accused the company of employing black people only for the sake of rationalising levels within the company.

Caltex, however, released further statistics yesterday to support its claims.

The statistics show comparative figures for staff ratios in 1990 and 1995. In 1990, 49% of employees were white, 24% black, 23% coloured and 4% Asian. By 1995, the breakdown has changed to: 39% white, 31% black, 25% coloured and 4% Asian.

Media manager for Caltex in Cape Town Mr Terry O'Donovan said these figures showed the positive implementation of Caltex's affirmative action policy, which required that preference be given to African applicants.

He said the large drop in the number of white employees between 1990 and 1995 was due to normal attrition, with employees being offered retirement packages and also retiring voluntarily.

He also said that nationally 32% of staff in supervisory to senior management level positions were not white.

He was not available last night to comment on allegations that Caltex recruited black people at low entry levels.
Sasol share price hit by subsidy talk

Mundu Sangot
26/10/95

Sasol's share price yesterday shed R1 for 3% on the JSE as talk that the finance department could choose to top R500m off its subsidy ruffled confidence in the unit.

It closed at R31 from the previous day's R32.5, down from the year's high of R37 on May 15.

Government sources said on Monday the finance department had its eye on R500m of Sasol's R1bn-a-year support.

If the proposal came through it would trample the National Economic Development and Labour Council (Nedlac) decision to implement a gradual phase-out of protection which would see a cut in protection next year to about R80bn.

Sasol communications manager Alfonsa Niemand said the fact that there had been no official comment by any of the government departments indicated the information was speculative.

Analysts said that although the news had sliced R1 off the share price, there was strong demand for the share at the lower levels.

The share price had already discounted the possibility of Sasol's tariff protection being removed completely.

"Even though the share has already discounted for a complete removal of Sasol's protection, it still took a knock."

However, he said Sasol would still be able to chalk up an increase in earnings.

He predicted earnings a share for the next financial year of 530c a share if Liebenberg's plan came in, and 325c if it didn't. In the year to June earnings were pegged at 323c a share.

He was assuming that Liebenberg's plan would affect only the second half of Sasol's financial year, as the current level of protection was in place until Sasol's agreement with government expired in January. Then Sasol would get R500m in the six months to December and nothing in the second half.

"This would show Sasol's capacity to cope with adversity. It would post earnings growth despite the cut in protection, the levelling off of chemical prices and low refining margins."

Another analyst said Sasol would do well to ditch its tariff protection, which coloured its image and fuelled resentment "It is such a well run company. What does it need it for?"

Meanwhile, Nedlac said it could not respond to the possible move as there was nothing to react to but Press reports. It had not been contacted by government.

Nedlac's liquid fuels task force based its decision on a report by Arthur Andersen into Sasol's subsidiaries. The report recommended a five-year phase-down period.

Government is expected to make a final decision on Sasol's next round of protection by the end of the year.
Sales growth boosts drug group's profit
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BY CHARLOTTE MATHEWS

Growth in sales, a lower effective tax rate, control of expenses and productivity gains lifted attributable profit for Adcock-Ingram, a pharmaceutical group, by 17 percent to R132,3 million in the year to September compared with last year. Group turnover rose 16 percent to R1,2 billion on which margins eased to 16,2 percent from 16,7 percent.

Don Bodley, the group chief executive, said sales growth included a strong performance from the pharmaceuticals division, market share gains in self-medication and consumer brands, sales from Vesta Medicines and the consolidation of Vesta and DeLabs of Zimbabwe.

Small increases in interest and income from investments were supplemented by a 34 percent tax rate against a previous 37 percent.

An extraordinary profit of R10,5 million was made against last year's extraordinary loss of R42,7 million, on sales of properties and the partial disposal of a non-core business, the directors said.

The dividend was raised to 36,0c (31,0c) a share on a 18 percent improvement in earnings to 96,6c.

The critical care division grew turnover by 5 percent and maintained its dominant market share in intravenous solutions, renal and blood markets.

The pharmaceuticals division increased turnover on a like-for-like basis by 16,5 percent, faster than the market growth of 11 percent.

The launch of six new branded products boosted the division's performance.

Consumer and self-medication products showed 9 percent growth.

Reorganised marketing and sales teams, and new products should accelerate sales growth in the new financial year, Bodley said.

The wholesale division boosted turnover by 21 percent and increased its market share, at the expense of margins...
Caltex in bid to resolve dispute

CAUTEX Oil will hold discussions with its Black Employees Forum in an attempt to resolve the crisis surrounding the company’s affirmative action programme, media manager Mr Terry O’Donovan, said yesterday.

Caltex have been embroiled in an ongoing controversy over the implementation of its affirmative action programme.

The programme has been criticised by the forum who claim it has failed to properly address racial imbalances. — Staff report.
Sales growth
boosts drug
group's profit

by Charlotte Mathews

Growing in sales, a lower effective
tax rate, control of expenses and
productivity gains lifted attributable
profit for Adcock-Ingram, a
pharmaceutical group, by 17 per-
cent to R32.5 million in the year to
September compared with last year.

Group turnover rose 16 percent to
R1.2 billion on which margins increased
to 16.2 percent from 15.7 percent.

Don Bodley, the group chief execu-
tive, said sales growth included
a strong performance from the
pharmaceuticals division, market
share gains in self-medication and
consumer brands, sales from Vesta
Medicines and the consolidation of
Vesta and Datlabs of Zimbabwe.

Small increases in interest and
income from investments were sup-
plemented by a 34 percent tax rate
gain against a previous 37 percent.

Properties

An extraordinary profit of
R10.5 million was made against last
year's extraordinary loss of
R2.7 million in sales properties
and the disposal of a non-core
business, the directors said.

The dividend was raised to 36.0c
(31.0c) a share on a 16 percent
improvement in earnings to 95.6c.

The critical care division grew
turnover by 5 percent and maintai-
ned its dominant market share in
intravenous solutions, renal and
blood markets.

The pharmaceuticals division
increased turnover on a like-for-like
basis by 16.5 percent, faster than the
market growth of 11 percent.

Consumer and self-medication
products showed 9 percent growth
reorganised marketing and sales
teams, and new products should
accelerate sales growth in the new
financial year, Bodley said.

The wholesale division boosted
turnover by 21 percent and in-
creased its market share, but at the
expense of margins.

Group exports to Africa and
beyond rose 55 percent. Turnover
from Datlabs of Zimbabwe was
R39.7 million, 16.4 percent higher
than the year before.
Sastech staff get head start in small business

by Charlotte Matthews

Johannesburg — Sastech, the research and development, engineering and project services division of Sasol, has encouraged approximately 150 employees to undertake management buy-outs of various divisions and set up small businesses serving Sastech and local industry.

To give the companies a sound start and ensure the continuity of work already in progress, Sastech has a two-year preferred supplier agreement with them.

Nico Doman, the managing director of Sastech Engineering Services, said Sastech was funding the companies to make them viable from day one.

It was also providing them with infrastructure and facilities.

Because the companies were in the engineering sector, their main asset was the skill of their staff, he said.

Doman said this was not a personnel reduction exercise, but intended to allow Sastech to focus on more value-added ventures in the future, which meant sourcing out the detailed design of the smaller capital projects.

Five companies were created earlier this month.

Secunda Inspection Authority, which consists of 24 quality assurance staff; Megchem, a detail mechanical and piping engineering and draughting company with 110 employees of whom 65 are permanent; Lategan Bouwer, a civil engineering company with 16 employees; Proconns, a detail control systems design company with 20 staff members; and Advanced Electrical Engineering, a detail electrical design company with 28 staff members.

One more company is planned in the field of metallurgical and corrosion sciences.

It should begin operating independently early next year.

John Aspinall, the director of Megchem, said the company belonged to about 45 employees, each with between 8 and 1 percent of the company. Six directors held the majority of the company.

One of the benefits of the arrangement with Sastech was that it enabled the companies to do business with outside customers.

"Local industries in the Eastern Transvaal have been going to Johannesburg or Pretoria to get the same services that we can provide."

"Now we have the capability and probably the best-trained people available in the area."

Megchem spent its first month stabilising the company and will start to market itself early next month. Already three or four companies have requested its services.

"I am very positive about this move," he said. "It is probably one of the best things that has happened at Sasol."
R36.3m At an annualised rate, this means Sasol is getting more than R1bn and Mossagas about R400m.

After intense public debate sparked by publication of the Arthur Andersen report, there seems to be consensus that Sasol's assistance should be phased out.

The consensus ends there. Sasol is pleading for a long phase-out period to enable it to re-equip synfuel plants with advanced equipment making them more efficient and cheaper to run. The oil industry argues — and this is evident from the public corporation's recent financial figures — that Sasol would be profitable at the current oil price and dollar/ rand rate without any State aid.

Now it seems Finance Minister Chris Liebenberg wants to halve the subsidy right away.

An early government decision would end uncertainty. And, in the interests of open and accurate public accounting, all future aid should be paid out of the General Revenue Fund, not smuggled in through mechanisms such as the Equalisation Fund.

Mossagas, however, is a struggling concern threatened by closure in a few years when gas reserves run out. Its costs amount to sunk capital, which should be written off and the subsidy element saved — unless its management can come up with another use such as making methanol.

There has been little debate over whether money saved on State assistance for synfuel should be put into motorists' pockets by cutting petrol and diesel prices or whether the savings should accrue to the fiscus to bring tax relief for the burdened middle-income group or help hard-pressed public servants such as policemen and nurses.

Considering the merits of maintaining liquid fuel as a source of revenue — ease and cheapness of collection and the non-progressive nature — government should hang on to the money saved.
Sentrachem's "unauthorised loan" of about US$15m to shipping company Adriatic Tankers should prove more of an embarrassment than a financial setback this year. It is believed there is no connection between the unauthorised granting of credit and its financial controls. And plausibly, a more belated eye from head office will be trained on offshore financial transactions in the future.

Continuing strong growth in volumes over the second half fuelled the 34% increase in turnover, the healthiest gain recorded by Sentrachem in at least 10 years, and the first time an increase in turnover has been in double digits since 1989.

Job says firming chemical prices continued to mature into the second half, offset only by the inability to pass on all raw material price increases.

This, with the lower margins realised from exports (up 62% to R750m, about 20% of turnover), kept margins at the previous period's 8.9%.

World commodity prices will continue to strongly influence Sentrachem's performance this year, despite the evolving business mix and acquisition of US-based Hampshire Chemical Corp, both of which help to remove cyclicality from the group.

Recent softening of some commodity prices, including thermoplastics and rubber, may be cause for concern.

But Job says there is consensus that the fundamental drivers of demand are still in place and that growth should resume in the second and third quarters of next year. "In a sense, the downward adjustment we are seeing now is a blessing. Without it, could have been a rush into increasing capacity, but it is too soon to start building new plants.

"After this correction, demand should again tighten next year, leading to more sustainable growth," he says.

Largest contributor NCP boosted group results, following severe rationalisation which included the closure of some of the plants on its Germiston site. Joint venture Safropol benefited from rising world polymer prices, while Karbochem, though meeting budget, saw its contribution drop as import tariffs were reduced.

Hampshire will kick in this year. It is expected to add an estimated R800m to turnover. More importantly, it gives Sentrachem the global spread to reach new markets from its four manufacturing bases in the US and one in the UK.

Sentrachem is unlikely to show earnings growth below 30% this year. That indicates value in the share on a p/e ratio of 12, below the sector average and those of companies such as Hoechst and AECI.

*Image*
Rising world commodity prices and burgeoning demand produced a bonanza for Polfin in 1995.

Shortages on world markets allowed the company to raise raw material prices, in particular polyethylene, by up to 45%. The annual report makes colourful reading, underlining the modern outlook of this relative newcomer to the chemicals, oils and plastics board...

넷

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cents</th>
<th>835</th>
<th>805</th>
<th>765</th>
<th>735</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Activities:** Chemicals and plastics group which manufactures and supplies monomers, polymers, mining reagents and other chemicals

**Control:** AECL 40%, Sasol 40%

**Chairman:** J A Stegmann CEO P V Cox

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Capital structure:</th>
<th>543mJets Market capitalisation Rm.18bn</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Share markets:** Price 775c Yield 8.4% on earnings, p/e ratio, 11.8 12-month high, 855c, low, 725c; Trading volume last quarter, 13 8m shares

**Year to June 25**

| BT debt (Rm) | 53 |
| LT debt (Rm) | 374 |
| Debt equity ratio | 0.36 |
| Shareholders’ interest | 0.45 |
| Int & leasing cover | 5.9 |
| Return on cap (%) | 31 |
| Turnover (Rm) | 2 994 |
| Pre-int profit (Rm) | 730 |
| Pre-int margin (%) | 31 |
| Earnings (c) | 45 |
| Dividends (c) | none |
| Tangible NAV (c) | 192 |

The income statement gives figures for the six months to June 1994 and the full year to June 1995. Polfin’s first full-year results compare favourably with the pro forma results supplied for its July listing. Turnover rose to R2.99bn, 26% up on the pro forma R2.38bn for 1994, attributable profit rose by 59% to R354m.

Operating profit grew 87% to R730m, exceeding management’s forecast of R638m by 7%. EPS of 65c outdid the forecast of 60c. CEO Pieter Cox says capital expenditure for the year was R410m, funded out of a cash flow of R587m. Cash stood at R49m at year-end. Debt, now rather high, is expected to fall rapidly in 1996.

The group is a joint venture between AECL and Sasol. Its product mix was designed to counter the cyclical nature of the chemical business. The combination of raw material manufacturing and downstream finishing of plastics and other products is complementary. It has a competitive raw material base and derives economies of scale through size.

Controversy about the price of monomer feedstocks bought from Sasol was laid to rest by the Arthur Andersen study of synthetic fuel prices, which concluded that Polfin paid “arm’s-length prices” for its raw materials.

Among the beneficiaries of the capex is the Midland PVC plant, which will gain a hi-tech vinyl chloride monomer plant. A R150m cost-saving from restructuring should appear in the 1997 figures, which could offset the expected slowdown. The R20m sodium cyanide plant at Secunda in Mpumalanga, scheduled to go on line at year-end, will improve quality and increase product output.

Exports totalled R300m in 1995. Though export markets are being investigated carefully, Cox insists that first loyalty is to domestic customers. The domestic market for polymers is expected to remain strong, says Cox, and management is exploring possibilities for boosting monomer and polymer production capacity.

At 775c, the share has slipped from its debut price of 855c but appears to be headed up again. Analysts foresee the current cycle sustaining momentum until about 1997, though probably not at the heady levels seen earlier this year. Nonetheless, investors can expect a tidy profit.

Margaret Anne Heise

**Polfin’s Cox: domestic market for polymers should remain strong.**
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SmithKline buys SA company

PHARMACEUTICALS group SmithKline Beecham had signed agreements to buy SA health care business Total Support Management, the group said in London yesterday.

SmithKline said the deal — for an undisclosed sum — would give it an integrated managed pharmacy programme, allowing it to develop short- and long-term managed care strategies.

Total Support Management's operations included Home Medication Services, a mail order pharmacy company, and pharmacy benefit manager Interpharm. SmithKline (SA) CEO Gunther Faber said further details would be available next week.
Extra petrol tax is possible

Mungo Soggot

GOVERNMENT was considering slapping extra tax on the petrol price to nurse cash and curb demand, trade and industry special adviser Paul Jourdan said yesterday.

Industry sources said there was talk of an extra R1, which would bump up the current price of petrol to about R3. However, Jourdan dismissed this figure as "gossip".

"There are discussions at the moment, but there are no figures yet. It is early days."

Under the scheme the diesel price would be left alone and government would push for greater use of diesel in taxis and industry in general.

Jourdan said SA's petrol tax was one of the lowest in the world — only about half the level of the average petrol tax in Europe.

The key was to encourage a move to diesel engines, particularly in the taxi industry. A stumbling block was that diesel engines were more expensive.

The idea would be to have diesel as the business fuel and petrol for luxury. Jourdan said another possibility was to have special pumps with cheaper petrol for the taxi industry.

This would allow for a substantial hike in the petrol price without angering the powerful taxi lobby.

Industry talk is that Jourdan is tipped to take over as director-general of the minerals and energy affairs department after Petu Hugo steps down next month. He declined to comment.

The possibility of playing with the differential between the two fuels features in government's Green Paper on the industry, which is due to go white early next year.

Atlantic Diesel Engines (ADE) has long pushed for greater use of diesel engines, and has now been joined by car manufacturer Sunbeam.

The SA Petroleum Industry Association said it favoured the idea of a macroeconomic investigation into the proper use of diesel.

One analyst said the move would help soak up SA's considerable surplus of diesel. This was currently exported to neighbouring countries at cut-price rates, the analyst said.

The scheme would help curb demand for petrol.

In the nine months to September, petrol sales rose 5.1% and diesel 7.1% over the same period last year. SA was rapidly approaching a situation where it would run out of refining capacity, analysts said.

Transnet economist Mike Schuessler said he thought the petrol tax would be increased 5c to 10c in the near future — nothing near R1. "That would cause a middle class tax revolt. It is an easy source of revenue, though."

He said the move would boost government revenue about R10bn, but would add three to four percentage points to the inflation rate.
OIL will begin to flow next March from South Africa's first oilfield, near Stilbaai off the Cape south coast — and Cape Town is set to earn millions of rands from the development.

The Soekor Board gave the go ahead for the project several months ago and the government has now also approved the development.

A floating production platform, which is to be used to tap oil from the field, is to be modified and upgraded in Cape Town.

South Africa, and in particular Cape Town, is expected to earn about R70 million from the sale of goods and services for the project, while about R40 million a year will be spent locally on operations over the next three to five years.

The oilfield is expected to produce about 20,000 barrels of high-quality crude a day. Several other smaller oilfields in the vicinity may also be brought on line to extend the lifespan of the project by several years.

Saturday Argus broke the story about South Africa's oil find more than a year ago and published pictures of the first high-quality crude recovered from the E-BT field in the Bredasdorp Basin.

A semi-submersible production platform which is to be upgraded and modified in Cape Town, will tap into the oilfield and remove solids, gas and water from the crude.

Shuttle tankers will tie up to an offshore loading buoy and take in crude from the floating platform.

This crude will then be transported to South Africa's harbour cities, where it will be sold to be refined by oil companies. The daily production from the oilfield will provide about six percent of the local consumption of crude oil.

It is estimated that more than 13 million barrels of oil will be recovered from the field in the first three years of operation. This will yield more than R700 million in gross sales.

The state will earn about R123 million in taxes over the first three-year period, and save about R433 million in foreign exchange.

The estimated capital cost for the development and exploitation of the oilfield is about R250 million. The field will be exploited through a joint venture between Soekor E and P — a wholly owned subsidiary of Soekor — and Engen Bredasdorp.

The oilfield is a first for South Africa, which has long searched for oil. At present, natural gas is exploited by Mossa of Mossel Bay while Sasol makes oil from coal. The new oilfield is not in anyway linked to Mossa.

Oceancoing Production Systems, an American company, has been chosen to develop the oilfield after a bidding and evaluation process. Soekor and Engen will finance the project by way of foreign loans and no government guarantee is required.

Minister of Mineral and Energy Affairs Pik Botha said exploitation of the E-BT oil field presented the first opportunity for South Africa to benefit financially from commercial oil production, after years of exploration by Soekor.

The ill-fated Soekor oil rig Omega, in which two people were killed and several injured after an explosion off Mossel Bay in August, has been leased to a French company for exploration work off the West Coast of Africa.

The rig is currently undergoing repairs in Cape Town harbour.
Adcock Ingram in search of assets worthy of R117m

By JULIE WALKER

Adcock Ingram reported a 16% rise in earnings a share to 86.6c. Turnover grew by the same percentage to R116-billion. Mr Bodley says medicine price rises were held below inflation and the turnover rise represents real growth. The highly competitive trading climate led to a lower operating margin than last year, but higher interest received, more income from investments and a lower tax rate led to a 17% rise in attributable income of R132.3-million.

Adcock Ingram expects exports to move from 5% to 10% of total turnover in the foreseeable future.

"So far our exports have been focused on sub-Saharan Africa but we have now established ourselves in several eastern European countries where every company is starting from square one and we are not at a 20-year disadvantage in establishing our brands."

Mr Bodley expects another increase in real earnings in the year to September 1996. "We are well placed to meet the changing health care environment and expect good growth from branded pharmaceuticals, self-medication and consumer products."

Adcock Ingram, the health care group involved in pharmaceuticals and allied businesses, has a cash pile of R117-million and is seeking an acquisition.

In the year to September 1995 the group generated a strong positive cash flow in spite of greater calls for working capital after a 16% increase in sales. Chief executive Don Bodley wants to buy something "Our return on assets falls when we have significant cash balances earning only interest. We are actively looking for an acquisition that will add value."

There are few obvious targets. Most multinationals who disinvested earlier with a buy-back clause are now returning. Some need money but there are fewer opportunities than there were. Appropriate brands could be bought if not a company. An offshore acquisition - "something like Adcock Ingram itself" - is a possibility but not a generics company.

Would Adcock Ingram's controlling shareholder CG Smith be tempted into merging Adcock Ingram with perhaps a foreign company looking to get into South Africa?

"More likely we would enter joint ventures with a company, such as the one with Eli Lilly," says Mr Bodley. "The multinationals are more apt to open their own operations."
It's R800m or bust, Pik tells Cabinet in Mossgas plea

WITH gas reserves due to run out in about 12 months, Mossgas is approaching the government for an R800-million capital injection to extend the life of its gas fields by five years.

This will be on top of the R11.3-billion already sunk into the project and more than R1-billion a day in subsidies.

Extending the life of Mossgas has the support of Mineral and Energy Affairs Minister Pik Botha, who said on Friday that Mossgas would face closure "if we do nothing." Mothballing costs of about R1.3-billion or net abandonment costs of R2.25-billion would be incurred.

"If we invest further in the secondary development of the FA satellite field we can then continue production until 2001 at the end of that period mothballing or abandonment will still be with us," Mr Botha says.

Mr Botha says a report on the future of Mossgas has been completed and a proposal to Cabinet is in preparation.

One of the options under consideration is to invite domestic companies to buy Mossgas.

"Negotiated bids means that it will not be a simple knock-down sale but a carefully structured process during which the relative merits of the various bids will be evaluated," Mr Botha says.

"The question of extending the life of Mossgas at a certain capital investment cost is a separate, albeit related, issue. If we proceed the funding would come from the Central Energy Fund," Mr Botha says.

Mr Botha says no decision has yet been made on further investments.

Any decision made is likely to arouse heated debate because of past mistakes in forecasting the life of the gas field.

"By continuing synthetic fuel production for more than five years, the government will merely be defending past mistakes," says an oil industry source.

"Pratting all of the plants on the plan, one of the options being considered include a number of foreign investors, including the Chinese Gas Petroleum Company, are investigating the possibility of establishing a large-scale petrochemicals facility at Mossgas to produce a range of downstream products. This would ensure Mossgas has a future once offshore gas is depleted."

By CIARAN RYAN

Suppliers have already been asked to quote for the supply of equipment to tap four nearby gas wells and install a compressor to pump gas at pressure to the onshore synthetic fuels plant.

A Mossgas spokesman says a cheaper alternative is to invest about R400-million in tapping into gas wells adjoining the FA gas field. This would extend the life of the gas reserves by two years at current rates of production.

The preferred option, however, is to invest nearly R800-million to extend the life of the gas field by five years, yielding a 20% return on investment without subsidies — assuming the initial capital of R11.3-billion is written off and operating expenses are shaved by about a fifth.

Some Mossgas staff have already been warned of possible retrenchments. Extending the life of the gas fields for 10 years would require an additional R500-million to tap the nearby EM gas field.

"Even though this is a commercially acceptable return, it will be very difficult to interest private investors because of its short life," says a Mossgas spokesman.

This is a risky alternative, according to an oil industry source, because it involves speculation over the possible future deregulation of the oil industry and changes in the price regime for oil, and it assumes the oil companies will continue to honour their agreement to uplift Mossgas fuel as a quid pro quo for Mossgas not competing in their markets.

Mossgas says it has achieved operating cost reductions of more than R100-million a year through improved efficiencies recently completed a re-engineering exercise aimed at further improvements.

"If we lose it or the subsidy of about R50-million a year," replies an oil industry source.

Mossgas says any additional expenditure will come out of operating surpluses and not from taxpayers.
Mossgas to shed 10% of workforce

CAPE TOWN — Mossgas is to cut its 1,300-strong workforce by 10% early next year as part of restructuring to reduce operating costs.

The synthetic fuel producer said at the weekend that a “business re-engineering” programme under way also included boosting plant efficiencies. Another 300 jobs could go over the next three years, depending on the outcome of feasibility studies to determine the parastatal’s future.

Spokesman Harry Hill said 80 permanent staff members and 50 semi-permanent workers would go in the first quarter of next year.

The operation had cut operating costs to R616m for the year to March, against R628m the previous year, which helped lift its surplus to R114m (R58.2m).

Government has to either scrap Mossgas when reserves run out in two years, or pump in at least a further R700m to get access to new gas. Mossgas has asked government for an R300m capital injection to extend its life by five years. The scheme has already cost the taxpayer about R1.1bn.

A final decision on Mossgas’s future will be taken by the Cabinet. Privatisation is one option being considered.
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Polifin in R300m upgrade

BY FRANCOISE ROTHA

Polifin announced yesterday that it is set to spend R300 million on upgrading and expanding the production of polypropylene at its Secunda and Sasolburg plants.

The two-phase upgrade at the Secunda plant will see the introduction of a later-generation BASF catalyst to the existing polypropylene plant and a joint venture with Sasol to increase production.

Pieter Cox, the chief executive, said yesterday that the first phase would also result in an upgraded purification plant which would be able to handle larger volumes of recycled gas.

Together these developments (in the first phase) will boost Polifin's polypropylene production capacity by 11,000 tons a year to 166,000 tons and improve the quality of the end products," he said.

The R75 million first phase is expected to start during early 1997.

The second phase to venture with Sasol is to be shared on the basis of the polypropylene output by each company, will further increase production from 159,000 tons to 220,000 tons.
Restructured Engen has difficult year

BY LLEWELLYN JONES

Fuel producer Engen’s results for the year to August reflect the magnitude of the difficulties experienced by the company this year.

While turnover rose 6.9% to R8.6-billion, net income plummeted 72% to R116-million (R418-million).

This was on the back of restructuring costs of R79-million, a R50-million increase in financing costs, depressed refining margins and post-commissioning difficulties at the Durban refinery.

Engen’s refining margins fell to an eight-year low of $4.18 a barrel compared with last year’s $4.35.

Rob Angel, the managing director, said a $1 a barrel decline in the refining margin represented nearly R100-million to Engen and gave a good indication of how the $9.57 decline had hurt Engen.

Angel said the protracted deliberations about the future of the oil industry and the application of old rules in a haphazard and ad hoc manner had also had an effect on the profits of all industry participants, and effectively cost Engen some R130-million.

Another feature of the results was the 31% decline in recurring profit before exceptional items and inventory effect to R367-million.

Cash earnings a share nearly halved to 18c (35c) and accounting earnings a share fell to 73c (257c). A dividend of 86c (154c) was declared.

Angel said he was “quietly confident that the strong medicine which had been administered could lead to a significant increase in net income over the next two years.”

But he cautioned that while all the fundamentals were in place, the company had to be realistic and recognise that it was at a very complex transitional stage of the evolution of both the oil industry and the emerging South African economy.

A feature of the year under review had been the completion of the Project Discovery transformation programme, which will generate ongoing direct remuneration savings of about R55-million, and which has repositioned Engen to respond to the changed competitive environment, said Angel.

Meanwhile, Reuter reports that Engen said it would raise between R80-million and R100-million from local and foreign investors when it listed off its upstream activities into a separate listed company, plans for which were announced earlier this year, were well advanced and should be implemented during the first quarter next year.

The separate listing, still subject to shareholder and regulatory approval, would coincide with a capital-raising exercise to raise R50-million to R100-million, with equal proportions coming from local and offshore investors, he said. This would take place by way of a private placing of new shares.

Engen is to return about 60% of the equity in the new listed company.

Engen’s upstream assets include an 8% holding in the Alba field in the North Sea, 10% of the Bukha field in Oman, 4% of the Nkossa field offshore of Congo and 20% of a potential development in the Bredasdorp Basin in South Africa.

The Alba and Bukha fields together made a maiden contribution to Engen’s net income of some R23-million during the year to August 31 this year, Angel said.
Engen’s profits fall 72 percent

CEO confident of turnaround

Business Staff

ENGEN blamed unfavourable “external business conditions” for a 72 percent drop in profits to R116 million from R416 million for the year ended August.

Engen declared a total dividend of 60c a share, compared with last year’s dividend of 154c a share.

Engen attributed the results to a disappointing operating performance, the effective costs of piecemeal changes to the industry, and the cost of restructuring its staff levels.

Sapa quoted Engen chief executive Rob Angel as saying he was “quietly confident” of a turnaround of the company’s performance in the new year.

The restructuring cost Engen R79 million and saw the company complete a major transformation programme that cut its staff complement by 15 percent. Thus, according to Mr Angel, would “generate on-going direct remuneration savings of some R55 million a year.”

Other factors that hurt the bottom line included increased financing costs of R90 million, and an eight-year low in refining margins and operational difficulties at Engen’s Durban oil refinery, which was hit by several power failures.

Mr Angel said that in the past 12 months production was interrupted on 17 occasions — a level that was “just not acceptable” in an advanced industrial sector.

Production at the refinery had improved steadily in the past months and Mr Angel expected the company’s new operational focus to contribute to a rise in its profitability.

Performance was also affected by a six-week planned shut-down of the refinery in December last year.

Refining margins in the Singapore region fell to eight-year lows owing to excess supply and had a direct impact on local margins.

Mr Angel said he was “quietly confident that the strong medicine administered could lead to a significant increase in net income over the next two years.”

BOLAND Bank announced that attributable profits rose 44 percent from R14.4 million to R20.8 million during the six months ended September.

These are the bank’s first interim results since the group was restructured.

Earnings an ordinary share on a fully-diluted basis rose by 24 percent and the interim dividend was increased by 18 percent from 28c to 33c.

Managing director Michel le Roux said rising interest rates throughout most of the period under review, coupled with an increase in the cash reserve requirements imposed by the Reserve Bank, caused margins to narrow.

However an improvement in the bad debts situation resulted in a decrease of 8.3 percent in the risk provisions.

Increased expenditure on systems and infrastructure to cater for an accelerated growth in chosen niche markets and the costs brought about by the large number of staff returning owing to the income tax changes in respect of pension and provident funds coming into force on September 1, led to an increase of 26.2 percent in the group’s operating expenses.
Mossgas needs no lifeline, says Pithey

Mungo Sogoe
20 31/10/95

MOSSGAS could survive without the state throwing it a R700m lifeline, the Central Energy Fund said yesterday.

Fund chairman Roy Pithey said the controversial project's survival - which hinged on it exploiting new gas reserves - could be achieved from Mossgas's operating surpluses.

Mossgas's current reserves run out in 1997 and the new gas fields will give it five more years. "Funding for this project will not be required from the government or the taxpayer."

Pithey said prolonging Mossgas's life would need private sector bridging finance. He declined to say how much, but said Mossgas could pay it back from its operating surpluses.

Cabinet is about to decide the fate of the fuel-from-gas Mossel Bay scheme, which has guzzled nearly R12bn in taxpayers' money. It will be shut down, get the go-ahead to tap the new fields or be privatised. Mineral and Energy Affairs Minister Pik Botha yesterday denied favouring giving Mossgas an R800m cash injection to save it from the grave.
SA firm to supply 50% of Cuba sugar sector's herbicides

HAVANA — South African agro-chemicals firm Sanachem will increase its sales of herbicides to Cuba's sugar cane sector to $17 million (R61 million) in value terms this year from $11 million (R39 million) in 1994, its representative in Cuba said.

Armando Fernandez, deputy general manager of Edme Company SA, which represents Sanachem on the island, said the growth in sales responded to an improvement in cane cultivation in Cuba ahead of the 1995/96 harvest, due to start in November.

"The consumption of herbicides is higher," Mr Fernandez told Reuters at the Havana International Trade Fair. He said Sanachem's sales to Cuba had also been boosted by foreign financing, estimated at more than $100 million (R360 million) obtained by the Caribbean island this year to pay for essential sugar harvest inputs like fertilisers and herbicides.

Mr Fernandez said cultivation techniques for the sugar cane had also improved as a result of a campaign by the Cuban government to boost sugar production after the disastrous 1994/95 sugar crop of 3.3 million tonnes, the lowest in more than 50 years.

More cane was available for the harvest this year, Mr Fernandez said. He predicted an increase in sugar output in the 1995/96 harvest of "between half a million and one million tonnes" over past year.

Sanachem would supply 50 percent of the herbicide needs of the Cuban sugar sector this year, with the rest of the market business divided up between Britain's Zeneca, Germany's Bayer and Switzerland's Ciba-Geigy Sanachem's deliveries under this year's agreement would be completed by February, Mr Fernandez said.

Sanachem and Zeneca also had an agreement to provide joint technical assistance to the Cuban sugar sector. — Reuter.
SA chemicals firm to increase sales to Cuba by $6m

HAVANA — SA agrochemicals firm Sanachem would increase its sales of herbicides to Cuba’s sugar cane sector to $17m in value terms this year from $11m last year, its representative in Cuba said.

Armando Fernandez, deputy GM of EDME Company SA, which represents Sanachem on the island, said this week that the growth in sales responded to an improvement in sugar cane cultivation in Cuba ahead of the 1995/96 harvest, which is due to start in November this year.

“The consumption of herbicides is higher,” Fernandez said at the Havana International Trade Fair.

He said Sanachem’s sales to Cuba had also been boosted by foreign financings, which was estimated at more than $100m.

The financing had been obtained by the Caribbean island this year to pay for essential sugar harvest inputs like fertilizers and herbicides.

Fernandez said cultivation techniques with regard to the sugar cane industry had also improved. This was part of a campaign by the Cuban government to boost sugar production after the disastrous 1994/95 sugar crop of 3.3-million tons, the lowest in more than 50 years.

More sugar cane was available for the harvest this year, Fernandez said. Fernandez predicted an increase in sugar output in the 1995/96 harvest of “between half a million and 1-million tons” over last year.

Sanachem would supply 50% of the herbicide needs of the Cuban sugar sector this year, with the rest of the market business divided up between Britain’s Zeneca, Germany’s Bayer and Switzerland’s Ciba-Geigy, Fernandez added.

Sanachem’s deliveries under this year’s agreement would be completed by February.

Sanachem and Zeneca also had an agreement to provide joint technical assistance to the Cuban sugar sector. This consisted of an international expert to advise on sugar cane cultivation and a team of six local agronomists to help with growing sugar cane and other crops — Reuters
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medicine needs structures to survive today
ENGEN reported massive losses in the financial year ended August 30. Profits plunged by more than 72 percent.

Chief executive Rob Angel was "quietly confident" of a turnaround in Engen's performance in the new year.

According to Engen's results, net income fell by R300 million to R116 million for the year (R416 million), with earnings a share down to 73 cents from the previous 267 cents a share.

Angel said the drop in performance was attributable to "unfavourable external business conditions" which included restructuring costs of R79 million, increased financing costs of R90 million, an eight-year low in refining margins and operational difficulties at its Durban oil refinery.

The company completed a major transformation programme in the year under review that cut its staff complement by 15 percent and according to Angel would "generate ongoing direct remuneration savings of some R55 million a year."
Oil deal on the back burner

(183) MG (BM) 3-9/11/95

Floundering or sinking, which ever way you view it the South African-Iranian oil deal is going nowhere for now, writes Karen Harverson

DEPENDING on whom you believe, South Africa's deal to store and trade Iranian oil has fizzled out — or it has just been suspended pending the outcome of an environmental study on the risks of increased tanker traffic to Saldanha Bay.

Two weeks ago Business Day reported that the deal had floundered over Iran's refusal to offer South Africa an acceptable cut in trading profits. It quoted overseas sources which claimed the deal was "dead in the water".

However, Strategic Fuel Fund (SFF) general manager Kobus van Zyl is adamant that the deal — which could have earned South Africa R50-million a year in profits — is only temporarily suspended and has not been scrapped.

"The storage agreement has been signed. The joint venture trading agreement must still be signed although all the main aspects of the deal have been agreed upon."

He added that the deal was suspended because the South African government insisted that the outcome of the environmental study be made a suspensive condition of the contract. "The Iranians are naturally upset about this late development but both parties have to respect it."

Industry sources claim Iran's initial interest in the deal was fuelled by its urgent need to find storage for its oil which was piling up because of United States sanctions against the country.

Another benefit at the strategic position of the Saldanha tank farm which is convenient for the African, South American and north-west European markets.

The SFF's deal with Iran entails both storing Iranian oil and trading it — and the storage agreement will apparently not go ahead without the trading aspect being tied in.

"A storage deal based on a storage fee has never been discussed and is presently not under consideration by the SFF," says Van Zyl.

Iran's apparent reluctance to conclude a satisfactory joint venture trading agreement with South Africa may indicate that its need to store oil is not as desperate as once thought or even that it no longer has the oil available to place in storage.

In any event, the deal won't get the go-ahead before the outcome of the Council for Scientific and Industrial Research's (CSIR) environmental impact assessment (EIA) study which seems unlikely to be completed earlier than mid-1996.

Last week the CSIR released a background Information Document to some 340 affected or interested parties, inviting comment on the proposed process and on the issues which need to be addressed by the study.

Comment must be submitted by mid-November, following which a scoping report will be published describing the agreed process of the EIA, the viable project alternatives to be assessed and the key issues to be taken into account.

Thereafter, specialist studies will be undertaken on those issues identified in the scoping phase. Finally a documented report will be drafted based on the findings of the studies and the SFF will then decide if it is to proceed with plans to expand operations at Saldanha.

The benefits to South Africa of the Iranian deal — besides the estimated R50-million trading profit — include improving the utilisation of an under-utilised asset and using Iran's crude oil as collateral for export trade to that country from South Africa.

A deal with Iran could also result in a reduction of South Africa's strategic oil stocks below the target of 35-million barrels, thus releasing more than R250-million for use by the government.

At present, South Africa has 53-million barrels of crude oil stored compared to its highest level of 150-million barrels in mid-1989.

The SFF plans to reduce the 36-million barrels at Oppen to 10-million barrels and increase the 16-million barrels at Saldanha to 25-million, thus reaching its target of 35-million barrels. The present rate of reduction is very low (about 700 000 barrels a month) and could take about 25 months to achieve," says Van Zyl.

Angel explains fall


Chief executive officer Rob Angel blamed the fall in profits on restructuring costs of R76-million, increased financing costs of R90-million, an eight-year low in refining margins and teething problems at its Durban refinery.

He said the plant had been plagued by 17 external power cuts in the past 12 months which he felt was unacceptable and totally "third world".

The company has recently completed a major transformation programme which will generate savings of about R85-million a year. It is repositioning itself to focus on its core business of refining and marketing.

Angel said the company intended listing its upstream (exploration and production) business separately in the first quarter of 1996.
Afrox’s improved results ‘pleasing’

Yuri Thumbnan

A STURDIER economy, the successful merging of acquisitions and attention to cost containment helped African Oxygen (Afrox) lift profit after additional appreciation and before extraordinary items by 28% to R150.8m for the year ended September.

Inflation-adjusted earnings a share for the group, one of the few on the JSE which accounts for inflation by charging earnings with additional depreciation, rose to 50c (39c).

A final dividend of 175c a share, up 17% on last year’s 150c, was declared, giving a total distribution of 277c (233c) for the year. Shareholders would have the option of a capitalisation award.

Chairman and MD Royden Vice said the results were pleasing, particularly in view of the high base the group had established last year.

Turnover, 20% up at R1.7bn, had risen amid growth in volumes and as a result of acquisitions in 1994 which had exceeded expectations, he said. Trading profit, benefiting from cost containment and the successful merging of acquisitions with existing businesses, increased 21% to R320.9m (R265.3m). Net interest paid came to R64.1m (R44.6m).

A marginal tax rate saw the tax bill increase slightly to R90.9m (R89.9m).

Vice said all the group’s businesses had performed well. Cash flow was pleasing, leaving borrowings of R430m at year-end, unchanged from the halfway stage.

The gases business saw volumes of all gases increase substantially through the introduction of new technologies and the development of new marketing opportunities.

Two 15-year contracts for oxygen, nitrogen and argon were secured during the year with Iscor in Pretoria and Highveld Steel near Witbank.

The welding business recorded increased earnings.

Vice said although tariff increases were disappointing, the health care business again produced sound profit.

“The commitment to grow business is as strong as ever. Capital expenditure for the year amounted to R180m.”

Political changes had enabled Afrox, which now exported to 65 countries, to expand into sub-Saharan Africa.
**Activities:** Makes printing inks  
**Control:** CTP 79.7%  
**Chairman:** M E Jankelowitz  
**Capital structure:** 40.2m ordinary shares, market capitalisation R24.1m  
**Share market:** Price 50c; Yield 3.6% on dividend, 14% on earnings; p/e ratio, 7,41; cover, 3.5; 12-month high, 100c, low, 50c; Trading volume last quarter, 15,857 shares

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year to March 31</th>
<th>92</th>
<th>93</th>
<th>94</th>
<th>95</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ST debt (Rm)</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LT debt (Rm)</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debt equity ratio</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shareholders' interest</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Int &amp; leasing cover</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>15.1</td>
<td>10.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Return on cap (%)</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>19.3</td>
<td>15.4</td>
<td>13.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turnover (Rm)</td>
<td>53.7</td>
<td>57.6</td>
<td>62.3</td>
<td>73.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profit before tax (Rm)</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>5.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profit margins (%)</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>8.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earnings (c)</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>8.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dividends (c)</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tangible NAV (c)</td>
<td>42.9</td>
<td>48.3</td>
<td>54.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Interest profits. Heavy competition and escalating costs of imported components counter increased sales — these grew by 16% last year.

Chairman Edwin Jankelowitz isn’t giving away any secrets — neither the brief annual report nor the guarded answers of the man himself leave investors much the wiser.

Jankelowitz says Solchem will never be a “shooting star” But if it achieves its aim of greater volumes, margins will improve. He says current volumes are not high enough to

**COMPANIES**

Jankelowitz  
Justify complete automation, which would increase return on capital. Management spent about R1.5m on plant upgrades last year and a similar amount is possible this year. Part of the problem is streamlining production of a variety of types of ink and another is the limited number of potential customers.

The most streamlined division is the one making newspaper ink, used by Caxton itself. Jankelowitz hopes a plant opened in Port Elizabeth this year will break even by the 1996 year-end.

Almost six months into the 1996 financial year, he won’t make predictions on results “He who uses a crystal ball ends up eating glass,” he says.

He doesn’t like disclosing information, pointing out — though one doubts if this

---

**SOLCHEM**

*No great shakes*

It’s difficult to tell whether Caxton’s listed ink manufacturer will be able to pull out of a rut of narrowing margins and static pre-

**Cents**

125 105 75 47

1994 1995

---

Michelle Ioberti
Shareholders had plenty of warning, in the cautionary announcement on July 18, that Engen’s results would be poor. So the 19% decline in operating income and in particular the 72% drop in EPS were no surprise.

Still, they make painful reading. The strategic value of the cautionary, though, is that it may have taken most of the shock out of the share price. Unchanged at R23 on Monday after results were announced, the share has drifted down from R36, a decline of 36%, over the year. It may now be an interesting recovery prospect.

There may not be much change in the “external business conditions” on which Engen partly blames its poor year. Even if these conditions remain neutral, internal factors — including cost-saving from continuing rationalisation and improved throughput at the problem-plagued Durban refinery — must point to earnings growth at the interim.

Longer-term, some embryonic but far-reaching structural changes could help to sustain profits.

The hard knocks to the income statement are most evident in declining operating profit — including a restructuring charge of R79m and an inventory loss of R18m — and interest charges, up from R49m to R139m, mainly on increased capex to fund the R300m phase two upgrade of the Durban refinery and higher interest rates.

Borrowings climbed 32% to R1,04bn over the corresponding period.

Conditions at the refinery have been tough, partly through teething problems and a higher number of power failures. Crude throughput declined by 12.7% to 28.5m barrels, though CE Rob Angel notes it would have been the same last year were it not for the six-week shutdown to accommodate the upgrade.

Engen, with other large industrial consumers in Durban, is exploring solutions.

The problem appears to lie more with Durban Corp than Eskom. Angel describes the power failures — 17 in the past year — as “totally third-world stuff”. In major industrial activity, it’s just not acceptable.”

The price differential between light and heavy crude oils has narrowed, robbing the refinery (upgraded to exploit greater value from heavy crudes) of some potential advantages.

However, Angel says production at the refinery has improved over the past three months. It was recently running at about 100,000 barrels/day, close to its stream capacity of 104,000 barrels.

International refining margins, especially in the Singapore region, important for SA refineries, drifted down to an eight-year low during the 1995 year, mainly from excess capacity.

Engen’s average margin fell to US$4.18/barrel from year ago US$4.85.

Angel says fundamentals indicate at least a moderate recovery in international margins over the coming year. At home, where Engen could not fully match sales growth of 5.6% (to 39.3m barrels) and lost market share from uneconomic retail sites, economic growth should help.

The industry usually gets a multiplier effect of about 1.5 times GDP growth. There may also be an increase in the wholesale margin this year.

That, with a small but growing contribution from chemicals and waxes, should increase profits. Nonrecurrence of restructurement costs (R79m) and related savings of about R55m a year, plus the absence of a six-week shutdown (which cost about R50m in lost production), must indicate Engen’s earnings slump has bottomed.

Longer-term, next year’s separate listing of the upstream assets (in the Chemicals & Oils sector) is an important development. Engen aims to raise about $100m in the listing, retaining 55%-60% of the company.

The listing should place a market value on the upstream assets. The cash will probably be used for investment in producing oilfields (off the West African coast) and will cut exploration and development risk from the Engen share.

Downward rating of Engen’s share could be over recent foreign buying indicates it is being viewed as a recovery stock abroad.

Risk remains and cautious investors will want to see proof of a turnaround in interim results. But now could be the time to revisit the share.

MALBAK

Investment picking up

This diversified consumer group’s results for the year to end-August were released on the same day as the announcement that the CPI had slowed to a year-on-year increase of 6.4%.

The timing was coincidental but significant, for it underlines an important new factor for investors to consider.

Like those of several other large groups that have reported recently — particularly those in the consumer sector, such as Anglovial Industries and Pepkor — Malbak’s 22% advance in EPS may not seem exciting when viewed against many results posted a few months ago.

At midyear, earnings of large industrial groups were showing average growth around 28%-30%. Many of these, however, were companies recovering from severe declines during the recession. And, in the first half of this year, many profit figures were being heavily influenced by the depressed base in the first half of 1994.

Malbak’s full-year figure show a marked slowdown during the second half, partly reflecting the recovery in trading conditions during the 1994 second half. The current year’s interim sales were up 28%, operating income 30% and EPS 25%.

At the interim announcement, chairman Grant Thomas noted that, as earnings in the second half would be measured against a higher base, the full-year earnings growth was likely to be lower than that achieved in the first half.

The 22% achieved was perhaps slightly ahead of management’s expectations. Given the latest inflation figures, it does indicate robust real growth — and is a reminder that investors may have to get used to more sub-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year to August 31</th>
<th>1994</th>
<th>1995</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sales (Rm)</td>
<td>12,61</td>
<td>15,61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pretax profit (Rm)</td>
<td>779</td>
<td>911</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earnings (Rm)</td>
<td>414</td>
<td>510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earnings (c)</td>
<td>134,6</td>
<td>194,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dividends (c)</td>
<td>38,5</td>
<td>48,0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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State warned on costs of Mossgas delay

BY BRUCE CAMERON

Cape Town — Taxpayers face even greater costs for Mossgas unless a decision is made almost immediately on the future of the R12 billion synthetic fuel complex, the nation's senior energy officials say.

The latest warning of the potential extra costs will be sounded today by the chief executive of the Central Energy Fund (CEF), Roy Pithey, at a meeting of the standing parliamentary committee on public accounts in Cape Town.

Pithey is expected to argue that any further delays on a decision would seriously erode the future viability of Mossgas and would push up costs if a decision was made later to extend the life of Mossgas for another six years.

Meanwhile, Pik Bólha, the energy and mineral affairs minister, was quoted by Reuters as telling an oil conference in London that "even the mothballing would cost R1.5 billion and dismantling R650 million.

He said a further option was "a negotiated privatisation on the basis of an arrangement arrived at in the face of open and international competition."

The future of Mossgas has been stalled by a government-appointed panel, which does not want to make recommendations until the government has clarified its position on broader socio-economic issues related to Mossgas. This includes issues such as employment.

The CEF and Mossgas have made three recommendations to the government and the panel on the future of Mossgas.

These are:

- Enhanced syngas production;
- Methanol production for export, and;
- Pricing of gas to the Western Cape.

The enhanced syngas option, which is favoured by CEF and Mossgas, would require a further investment of R850 million, of which R450 million would go to develop satellite gas fields and R400 million for compression equipment to boost gas production of the fields off Mossel Bay.

The CEF and Mossgas say the immediate extension of the life of Mossgas as a syngas producer will not place any further demand on taxpayers and would not need the syngas levy or any tariff protection to make a profit.

The CEF has proposed to the government that Mossgas be privatised as the best solution in the utilisation of existing facilities and future development. In the financial year to March this year, Mossgas made an operating surplus of R14 million before the syngas levy and tariff protection.

If a go-ahead for the R850 million plan is not given, declining pressure in the existing field will bring production of Mossgas to a halt early in 1997. Therefore a decision is needed urgently to adopt costly measures to counter the effects of a production slowdown.

The CEF contends that a "buy-time option", which the government panel appears to support, would mean that Mossgas would have to be managed as a "limited horizon company", pushing up the future costs of resuscitating the company to full production if that route were ultimately chosen.

Mossgas expects the continued operation to benefit the country's balance of payments by a net R3.1 billion over the next six years and provide direct employment for 800 to 900 people.

The issue has been complicated by claims that Taiwanese investors could purchase the plant, turning it into a huge petrochemical complex and employing thousands.
State warned on costs of Mossgas delay

BY BRUCE CAMERON

Cape Town — Taxpayers face even greater costs for Mossgas unless a decision is made almost immediately on the future of the R12 billion synthetic fuel complex, the nation’s energy officials say.

The latest warning of the potential extra costs will be sounded today by the chief executive of the Central Energy Fund (CEF), Roy Pathey, at a meeting of the standing parliamentary committee on public accounts in Cape Town.

Pathey is expected to argue that any further delays on a decision would seriously erode the future viability of Mossgas and could push up costs if a decision was made later to extend the life of Mossgas for another six years.

Meanwhile, Pik Botha, the energy and minister of energy affairs minister, was quoted by Reuters as telling an oil conference in London that “even the mothballing would cost R1.3 billion and dismantling R650 million.”

He said a further option was “a negotiated privatisation on the basis of an arrangement arrived at in the face of open and international competition.”

The future of Mossgas has been stalled by a government-appointed panel, which does not want to make recommendations until the government has clarified its position on broader socio-economic issues related to Mossgas. This includes issues such as employment.

The CEF and Mossgas have made three recommendations to the government and the panel on the future of Mossgas.

These are:

☐ Enhanced synfuel production;
☐ Methanol production for export; and
☐ Piping of gas to the Western Cape.

The enhanced synfuel option, which is favoured by CEF and Mossgas, would require a further investment of R850 million, of which R450 million would go to develop satellite gas fields and R400 million forcompression equipment to boost gas production of the fields off Mossel Bay.

The CEF and Mossgas say the immediate extension of the life of Mossgas as a synfuel producer will not place any further demand on taxpayers and would not need the synfuel levy or any tariff protection to make a profit.

The CEF has proposed to the government that Mossgas be privatised as the best solution in the utilisation of existing facilities and future development. In the financial year to March this year, Mossgas made an operating surplus of R114 million before the synfuel levy and tariff protection.

If a go-ahead for the R850 million plan is not given, declining pressure in the existing field will bring production of Mossgas to a halt early in 1997. Therefore a decision is needed urgently to avoid costly measures to counter the effects of a production slowdown.

The CEF contends that a “buy-out option,” which the government panel appears to support, would mean that Mossgas would have to be managed as a “limited horizon company”, pushing up the future costs of resuscitating the company to full production if that route was ultimately chosen.

Mossgas expects the continued operation to benefit the country’s balance of payments by a net R3.1 billion over the next six years and will provide direct employment for 800 to 900 people.

The issue has been complicated by claims that Taiwanese investors could purchase the plant, turning it into a huge petrochemical complex and employing thousands.
Mossgas chiefs put on the spot in parliament

Clive Sawyer
Political Correspondent

Mossgas chiefs are to appear before parliament's joint committee on public accounts today to answer criticism of the operation into which billions of rand of taxpayers' money have been sunk.

The committee ruled last year that no further money be invested in Mossgas without a full investigation, independently verified, that it is fully justified.

Cabinet deliberations on the fate of the costly operation are expected to begin soon.

Options include shutting it down, privatising it, or giving it the go-ahead to try to tap new fields.

Those giving evidence before the powerful multi-party committee will be Mossgas chairman Roy Plithey and managing director John Thee.

Set up in the apartheid era, Mossgas has cost taxpayers about R11 billion, including R4 billion in the year ending March.

Earlier this year, auditor-general Henri Kruiper declined to give the Central Energy Fund an unqualified audit opinion because of the fund's investment in Mossgas.

He said he could not agree with the method used by directors of the fund to calculate the value of its investment, which they claim is R6.5 billion.

The committee will spend the week dealing with replies to a series of auditor-general's reports on various bodies and parastatals.
Sasol unions join forces

Renee Grawitzky

THE whites-only Mine- workers' Union and Ye- ster en Staal Ume joined Cosatu-aligned Chemical Workers' Industrial Union in a march on Sasol in Secunda on Friday to protest against proposed retrenchments.

Fred Bond of the chemical workers' union said Sasol was ignoring the problems and concerns of the workers who were protesting against so-called outsourcing by the company and the use of subcontractors.

Sasol said as part of an optimisation exercise and in view of the uncertain future of synthetic fuels' tariff protection, it had started a business transformation process.

Sasol said this would involve employees and the unions had been involved in its planning.
'Care needed' in fuel reform

Mungo Soggot

THE home-grown dilemmas of Mossgas and Sasol made the already tortuous task of SA liquid fuel reform even more daunting, Mineral and Energy Affairs Minister Pik Botha said at the weekend.

He told an oil and money conference in London that government had to cut its heavy involvement in the fuel industry, but had to tread very carefully.

"We must relax the rules. But at the same time we must ensure that within the bounds of fair competition, the midgets — many of whom are new to the game — are not wiped out by the giants."

"As if that did not provide enough for any energy minister to deal with, we have a few home-grown liquid fuels peculiarities of our own — Sasol and Mossgas."

He said government was reviewing Sasol's tariff protection and would phase it out much way that would allow the group to continue its fuel production.

Industry sources expect government to make a decision before the end of the year. "Another one of our home-grown dilemmas is Mossgas," Botha said.

He said he was waiting for a report which he would use to draw a report to the Cabinet on the synthetic-fuel producer's fate. Mossgas would either get the go-ahead to spend R700m on new gas fields, or there would be a negotiated, open privatisation of the R11bn operation.

Botha said mothballing the fuel-from-gas operation would cost R1.3bn and dismantling it R650m.

Government was also looking at the role of the Central Energy Fund, which ran Mossgas and was the holding company for Soekor, its exploration arm, and the Strategic Fuel Fund, which ran SA's fuel storage tanks at Saldanha, Boy and Ogies.

Unleaded petrol was likely to hit the forecourts in February at 4c/litre cheaper than leaded fuel.

Turning to electrification, he said that government's solar energy programme aimed to supply solar lighting to 16 000 rural schools, 2 000 chums and 2.5-milion homes by the end of the century.
Panel slams call for R850m Mossgas boost

By BRUCE CAMERON

Cape Town - A government-appointed panel has rejected as superficial arguments for an immediate R850 million capital injection to extend the life of the R12 billion Mossgas project for six years.

The panel of international experts, which has cost the government R2.5 million so far, wants Mossgas to slow down production to buy time so that a properly investigated decision can be made on the future of the controversial plant.

At a meeting of the parliamentary standing committee on public accounts yesterday, the Central Energy Fund and Mossgas said unless a decision was made to pump more money into the project within weeks, costs and lost opportunity costs would start mounting.

Mossgas chief executive John Theo warned that safety standards at the plant could be compromised by a loss of staff morale.

Gill Marcus, the chairman of the standing committee on finance and a member of the public accounts committee, said figures supplied by Mossgas were constantly changing, their proposals changed and they kept asking for more money for different projects.

Deputy Auditor-General Berthe Loots warned that time was becoming critical and that a decision would have to be made soon.

The main problem is the government's views on a number of issues, including the role Mossgas should play in employment.

After saying in a report that a decision should be delayed for about six to 12 months, Christopher Stephen, the chairman of the panel, told the parliamentary committee that if a number of forums could be held with the affected government departments, a decision could be made within four to six weeks.

Meanwhile, Mossgas and Engen are warming up for a R30 million court battle. The amount is what Engen put up originally to be part of the Mossgas project.

Roy Pithy, the chairman of the Central Energy Fund, told the parliamentary standing committee on public accounts yesterday that he had been wrong last year in assuming that Engen would pay up the money.

Engen is claiming that the money was a loan, while Mossgas contended that it was part of the seed money or an option to buy into Mossgas. Engen declined to take up its option.

See Page 5
Panel slams call for R850m Mossgas boost

BY BRUCE CAMERON

Cape Town—A government-appointed panel has rejected as superficial arguments for an immediate R850 million capital injection to extend the life of the R12 billion Mossgas project for six years.

The panel of international experts, which has cost the government R2.5 million so far, wants Mossgas to slow down production to buy time so that a properly investigated decision can be made on the future of the controversial plant.

At a meeting of the parliamentary standing committee on public accounts yesterday, the Central Energy Fund and Mossgas said unless a decision was made to pump more money into the project within weeks, costs and lost opportunity costs would start mounting.

Mossgas chief executive John Tho$ warned that safety standards at the plant could be compromised by a loss of staff morale.

Gill Marcus, the chairman of the standing committee on finance and a member of the public accounts committee, said figures supplied by Mossgas were constantly changing, their proposals changed and they kept asking for more money for different projects.

Deputy Auditor-General Bertie Loots warned that time was becoming critical and that a decision would have to be made soon.

The main problem is the government’s views on a number of issues, including the role Mossgas should play in employment.

After saying in a report that a decision should be delayed for about six to 12 months, Christopher Stephen, the chairman of the panel, told the parliamentary committee that if a number of forums could be held with the affected government departments, a decision could be made within four to six weeks.

Meanwhile, Mossgas and Engen are warming up for a R30 million court battle. The amount is what Engen put up originally to be part of the Mossgas project.

Roy Patney, the chairman of the Central Energy Fund, told the parliamentary standing committee on public accounts yesterday that he had been incorrect last year in assuming that Engen would pay up the money.

Engen is claiming that the money was a loan, while Mossgas contended that it was part of the seed money or an option to buy into Mossgas. Engen declined to take up its option.

See Page 22
Political Correspondent

GAS: at Mossgas is running out.
Production should be slowed to allow more time to decide on the future of the controversial plant, an independent panel of experts recommended in evidence to parliament's joint standing committee on public accounts.

But Mossgas management has urged the government to make a swift decision on a proposal to develop the operation's satellite gasfields.

Mossgas chairman Roy Pithey told the committee yesterday there was no justification to shut down the operation because there were plenty of options for its future.

While a recommendation to invest in the new fields had not yet been made to Energy Affairs Minister Pik Botha, a decision was needed soon.

Mr Pithey said expansion of the operation into the new gasfields was "the option of least regret."

Mossgas managing director John Theo said it would cost between R500 million and R600 million to shut down Mossgas completely.

Marcel Golding (African National Congress) said the issue was not whether Mossgas should be shut down, but what the best option was for its future.

Mr Theo said proceeding with the satellite field option would make Mossgas more marketable to a potential buyer.

"The time pressures are such that by February 1997 we will have to start reducing the capacity of the plant, which will have financial implications."

Funding for the project would be generated by future cash flow, making an injection by the state unnecessary.

Mr Pithey said matters which needed to be resolved included the deregulation or re-regulation of the fuel industry, and policy on the restructuring of state assets.

A task group has been appointed by the ministry of mineral and energy affairs to report by December 8 on the restructuring of state assets in the energy field.

Earlier, Mossgas announced it was to cut its 3,000-strong workforce by 10 percent next year as part of a plan to reduce operating costs.

A further 300 jobs would be cut during the next three years, depending on the outcome of studies on options for the operation's future.

Costs of mothballing Mossgas have been estimated at R1.3 billion.

Estimates of when the gas will run out vary from 12 months to two years. At present, about 212 million litres of gas are pumped out every hour.
Mossgas analysis flawed, says panel

Tim Cohen

CAPE TOWN — The Mossgas monitoring panel registered strong reservations yesterday about a proposal to invest a further R443m in Mossgas, describing the commercial and technical analysis on which the plan was based as "flawed and incomplete."

The panel, established to evaluate any new investment in the controversial parastatal, said in documents presented to the parliamentary public accounts committee that it was not sympathetic to the plan.

The panel was responding to a decision by Mossgas and the Central Energy Fund to recommend an investment of R443m in developing satellite gas fields and about R400m in compression equipment. Mossgas decided to recommend this after considering such alternatives as the production of methanol and the piping of gas to the Western Cape, both of which were rejected because they were considered to be a higher risk and less profitable.

In response, the panel said analyses of alternative gas development options had not been pursued rigorously and no analysis of potential alternative uses for Mossgas’s onshore plant had been presented. "Somewhat superficial analyses have been presented in an attempt to demonstrate the alleged technical and financial advantages of alternative offshore developments."

Questioned by the committee yesterday, Mossgas chairman Roy Pritchard defended the proposal, saying it was essential that approval for the investment take place soon to prevent Mossgas becoming a "limited horizon company". Should the investment not occur, declining pressure in the existing gas fields would result in gas supply "sliding off the shelf" next year, with production likely to halt in 1997.

Plans to restructure or privatise Mossgas would also suffer because it would be seen as a company with a limited lifespan. He said the investment would be funded from the company’s operating surplus, estimated to reach R120m this year. The project would require 15 to 18 months to complete and would yield an attractive rate of return at in-bound landed cost fuel prices with no tariff protection, extending Mossgas’s life by five years.
Engen predicts improved trading period

Edward West

CAPE TOWN — Petroleum group Engen had "bitten the bullet" and expected an improved operational performance with higher recurring profit and net income in the current year to end-August, CEO Rob Angel said yesterday.

The group recently reported a R200m cut in full-year net profit. Angel said problems during the expansion of the group's Durban refinery were being overcome.

Key industrialists in Durban, including those from Engen, Sappi, Mondi and the Sasref refinery, intended "rattling the cages" of the Durban Corporation because of the "Third World" reliability of power supply, which had resulted in power cuts at the refinery, he said.

The current financial year would be an important one for the group in terms of upstream activity. Energy Africa, a company involved in oil exploration and other activities, would be listed in the first quarter of next year.

Production from the N'Kossa field was scheduled for the third quarter, and negotiations were under way to acquire more oil production in West Africa which would be included in the activities of the new listed company.

Angel said three-dimensional seismic work on the Kudu gas field had been completed, and the potential appeared exciting.

Crude prices were expected to remain fairly flat over the next few years. Oil industry regulation was expected and import parity pricing for crude oil was likely to remain unchanged.

The 15% cut in the number of Engen employees was expected to result in savings of up to R55m a year and indirect savings of up to R11m. Purchasing activities had been centralised, cost controls would continue tightening all year, and office accommodation at head office was being leased out.

Talks with Sasol about the possible merger of operations had been suspended due to the referral to arbitration of a dispute between Sasol and Total about their respective shareholdings in the Natref refinery.
Johannesburg — Sentrachem said it expected to achieve real growth in earnings in the year to August 31 next year, helped by a contribution from newly acquired Hampshire Chemical of the United States.

"I believe the current buoyant state of the chemical industry internationally will remain and that the South African economy will continue its growth next year," John Job, the managing director, said in the company's annual review.

"Sentrachem is well positioned to take advantage of these circumstances and I expect real earnings growth next year, for the fifth successive year," he said.

Sentrachem reported a 36 per cent increase in earnings a share in the year to August 31 — to 123,4c, from 90,5c in 1993/94.

The acquisition of Hampshire would add R800 million or almost 20 percent to Sentrachem's annual turnover and would make "a significant contribution to earnings", Job said.

"Hampshire is experiencing a very good year and the indications are that this trend will continue into the new financial year," he said.

He said the Hampshire range of cyano derivatives, used in the pharmaceutical, agricultural, specialty detergents and cosmetics industries, suited Sentrachem's strategic product profile. Its diversity of materials, processes and technologies would enable both companies to develop new markets.

Sentrachem said the acquisition would be funded by its global depository receipt issue, announced yesterday and valued at about $55 million.
Extent of Sentrachem loan loss $6m more than expected

Mungo Soggot

THE final tally for Sentrachem’s provisions to cover loans to struggling shipping company Adriatic Tankers is about $6m more than the $15m indicated when details of the saga first emerged last month.

In its annual report, the company said it had written off a total of R80.4m for the loans. A spokesman said yesterday that on top of the $15m in unauthorised loans, there had been a further $6m in authorised loans extended to Adriatic which had been written off.

The loans to Adriatic emerged last month when Sentrachem revealed its year-end results. At that time the $15m figure was not detailed in the results, and after it emerged, Sentrachem had stressed this was the full extent of its exposure to Adriatic. The company had, however, promised full details in its annual report.

Sentrachem said it had close links with Adriatic for about 10 years, but it refused to comment on the senior management position held at Adriatic by Johan van der Walt, son of Sentrachem’s former MD Johan van der Walt.

The group said that it had suspended the executive responsible for extending the loan, international head William Bergh.

In its annual review, MD John Job said exports in the 1994 financial year had risen to 20% of turnover and the company was targeting 25% for 1995/96.

He said the group planned to invest R750m in new capital projects and expansions in the next three years in response to increased foreign competition brought by falling tariff barriers.

The gradual sale of Mega Plastics would continue next year.

Megapak had been sold to Nampak for R65m, while Murray and Roberts had bought Megapipe and Megaflex for R22m. Megahitec and Sagec were next, Rob said.

Chairman Atte du Plessis said shareholders could look forward to another year of real growth in earnings. Attributable earnings for the year to August were R210m, up from R120m.
Mossgas running ‘above capacity’

THE Chemical Workers’ Industrial Union said yesterday it had heard allegations that Mossgas management was running the plant significantly above capacity in a bid to force government to make a decision on prolonging its life as soon as possible.

The union also hit out at the Central Energy Fund’s (CEF’s) efforts to devise a plan for the operation which was due to run out of gas in 1997. “There is little to show for the time and resources which have been allocated to Mossgas management and the CEF to develop a plan for the plant’s future.”

The attack follows the Mossgas monitoring panel’s assessment of the CEF’s plans presented to the parliamentary public accounts committee as “flawed and incomplete”. The plans included a proposal to spend a further R643m on developing new gas fields for the Mossel Bay operation.

The union called for a moratorium on all retrenchments at Mossgas until there was clarity on its future, as well as an independent evaluation of the operation’s options.
**GOING UP**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year to September 30</th>
<th>1994</th>
<th>1995</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Turnover (Rm$m)</td>
<td>1,144</td>
<td>1,722</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pretax profit (Rm$m)</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attributable (Rm$m)</td>
<td>194,8</td>
<td>155,9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earnings (c)</td>
<td>302</td>
<td>503</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dividends (c)</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>277</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The "downturn" has been recovering. Activity in the welding division tailed off towards year-end, with major projects such as Columbus and Alusaf reaching completion. The health care division, however, is gaining from improved occupancy and follow-up investment in the facilities at the hospitals as well as acquisitions; three hospitals were acquired in the 1994 year for R60m.

Borrowings at the 1994 year-end were unusually high for this company, at a net R385m, up from the year-ago R227m. In the 1995 year debt continued to increase, reaching R422m and giving a debt-equity ratio of some 44% by September 30. However, with capex now declining and a tight rein being kept on working capital, the borrowings appear to have topped out — there was little change over the second half of the year — and could now start falling.

The capital outlay in the 1995 year was well down on 1994, when a total R290m was spent. This comprised R93m on the acquisition of Engen’s LPG cylinder business, the R60m on buying hospitals, plus about R140m on normal replacement capex.

In the latest year the emphasis was on ensuring that the earlier investment delivered as expected. Capital spending dropped to about R160m. A vice says it will remain around this level for a while.

Working capital rose by only 6%, well below the rate of increase in turnover. He notes that stocks and debtors have been brought down, and contends this process can be taken further, this too should help to reduce debt. Interest cover meanwhile is comfortable at more than five times.

The share price, having gained just over a third since February, stands marginally below its record high of R130. The historical p/e has dropped from an unreasonable 32.5 just over a year ago to 25.8.

Afrex remains a net cash generator after investments and dividends. The bulk of its markets are linked to GDFI or fixed investment expenditure, which is now growing strongly. This should ensure it retains a strong investment following.

**Afrox**

**Spending turning down**

The 1995 year’s performance partly reflects benefits from hefty capital spending and investments in acquisitions ahead of the current upswing.

But it was largely a drop in the effective tax rate that made the difference between the 21% trading profit advance — on the unexciting side in the current climate — and the 28% rise in bottom-line earnings.

The tax rate fell from 39.8% to 34.7% for two reasons: the transitional levy fell away, and for the first time the company paid a scrip dividend, so the STC charge was lower. Chairman and MD Royden Vicc says Afrex has generally paid a full tax rate, and he expects little change from this level.

Group turnover rose by 20% and was again driven primarily by the gases division, which is the largest profit generator. Vice says gas division turnover climbed 26%, the welding division’s 17% and the health-care division’s 19%. Divisional profits showed much the same pattern.

Vicce says overall demand and the results were a little better than was expected earlier in the year. The gases business saw strong volume growth in many sectors and was also helped by access to parent company BOC Gases’ application technology.

He adds that there have been noticeable demand from small users, such as “engineering companies that took a pounding during...”
Chill wind hits Mossgas flame

ALIDE DASNOIS
Business Editor

THE government has been urged to freeze any decision on the future of Mossgas until February next year, amid fears that delays could spell the end of the R12 billion synthetic fuel project.

The parliamentary committee on public accounts has also criticised Mossgas for not producing sufficient information to show whether or not further investment would be financially justified.

An independent committee of experts complained earlier this week that proposals to invest more than R800 million in Mossgas were based on flawed and incomplete analysis.

Mossgas had not addressed key concerns regarding the national interest, the parliamentary committee said.

Analysis of the positions of all stakeholders, fiscal effects, employment and multiplier effects was incomplete. Mossgas had also not dealt with the question of potential domestic and international private sector partners.

The committee recommended that the government delay any decision on investment until further information had been collected. It called for a new report before the end of February next year.

The recommendations come a few days after Mossgas managers urged the government to take a quick decision on the parastatal's proposal to develop satellite gasfields. Waiting too long, they said, could mean condemning the project to death.

Instead of closing down or mothballing the project—which could cost up to R1.3 billion—Mossgas and the Central Energy Fund have asked the government for permission to tap new fields, if necessary at Mossgas's own expense.

This would cost R400 million and Mossgas has also proposed the investment of R400 million for compression equipment to speed up production.

But the committee said although it recognised Mossgas and Soekor were assets of potential value, and in spite of the Mossgas-CEF willingness to invest in the new fields, the government should not decide yet on its recommendations include:

- Development of a long-term business plan, taking into account socio-economic issues and the objectives of government (including privatisation) as the owner of Mossgas.
- Drawing up criteria to assess the different options open to the government.
- Development of a work programme for Mossgas, with target gas production rates, as Mossgas looks into low-cost investment options and even into production cutbacks.
- Definition of potential private sector interest in Mossgas and Soekor assets to enable the government to assess the privatisation option.

The committee said it recognised the consequences of delays. Deadlines for the completion of its recommendations should be determined by the department.
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THE government has been urged to freeze any decision on the future of Mossgas until February next year, amid fears that delays could spell the end of the R12 billion synthetic fuel project.

The parliamentary committee on public accounts has also criticised Mossgas for not producing sufficient information to show whether or not further investment would be financially justified.

An independent committee of experts complained earlier this week that proposals to invest more than R800 million in Mossgas were based on flawed and incomplete analysis.

Mossgas had not addressed key concerns regarding the national interest, the parliamentary committee said.

Analysis of the positions of all stakeholders, fiscal effects, employment and multiplier effects was incomplete. Mossgas had also not dealt with the question of potential domestic and international private sector partners.

The committee recommended that the government delay any decision on investment until further information had been collected. It called for a new report before the end of February next year.

The recommendations came a few days after Mossgas managers urged the government to take a quick decision on the parastatal's proposal to develop satellite gasfields. Waiting too long, they said, could mean condemning the project to death.

Instead of closing down or mothballing the project — which could cost up to R1.3 billion — Mossgas and the Central Energy Fund have asked the government for permission to tap new fields, if necessary at Mossgas's own expense.

This would cost R450 million and Mossgas has also proposed the investment of R400 million for compression equipment to speed up production.

But the committee said although it recognised Mossgas and Soekor were assets of potential value, and in spite of the Mossgas-CEF willingness to invest in the new fields, the government should not decide yet.

Its recommendations include:
- Retention of the independent panel of experts to advise the Department of Mineral and Energy Affairs;
- Development of a long term business plan, taking into account socio-economic issues and the objectives of government (including privatisation) as the owner of Mossgas;
- Drawing up criteria to assess the different options open to the government;
- Development of a work programme for Mossgas, with target gas production rates, with Mossgas looking into low-cost investment options and even into production cutbacks;
- Definition of potential private sector interest in Mossgas and Soekor assets to enable the government to assess the privatisation option.

The committee said it recognised the consequences of delays. Deadlines for the completion of its recommendations should be determined by the department.
Mossgas is running dry . . . and fast
Extending its life will cost R800 million

WILLEM STEENKAMP
Staff Reporter

THE enormity of the R11 billion Mossgas folly, perpetrated by the former PW Botha government, has only now become clear with the news that gas in the field off Mossel Bay is fast running out — a mere two years after production started.

Mossgas spokesman Harry Hill this week freely admitted that — in hindsight — the decision to go ahead with the project was indeed a wrong one.

But, he emphasised that it had been clear from the start of the project that satellite fields would have to be developed to extend the life of the plant.

If satellite fields were brought on line and decompression modules were installed to help the extraction of gas from the FA field (the official name for the site), the life of Mossgas could be extended to the year 2001.

The cost of extending Mossgas’s lifespan would be about R800 million.

The life of the project could be further extended to the year 2005 if the EM gasfield also was brought on line.

Mr Hill said the plant was moth-balled — which means it would still have to be maintained — it would cost about R1,3 billion. If the project was simply scrapped, it would cost about R650 million.

“The fact of the matter is that the Mossgas plant is a state-of-the-art project which cannot be wished away. It exists. To simply scrap it would be to lose an R11 billion investment.

“The situation can be compared to someone who has bought a very expensive cow. It would be senseless to get rid of the cow while it still gave milk.

“Mossgas produces R1,3 billion litres of products a year from gas. It saves South Africa about R700 million a year in foreign exchange.

Mr Hill said that while Mossgas needed the go-ahead from the government to extend the lifespan of the project, it was able to fund the expansions out of its own capital.

“It must be remembered that the Mossgas project has created 8,000 direct and indirect jobs.

“The uncertainty about the future of the project is playing havoc with the people working here, as their jobs are on the line.”

Mr Hill said it generally was accepted that South Africa would need a new oil refinery’s soon after the turn of the century if the economy showed the expected growth.

“It may then be a viable option to turn Mossgas into an oil refinery.

“This is certainly an option that may be considered. Another option would be to import condensate to produce petro-chemical products at the plant,” said Mr Hill.

Two policemen charged with murder

DURBAN. — Two policemen have appeared in court in New Hanover charged with the murder of two ANC-aligned activists in the KwaZulu-Natal Midlands in 1999.

“They appeared briefly in court today and the case was postponed until November 22,” said police spokesman Clifford Marcon.

 Sergeant William Smith and former special police constable Wenceslaus Hlope, were arrested in September following the murder of the two activists near Wartburg.

Lieutenant-Colonel Marion said the men had pleaded not guilty to murder charges. — Reuter.
MPs say no to Mossgas

THE parliamentary joint standing committee on public accounts has come out strongly against plans by Mossgas to expand production and has called for an in-depth study into the future of Mossgas, including possible privatisation.

The committee on Friday refused to support Mossgas plans to invest R350-million in the development of satellite offshore gas fields and compression equipment to extend the life of the R12-billion oil-from-gas plant.

It gave Mossgas three months to report on the study's progress, which it said should be conducted with the Department of Mineral and Energy Affairs officials and independent experts.

Sources say the committee was concerned about the ability of both the Mossgas and the Central Energy Fund boards, which are being restructured, to assess the prospects of Mossgas objectively. — Reuters
Soekor probe unravels web of alleged fraud

By CHARL DE VILLIERS

INVESTIGATORS from the Office for Serious Economic Offences have unravelled a multimillion-rand web of alleged fraud and corruption in a 23-month probe which has stretched from a Mossel Bay gas drilling rig to a suspect front company on the Isle of Man.

Allegations being investigated by the office include rigged tenders, inflated invoices and commercial duplicity centering on oil and gas exploration corporation Soekor's huge Omega drilling platform.

The economic offences unit this week refused to be drawn into revealing the magnitude of the claimed scam, but court papers prepared by its staff suggest at least R100-million could be affected by an unlawful tender procedure.

Phyllis Atkinson, a lawyer for the Office for Serious Economic Offences, said in court the investigation would probably be wound up within the next six months, when a final report would be submitted to the Department of Justice and the Western Cape attorney general to consider possible prosecution.

She declined to disclose any details about the probe, citing the sensitivity of the investigation and the unit's right to secrecy.

The lid has been partly lifted on the probe, however, in the evidence used by the unit to ward off a Supreme Court bid by Southern Oceanic Services to stop its probe:

The unit's documents claim that a senior Soekor employee was instrumental in awarding Southern Oceanic Services contracts to manage the Omega rig while, unknown to his employers, he had an "interest" in the company.

The first of two three-year contracts was signed in February 1990 and was worth R30-million a year. The second contract did not run its full term.

According to the serious economic offences office, other sub-contractors vying for a cut in the R278 000-a-day job may have been left in the cold because of the Soekor man's alleged influence in awarding tenders.

He left Soekor after an internal inquiry.

The unit's papers also point to a middle company, Transline, which Southern Oceanic allegedly set up and used to inflate invoices when claiming for purchases made on Soekor's behalf.

"Southern Oceanic would source the necessary materials and equipment from overseas suppliers on a quotation basis, pay the cheapest invoice and thereafter provide Soekor with an inflated Transline invoice to secure an unlawful profit," the unit claimed.

By January last year, the unit's investigators believed there was sufficient reason to suspect that a serious economic offence had been committed in the form of either fraud or corruption.

Motivating for a full probe, it cited the magnitude of the Southern Oceanic contract, "the controversy and political sensitivity surrounding much of Soekor's activities", and the possible abuse of public funds.

Southern Oceanic launched a futile but to the Supreme Court last year to have the probe stopped, saying the unit's powers of search and seizure were unconstitutional.

In a parliamentary sequel, however, the investigation into Serious Economic Offences Act was amended to shift authority for search warrants from the unit's director to magistrates or judges.
Extra cash for Mossgas refused

By Bruce Cameron

Cape Town — The parliamentary committee on public accounts has refused to approve the spending of an additional R540 million to extend the life of the R12 billion synthetic fuel Mossgas project for another six years.

In its report, the committee recommended that production at the complex be slowed until all options can be properly evaluated, including the possibility of privatisation.

The committee came close to saying it did not accept the figures presented by Mossgas and the Central Energy Fund (CEF), and said any further investment should be presented in the context of a long-term business plan.

The plan should be "developed after rigorous evaluation of the existing synfuels business and of alternative business, which may make use of offshore resources and the onshore plant."

The decision follows the extensive evidence the committee received last week from the CEF and Mossgas, as well as contradictory evidence by a panel of international fuel experts.

The committee has recommended that the department of mineral and energy affairs drive the process and determine alternative options for the future of Mossgas.

The committee acknowledged the difficulties facing Mossgas in the absence of clear guidelines from the government, and that Mossgas and SoekorEx were "assets of potential." The specific concerns of the committee were:

- Analysis of key national interest issues had not been completed,
- This included establishing and examining the position of all stakeholders, an investigation of local and international regulatory frameworks underlying fuels and other products, direct and indirect fiscal effects, and employment as well as multiplier effects, and,
- The identification and evaluation of potential private sector interests, which could make the restructuring or privatisation of Mossgas possible.

The committee, which acknowledged the urgency of a decision, wants a progress report by February next year.
Extra cash for Mossgas refused

By Bruce Cameron

Cape Town — The parliamentary committee on public accounts has refused to approve the spending of an additional R$450 million to extend the life of the R$12 billion synthetic fuel Mossgas project for another six years.

In its report, the committee recommended that production at the complex be slowed until all options can be properly evaluated, including the possibility of privatisation.

The committee came close to saying it did not accept the figures presented by Mossgas and the Central Energy Fund (CEF) and said any further investment should be presented in the context of a long-term business plan.

The plan should be "developed after rigorous evaluation of the existing synfuels business and alternative business, which may make use of offshore resources and the onshore plant."

The decision follows the extensive evidence the committee received last week from the CEF and Mossgas, as well as contradictory evidence by a panel of international fuel experts.

The committee has recommended that the department of mineral and energy affairs drive the process and determine alternative options for the future of Mossgas.

The committee acknowledged the difficulties facing Mossgas in the absence of clear guidelines from the government, and that Mossgas and SoekorEx were "assets of potential".

The specific concerns of the committee were:
- Analysis of key national interest issues had not been completed. This included establishing and examining the position of all stakeholders, an investigation of local and international regulatory frameworks underlying fuels and other products, direct and indirect fiscal effect, and employment as well as multiplier effects, and;
- The identification and evaluation of potential private sector interests, which could make the restructuring or privatisation of Mossgas possible.

The committee, which acknowledged the urgency of a decision, wants a progress report by February next year.
Moss gas fate could hinge on opinion

Mungo Soggot

Government was likely to check whether the private sector could do anything with Moss gas before deciding if it should pump more taxpayers' money into the scheme, sources said yesterday.

A government source said Mineral and Energy Affairs Minister P.B. Botha was likely to recommend to the Cabinet later this year the negotiated privatisation of Moss gas.

"If the private sector cannot come up with a commercial proposition, then the only option will be to close it down when the gas runs out in 1997," the source said.

However, the Cabinet had recently indicated it would take socio-economic criteria into account when making its decision.

On Friday, the parliamentary joint standing committee on public accounts rejected plans submitted by CEF and Mossgas management to pump further money into the plant. It called for a study to be done in the next three months with the collaboration of independent experts and the mineral and energy affairs department.

However, Botha said he would not tolerate yet another delay after waiting 18 months for the CEF and Mossgas offerings.

"We are not going to find out anything in the next three months that we do not know already," his spokesman said.

Botha said he would submit a memorandum to the Cabinet soon, which would set out the clashing views of the CEF, Mossgas, the Mossgas monitoring panel and the public accounts committee, but he would not indicate what his own recommendation would be.

However, Botha has said he would prefer to see Moss gas privatised, and the worst case scenario would be to shut the plant if a private sector buyer could not be found and if government could not stomach further investment in it.

Mossgas spokesman Harry Hill said yesterday the plant would go ahead with its restructuring, which includes retrenching 50 people from its 1,260 staff in the first quarter of next year.
Caltex worker to appear at hearing

The affirmative action controversy at oil multinational Caltex reaches a decisive stage tomorrow when a disciplinary hearing is held into the conduct of an employee at the centre of it. (F.3)

Last month Mr Zinzele Mdelela caused a stir when he sent an electronic message on company computers denouncing its alleged lack of progress on affirmative action. Caltex media manager Mr Tony O'Donovan confirmed the action against Mr Mdelela. - Staff Reporter
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R4.5m spent to oversee Mossgas

Mungo Soggot

Government has spent about R4.5m in the past year on a three-man team charged with monitoring the Central Energy Fund's proposals on Mossgas's future.

The money has been spent on private sector expertise to ensure that plans on Mossgas's future are not motivated by self-interest.

A minerals and energy affairs spokesman said yesterday the parliamentary joint committee on public accounts recommended last September that the panel plotting the R128m plant's future be restructured to make it independent.

It appeared there were fears that the fund would struggle to reach objective conclusions about its fate. "That is why these consultants had to be appointed," the spokesman said.

The three consultants appointed last November, who work for US-based Chase Manhattan, UK-based Arthur D Little and KPMG management consultants, are in Johannesburg, making up the Mossgas monitoring panel.

The minerals and energy affairs department said the money had been paid by the fund with the authorization of the department. It said R3.5m had gone to KPMG and the rest to the international consultants.

The panel last week rejected the fund's proposal, to spend a further R843m tapping new fields to extend the plant's life, as "flawed and incomplete". The plans were then thrown out by the parliamentary joint standing committee on public accounts, which called for a further in-depth study on what to do with the plant.

The Chemical Workers' Industrial Union urged government to make up its mind about the plant.

Government's options include converting the plant, putting it up for sale or extending its life.

One industry commentator said it would have been better to have the panel work alongside the fund instead of being a "very expensive watchdog".

Continued on Page 9
Afrox splits shares in bid to reach more investors

Johannesburg — Gases, welding and healthcare group African Oxygen (Afrox) yesterday announced a ten-for-one share split of the entire authorised share capital of 35 million shares.

In a statement, the company said the reason for the split was to make the share more affordable and readily available to a wider range of investors, and hopefully increase the number of shares traded on the Johannesburg and Namibian stock exchanges.

Afrox shares are tightly held with the international parent, the BOC Group, holding a 58 percent majority, institutions 26 percent and the remainder held by nominees, companies and individuals.

The share split follows a major company reorganisation, an expansion programme and the September year-end results — which saw inflation-adjusted earnings climb 28 percent to 593c a share.

Currently priced at R130, the Afrox share has consistently traded at a price-earnings ratio of 26 and above over the past few months.

This compares with the engineering sector's price-earnings average of 15.

Boyd van den Blaauw, the chairman and managing director of Afrox, said the company had not only grown and expanded its existing business over the past 18 months, but had also restructured the company, introduced an ongoing cost containment programme, developed a customer-focused divisional structure and expanded into sub-Saharan Africa.
Crime and investment don’t mix well

They tell me there’s a bull market out there, that I should be buying shares with all the money I have, that foreign investors are piling into the JSE and that they’ll be stepping up their buying programme to beef up the weighting of their South African exposure to accord with the IFC weighting indices for emerging markets.

“So I’ve heard, but I’m not a believer. Last week I entertained a European fund manager I took him to dinner at Sandton City. When I called for him at his hotel, he told me that an item of his luggage had been stolen from the conveyor belt upon his arrival in Johannesburg. After dinner, we went down to the basement of the Sandton complex only to discover that my car had been stolen — never mind all the hi-tech security devices.”

“I caught the next plane home. His firm won’t buy any South African shares, nor will the fund managers with whom he is in regular contact.”

“This crime wave certainly isn’t doing us any good, but I’m told that its impact on foreign sentiment towards South Africa is exaggerated. Indeed, I’ve read that before the Maseru economic fiasco at the end of last year money was pouring into that country, which was then (and still is) experiencing crime levels higher than we have here.”

Perhaps so. Yet there’s a difference. Mexico has traditionally been a high-crime country. South Africa hasn’t. Global investors expect first world standards from South Africa. When they don’t get them, they look elsewhere for a home for their money.

“Maybe crime in South Africa deters certain investors. But there’s no point in being defensive. Our country’s low crime rate is...”

“...and a great place to do business. Our government is making efforts to improve the situation. I believe we will succeed.”

“Many experts agree that crime is not the main reason why South African investors are leaving the market. They cite economic problems and political uncertainty as the main factors influencing their decisions.”

ON-DIAGONAL STREET

Overseas fund managers are being scared away from the local share market

BY JOHN SMITH

Buying South African shares in order to ensure that their portfolios accord with the indicated weighting of the IFC emerging markets index that the weighting is 10 percent and it should be 25 percent.”

“You have to ask yourself why the actual weighting is so low. Those managers have had plenty of time to boost their African component of their portfolios. But with mind that penalties are severe on managers who don’t perform. Hence they strive to match the composition of the global indices as closely as possible.”

“That they haven’t done so is in the case of South Africa illustrates the way in which they are about investing in so crime-ridden a country.”

Even if heightened foreign investment doesn’t materialize, the JSE should still rise, since the economy is in a strong growth phase.

Much the same concerns plaguing foreign investment managers are at the forefront of the thinking of local managers. I believe this is one of the main reasons why the JSE has performed so disappointingly this year.

“‘It is not the broad concept of the crime situation that is affecting sentiment so adversely. There’s a very real and valid concern that escalating crime is hampering economic growth. It’s speaking a drain of our best young brains to lower-crime countries, it’s costing businesses in terms of security, theft and loss of life.”

“‘That’s no way to run a country, no way to run an economy and certainly no way to run a business. The JSE is bearing the message and unless something drastic is done, the message, in the form of downward pressure on share prices, will become more and more strident.”

“‘This isn’t the most cheerful conversation I’ve had today. I feel like cutting my throat.”

“I’ve a better idea. This government prides itself on transparency and openness. Add your voice to the growing outrage.”

Contact your parliamentary representative. This is a democracy. You’re perfectly entitled to the lifestyle for which you’ve worked so hard.

“If you and millions of your countrymen act in concert, the necessary action will surely be forthcoming, and the JSE will then realise its full potential.”

LOOKING GOOD
Retired trough, managing director of Hoechst, whose shares should do well in the next few months

Hoechst has everything an investor could possibly demand of a chemical stock

As invariably happens, the high level of interest in Hoechst at the time of its listing has come down several notches, along with the share price. It has now settled about the 53c mark, 20c above the issue price.

With the stage now largely out of the way, I would expect the counter to reflect a ponderous undertone in the months ahead.

It is rated at a small premium to the JSE’s other blue chip chemical counters, but, as a leading analyst recently noted, Hoechst has everything an investor could possibly demand of a top-rate global chemical stock.

On this basis, the share justifiably commands a more substantial...
SA's 3 vaccine manufacturers
merge to remain competitive

South Africa's three state-supported vaccine producers will launch a single commercial organisation next year to secure local production, reduce costs and position the country for vaccine exports.

Vaccines have been produced in the country for about a century, according to Dr James Southern, director of the new company, SA Vaccine Producers.

Southern said in a statement that the three existing South African producers, Cape Town's State Vaccine Institute, the National Institute for Virology and the South African Institute for Medical Research (SAIMR), were beset by low-cost imported vaccines, and the ever escalating costs of local production and research.

Last year, with technical assistance of the World Health Organisation (WHO), the SAIMR and Department of Health commissioned a Swiss-based management organisation to evaluate the problems.

The findings were that SA could sustain local vaccine production if human vaccine producers merged, set up a partnership with a leading international manufacturer, and exported as much vaccine as was used locally.

A National Control Laboratory also had to be set up to ensure the required high quality.

The findings were accepted in principle by health minister Dr Nkosazana Zuma in December 1994, and were in the process of being implemented, Southern said.

Management of the new company was in place, and staff and functions of state facilities would be transferred during 1996.

Negotiations with international producers were under way, and technology to improve production was being developed, with WHO guidance on design and quality.

The Medicines Control Council was also in the process of establishing a National Control Laboratory.

Vaccination was the most cost-effective health intervention available, and SA the most appropriate African country for vaccine development, Southern concluded.

Local development would ensure products and delivery best suited to local conditions.
Caltex worker quits hearing

The worker at the centre of the affirmative action dispute at oil giant Caltex resigned yesterday in the midst of a disciplinary hearing.

Mr Zumila Nkilea, an analyst programmer, said he walked out even before a second charge against him could be heard.

"I saw that the whole system was stacked against me. The same people I had accused of racism and of hindering affirmative action were the very ones who were sitting in judgment of me," he said.

(Staff Reporter, Sapa)

CT 16/11/95
Oil companies coming to town?

Rapid growth in petrol sales — 10% a year by volume, according to Shell SA — is leading oil companies to consider more one-stop petrol, retail and eating facilities.

Two proposed developments, however, have drawn the ire of local residents, who may have to find their own funds to conduct environmental impact studies (EIS).

Developer Fuelfin and a still unnamed oil firm are planning a R60m, 180 m-200 m skyscraper across the N3 with 250 m offramps on either side on road reserve across the N3 between the Modderfontein and Linksfield exits, near Rietfontein.

In Bryanston, Shell has applied to rezone land for a R50m-R60m Ultra City on both sides of the N1 Western Bypass, between the William Nicol and Hans Strijdom Drive offramps. This would be built on both road reserve and residential land.

While Shell’s success will be determined by residents’ objections, following usual town planning procedures, the Fuelfin case is not so clear cut.

The development company’s board of directors includes such high profile names such as Local Government Elections Task Force chairman Frederick Van Zyl Slabbert, former Finance minister Barend du Plessis and freelance journalist Harald Pakendorf.

While the Roads Board has given “in principle” permission to the developer to erect as many as 15 skyscrapers, the nature of its contract with Fuelfin is unclear. Skydeck Action Group chairman Walter Ebeling says it will meet the Department of Transport on November 24 to get clarity.

Residents’ major fears about the skyscraper, 16 m above the motorway, concern safety.

According to a council minute (May 23-31 1995), Edenvale Council executive committee has agreed “in principle” to the construction of the skyscraper and the provision of essential services, provided:

- Fuelfin submits an EIS to the council.
- A public meeting be held to ensure understanding, acceptance and support for the development, and
- The “specific requirements” of the Chief Health & Environmental Services, Chief Fire Officer and Services Departments be obtained before any construction is started.

Pakendorf states in a letter to the FM “Edenvale Town Council cannot give permission for the construction of the Skydeck — the Skydeck does not fall within its jurisdiction. All Edenvale can do is to sell services to us — we have offered to pay local taxes even though we are not obliged to because we are situated outside of the town of Edenvale. It might be true that ANC councillor Kobus objects to the Skydeck. But he has not raised objections with us and I would be surprised if an ANC-controlled town says no to about R500 000 annually in taxes, which we are prepared though not obliged to pay. Is this ANC person going to say no to job creation?”

Fuelfin, Pakendorf says, was formed specially to undertake the Rietfontein development. Its only assets are its Skydeck patent and “the signed and sealed contract” from the National Roads Board.

Pakendorf says it took years to obtain these approvals. “When asked by the FM who at the board granted them, he answers that because the board has been reconstituted, the same people are no longer there.”

In a letter furnished to the FM by Skydeck Action Group dated December 13 1994 from the Department of Transport to Fuelfin regarding “an agreement in respect of (the) proposed Randpark Skydeck” the Transport DG who signed the letter states “After its meeting held on 9 December 1994, the SA Roads Board after listening to your Mr Barend du Plessis, decided that a task team be convened to, as a matter of urgency, consider and negotiate with yourselves the following:

- A contract of lease for a minimum of 20 years with the option of renewal not exceeding a total period of 30 years, and
- Compensation based on the turnover of the business to be negotiated.

“The board also accepted that the Linksfield development in accordance with urban standards be proceeded with subject to your confirmation that proper local authority and community liaison has taken place.”

Fuelfin plans another public meeting and an EIS.

Pakendorf says though no oil company is yet fully behind the scheme, it is negotiating seriously with one. The FM hears at least one oil company doubts the viability.

Van Zyl Slabbert and Pakendorf, claims Pakendorf, were behind SA’s first one-stop development in between towns, as opposed to cities. Engen’s Blockhouse 1-Stop on the
ENGEN

In recovery mode after plunge

Imponderables spark debate over long-term future

Engen's share price has been surprisingly resistent in the face of the oil company's disastrous results. When CE Rob Angel announced a 72% bottom-line decline at the start of the month, the share closed unchanged at R2.30.

It has since fallen to R2.50. There seems little doubt the trend will remain upward and that Engen is a recovery stock.

The question for investors now is how much of Engen's expected recovery, off the lowest level seen since Gencor bought the refining and marketing assets of the disinvesting Mobil in 1989, is already in the share price.

And though prospects are better for this financial year — at least as far as can be predicted in the volatile oil industry — will the drastically pruned and refocused Engen be able to sustain growth?

Not surprisingly, Engen management answers affirmatively. Analysts in SA and London, where Engen held a road show this week, are more cautious.

More than most other industrial stocks, its profitability is to a great extent determined by factors beyond its control. Chairman Bernard Smith lists the three most important of these as confusion and lack of progress in deliberations over the deregulation of the industry in SA, international refining margins, and the differential between the prices of heavy and light crude oil.

Whereas a group like Sasol, tariff protection aside, is sheltered to an extent from international margins by sourcing a quarter of its operating profit from chemicals, Engen enjoys no such cushion.

There are internal operational factors which Engen can influence. Some of these, like the disappointing performance of the upgraded oil refinery in Durban (after capital expenditure totalling R1.47bn), played havoc with results. The refinery now seems back on track and capable of achieving the potential Angel says will make it the most sophisticated outside the US.

But the timing, perhaps the haste, of the upgrade must be questioned. There was some bad luck — the upgrade came on stream as international refining margins hit lows, an element which is notoriously difficult to predict accurately.

The heavy spending programme has left Engen with a mountain of debt, nearly R2bn, more than trebling finance costs to R139m in financial 1995. This is from a company which, with the exception of marginal gearing of 13% in 1990, was cash positive for most of the Eighties up to 1992.

Management is addressing another fundamental weakness — a portfolio of businesses heavily skewed towards refining and marketing because it lacks a secure and substantial supply of crude oil — with its intention to list upstream assets on the JSE next year.

Initially, the new subsidiary (Engen plans to retain about 60% of what will be called Energy Africa) will be too small to affect results. But access to international capital markets could ultimately allow Engen to gain a significant stake in a producing oilfield, probably offshore Africa.

The listing, a strategic decision not without risk, is the type of action Engen has to take if it wants to sustain longer-term growth.

Though short-term recovery seems certain — stripping out one-off costs and assuming stable international margins and a fully functional refinery points to EPS of around 20c for financial 1996, an increase of about 170% — investors will have to consider the broader implications of the external and internal factors.

They will also have to take a view on Engen's new direction, a project of the two-year Project Discovery which, apart from slashing costs and forming separate profit centres, has shed the international ambitions in favour of becoming the dominant oil company in sub-Saharan Africa.

International margins, possibly the largest variable in Engen's profitability equation, will not offer much help in the coming year. But they appear to have bottomed, so there is limited potential to slide.

Angel says declining margins compounded operational problems at the Durban refinery. In financial 1995, Engen realised an average margin of US$4.18 per barrel, compared with US$4.85 the year before.

Engen, like the rest of the oil industry in SA, is closely tied to the Singapore refining margin, which largely determines the import parity price for regulated products. Singapore margins, which showed a wide premium over northern hemisphere margins in the late Eighties and early Nineties, have since sunk to an eight-year low from surplus refining capacity in the East.

Engen's view on the margin is that, at best, it could show a modest recovery over the next year.

Part of the decision to install new technology at the refinery was based on getting better yield per barrel from heavy crude.

The profit potential diminished as the differential closed. Once again, Engen is at the mercy of international oil supply and demand. Smith says prices of light sweet crudes dropped through an oversupply in the market by producing countries.

The view here is more optimistic. The differential is emerging again — over the longer term, the discount of heavy crude should be restored and, with the refinery now apparently past its operational difficulties, Engen should start to get some benefit from its large capital spending.

Engen contends the third major factor beyond its control — what Smith calls haphazard and ad hoc application of the old rules as the authorities dither on deregulation, or re-regulation, of the industry — cost the group an estimated R150m.

He says the oil industry withdrew from the debate as it became clear views were so disparate that consensus would not be reached.

Angel is more scathing. "With the depth of restructuring we have gone to while the authorities keep changing the..."
rules of the game, I frankly don’t care if the industry is restructured or not. Obviously, we would prefer deregulation but we now have the cost base and new culture to deal with whatever happens.”

The R150m is a hypothetical number reflecting profits Engen should have made or is still to gain from proposed deregulation of the industry.

It comprises R37m from changes to the IBLC formula, R23m in synfuel levy payments to Sasol, R20m which Engen is yet to receive from government for the service differential, recently increased to 0,6c per litre, and R70m from a wholesale or marketing margin which has not been adjusted for three years.

The formula, calculated on return on assets (ROA), is meant to reduce the margin when ROA exceeds 20% and increase it when ROA drops below 10%. Engen’s ROA has averaged about 9% this decade and is now only 1,8%. But the margin has not been increased.

But much also went wrong operationally for Engen in the past financial year. Chief was a disappointing performance from the refinery. Instead of the expected increase in volumes, various problems combined to slow production, slashing exports from 6,7m barrels in financial 1994 to 3,9m, slowing domestic sales so that Engen lost market share (down from 24,6% to 22,2%) and eroding operating profit.

What went wrong? The R800m phase two upgrade was commissioned last November, ahead of schedule and under budget. Apart from not getting the full benefit of the flexibility to process heavier, cheaper crudes, a planned six-week shutdown, longer than usual to implement new technology related to the upgrade, depressed throughput.

Together with various teething problems related to new systems and equipment, crude throughput dropped from 1994’s 30m barrels to 26m barrels. The extended shutdown, estimates refinery GM Peter Dent, cost Engen about R60m, straight out of operating profit, as 95 000 BPD were taken out of the system.

Continuing power failures — 17 over financial 1995 — worsened production problems. With other major electricity users in the Durban bay area, including Mondi and Sappi, Engen is exploring solutions with Eskom and the Durban Corporation.

Engel is adamant the right technology decisions were made at the refinery. Over the past three months, production has improved dramatically, running close to 100 000 BPD, near stream capacity of 104 000 BPD. Engel expects capacity of 30m barrels this year.

The higher volumes, feeding into a growing economy — fuel sales usually grow 1,5 times faster than GDP — should help restore operating profit growth as much as 30%.

Market share was lost through uneconomical service stations, largely in the former townships, and through the waning popularity of the Trek brand.

Though Engen continues to hold by far the largest slice of the domestic market, it started closing these uneconomical sites last year — about 125 service stations are under-performing — but only got about halfway through when the process was halted through public and political pressure.

With group rationalisation now having cut deep into all layers of management and the workforce, closures will probably be quietly resumed.

Engen has not invested in any new sites for the past 18 months. Engel says he is amazed to see competitors opening new service stations in the heavily over-serviced petrol retail industry.

The Trek brand will soon disappear as existing stations are converted to the Engen livery, ending the historical connection with Gencor’s oil retailing arm.

These are the factors that went wrong and pushed last year’s results and returns to record lows (see table). By and large, they are now behind Engen.

To extend growth beyond a short-term recovery off a low base, Engen is trying to ease its exposure to the volatility that characterises the oil industry.

One such step to develop its chemical business. It has been growing rapidly now comprising 7% of turnover but 13% of operating profit — though its contribution to total profits remains small.

It will be bolstered this year by the opening of a new wax blend plant Engel says further downstream beneficiation will be explored as Engen grows its speciality chemicals.

Of more consequence — though benefits are harder to forecast — is the plan to list Engen’s upstream assets separately. The rump of this is Engen’s 8% stake in the North Sea Alba oil field, 10% of the Bukha gas and condensate field in Oman, and 4% in the N’Kossa gas field off the Congo.

Main objective of the proposed listing of the new subsidiary must be to source hard currency. Engel hopes to raise up to $100m through the flotation, the bulk of which will be spent, says Engel, on investing in producing oil fields in west Africa.

That will partly overcome limitations imposed on upstream production opportunities by exchange controls. Though still relatively small, the enhanced opportunity for Engel to source crude oil from its own assets will lend balance to its portfolio.

It will also, says Engel, place a fairer value on the upstream assets, which he believes are now under-valued in Engen’s share price. He adds it will remove the risk and cost associated with exploration and development from Engen’s share price once the upstream interests have been separated.

Attracting international investors to the listing seems the main motivation for this week’s road show in London. But it has been preceded by a fair amount of foreign buying of the share.

For local investors, will Engel’s recovery be strong enough to warrant investment now? Assuming EPS does reach 200c this year, a forward p of about 10 times does not look particularly cheap for what is still a cyclical stock.

Price gains are not expected to go much beyond R30 in the short term, which suggests a better value in other industrial shares, despite many looking fully priced. With a number of state bulls in the stock, profit-taking when the share price breaches R30 could suppress appreciation.

The longer-term outlook for the share is more encouraging, despite the neutral view on international margins. Risk remains — apart from the large funds, Engen is probably a share for private investors to nibble at rather than commit large resources to — but there must be value in Engen trying to gain more control over its future.

And though history may not be the perfect guide, the price has climbed strongly before the tide turned in Engen’s favour.
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MOSSGAS

Pull the plug on Mossgas (183)

Parliamentary committee sceptical of revival plans

SA could be close to a final decision to close down the R12bn Mossgas fuel-from-gas plant, installed by P W Botha's government in the face of strongly argued and technically based opposition. The venture has been a tragic waste of public funds — both because of its high capital cost and because initial estimates of recoverable gas have proved to be woefully optimistic.

The parliamentary joint standing committee on public accounts has rejected a proposal by Mossgas management, supported by Central Energy Fund, to spend a further R850m to develop a satellite gasfield and a compression module. It should be possible to finance at least the bulk of the expenditure from surplus cash flow — R120m annually without the synfuel subsidies.

It should also be noted that Mossgas at present receives an export parity price because its output has been surplus to local demand. As demand grows, the output will be absorbed locally and Mossgas will become entitled under current arrangements to the m-bond landed cost price.

Mossgas CEO John Theo and chairman Roy Pithey argue that this expenditure would extend the life of the project from mid-1997 to 2001 and earn a sound return based on the m-bond landed cost formula applied to synthetic fuels consumed locally. Further, this stay of execution might enable Mossgas to find a private sector buyer for the on-shore gas-to-liquid plant.

Far from producing the hilt, both the special monitoring panel of experts recently appointed by government and the committee feel that the rate of production should be slowed down, say to two-thirds of the present rate, to eke out the gas while a final decision is reached. This would entail shutting or mothballing one synthol production line out of three.

The committee, chaired by the DP's Ken Andrew, questions the ability of the boards of Mossgas and the controlling Central Energy Fund — which supports Mossgas — to assess Mossgas's prospects objectively. The panel, instructed to assess the venture's prospects, includes such prestigious international names as Arthur D Little and Chase Manhattan Bank. It claims the latest study is superficial and based on questionable figures. Other critics aim at the Department of Mineral & Energy Affairs — which should have done more to direct Mossgas in terms of national rather than corporate interests. Is this a way of saying SA's own version of the military-industrial complex was running out of control for many years?

While this disagreement rages, Mineral & Energy Affairs Pik Botha has finally lost patience. His latest assessment is that more studies will not help. Correctly, he has finally accepted that only government can take a decision — whatever it is. Botha is preparing a memorandum for Cabinet evaluating the conflicting views and making a recommendation which, for the moment, must remain secret. Our best guess is that he's planning to pull the plug on Mossgas and prepare for its shutdown when existing gas reserves run out in 1997.

The committee has argued that any new proposals should be evaluated in a context which takes account of the prospects for synfuels generally, the feasibility of alternative uses for the plant and the socio-economic implications of both. The committee further justifies its opposition to additional expenditure by quoting the initial findings of the panel that the proposals now put forward by management are superficial and based on questionable assumptions. It also claims the study presented to it by Mossgas's management was incomplete in many respects, especially in failing to evaluate the project in terms of local and international trends, employment and effects on the Treasury.

Nordisk did the study identify any potential private sector groups that might become involved in restructuring or privatisation? The panel recommended that government should not commit itself to further invest in Mossgas, but rather develop a long-term business plan.

Some observers, including the Chemical Workers' Industrial Union, have claimed that Mossgas's management is running the plant above capacity to accelerate gas depletion and force a decision to spend more money to prolong its life.

It's easy to answer the most important questions raised by the committee.

Firstly, prospects for synthetic fuels over the short- to medium-term are governed by the international crude oil price, which is now under pressure, and likely to stay so, until longer-term world growth mops up the potential vast surplus if Opec members run to capacity and if Iraq is allowed back into the market. If SA can continue to buy crude at $16/barrel or thereabouts into the next century, why spend more public money (including motorists' subsidy through the Equalisation Fund) on a synfuels plant that went wrong? Sasol's case is recognisably different, because it has access to a vast resource base and its advancing technology enhances its ability to compete with crude oil on an unprotected basis.

Secondly, what are the prospects for privatisation or a private sector partner — local or foreign? When he became CEO two years ago, Theo was determined to do this. Since then, we have heard tales of miraculous mandarins from Taiwan and ge-
nies from Saudi Arabia who were going to take leaky Mossgas in tow. Despite expensive viability studies, they have all walked away. So, we should remember, did Gencor, which held a R3bn option (now the subject of litigation) to take a substantial stake. Gencor had taken over management earlier, when things started to go wrong during the construction phase.

Among the possibilities that Theo has already sketched out are the expansion of the synfuels plant and its conversion into a conventional oil refinery large enough to compete internationally — say 100,000-120,000 barrels of crude oil intake a day. Another bright idea was to reduce the gas throughput to a third and convert it to methanol, which has recently been in strong international demand. Yet another suggestion was to create a naphtha or gas oil cracker to produce ethylene and aromatics as a new local source of chemical feedstocks. Theo argues that, between 2001 and 2004, the SA chemical industry will require additional feedstocks, and if the Mossgas plant is still operational then, it could be the nucleus.

Yet another technical possibility is to run the plant on imported condensate (it was designed to run on a proportion of condensate as well as gas). Theo himself concedes that the price of condensate today is some US$5/bbl above the price of the conversion plant's equivalent synthetic condensate destined for final conversion to petrol and diesel. Theo has also argued that the "basic utilities" of the plant (the availability of a developed gas, power, steam and a trained labour force) would have a substantial intrinsic value.

Despite the optimistic words of the panel, nothing has materialized in the two years of Theo's tenure despite his best efforts. A decision to close in 1997 would still leave 18 months to find a taker. But this is unlikely, one reason being a considerable world surplus of refining capacity. Who, in this situation, wants a small, single purpose plant built in a remote location on the Western Cape coast?

The committee's third main point — socio-economic considerations — needs careful analysis. A reflexive reaction of socialists is to fret about loss of jobs when an arcane or failed venture is to be closed. This is a misunderstanding of the economic process.

The costs of public money to be spent to prop it up are likely, indirectly, to cost more jobs in the form of opportunity cost — the profitable new ventures that would have been started if the overall costs of doing business had been unencumbered by financial transfers for doomed enterprises. This type of thinker should also ask himself how many jobs the wasted R12bn could have created if applied on private-sector principles of profitability over the years.

Linked to this point is the cost of shutting down, including redundancy payments. These will have to be faced anyway — a few years later if the Mossgas extension plan goes ahead. Here is an important task for the panel — to reconsider in-house estimates of these costs of R300m) to see whether zeal to keep the plant going at all costs has led to their conscious or unconscious exaggeration.

The decision on Mossgas is not the only one relating to synfuels policy. There is also the sharp disagreement on phasing out Sasol's assistance — which runs at some four times that for Mossgas and now exceeds R1bn a year. Perhaps we need to clear the decks of the synfuel plant without a resource base and then consider, in a more uncluttered way, the case of the plant that does have a resource base.

How did it come about that so much money was squandered by what is still essentially a poor country? The answer is perfectly clear: it was the last-ditch effort to preserve white supremacy under the Nationalists, dignified by the slogan of total onslaught.

And there was one politician who must assume most or all of the personal responsibility — P W Botha. In the far-off days of the late Seventies and early Eighties, Opec was at its peak strength and oil on the spot market briefly touched $40/bll. SA was in so horrible a position — due to oil embargoes — that it had to pay spot market prices.

Strenuous offshore exploration efforts directed at liquid or gaseous hydrocarbons had identified what Soekor claimed were adequate supplies of gas to feed a synthetic fuels plant for its economic life of 25-30 years. It is claimed that estimates of the recoverable gas were confirmed by a reputable international oil and gas consultancy.

This is another task for the panel — to re-evaluate the procedures for establishing reserves of recoverable gas. It has been suggested that it was not so much estimates of the gas in-place that were too high, but evaluations of the permeability of the gas-bearing strata, so it was recoverable gas which lagged.

Yet another aspect of Mossgas is susceptible to sharp criticism — the decision to locate a further synthetic plant in Botha's Western Cape home ground, far from major markets and at colossal expense. If SA really had to have another tranche of synfuel capacity, it would have made more sense to further extend Sasol, on top of the coalfields and near to the Guangxi marketplace.

The PM can claim that it argued strenuously at the time against the construction of the on-shore plant, pointing out that the gas could be used as such as a premium piped fuel without spending more money except on gas production and pipeline facilities. This advice, if followed, would have saved two-thirds of the total cost.

The plant constructed used the Sasol synthesis conversion process, modified to the extent necessary to use natural gas and not coal as the feedstock. In the intervening decade and more, Sasol has achieved further notable advances in the synthetic process, particularly the substitution of a fixed fluidised bed reactor for the circulating one then operational.

Sasol now says these advances make the equipment installed at Mossgas obsolete and that it would not be prepared to buy it back. Perhaps this is the saddest epitaph of all for P W Botha's Folly.

SA should know soon enough whether P W Botha does propose to bring down the guillotine on this tragically misconceived venture.
NRB posts mediocre half-year results

By Shirley Jones

Durban — Legging behind the rest of the banking sector, New Republic Bank posted fairly pedestrian results for the six months to September this year.

Maintaining its dividend at 7c a share, the bank saw pre-tax income increase 16,3 percent to R8,6 million (R7,4 million) and income attributable to shareholders inch up 8,9 percent to R7 million (R6,4 million).

However, earnings a share decreased slightly to 24,1c from 25,9c on a higher weighted-average number of shares in issue.

Net interest income was down to R30,2 million from R31 million and total income dropped marginally from R36,9 million to R36,7 million.

This comes against a background of considerable growth in capital and assets over the past few years.

Bad and doubtful debts were reduced slightly to R5,9 million, representing 1 percent of advances on an annualised basis. The group's general and specific debt provisions carried forward were R15,6 million, or 1,3 percent of gross advances.

Advances showed no material increase because of the bank's policy of containing growth in this area during the upgrading of systems, concentrating on improving the quality of advances and the phasing out of core local trade finance as an advances product.

However, managing director Mac Mua said the group was in the grip of a rigorous rationalisation programme. He said the upgrading and rationalisation of systems would usher in further growth.

Engen optimistic over Congo wells

By Charlotte Mathews

Johannesburg — Engen Exploration (Congo), a wholly owned subsidiary of Engen, has reported positive results from the oil well Moho Marne 1 in the Hauterivian exploration permit, it said yesterday.

An analyst, who asked not to be named, said the find looked promising and could be positive for the company's oil exploration arm Engen.

Engen announced in August that it planned to list its oil exploration and production assets separately.

According to the analyst, the well tests at Moho Marne 1, which showed flow rates of 3,500 barrels a day and 2,200 barrels a day on two levels, were significant in relation to Engen Exploration's other fields. The proximity of this field to the Nkossa field, 15km eastwards, would also enhance its viability.

Engen said further work would be necessary to evaluate the importance of the discovery. The permit is operated by Elf Congo, which has a 51 percent stake. Chevron Overseas holds 30 percent, Hydro-Congo 15 percent and Engen Exploration (Congo) 4 percent.

Lonrho Sugar lifts attributable profit 29.8 percent

By Charlotte Mathews

Johannesburg — Lonrho Sugar of Swaziland, which is 94 percent owned by Lonrho International, lifted attributable profit 29 percent to R6,7 million from R5,9 million in the six months to September compared with the same period last year, in line with forecasts.

The company has changed the basis of its accounting and inflated the comparative figures. Previously it reported interim results at half the projected profit for the full year.

The directors said the seasonal nature of the group's business meant that most profit was earned in the first half.

In the second half of the financial year annual production was completed and canefields and sugar factories maintained for the next season.

Total turnover rose by 29 percent to E540,8 million on which profit before depreciation was 36 percent better at E216,8 million.

On earnings of 72,5c (56,4c) a share, an interim dividend of 19c (13c) was declared.

The directors said there had been a substantial improvement in Swaziland where production was higher and good average prices were achieved, while the Dwangewa estate, also in Malawi, continued to produce excellent results.

The Glendale estate in South Africa was affected by the drought while in Swaziland, unusually cold and dry conditions during the growing season made it impossible to repeat last year's record season.

Both Ubonbo and the Mauntau estates improved their performances, added partly by higher average prices.

The current financial year should show a continued growth in earnings over last year.

Higher production in Malawi should compensate for lower out-turns at Ubonbo.

High average prices are expected to hold for the rest of the year owing to the new "special preferential sugar" quota being delivered to the European Union, in addition to the normal Africa Caribbean Pacific quota entitlements from Malawi, Mauritius and Swaziland.
Accident insurance deficit more than R4bn

Transport dept proposes new levy on petrol

Mungo Soggot

TRANSPORT Minister Mac Maharaj is proposing slapping an extra 3c/l onto the petrol price to help prop up the beleagured Multilateral Motor Vehicle Accidents fund for accident victims.

The proposal, contained in a departmental document, is to be submitted to the Cabinet on Wednesday.

A source close to the department said the document indicated the department was keen to push the increase through as soon as possible.

It also proposed a 2c/l increase on the levy on the diesel price.

The document said the cumulative deficit on the fund was more than R4bn on April 1, and that the deficit for the year was heading for R600m, the source said.

Fuel industry sources said the move was likely to coincide with a drop in the petrol price due to international oil price movements, which would cushion the blow to motorists.

The basic fuel price, which includes the fund's levy and other taxes, is adjusted on the first Wednesday of every month to reflect international price trends. The latest Central Energy Fund figures show that exchange rates and international fuel prices remain at their current levels, the December adjustment, without the additional levy, would amount to 8,5c/l.

The petrol levy for the fund stands at 9c/l and the diesel levy is at 5,8c/l.

Multilateral Motor Vehicle Accidents fund CE Willem Swanepoel told the parliamentary joint standing committee on public accounts earlier this month the fund was "out of cash" and called for increased funding and stemming of claims.

He told the committee the fund had a negative cash flow in September and expressed hope that Maharaj would raise the levy as an interim measure to save the fund.

The fund had been criticised widely for mismanagement, and was dubbed a "bureaucracy-gone-mad" by senior counsel Stephan du Toit in court earlier this year.

He said the conclusion of a report into the fund by Judge David Melanet in 1993 had found it to be in a "disastrous state" and had recommended it cut back its operations.

Swanepoel told the parliamentary committee he was reviewing the way the fund worked in a White Paper, which would explore the possibility of credit claims.

SA Chamber of Business economists policy-director Ben van Reensburg at the weekend questioned any intention to push through the increase now and pointed to the Budget as it was "too tender" a time.

Continued on Page 2
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The proposed increase to the basic fuel price—which will raise the petrol levy to 12c/l and the diesel levy to 7.8c/l—follows the increase in the retail price margin in September, which was also timed to coincide with a drop in the fuel price caused by lower international prices.

One industry source dubbed government's decision to adjust the basic fuel price when the monthly change to the fuel price was downwards as a "pretty devious" move.

The fund has also come under fire for being cries of insolvency on what it calls its "deficit".

Drive Alive, a national accident victim action group, told a conference on the fund organised by the parliamentary portfolio committee on transport that, as the fund was a "pay as you go" operation, the size of what it called its "deficit" did not affect its ability to pay out claims.

The action group also expressed concern that the fund was handling about 50% of all claims, instead of having to insurance companies as suggested by the Melanet commission.

Malcolm Lyons of Malcolm Lyons & Munro an attorney firm specialising in accident claims, welcomed the proposed increase which was in line with inflation. There had been no increase since April 1993.
Petrol depot workers start go-slow over wages

Oil giant Shell, already under international pressure over its involvement in Nigeria, faces further headaches after workers at some of its Gauteng petrol depots staged go-slow to press home wage demands.

Petrol dealers claimed yesterday deliveries to garages had been delayed over the past four days after workers at Shell's Alberton depot had gone on a go-slow. Other depots had been hit by sporadic go-slow.

Chemical Workers' Industrial Union spokesman Meshack Ravuku said yesterday he was not aware of any go-slow, but added workers were angry over drawn-out wage negotiations.

Shell spokesman Koosum Kalyan said yesterday she was not aware of any go-slow at the company's depots.

The union is demanding a 13% pay hike while the company has offered 10%. The parties will hold a conciliation board meeting on December 1 — Labour Reporter.
Shell is the villain once again with decision to stay in Nigeria

This is the first of a two-part series dealing with the accusations by environmental campaigners and politicians that Shell is responsible for the damage inflicted on the Niger delta over the past 40 years and who are demanding that it pulls out of Nigeria

BY KIRSTIE HAMILTON

London — Security at the Shell Tower, an ugly 1960s tower block on the south bank of the Thames in London, was so tight last week it squeaked — with good reason.

For the second time this year Shell has become the corporate bad guy in the minds of thousands of customers. Its decision to push ahead with a $2.6 billion investment in a Nigerian gas plant days after the Nigerian government executed Ken Saro-Wiwa and eight other human rights workers caused outrage.

Last Saturday the firm was the target of demonstrators at petrol stations around Britain. Coming close on the heels of Shell’s climb-down over the disposal of the Brent Spar oil rig, the furore over Nigeria has raised public consciousness about Shell’s activities to the highest level for years.

All this attention is deeply unwelcome to a company not comfortable in the limelight. Until recently, those who bothered to have an opinion would have described Shell as a huge but essentially faceless company with an Anglo-Dutch structure that defies comprehension and a corporate culture resembling a well-paid public service. Most outsiders had only the dimmest perception of how the firm worked, but most would have binned on Shell being a good corporate citizen.

According to many, that description is accurate. But environmental campaigners, politicians and the Ogoni Community Association, the group SGR-Wiwa founded, tell a different story. They maintain that Shell is responsible for the environmental damage inflicted on the Niger delta over the past 40 years and that it should pull out of Nigeria.

Members of the European Parliament voted to press for an oil embargo against Nigeria last week, and will push for sanctions. Although oil sanctions are not on the agenda of the European Community’s foreign-affairs committee when it meets tomorrow, it will consider an arms ban and the extension of visa restrictions.

The battle and the publicity generated has instilled fear in the hearts of other oil producers and other multinational companies. Customers and investors are increasingly demanding higher standards from the companies they deal with. And those that do not match up are being penalised.

Shell has acknowledged the need to consider more than just profit in a fightback campaign it launched last Friday. “If we are investing in Nigeria you have the right to know why,” it said in its full-page press advertisements. So far, the City has remained unmoved by the fuss, and Shell shares climbed 50p to 787p last week.

But brokers report that many small investors were selling Shell, and some bigger investors, such as charities, are reconsidering their holdings. Shell is at least safe from the wrath of the ethical-investment trusts — none would have had it in their portfolios anyway.

While it remains a smaller-investor issue, Shell can withstand the pressure. But if campaigners whip up a product boycott, as the Germans did over Brent Spar, big investors will start to get nervous.

Calls this weekend from the ANC for a ban on Shell will unsettle the City. Shell’s claim to be non-political has not prevented it from forming a close relationship with the ANC, and Shell has a big business in South Africa. Losing friends like the ANC will hurt.

The second part of the article will look at Shell’s history in Nigeria and the rationale behind its decision to push ahead with its liquified natural gas project.
Cabinet to decide on Mossgas sale

Mungo Soggot

MINERAL and Energy Affairs Minister Pik Botha would approach the Cabinet today for permission to put Mossgas up for sale to the private sector, government sources said yesterday.

Botha's memorandum on the plant's future — which will be submitted to the Cabinet committee on economic affairs — follows more than two years of deliberation on the plant's future.

Botha will also make a decision on whether or not to give Mossgas management the go-ahead to pump R700m more into the project to tap new gas fields.

During an interview yesterday Botha declined to say what he was recommending to the Cabinet, but said he favoured exposing Mossgas to private-sector scrutiny.

He said that if permission was given to access the new fields, it could enhance the value of Mossgas and help to woo a private-sector buyer.

On the other hand, some potential buyers would want to take the decision themselves on whether or not to tap the fields.

"What is important is that we test the market," he said, "and the market will take about six months," he said.

He said a rapid decision was necessary as Mossgas' current gas fields were due to run out at the beginning of 1997.

"The more the gas runs out, the less the resource will be worth and the smaller the price will be," he said.

The Central Energy Fund, which manages the Mossel Bay plants, has said that the sale of Mossgas would bag — at the most — R3.5bn. The plant has so far cost R1.1bn.

Earlier, while closing the national energy policy summit in Pretoria, Botha had accepted the summit's proposal to create a national energy policy advisory board, made up of experts and "stakeholder representatives".

The summit also called for more clarity on the roles of the institutions involved in the energy sector — various levels of government, energy parastatals, and various other councils and boards.

Submit delegates recommended a review of the fiscal allocations for energy to bring them into line with new priorities. They noted that past energy policies had focused on energy-security issues and had not adequately addressed the issue of what access most SA people had to basic energy.
Plastall's earnings lift
Winhold

BY CHARLOTTE MATHEWS

Johannesburg — An improved performance from Plastall, a polythene manufacturer, counteracted almost unchanged profit from Imms, a mining and industrial supplier, to lift holding company Winhold's profit by 11% percent to R3.9 million in the year to September compared with last year.

Bob Wentler, the chairman of Winhold, said the group had gone through a difficult phase with years of cost cutting, efficiency improvements and legacies of the past to deal with.

Finally, management could concentrate on constructive ideas to improve profitability.

Winhold's turnover rose 16 percent to R23.4 million on which operating income was 41 percent higher at R9.1 million.

Although net financing costs rose, the tax rate dropped to 11 percent from 17 percent previously.

There was an extraordinary goodwill write-off of R812,000, arising from the finalisation of the acquisition of Turncliff Mining Group by Imms.

Earnings a share were 60c compared with 28c previously, but the dividend was passed.

Unchanged

Imms reported almost unchanged earnings of R1.4 million on turnover, up 11 percent to R179.4 million.

Although operating profit was down, this was made up by a lighter interest bill.

Imms also passed its dividend as the directors said the aim was to grow the group, improve its gearing and ensure long-term growth in shareholders' wealth.

Wentler said the downturn in the gold mining industry, which underpinned little capital expenditure, owing partly to labour productivity problems, had little impact on Imms because it was not a major part of the business.

Activities in the industrial, coal and platinum mining sectors had performed quite well.

Wentler said the group was looking at spreading its activities more widely in the industrial sector and that could involve acquisitions.

Winhold, which owns 61 percent of Imms, reported earnings of 85c, up from 76c, a share on attributable earnings of R2.4 million (R1.1 million).
State fuel industry set for shakeup

By JOHN SODERLUND

Johannesburg — The synthetic fuel and oil-from-gas industry is preparing for a radical shake-up as the government abandons its former protection role, officials say.

Yesterday, a Cabinet sub-committee heard a recommendation by Mineral and Energy Affairs Minister Pik Botha that the state-run Mossgas should be sold.

Botha has also called for an R550 million capital injection into the project, which, to date, has cost an estimated R12 billion. By December 6 the government must decide whether privatisation can breathe life into the flagging project.

Botha says the investment will extend the life of Mossgas’s gas fields beyond their February 1997 date, enhancing its value and helping to entice a private-sector buyer.

But his view is scoffed at by many, who flinch at the idea of ploughing more cash into what they believe is an inefficient relic of the old order. It will cost R550 million to close down the plant — R1.2 billion to mothball it.

Debate is also raging over how far and how fast the government will cut Sasol’s subsidies. Analysts say the eventual withdrawal of hundreds of millions of rand from the two plants is inevitable.

"Whether it’s two years or four years is not really a material difference — but these subsidies will disappear," says Mike Schussler, an economist at Trenant.

"We’re seeing an institutional change throughout the economy. Why should one industry continue to receive subsidies when everybody else is having to learn to do without?"

Mossgas and Sasol tariffs are collected from motorists through a levy of 9.4c on each litre of fuel sold.

Finance Minister Chris Liebenberg was reported during a recent Budget debate to have suggested slashing Sasol’s tariff protection from the R1 billion it received in the year to June 25 to about R500 million next year.

This goes beyond the recommendations in a report by consultants Arthur Anderson which suggested an effective reduction in Sasol’s subsidies to R777 million next year, falling gradually to zero by its 1999/2000 financial year.

The South African Petroleum Industries Association objects to the report, saying Sasol will remain profitable without the subsidy.

Exclusion

Mike Ray, an analyst with stockbrokers Anderson Wilson and Partners, says the removal of Sasol’s subsidies is likely to be part of a package. This could coincide with Sasol’s phased entry into the retail market, from which it has effectively been excluded since its inception.

A senior government source who would not be identified said the trade and industry department has looked at an import duty on crude to replace Sasol’s subsidy.

Another suggestion is the creation of a national oil company by rolling together Sasol, Mossgas, the state-owned Central Energy Fund and the private oil companies. But the department of enterprises was recently told that the proposals were probably too large and too ambitious for conversion, said the source, largely because of the vociferous opposition which would come from the private oil companies. — Reuter
Government may pull the plug on synthetic fuel ‘white elephants’

(SOUTH Africa’s synthetic fuel industry, a throwback to the apartheid era, is poised for a radical shake-up as government abandons its former protectionist role, officials have said.)

Mineral and Energy Affairs Minister Pak Botha will recommend to a cabinet sub-committee that it hang a “for sale” sign on state-run oil-from-gas producer Mossgas, they said.

By December 6 government must decide whether or not to privatise an inefficient R12 billion apartheid relic.

It will cost R650 million to close down the plant — R1.3 billion to mothball it.

Debate is also raging over how far and how fast government will cut the subsidies enjoyed by privatised sister synthetic fuel producer Sasol, which makes oil from coal.

Mossgas and Sasol were established to beat sanctions against South Africa during the apartheid years.

Analysts say the eventual withdrawal of hundreds of millions of rand in tax breaks from the two plants is inevitable.

Mossgas and Sasol tariffs are collected from motorists through a levy of 9.4 cents on each litre of fuel sold.

Finance Minister Chris Liebenberg was reported to have suggested slashing Sasol’s tariff protection from the R1 billion it received in the year to June 25 to around R500 million next year. — Reuter
AA opposed to proposed hike in fuel levy

Mungo Soggot

The Automobile Association (AA) yesterday questioned the transport department's proposal to increase the fuel levy feeding the multilateral motor vehicle accident fund, repeating its call for its revamp.

The association, a long-time critic of the fund, also said it would have been better to have waited for the fund's annual financial results and to leave the
that patients want at prices that are affordable now and in the future.

Historically, government-imposed price controls have seldom held down drug prices. Limited drug lists in Australia, New Zealand and Canada saw drug manufacturers close down within five years—a specter SA can ill afford given the potential loss of a highly skilled workforce that numbers around 17 000—excluding related and dependent jobs.

Especially contentious is the proposed extension of an essential drug list to public facilities in the private sector. Put simply, government now buys 3 000 drugs for State facilities from the private sector on tender at prices that average a tenth of private-sector ones, largely because private prices cross-subsidise these large discounts.

Denying any cross-subsidisation takes place and insisting that State prices are still high by international standards, the report proposes that the State reduce its purchases to about 500 drugs—to achieve greater economies through increased volumes.

But the report also proposes that government extends this essential drug list to the private sector at cost—a move that would arguably raise the cost of State drugs.

The report also proposes that “non-governmental organisations and parts of the private sector” (medical schemes) be encouraged to buy drugs through the State tender system—a move that would effectively make the State the sole purchaser of all drugs. Such thinking flies in the face of acceptable international competition policy.

Though the Pharmaceutical Manufacturers’ Association (PMA) meets this week to consider the implications of the latest proposals, an association policy paper suggests there is an urgent need to address the billions of rand lost annually through theft and fraud at State institutions.

Regrettably absent from the latest draft is the earlier Broomburg/Shusana recommendation that accepted that any legal person could own a retail pharmacy—a move that would pave the way for big business, medical schemes and private hospitals to own retail pharmacies, ending the privileged position enjoyed by pharmacists.

The recommendation was also made by the Browae and Melanet commissions of inquiry and is supported by the National Association of Private Hospitals.

PHARMACEUTICALS

Kiss of death

The multibillion-rand pharmaceutical industry could soon be out of business if government puts ahead with plans to regulate marketing, introduce price controls, limit drug lists and force generic substitution.

But the proposals, contained in the latest version of the Broomburg/Shusana report on a national health system might do too little to control overall health-care costs or ensure universal access to quality medicines.

The report’s proposed drug policy is riddled with contradictions, says Wits economics professor Duncan Reekie. “While government claims it wants to ensure an adequate and reliable supply of safe and cost-effective drugs of acceptable quality, it insists that a limited number of drugs must be purchased at the lowest possible price in the public and private sectors.

“Government should rather seek to ensure a supply of drugs of the quality and quantity

Reekie quality, quantity and affordability the answer
SENTRACHEM

Growing speciality side

Activities: Develops, makes and trades in chemical products
Controls: Sankorp 33.6%
Chairman: A S du Plessis MD J L J Job
Capital structures 172m onds Market capitalisation R2,498m
Share market: Price R14,50 Yields 2.4% on dividend, 8.5% on earnings, p.e ratio, 11.8, cover, 3.5 12-month high, R18, low, R13 Trading volume last quarter, 3.59m shares

Year to August 31 '92 '93 '94 '95
ST debt (Rm) 102 181 198 416
LT debt (Rm) 366 360 244 353
Debt equity ratio 0.49 0.43 0.32 0.33
Shareholders' interest 0.25 0.39 0.44 0.39
Int & leasing cover 2.9 2.9 4.5 5.0
Return on cap (%) 10.5 9.3 9.9 9.4
Turnover (Rm) 243 292 280 375
Pre-ret profit (Rm) 120 212 249 335
Pre-ret margin (%) 9.0 8.0 8.9 8.9
Earnings (c) 20 24 28 35
Tangible NAV (c) 521 605 671 715

Firm volume growth and a strong performance from most group companies — in particular the reshaped NCP and joint venture Safpop — underpinned Sentrachem's sound results. But most of the interest and intrigue was overseas.

The intrigue is in an extraordinary item which, though it netted out as a profit of R1.3m, includes an R80.5m provision "against unauthorised advances". That nearly wiped out R72.9m profit on the disposal, closure and write-down of businesses and investments and tax relief of R8.9m.

The provision refers to the widely publicised unlicensed overseas loans granted by William Bergh, former CEO of Sentrachem International, to Adriatic Tankers, a shipping company long associated with Sentrachem.

MD John Job says in the annual report that Sentrachem, on his recommendation, has provided fully for potential losses. What has caused confusion is why the figure has grown from the original US$15m (about R54m) disclosed with preliminary results to the R80.5m shown in the annual report.

Job says only R50m was an unauthorised loan. The remainder were normal commercial transactions with the shipping company provided before Sentrachem realised it was in financial trouble. Job says a programme is in place to recover these funds about R10m of which has been recouped.

The other offshore event was the acquisition, for R156.5m, of US-based Hampshire Chemical Corp. Effective after year-end, the acquisition is not reflected in financial 1995's accounts but Job says it will add about R80.5m to turnover this year and contribute significantly to earnings.

As a strategic investment to extend Sentrachem's international geographic reach and refocus on less cyclical speciality chemicals, the acquisition is difficult to fault. Analysts believe it could lend a more defensive quality to Sentrachem's share and possibly help renite the stock as more of a higher premium, speciality chemicals investment.

The question was about financing the deal, and on this the annual report provides useful disclosure. Sentrachem raised about R30m by selling some overseas investments. The rest of the purchase price has been raised through offshore loans, bearing interest at 2%-2.5% above Libor. Most of a syndicated loan of R110m effectively carries fixed interest rates. It is intended to re-finance part of the foreign debt through an international equity issue when market conditions allow this.

Apart from Hampshire feeding into results this year, Job believes the international chemical industry will remain buoyant (Fox October 27) and that the local economy will continue to grow. Both will benefit Sentrachem.

Though there may be another year's good growth in commodity chemicals, the complexity of Sentrachem's portfolio — backed by a R750m capital spending programme over the next three years — is changing.

The group is increasingly shifting towards higher-value speciality chemicals and international trade, not only through Hampshire but also Sanachem, which exports nearly 75% of its production.

Exports accounted for 20% of turnover last year, making Sentrachem a net earner of foreign exchange. Job believes the target of 25% of turnover should be achieved by financial 1997 or 1998.

For a cyclical share, a p/e ratio of 11.8 is probably fairly priced EPS growth is expected to top 30% this year.

But the rating is not yet reflecting the growing speciality chemicals side of the business. Investors will want to see Sentrachem's strategy translated into concrete figures. If management gets it right — and its track record through the recession has earned respect — the share could prove an attractive medium-to-long-term buy.
The Industrial Development Corp and US energy giant Enron are locked in negotiations which could see gas from Mozambique’s Pande gas fields used for major industrial development at Phalaborwa in the Northern Province.

Enron, which recently signed an agreement with Empresa Nacional de Hydrocarbonetos de Mozambique, has been given six months by the Mozambican government to find an SA customer for its proposed US$700m gas field development.

The target now is Palabora Mining’s 200 Mt stockpile of discarded magnetite (iron oxide) tailings. The aim is to reduce and beneficiate the magnetite to iron carbide for use in steel-making.

Houston-based Enron spokesman Carol Hensley says the $13bn corporation will be able to deliver gas to SA by 1998 after a customer approves the completion of a 900 km pipeline from Pande. “But,” she adds, “we are not totally dependent on the iron carbide plant and are also talking to other prospective SA customers.”

Though Iscor is also interested in the development, it is looking at other processes such as coal-fuelled iron reduction. Magnetite contains about 60%—70% iron and carbide 85%—95%.

Palabora Mining MD Frank Fenwick says indications are that Pande gas could be too expensive as a reduction fuel. “We are keeping our options open and talking to others apart from the IDC.”

An Industrial Development Corp spokesman says it will be decided next week whether the corporation will co-fund a proposed R15m feasibility study, which should indicate by April whether the carbide plant could become an economically acceptable and technologically proven option.

The spokesman says the corporation has had initial discussions with Palabora Mining, Anglo American, Gencor, Sasol and Iscor to find joint venture partners for the development of the stockpile.

He says coal-based technologies exist for the reduction of magnetite to iron units and that these are also being looked at. He adds that Foskor’s phosphate rock plant at Phalaborwa has a magnetite stockpile of about 35 Mt, which could be beneficiated.

“The total stockpile could allow a 30-year life for the proposed 4 Mt/year carbide plant,” he says.

Iscor mining consulting services GM Ernst Venter confirms Iscor’s interest in the proposed beneficiation of Palabora’s magnetite stockpile but says the gas-fuelled reduction process is one of several options being considered by Iscor.

“A steel-making plant is also an option — once a decision is taken to develop the stockpile — but costly pelletisation would be required,” says Venter.

Adds Venter “One should remember that poverty would be added to adding value to the magnetite — to the benefit of the owners, co-developers and SA’s economy — not to developing the Pande gas field. But, if Pande gas could eventually become the fuel source, the two projects would fit together.”
Bridge over troubled water?

A plan for a R500m pipeline linking the Mossel Bay gas fields with the proposed R6,8bn Saldanha Steel plant could help to secure the future of both. Not only would the steel plant save 35% on capital costs for its iron-making but the life of Mossel Bay could be extended by up to 10 years.

Integral to this strategy is the four-and-a-half year upgrade and conversion of the 25 000 BPD Mossgas condensate refinery to an 80 000 BPD conventional liquid refinery, says Hugh Brown, a Johannesburg-based capital projects evaluator, strategist and co-author of a study on the development and future usage of gas resources on the subcontinent.

"To sensibly and economically phase the winning of the refinery off gas and on to liquids, detailed and sophisticated planning is required. And, to attract private-sector involvement in the refinery, a beneficial set of tariff and tax regimes would be needed, for about 10 years."

Brown says other preconditions would be to cut operating costs at Mossgas (and possibly the flow rate through the refinery) by at least 20%, to self-funded offshore interim developments. These include the installation of variable compression and drilling three additional wells, at a cost of R300m, to get you to 2001.

Based on current Bredasdorp mmunng lease area gas reserves and an analysis of future demand for gas in the Western Cape — including Saldanha Steel — the required flow rate could then be sustained for eight to 10 years after switching.

Brown says the strategy, which would take five years to implement, involves:
- Starting the five-year conversion of the Mossgas refinery in 1996, perhaps with privatesector involvement;
- Waiting for two years, then starting the pipeline from Mossel Bay to Saldanha and the gas iron reduction plant (which will take three years to build) so that all three projects can be completed at the same time.

Government would recover some of its lost billions by extending the use of Mossgas and the liquid refinery would become a far more valuable asset. Also, Iscor would save on capex by substituting its coal-based Corex iron-making plant with a far cheaper gas reduction plant.

Iscor MD Hans Smith says his group would consider the gas option, provided the Mossel Bay, Kudu or even the Pande gas fields can make gas available at competitive tariffs within a short time frame. But, he adds, this would not seem an option within the next five years — even though it has been proven that gas-powered iron plants can effectively do the job.

Brown says that, with a large number of global steel mills moving towards completion, the thin strip steel market is heading for maximum capacity, which will bring prices down.

"The solution for Saldanha Steel would be to build the gas iron reduction plant first, to supply the growing global demand for iron set off by the proliferation of new, scrap-based, steel mini-mills. The demand for iron should remain buoyant, even during the downturn. The steel portion of the mill can be planned for later, when the global market goes into its next upward cycle."

Smith . Mossgas lifeline for Saldanha Steel?

This strategy includes increasing the capacity of the iron plant to 2 Mtpy (from a proposed 1.45 Mtpy).

"The best option for Iscor would be to close the book on thin strip steel at Saldanha until the timing is right, to wait for gas (which should become available, after final Mossgas refinery conversion, by about 2001) and to go the iron route first. And a gas-fired iron plant will be far less polluting than coal-based technologies," he adds.

Another benefit is that this strategy would avoid the risk associated with bringing Corex on line in a tight time window when the nature of the technology applied on such scale is not well understood.

Gas-fired operating costs would be about 15% higher than Corex. But, with the substantial savings on capex (using gas), based on a constant dollar analysis, including finance charges, the result would still be that thin strip steel produced from the minimill would be 10% cheaper than a similar product flowing from the Corex process.

"When the Mossel Bay gas can no longer sustain the flow rate required by the Western Cape market — in about 10 years — Kudu gas could start. That would presuppose that the owners of the Kudu field, off the Namibian coast, would start developing this within the next few years."

Another option for using the gas from huge Kudu field would be smaller, coastal, gas-fired power stations. This would be far cheaper than building another nuclear power station. And, with growing global demand for pollution controls and scrubbing of noxious gases from Eskom's coal-fired Mpumalanga power stations, such additional environmental controls would also effectively make new coal stations, with transmission to the Cape, more expensive than gas-fired stations in the Cape.

Brown says Britain and the US already operate gas-driven power stations.

An Eskom spokesman says that the utility looked at the gas option; it decided that the short-term solution for the growing power needs of the Western Cape would be to increase — even double — the capacity on existing transmission lines from the coal stations in Mpumalanga.

"Our study over the past 18 months found that using Kudu gas. We also considered Pande and the possibility of exploiting the methane gas reserves of the Waterberg coal fields. But, with coal far cheaper than gas as a power source, it seems unlikely that Eskom would now choose the environmentally cleaner gas route."

But he says gas would become an option if demand for power surged in the area following a steel-based industrial lift-off. Or gas could be used as a direct, domestic and industrial energy source.

But this leaves other mineral & Energy Affairs Minister Pik Botha pondering what to do with the R12bn Mossgas synfuel fiasco options, though tenuous now, could include converting the refinery to handle liquid fuel.

However remote it may seem, the synfuel white elephant could be privatised, in a partial sell-off to Far Eastern equity partners who have shown an interest, or sold off a going concern to local or overseas investors, allowing government to recoup a meagre portion of its lost billions. But talk is cheap and despite an extensive US$100 000 feasibility study conducted for the Taiwanese, the possibility of a sell-off remains just that — a possibility.
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DP opposes R850m plan for Mossgas

POLITICAL STAFF

The proposal by Minister of Mineral and Energy Affairs Mr Pik Botha to spend another R850 million of taxpayers' money on Mossgas "flew in the face" of recommendations by the public accounts committee, its chairperson, Mr Ken Andrew, said yesterday CT 24/11/95.

The committee had urged the government not to take a firm decision on further investment.

Mr Andrew said the DP was "alarmed" at reports that Mr Botha was seeking another R850m.

Mr Botha's decision was also in "stark contrast" to the findings of an independent monitoring panel of international experts, appointed by his own department, that the analyses prepared by Mossgas were incomplete in important areas.

"Some R12 billion of taxpayers' money has already been wasted on Mossgas as a result of over-optimistic predictions," he said.
Mossgas complex won’t close, says energy official

BY DEBRETT TOSKEY

Johannesburg — There is no question of closing the Mossgas complex, says Gerhard Venter, the deputy director-general of mineral and energy management.

Venter told a business breakfast arranged by Price Waterhouse yesterday that if the money already spent on Mossgas was regarded as sunk capital, the complex had the ability to generate wealth of more than R1 billion for the country.

"The argument about Mossgas does not centre on whether we should close it or whether it should be kept going. The argument is about which is the best route for the shareholder (the state) to follow to optimise its investment."

He said the extent to which the state should draw private enterprise, either totally or partially in some form or another, into Mossgas, was also a topic under discussion.

There were many willing partners: Petroleum companies in the private sector in South Africa have already expressed interest.

But first it was necessary for the government to say how it saw the development and indicate the direction Mossgas should take, he said. A clearly defined criteria, against which proposals for Mossgas's future could be evaluated, would be needed.

Similar criteria were needed for the Atomic Energy Corporation, he said. As a result of the technology which has been developed over the years, the commercial side of the corporation was providing new goods for the market.

Excellent technology was being produced and the question was how the organisation could be managed to assist in generating wealth.

Calls for the closure of the Koeberg nuclear power station outside Cape Town were unrealistic, Venter said. It would cost about R7 billion to replace its power generation capabilities and the government could not throw away this amount of money.

One of South Africa's problems is that it is suffering a major skills shortage and is becoming technologically illiterate as a result.

For a given number of people, South Africa produces 32 engineers compared with the United States and Europe which produce 923, and Japan, which produces 694.

A timetable, together with built-in checks and balances, was needed for the deregulation of the liquid fuel industry otherwise the community would not go along with it. Under the old dispensation, anyone who was a reasonably good manager could make money running a filling station.

But deregulation would pull the carpet out from under filling station operators. South Africa had about 5 000 filling stations of which 1 000 were operated by blacks. As these were mainly small operations, Venter doubted whether they would survive in a free enterprise system.
Move to end Mossgas deadlock

BY BRUCE CAMERON

Cape Town — A top-level meeting has been called at short notice in Pretoria today in an attempt to break the deadlock over the future of Mossgas.

Mossgas is looking for R840 million to extend its life beyond February 1997. The company and the Central Energy Fund claim that the money will be more than covered by the returns.

A government-appointed monitoring committee has queried their assumptions. It has received the support of the parliamentary standing committee on public accounts, which wants further investigations before any go-ahead is given.

In an interview with Business Report, Pak Botha, minister of mineral and energy affairs, said he had called the meeting because of the wide range of views on the issue.

Some of the key players, including Ken Andrew MP, chairman of the parliamentary select committee on public accounts, and Gill Marcus MP, chairman of the standing finance committee, will not be able to attend because of earlier commitments.

Wasted

Andrew said in an interview yesterday that about R12 billion of taxpayers' money had already been wasted on Mossgas.

Over-optimistic predictions of profitability, lifespan and saleability had been made repeatedly over the past decade. Andrew said the government urgently needed to review its policy on the petroleum industry and "should not be spending vast sums to bail out Mossgas."

Botha said he had presented the various options on Mossgas to a Cabinet sub-committee on Wednesday, but no decision had been taken.

These options would be put to the meeting today, which would be attended by Mossgas, the Central Energy Fund, the monitoring panel, the departments of finance and of mineral and energy affairs, members of parliament and others. The issue would then be referred to the full Cabinet, either next Wednesday or the following Wednesday.

A senior official in the mineral and energy affairs department told a Prave Waterhouse conference in Johannesburg yesterday that there was "no question" of closing the Mossgas complex. See Page 18
Investors panic after plastics price plunge

Mungo Soggot
24/11/95

COLLAPSING international plastics prices have sent investors scurrying from the petrochemicals sector, with Polfin, AECI and Sasol all plunging on the JSE.

Market sources said yesterday that crumbling international demand, which had halved some prices in the past three months, had caught companies and investors off guard.

Industry players moved yesterday to calm investors, saying the effect on their bottom lines would not be severe.

Sentiment has dropped 16% from the value of the chemical and plastics index in the past month. Analysts have warned that the worst is yet to come.

"Prices are coming off very rapidly," said one. "We watched these prices coming off but never would have believed they would crash like this."

Polfin, Sasol and AECI have sustained heavy losses on the JSE. Pundits blame China's decision to halt polyethylene imports in a bid to clamp down on tax evasion. Polymer prices had dived to about $785 a ton from $1 285 a ton in the second quarter.

The knock-on effect for SA companies had been almost immediate, as lifting tariff barriers had tied the local market tightly into international prices. Plastics company Polfin, which listed recently with Sasol and AECI as major shareholders, had seen 33% wiped off its share price in the past three weeks. It recovered some ground.

Continued on Page 2

Panic(183)
24/11/95

Continued from Page 1

Yesterday as the company sought to quell panic.

Financial manager Roger Crosby said investors had been unnerved by speculation about the company's performance being affected by the "correction" in world commodity prices. "Absolute comparisons" of the effects on the local movements in international monomer and polymer spot prices were not appropriate. The R5bn-a-year group was on track for 20% earnings growth in the 1996 financial year and its maiden dividend was not in jeopardy, he said. International PVC prices had improved in the past few weeks.

The perception of damage to Polfin's performance has hurt AECI and Sasol. AECI has shed 22% this month and Sasol 12.7%.

Analysts said Sasol was less exposed to its Polfin stake than AECI and that its chemical portfolio was affected by many other petrochemicals prices which had held firm.

Sasol said polyethylene, polypropylene and PVC prices had dropped in the past months but others had held firm. "While there is some uncertainty, we see this softening in prices as a temporary correction caused by destocking and the stopping of imports by China," a spokesman said.

AECI blamed general market sentiment in the chemicals sector for its fall on the JSE.

Other companies have suffered but to a lesser extent because of their lower exposure to the international price cycle. Sentranchem has lost 7% this month, closing at R13.25 yesterday, while Hoechst SA is down 5.6% on the month at 500c.
Govt rejects snap deregulation

Mungo Sogget

THE minerals and energy affairs department yesterday signalled its reluctance to implement a rapid deregulation of the liquid fuels industry because of the potential dangers this would pose for small fuel retailers.

Deputy director-general Gert Venter yesterday told a Price Waterhouse business breakfast the sudden deregulation would probably wipe out the 1 000 black-run filling stations in poor communities.

"If we deregulate immediately we will pull the rug out from under them."

Instead, Venter said a phased deregulation was on the cards.

"We will look at a gradual loosening of strings, which should lead to a more efficient system."

Venter said the existing regulation — seen as having been designed to guarantee supply and deter the oil majors from pulling out of SA — effectively guaranteed anyone entering the sector a reasonable return on investment.

"It is too easy to say government should just get out of the sector," he said.

Meanwhile, Venter said there had been substantial interest in Mossgas from the private sector, including the "troika of SA chemical companies" — Sentrachem, AECL and Sasol.

It was understood that Minerals and Energy Affairs Minister Pik Botha on Wednesday presented the Cabinet committee on economic affairs with a proposal to put Mossgas up for sale.

Venter said the department's White Paper on energy policy due early next year would take on board the advice of the International Energy Agency, due to release a report on the SA energy scene next month.
Health ministry wages drug war

By PAT SIDLEY

The National Health Insurance Committee's proposal to bring cheap drugs bought at state tender prices to private consumers has been placed on hold for the next two years.

Meanwhile, the Department of Health will put out its first Essential Drugs List of 159 to 149 drugs soon, which will cut the public health drugs bill. At the moment, public sector doctors can prescribe from a list of 2,700 drugs.

The department has also signalled to the pharmaceutical industry that if its drug prices do not come down it will get cheaper drugs from elsewhere.

South African drug prices are among the highest in the world. The pharmaceutical industry is resisting the change. Several companies are claiming that drug imports from India, which Dr. Nkosazana Zuma, the Minister of Health, and her pharmaceutical policy advisers have visited, are of inferior quality.

The industry has also threatened that if the government allows the private sector to get cheap drugs supplied by the government, it will no longer supply drugs to the public sector at the same low prices.

Andrew Whittle, the local chief executive of the British multinational Glaxo-Wellcome, said earlier this year that if South Africa soured as an investment opportunity for international pharmaceutical companies, it might face criticism in other trade sectors.
Soekor oil find 'marginal'

SOEKOR, the state-owned oil exploration company, has spent R1,24-billion exploring the Bredasdorp Basin off Mossel Bay.

The money has yielded two major energy finds, the PA and neighbouring gas fields which feed the Mosselgas on-shore synthetic fuels plant and the E-BT oil field, recently approved for development by government.

But the commercial success of E-BT is assured only because exploration costs were borne by Soekor, says oil industry analysts.

"If this were a private sector project, the exploration costs would have to be amortised into the development costs, in which case this would be a marginal venture at best," says one analyst.

With development and production costs of about $11 a barrel, excluding exploration costs, Soekor acknowledged that E-BT is marginal.

E-BT's production costs include development costs of $75-million, operating costs over three years of $68,6-million, and tax, which could net government more than R1,5-billion over the estimated three-year life of the field.

"It would be unrealistic to expect E-BT to repay all exploration expenditure in the Bredasdorp Basin," says Francois Siebrits, a spokesman for Soekor. "According to the successful efforts method of accounting, E-BT will repay exploration costs in the E-BT mining lease area. The important aspect of E-BT's success, however, is that it will establish the facilities needed to commercially exploit a number of other small oil discoveries already made in the Bredasdorp Basin."

(783) 57(BT) 26/11/95
Moss gas funding may be kept low

MINERALS and Energy Affairs Minister Pik Botha would not back the Central Energy Fund's request for a further R350m investment in Mossgas in his proposal to Cabinet on the plant’s future, sources said yesterday.

They said he was likely to recommend to Cabinet that as little money as possible be pumped into Mossgas without unnecessarily jeopardising its future.

Botha called a meeting on Friday between the Mossgas monitoring panel, the fund and government in a bid to canvass as much opinion as possible before putting his proposal to Cabinet either this Wednesday or next.

The Mossel Bay plant is due to run out of gas in 1997.
Soekor moving towards privatisation

Munigo Soggot

STATE-owned oil and gas exploration company Soekor has been reducing staff and spinning off operations, in a quiet drive aimed at its privatisation.

CIE Jogme Heuser said at the weekend that the parastatal now employed only 262 staff, less than one-third the level of 1993, and that further retrenchments were planned in the new year.

He said all operations apart from the licensing business were likely to be sold. Soekor had already been restructured into three units: exploration and production, offshore drilling, and licensing.

But non-core activities, such as laboratory services and electronics, and its communications operations, had been spun off.

"It is now a lean and focused business run along commercial lines and pointed towards the road to privatisation," he said.

Soekor is part of the Central Energy Fund group of companies — which also controls Mossgas — and has been earmarked for possible privatisation by government.

In its recent recommendations on the future of Mossgas, the parliamentary joint standing committee on public accounts suggested the government could sell Mossgas and Soekor in the same package.

The committee said the mineral and energy affairs department should "determine potential private sector interest in acquiring all or part of Mossgas assets and, as appropriate, all or part of the assets of Soekor."

It is understood the recommendations were included in the memorandum submitted last week by Mineral and Energy Affairs Minister Pik Botha to the Cabinet committee on economic affairs.
Cheap medicine sought via India

Kathryn Strachan

SA pharmaceutical companies were setting up joint ventures with Indian manufacturers, who were able to produce extremely cheap medicines, Health Minister Dr Nkosazana Zuma said this week on her return from a visit to India, Taiwan, Cuba and Geneva.

India was unique in that it was able to supply medicines to the public sector at "very, very low prices," Zuma said. Ind: produced the raw materials and the medicinal products.

Zuma wanted pharmaceutical companies in India, some of which were in the process of setting up joint ventures with SA pharmaceutical companies. SA companies would benefit by getting the cheaper raw materials from the Indian companies, as well as learning from their valuable research and development expertise.

The health department was looking at importing medicines from India, as they were far cheaper than medicines imported from Western countries.

As a result, the claims on their NHI had dropped dramatically.

Taiwan had also deterred unnecessary visits to doctors by making payments. These measures would not necessarily be introduced in SA.

The minister said her visit to Taiwan had focused also on that country's successful nutrition scheme. Of her visit to Cuba, where she signed an intergovernmental agreement to bring Cuban doctors to SA, Zuma said the country had also been able to keep down costs by producing 95% of the medicines used. It also produced most of its vaccines.

As health was a priority in Cuba, there was an emphasis on training doctors. By admission to medical schools was subject to an unusual affirmative action policy. The entrance requirement had been set lower for boys than for girls, "otherwise males would be extinct in the field of health," Zuma said.

Masakhane will be recharged

Nomavenda Magama

The success of the local government elections has prompted government to come up with new programmes for the Masakhane campaign.

Gauteng Masakhane co-ordinator Moeli Mpuru said housing MEC Dan Mofokeng would announce the new schemes shortly. They would take advantage of the favourable conditions created by the elections.

The Masakhane campaign was launched by President Nelson Mandela last July to encourage payment for services in order to speed up RDP delivery. The schemes will challenge the business sector to create favourable conditions for local economic development and help with the provision of "life skills" for local communities.

Mpuru said the new programmes would be designed for the specific municipalities and their problems.

He said it was difficult to judge the success of Masakhane because municipalities differed from each other. The payment of services was not the proper barometer to judge the success of the campaign as the revaluation of payments was not its only goal.

The new programmes would seek to raise payment levels while educating residents about what they were paying for and how much services cost. Municipalities' billing systems would be upgraded to ensure there were enough pay-points for communities.

He said the campaign had failed in some areas because councillors had not taken it seriously. In addition, transitional councils had been unwilling to act because they had not known if they would be re-elected.

The amalgamation of white and black councils and the local government election process had consumed most of the council's time and energy, he said.
Polifin losses due to fall in chemicals price ‘minimal’

Mungo Soggot

PLASTICS company Polifin was being forced to sell at a discount to keep its local market share intact before the collapse in key international chemical prices, the company said yesterday.

However, group financial manager Roger Crosby said that the loss involved was minimal.

"If it's 1% of total profit, that's a lot," he said. Polifin had, he said, stopped importing when local demand softened in line with the global turnaround, which had seen some prices fall 50% since the second quarter.

Polifin had started importing small tonnages this year as part of its commitment to its customers - it had been unable to satisfy local demand with its local output.

When the price cycle turned, local users had started destocking after building up stocks heavily during the up cycle, he said.

However, Polifin remained saddled with some imported products, being sold below cost.

The total imports for the financial year would not, he said, amount to more than two weeks of polymer sales.

- At the end of last week, Polifin's share price was down 33% on the month as investors dumped stock after panicking about the fall in international prices.

The counter gained ground after the company sought to calm investors' nerves, and closed yesterday at 570c compared with last Wednesday's 505c.

At the time, Polifin assured investors that "absolute comparisons" of the effects on local prices of movements in international monomer and polymer spot prices were inappropriate.

Polifin said that the $3bn company was on track for a 20% increase in earnings. It had posted attributable profit of $354m in the year, up to June.

Crosby said that China's clampdown on polymer imports - the trigger for the international price plunge - had happened from July.

Now, he said, there were early signs of a recovery in international plastics demand.

He said that international PVC prices had improved in the last few weeks and there were signs local demand was picking up again.
SA Druggists fears dent in profits

Beatriz Payne

SA DRUGGISTS' expansion into managed health care was expected to dent profit over the next two years, with share earnings likely to grow only 15%-20% in the current financial year, CEO Peter Benungfield said in the group's annual review.

Earnings a share grew 20%, 30% and 30.5% during the financial year, last year and 1993 respectively. The Malbok group's expanded health care interests were still in the development phase and were likely to contribute to group earnings only from 1998.

Investment in health care would peak next year and in 1997. Over the past year, the group had focused on developing its health care operations, and now intended to become a major player in managed health care.

This year it had invested R247m in new ventures, while R235m had been allocated for further expansion.

This will take its toll on the group's results over the next two years - the bottom-line impact in 1995 was R12m - but the longer term benefits to the group and its stakeholders will be enormous, group chairman Grant Thomas said.

Benungfield defined managed health care as the management of facilities, resources, services and funding mechanisms and the measurement of delivery performance and outcomes, to achieve affordable and accessible health care.

During the year the group established a new division, Healthcare Management Services, which took over its interest in pharmacy benefits business Mediscor and acquired Malbok's 50% stake in Medicross.

SA Druggists also established a managed care/risk transfer business called Medical Services Organisation, which would complement the Medicross operations.
best be served by a Cabinet decision to eliminate the subsidy and use the cash to support the RDP and other state imperatives," McClelland said.

He said the figures had been compiled by Deloitte & Touche, but cautioned that the accounting firm had not audited the information.

The figures did not answer the frequent allegation that the SA affiliates of the international oil companies indulged in "transfer pricing"—shifting profits to countries with softer tax regimes. However, McClelland said they were willing to expose their books to a full audit to squash this allegation.

The Cabinet will today either scrap Sasol's protection or, more likely, set a new lower level of support. Government's current agreement with Sasol expires at the end of the year. It was reported last month that the finance department was keen to slash Sasol's subsidy in half.

But a report on the future of Sasol's protection by consultants Arthur Andersen, which was commissioned by the National Economic Development and Labour Council (Nedlac), recommended a gradual phase-down of protection over the next few years.

This would chop Sasol's protection, which is geared to the oil price, to between R700m and R800m next year. The association rejected the report, accused Sasol of unduly inflating it and quoted Nedlac's liquid fuels task force.

Sasol's protection comes from the equalisation fund, fed by the extra 3c motorists pay for their petrol and by levies on diesel, gas and paraffin.

Davies said the oil companies' profits benefited oil producing countries and not SA. SA's oil import bill topped R8bn a year.

Veil of secrecy lifted on accounts

Oil companies in showdown with Sasol

Mungo Soggot

SA's crude oil companies have exposed their accounts to public scrutiny ahead of today's Cabinet decision on the future of government support for Sasol, in a bid to strengthen their call for an end to Sasol's subsidy.

The SA Petroleum Industry Association said it was the first time the companies had lifted the veil of secrecy surrounding their financial performance — a product of the oil boycott era.

Its announcement provided a blow-by-blow comparison of both sides' financial figures, showing its synthetic fuel-producing competitors towering above the association members. The crude oil industry — BP, Engen, Caltex, Shell, Total and Zenex — earned a combined profit of R1.8bn before interest and tax in the year to June, while Sasol had earned R2.8bn — more than R1bn of which was the subsidy, it said.

Association director Colin McClelland said: "Subsidies to Sasol cannot be justified. In the 12 months to June 1995, Sasol earned almost double the return on assets of the association members. There is no question of Sasol closing down if the subsidy is removed. It will still be highly profitable."

Sasol communications GM Pat Davies last night dubbed the announcement "yet another tedious attempt at discrediting Sasol." The association had ignored the fact that synthetic fuels accounted for less than half Sasol's profit.

The association said Sasol's after-tax return was 12.7% on total assets excluding cash, against the association members' 6.5% Sasol synthetic fuels' profit before tax and interest was 21.8c, against the association's 4.4c of refining profit before tax and interest.

The oil companies have long fought for a level playing field in the local industry. Although they do not compete in the retail sector, they do compete over production as Sasol Oil has a stake in the Natref crude oil refinery.

The oil companies are also looking towards the day when Sasol is allowed into the retail market. At present Sasol and the oil companies are bound by a contract which bars Sasol from the retail market and obliges the oil companies to buy all its synthetic fuel.

The association's disclosures included responses to Sasol's traditional arguments in favour of its support — that it saves the country foreign exchange, uses low grade coal and creates jobs. It said its members had in the past three years invested R1.6bn annually in SA — more than twice the amount they had paid out in dividends to their shareholders.

"The interests of the nation would..."
Intershore chases Nigerian oilfield contracts

BY SHIRLEY JONES

Durban — Intershore, the joint venture comprising Dorbyl Marine, Murray & Roberts and British-based Amec Process & Energy, is tendering for contracts for Nigeria’s Asari field. The company is building two oil platforms for Angola’s Cabinda Oil project.

Intershore managing director John Cheeseborough said that together the projects would outstrip the R575 million Angolan contract which is due for completion in May next year.

If Intershore were to win the tender, its purpose-built construction site would see the development of another two oil platforms built to handle 25,000 and 35,000 barrels a day respectively.

The Angolan contract, which was the first of its kind for South Africa, was more than 90 percent complete with deliveries of sophisticated equipment from overseas in progress. Cheeseborough said planning had begun for the offshore hook-up phase to be carried out late next year.

Cheeseborough expected Intershore to win more contracts “We intend to keep this facility fully employed. If all parties play their cards right, there are good prospects. The oil and gas market along the west coast of Africa is immense,” he said.
Johannesburg — Shell Oil executives yesterday rejected calls to stop operations in Nigeria, and requested an urgent meeting with President Nelson Mandela to discuss his threat of sanctions against Shell South Africa if it goes ahead with a $5 billion gas project in Nigeria.

Shell executives said they were surprised by the president’s strong tone and asked to meet him after The Sunday Independent newspaper quoted Mandela as warning Shell to suspend the gas project as an act of protest over the hanging of nine Ogoni activists.

The company also brought an executive from its London office to South Africa to explain its position and head off sanctions.

Mandela had said he expects Shell to demonstrate its commitment to democatisation immediately or face possible sanctions in South Africa.

The nature of such sanctions will be left to consultation among Cosatu, the ANC and various civic groups, who are scheduled to meet with Shell this morning.

John Barry, Shell’s regional co-ordinator for Nigeria, said company policy was to stay out of local politics and said the firm would not be allowed under Nigerian law to halt oil operations.

John Drake, chairman of Shell South Africa, said Shell stations in South Africa are independently run and a boycott would hurt employees and owners more than Shell, which would sell its output to other oil companies or to foreign customers. He said Shell South Africa, which has turnover of about R8.5 billion, used no crude oil from Nigeria.

In the past, Shell paid a price for not actively participating in public debate about its actions and Barry said it intended to publicly argue its case over Nigeria.

Barry admitted environmental problems existed in Shell’s Nigeria operations. The company has expanded its community-support projects ten-fold in the past five years, in part due to public pressure.

Asked about company policy on bribery, Barry said Shell’s policy was to fight corruption in its operations, but "it’s not just the government that is corrupt. It’s a system that runs through the whole of Nigerian life.”

Reuters reports from Lagos that the Nigerian Association of Chambers of Commerce, Industry, Mines and Agriculture called for a speeded-up return to civilian rule within a year.

"Not yielding to international pressure for democratisation could be devastating on the (Nigerian) business sector."
Drug group increases income 16% 

BY CHARLOTTE MATHEWS

Johannesburg — With a mixed performance, from its main operating subsidiaries, Premier Pharmaceuticals Company lifted attributable income by 16 percent to R69.2 million in the six months to October, compared with the same period a year ago.

The directors said the pharmaceutical division, which contributed the bulk of turnover, increased profitability as did the eye-care division.

Consumer operators, were affected by an erratic market and made lower profits. The animal health joint venture — held with Sentromed — was hit by the drought and by a slower-than-expected process of rationalisation.

Turnover in the group, which is 58 percent owned by the Premier Group, was only 1 percent up at R331.6 million (R326.5 million) but operating income grew by 5 percent to R96.4 million.

Cautious

The bottom line benefited from a surge in net investment income and a tax rate of 26 percent against 31 percent previously, reflecting credits from the secondary tax on companies and a more cautious dividend policy.

On earnings of 63.2c (65.6c) a share on a higher number of shares in issue, the dividend was reduced to 17c from 25c.

Premier Pharmaceuticals' directors said a lower interim cash dividend was declared because of uncertainty about secondary tax on companies, which is levied on dividends paid.

The directors intend to make up the shortfall by increasing the year-end dividend in line with a policy of about two times cover.

The directors said the pharmaceutical market remained unsettled by the ongoing healthcare debate. "Premier Pharmaceuticals" said that earnings growth for the full year was expected to be consistent with the half year.
Shell rejects Mandela's call to halt Nigerian project

Johannesburg — Shell Oil executives yesterday rejected calls to stop operations in Nigeria, and requested an urgent meeting with President Nelson Mandela to discuss his threat of sanctions against Shell South Africa if it goes ahead with a $5 billion gas project in Nigeria.

Shell executives said they were surprised by the president's strong tone and asked to meet him after The Sunday Independent newspaper quoted Mandela as warning Shell to suspend the gas project as an act of protest over the hanging of five Ogoni activists.

The company also brought an executive from its London office to South Africa to explain its position and head off sanctions.

Mandela had said he expects Shell to demonstrate its commitment to democratisation immediately or face possible sanctions in South Africa.

The nature of such sanctions will be left to consultation among Cosatu, the ANC and various civic groups, who are scheduled to meet with Shell this morning.

John Barry, Shell's regional coordinator for Nigeria, said company policy was to stay out of local politics and said the firm would not be allowed under Nigerian law to halt oil operations.

John Drake, chairman of Shell South Africa, said Shell stations in South Africa are independent and a boycott would hurt employees and owners more than Shell, which would sell its output to other oil companies or to foreign customers. He said Shell South Africa, which has turnover of about R8.5 billion, used no crude oil from Nigeria.

In the past, Shell paid a price for not actively participating in public debate about its actions and Barry said it intended to publicly argue its case over Nigeria.

Barry admitted environmental problems existed in Shell's Nigeria operations. The company has expanded its community-support projects ten-fold in the past five years, in part due to public pressure.

Asked about company policy on bribery, Barry said Shell's policy was to fight corruption in its operations, but "it's not just the government that is corrupt. It's a system that runs through the whole of Nigerian life."

Reuters reports from Lagos that the Nigerian Association of Chambers of Commerce, Industry, Mines and Agriculture called for a speeded-up return to civil rule within a year.

"Not yielding to international pressure for democratisation could be devastating on the [Nigerian] business sector."
Hoechst SA's earnings growth could top 30%.

Mungo Soggot

CHEMICAL and pharmaceutical company Hoechst SA was likely to overshoot its 30% earnings growth target for the current year, MD Reinhard Traub said yesterday.

Traub said all limbs of the group - health care, polymers and derivatives and specialty chemicals - had performed well.

Hoechst SA posted earnings of R41.87m in the year to December 1994 on turnover of R1.5bn. At the interim stage, earnings rose 36% to R21.4m on sales up 27% at R983.3m.

Traub said he believed that once the company reported its 1995 year-ends, the performance of its recently listed JSE share would take off. "The market will realise that our consistent performance is a reality."

He was happy so far with the share's showing. The counter, which yesterday closed at 515c, had weathered the storm in the chemicals and plastics sector remarkably well, which underlined how important it was that Hoechst SA was "counter-cyclical". It touched a high of 550c in August, a month after it listed.

Fluctuating international polymer prices have triggered massive falls in other shares in the sector.

Traub said Hoechst SA's polymer division, whose activities centered on Safripol - a joint venture with Sentra-chem - had had an excellent year considering local polymer prices had sunk about a third, in line with the collapse in international prices. Polyester fibres and packaging film, two important parts of the division, had performed well during the year.

Hoechst believed polymer prices would stabilize once European users stopped destocking and once China returned to the world market, after it sorted out its internal difficulties.

He said Hoechst SA's polymer business was less vulnerable to the vagaries of international prices than its SA competitors because it focused on value added products.

Traub said the company was increasingly focusing on the textile industry for its fibre business.

Some parts of its pharmaceutical business remained burdened by the restructuring and rationalisation of Pretoria-based Noristan. Restructuring costs had been higher than expected.

He expected the health care sector's contribution to the group's overall business to bounce back next year.

Traub, who is to become head of Hoechst AG's international polymer business, will be replaced by Steffen Beuthner in the new year. Traub will remain Hoechst SA chairman.
BP gets first black boss

By Mzikulu Malunga

The British oil giant BP has announced that its first black South African will be appointed to its board of directors.

BP's existing board members are predominantly from the UK and Europe, with a few exceptions from other parts of the world.

The new board member will bring a wealth of experience and knowledge to the board, enhancing its diversity and providing a fresh perspective on business strategies.

BP has a strong commitment to sustainability and social responsibility, and the appointment of a black South African board member aligns with its values and goals.

This move is seen as a significant step towards greater representation and inclusivity in the corporate world, particularly in South Africa where diversity and inclusion are important considerations.

The appointment will be effective from the beginning of the next quarter, and BP expects to announce further details in due course.
Phenomenal Growth for Sasol's Phenols
A time for cool heads

Mossgas is now a fact of life and, despite its unfortunate history, could make a substantial profit for government, says ROY PITHEY

In our attempts to find a solution for Mossgas that is in the national interest, we at Mossgas considered more than 130 options, then narrowed them down to three.

The first — the so-called synfuel option — involves the development of the gas fields adjoining the productive F-A gas field at a cost of R450-million. This will prolong the life of the plant until December 1998 and earn a net income of R600-million.

By installing special equipment to extract the remaining deposits from the F-A and satellite fields, at a cost of R400-million, the productive life of the plant will be extended to 2001, and earn an additional net income of R1 850-million. So, for a total investment of R850-million, the government will earn a net income of R2 150-million. These figures are not based on any government support.

The other options are to convert the plant to methanol production or to pipe the remaining gas reserves to the Western Cape for use as a fuel for industry. Both these options require an investment of about R1 500-million and both are capable of earning an attractive commercial return.

Methanol production is the simplest way of converting natural gas to a tradable commodity. Purely as a methanol producer, Mossgas would employ just over 200 people for an anticipated 24 years. However, we do not recommend that the government invest in this type of business. This option may prove more attractive to the private sector. We have an interesting proposal from the private sector to develop the methanol option which raises the prospect of significant downstream development.

The gas-to-Cape option would require the building of a pipeline to Cape Town and would have an operational life of about 20 years. It would retain only about 140 jobs in Mossel Bay.

We believe the synfuel option offers some compelling benefits that are clearly in the national interest. Not the least of these are direct employment for 1 000 people and indirect employment for 10 000, and a net benefit to the balance of payments of the order of R2 000-million.

All three options require the government to forego dividends in order to make money. However, an attraction of the synfuel option is that it could be funded from cash flows at Mossgas. Mossgas is cash positive and in the financial year to March 1996 it is expected to generate an operating surplus of R120-million before the synley or tariff protection. Another important consideration is the availability of proven gas reserves in the E-M field not far from the F-A field and its satellites. These reserves could extend the synthetic fuels' productive life of the plant to 2006.

The synfuel option also offers a strategic benefit, allowing us to keep a number of productive options open to government and private sector investors. It neither precludes the pursuit of the methanol or the pipeline gas options further down the line, nor the option of restructuring.

Any delay in making a decision is prejudicial to the government. By buying time through the scaling down of production at Mossgas to conserve the remaining gas reserves, we will only succeed in reducing the range of options open to us and mortally wound Mossgas as a business.

A decision on Mossgas requires boldness. The government must act soon while it still has a choice and before circumstances take the decision out of its hands.

Roy Pithey is chairman of Mossgas.
Apartheid's oil
R443m to wash government's hands of Mossgas

Reports by CIARAN RYAN and RAY HARTLEY

THE Cabinet will this week pull the plug on Mossgas and Sasol, announcing the end of state support for the two synthetic fuels producers.

But both companies are likely to be given a soft landing when the Cabinet decides on the matter on Wednesday.

Mineral and Energy Affairs Minister Pik Botha said this week he would recommend to Cabinet that Mossgas be given a R443-million reprieve before the plant was put up for sale. This investment would see the government double its money within 18 months through increased profits. The money would allow Mossgas, with less than a year before gas reserves run out (four years after start-up), to tap nearby satellite gas fields, extending its life for 22 months.

This gives the government sufficient time to find a buyer but is substantially less than the R560-million required to extend the life of the gas fields by five years.

Nevertheless, champagne corks will be popping at Mossgas ahead of the Cabinet's announcement.

"Should the Cabinet agree to invest R443-million, this would be the optimal decision for the country and Mossgas," says David Day, business development manager at Mossgas.

"It allows the state to make a considered decision on the issue of privatizing the plant and continues to save the country more than R560-million a year on foreign exchange."

Mr Botha says the R443-million will be paid out of Mossgas's operating surpluses and will have no impact on the fiscus other than a loss of dividend revenue.

The R443-million is over and above subsidies of about R1-million a day received by Mossgas which go to paying off foreign loans of R2-billion, more than half of which has already been paid, and synthetic fuel levies of R160-million a year, which fall away next year.

Mossgas made an operating surplus without subsidies of R14-million in the last financial year, and this is expected to increase to R560-million by 1998.

The proposed sale of the R113-billion Mossgas plant relieves the government of one of the costliest legacies of apartheid strategic planning.

A front-runner in the bid to acquire Mossgas is a consortium made up of Sasol, AECI and Sentrachem, which plans to use the plant to manufacture methanol. Other inquiries have been received from the US, Europe and Taiwan.

However, it is clear the government will recover little of the R113-billion it spent on the plant, and the new owners will derive the benefit of the R443-million invested in extending the gas fields, which will yield a net profit of R560-million within 22 months.

A Mossgas source says bidders are hoping to buy the plant "for next to nothing" but have been told to "get real."

The Chinese Petroleum Company, which conducted an in-depth study of Mossgas, valued the on-shore plant at a going concern at $850-million, excluding the gas reserves. Its scrap value is substantially less than this.

To mothball the plant would cost R1.3-billion and to dismantle it R650-million, Mr Botha says.

The Cabinet is expected to balk at investing the R568-million needed to extend the life of the gas fields by five years.

The cheaper option of R443-million allows nearby gas fields to be tapped without installing a compressor, which is required when natural gas compression weaknesses, says Mr Botha.

The Minister adds that the decision over the future of Mossgas has been fraught with conflict.

"The (interested) parties have been meeting for a year now and at every meeting new differences surface," he says.

Mr Botha says he would have preferred to take a decision on Mossgas in four or five years' time, but this would open the door to more conflict. A decision needs to be made now to test the market for would-be buyers and to develop the satellites.

Dr Day says Mossgas is beginning to look increasingly attractive to buyers.

The state-of-the-art plant has been running at above design capacity for nearly three years, export sales of solvents will treble to R123-million over the next few years and a productivity programme will slash operating costs by R120-million a year.

Potential buyers are expected to exact a heavy price from the government. They are asking for tax holidays, duty exemptions on the importation of capital equipment, tariff protection on upstream products and soft financing schemes.
On Troubled Waters, Massachusetts gets a handout and pays time to find a buyer.
Pik closes the purse on Sasol

By RAY HARTLEY and CIARAN RYAN

THE government is to rid itself of its money-gobbling involvement in Sasol and Mossgas in two bold moves which will finally end taxpayer subsidies that have cost billions of rands over the past decade.

In the first move, Sasol is expected to lose half of its R1,1-billion government subsidy in the new year. The rest will be phased out over four or five years.

In the second development, the government will sell Mossgas — the R1,1-billion white elephant brought into being by the NP government — if Mineral and Energy Affairs Minister Pik Botha’s recommendations are accepted by the cabinet this week.

A top government source indicated that at least half of Sasol’s subsidy would be cut to help the government reduce its spending in its 1996 budget.

This would be followed by a phasing-down period when the money would be used to help the government.

The subsidy would be cut in one move.

"No sudden cut-throat action is feasible," he said, adding: "There will be no joy in the final decision from either Sasol or the fuel industry."

He said that, while he did not wish to pre-empt cabinet decisions, his own views were that it was time for a "bedding down" in preparation for selling off Mossgas.

"We have reached a point where we are quarrelling about issues that, can only be resolved once you are in discussion with a would-be buyer," he said, referring to the debate over what should be done with Mossgas.

It is understood that the finance ministry is likely to back Mr Botha’s approach at Wednesday’s cabinet meeting.

Of the money spent on every litre of fuel in Gauteng, 8,6c goes to the Central Energy Fund, which pays out R1,1-billion a year to Sasol and nearly R400-million to Mossgas.

This means that nearly 7c from every litre of fuel sold in South Africa ends up in Sasol’s bank account.

Sasol’s taxed profits in the last financial year totalled R1,9-billion, making it the country’s second most profitable company.

By cutting Sasol’s support package in half next year, the government will save 8c a litre, or R500-million, which could be used to build houses and schools.

Economist Tony Twine, of Econometrix, said the inflation rate would drop by about 0,2 percent if subsidy saving was passed on to consumers. But, he said, the government might be tempted to hang on to the extra revenue.

Mr Botha said the decision by the previous government to go ahead with Mossgas was a "commercial mistake" that needed to be rectified.

"South Africa found herself isolated and there was over-eagerness to represent this project as an insurance policy which might save us if the importation of oil were to be stopped."

He said the government would have to indulge in another bout of spending and pump some R400-million into developing "satellite gas fields" to keep would-be buyers interested in helping to attain the optimal commercial value of the gas reserves.

A second request by Mossgas — that R400-million be spent on compression to improve the flow of gas from the current field — would be turned down.

Mr Botha said it was "totally impossible" to put a price on Mossgas as there were so many ways in which buyers might want to use the facility.

He said consultants should be appointed to begin establishing what sort of interest there was in Mossgas from the private sector.

See Page 22 and Business Times
Engen 'will soon get back revamping costs'

Mungo Soggot

THE cost to Engen of its major restructuring, which had shed its workforce by 15% in the 1995 financial year, would be recovered in less than two years, CEO Rob Angel said in the fuel company's annual report.

'I am confident that the short-term cost to the business will be recovered in less than two years and that we now have the foundation in place to enable Engen to compete and grow irrespective of the regulatory environment in which we find ourselves.'

Restructuring and retrenchment costs of R79m, stemming from the group's Project Discovery restructuring programme, had helped chop operating income for the year to August to R270m from R647m.

Low refining margins, trouble at its new refinery in Durban and hefty restructuring costs cut its earnings to R117m from R418m on turnover up at R8bn (R8.46bn).

The slump in international refining margins had clipped Engen's average realised margin to $4.18 a barrel this year, from $4.86 last year.

Angel said Project Discovery hinged on positioning Engen as the most competitive local player, making the group's culture more South African, and revamping its management structure. "The past year has been one of introspection, transformation and restructuring," he said.

"Unquestionably, the uncertainty associated with a transformation project of this magnitude has been to the detriment of employee morale and motivation. However, the major organisational restructuring is now complete and signs of an improved organisational climate are becoming increasingly evident."

Angel said the group had benefited from successful cost control during the year. Despite higher sales volumes, the increases in cash expenses had been kept to about 6%.

Engen chairman Bernard Smith forecast a major improvement in its operational performance in the coming year, particularly at its refinery, and looked forward to strong market growth. However, international refining margins would, at best, stage only a modest recovery.
**Mossgas decision could be delayed**

MINERAL and Energy Affairs Minister Pik Botha could change his mind over plans to extend a R443m pipeline to Mossgas in the light of new information suggesting a decision on future investment could be delayed a little longer, sources said yesterday.

"There is lots of new information coming in all the time. The decision is a moving target until Wednesday. But now that there is less urgency about it, the Cabinet is likely to delay further investing any money," a source said.

He said new evidence showing the existing gas would run out in April 1997 — not January 1997 as previously thought — meant government could delay any investment decision for a few months while it tested private sector interest in the project and continued to explore its options.

Botha is expected to hand Cabinet his proposal on Mossgas on Wednesday. He was quoted in weekend newspapers as saying he would recommend

Continued on Page 2

**Mossgas**

Continued from Page 1

Cabinet allow Mossgas to spend R443m on tapping new gas fields — but not the additional R400m it had wanted to spend on sacking the existing gas out. Spending R443m — the compromise option — would give government time to find a buyer for the R1bn project.

A source said Botha had also been presented with new evidence showing that just going for the R443m option could be an undue compromise and that government should either go for the full R850m package requested by the Central Energy Fund or nothing.

Meanwhile, a source close to Botha confirmed he would propose to Cabinet on Wednesday gradually phasing out Sasol's subsidy over four-and-a-half years. Its protection next year would fall to about R825m from this year's R1,1bn. Industry sources said the gradual phase-down matched the proposal put forward by consultants Arthur Andersen, who were commissioned by the National Economic Development and Labour Council to study Sasol's government support.

However, the initial chop was more severe than Arthur Andersen's recommendations which would have seen Sasol's protection fall to between R700m and R800m, depending on the price of oil. Sources said Finance Minister Chris Liebenberg had been keen to cut Sasol's handout to R500m, so as to free up for other state spending the $70m motorists paid for Sasol.

The SA Petroleum Industry Association (Sapa), which represents Sasol's crude oil rivals, said the proposed cut was not enough. "The subsidies must be removed altogether," director-Colm McClelland said. "The only beneficiaries from continuing taxpayer subsidies will be the few shareholders of one of SA's biggest and most profitable industrial companies."

Sapa called on government to think again about its decision "at a time when funds are desperately needed to balance the budget, support the development of small business and ease the lot of the poor."

It also dismissed Sasol's allegations that Sapa's members had made 70% of profit abroad as being "either malicious, or based on naivety or incorrect information."
Delay in Mossgas decision 'is futile'  

Mungo Soggot

MOSELBAY — Delaying any investment decision in Mossgas would be futile and would make its management's already trying task even harder, Mossgas MD John Theo said yesterday.

The fate of the oil-from-gas project hinges on Minerals and Energy Affairs Minister Pik Botha's proposal to Cabinet due today.

Theo said it was impossible to wrap up firm contracts for Mossgas' local and foreign chemical and gas sales while the future of the plant hung in the balance.

Botha was expected to propose either spending R445m on developing new gas fields while Mossgas was put up for sale, or that any future investment decision be postponed to gauge private sector opinion. This would give government more time to decide whether to commit more money to the R1.1bn project.

"We won't know anything in three months time that we don't know now," Theo said.

"Testing the market would take six months to a year."
Decision on Sasol subsidy will be 'far-reaching'

THE decision by the cabinet today on whether to continue the subsidy to Sasol would have far-reaching consequences for the liquid fuels industry in South Africa, the SA Petroleum Industry Association (Sapia) said yesterday.

Sapia director Mr Colin McClelland said the decision would also have far-reaching consequences for future local and foreign investment in the country.

Sasol was highly profitable without any subsidy and was making profits of more than twice the combined profits of the conventional crude oil refining and marketing companies in the country, he said.

"Removing the subsidy should have no effect on Sasol other than to reduce overall profits enjoyed by shareholders."

He said the cabinet's decision on the issue could not be postponed any longer if the government decided to continue with the subsidy, it would have to ask itself why.

Despite assurances of open-handed consultation between the government and all parties concerned it had become apparent Sasol had been intensively consulted and Sapia's members largely ignored, Mr McClelland said.

It appeared the cabinet would take a decision within the framework of the Arthur Andersen report, which Sapia had criticised as highly flawed, he said.

Mr McClelland said it appeared the government was determined to use this framework to continue an economically unjustified subsidisation of a private company.

A decision favouring the continued subsidisation of Sasol would be a severe blow for the prospects of deregulation and cheaper fuel in SA, which could benefit the whole economy, he said — Sapa

---

Natal university atones for racism

OWN CORRESPONDENT

DURBAN: The principal of the University of Natal, Prof Brenda Gourlay, last night offered an unqualified public apology to those past students who had been hurt by the institution's practise of discrimination.

Two thousand former students, staff, and their families attended a special "Reconciliation Graduation" ceremony for graduates of the Medical School, which had been reserved for blacks, coloureds and Indians for decades.

Speaking at the ceremony, Prof Gourlay said the university had owed the students an apology for a very long time. Many graduates had lost contact with the university for many reasons, but she wanted them to know that the process of transformation was well under way.

The inscription on the scrolls presented to the graduates recorded that the university acknowledged the past injustices of apartheid, both within the university and in the broader society.

Move to speed farming policy

PRETORIA: President Nelson Mandela had ordered his director-general Professor Jakes Gerwel to arrange the formation of a ministers' committee to review the agricultural policy changes now under debate, the President's office said yesterday.

Responding to criticism from the SA Agricultural Union over the delay of over three months in setting up the committee, the President's office said Mr Mandela had also been concerned to learn it had not yet been established.

"President Mandela appreciates the important role the farming community is playing in South Africa. It has been agreed Professor Gerwel will assist the minister (of agriculture Dr Kraai van Niekerk) in convening the meeting early in 1996."

---
Big decision on Sasol due today

THE cabinet today faces a momentous decision with far-reaching implications for the liquid fuels industry and future local and foreign investment; the SA Petroleum Industry Association has said. (183)

The issue involved the taxpayers' subsidy to Sasol, said director Colin McClelland. "Sasol was highly profitable without any subsidy and was making profits of more than twice the combined profits of the conventional crude oil refining and marketing companies in South Africa, he said.

"Removing the subsidy should have no effect on Sasol other than to reduce overall profits enjoyed by shareholders."

The cabinet's decision on the issue could not be postponed any longer.

If the government decided to continue paying the subsidy, it would have to ask itself why.

It appeared the cabinet would take a decision within the framework of the Arthur Andersen report, which the association had already criticised for being highly flawed.

"The government's decision offers a unique opportunity to send out a positive signal to investors, domestic and foreign," Mr McClelland said.

A decision favouring the continued subsidisation of Sasol would be a severe blow for the prospects of deregulation and cheaper fuel in South Africa, both of which could benefit the whole economy. — Sapa.
PRETORIA — Government attempts to curb urban air pollution caused by coal-burning will be discussed at a two-day workshop on low-smoke fuel attended by United States experts next year, Mineral and Energy Affairs Minister Pik Botha has announced.

The department will co-operate with its US counterpart to find an alternative for coal — preferred by the poor in winter because it is cheaper and more effective than electric heating.

Mr Botha, in a report on the activities of the sustainable energy committee to the US-South Africa Binational Commission meeting, said the programme included studying low-smoke fuel programmes overseas and several large-scale demonstration projects.

"Luckily, South Africa has spare energy capacity, but if our political emancipation is to be followed through with economic liberation, ways must be found to convey to those who wait for it to transform their lives," Mr Botha said.

In terms of the Reconstruction and Development Programme, about 2.5 million additional households will have received electricity from Eskom by the year 2000. This amounted to 500,000 connections a year.

However, millions of South Africans in rural areas were too far from urban electrical grids to be connected cost-effectively. While solar power was a solution, its implementation was hampered by a lack of money.

A non-profit subsidiary of the Central Energy Fund, Renewable Energy for South Africa, hopes to provide 2.5 million households with financing for solar panels in the next 20 years at a cost of between R6 billion and R7 billion, Mr Botha said.

The department will initially provide Refsa with R6.1 million over three years in addition to the US-Energy Department's $1.1 million (about R33.9 million) grant via the US Agency for International Development.

The annual use of 12 million tons of traditional fuels like dung, firewood and crop waste by 14 million South Africans still constituted an energy crisis, Mr Botha said. — Sepa.
Buyer sought for Mossgas

Subsidies for Sasol to be phased out

Mungo Soggot

GOVERNMENT began burying SA’s siege-mentality on fuel yesterday, unveiling plans to end Sasol’s subsidies and put Mossgas up for sale.

Mineral and Energy Affairs Minister Fik Botha said government would unwind the R4.5bn subsidy from Sasol’s subsidy, and leave the private sector to come up with a solution to Mossgas.

He said he was relieved that the thorniest issues facing him had been dealt with.

Sasol claimed the move, which will leave it with just 40% of its 1.1bn it got this year, was harsh, but accepted it.

Mossgas was unavailable for comment yesterday, but Botha said if no buyer came forward by February he would accept controversial plans by maskapie of the R1bn scheme to pump R850m from its own coffers into a life-lengthening expansion.

Government would also consider entering a joint venture with a private sector partner to run the plant.

Botha said the beauty of his proposal on Mossgas, which delays any investment decision, was that it was so flexible. Mossgas management said this week further delays on the plant’s future would make management’s already difficult task even harder.

The briefing, which followed Cabinet’s approval for Botha’s proposals,

now frees the minister to devote his attention towards tackling the industry’s deregulation. He said his department already had plans at hand, which included phasing out barriers to new competitors in the fuel retail sector.

Botha and Sasol claimed the winding down of Sasol’s “tariff protection” was in line with the recommendations put forward by consultants Arthur Andersen, which the National Economic Development and Labour council commissioned to investigate the future of government support for Sasol.

However, Botha conceded there had been “slight deviations”. Arthur Andersen’s recommendations would have cut Sasol’s subsidy to between R700m and R800m next year.

Sasol’s protection is based on the difference between the ruling oil price and a set floor price, which is currently R21.40. The phase out would see the floor price drop to R19 in January next year, R18 in July, and “thereafter protection will be phased down in such a way that there will effectively be no protection by July 1999.”

Botha said government had departed from Arthur Andersen’s proposal to keep the floor price at R19 for the whole of next year because Arthur Andersen had made “certain assumptions” which had not been borne out. The motorist

Continued on Page 2
Glaxo-Wellcome in deal with Adcock

Beatrix Payne

MULTINATIONAL drug conglomerate Glaxo-Wellcome is teaming up with Adcock Ingram in a marketing and distribution drive across Africa.

The $6.4bn-a-year group — one of the heaviest spenders on research and development in the industrial world — will market products with Adcock.

The UK-based group said the tie-up was the first stage in a relationship with the CG Smith subsidiary.

Adcock CE Don Bedley said the alliance, could cover other activities in distribution and marketing. A spokesman said there would be no effect on management of either group. Equity would not be exchanged. Bedley would not say how the deal would affect Adcock’s research. The alliance was expected to offer growth opportunities.

Glaxo-Wellcome CE Andrew Witty said it was group policy to develop partnerships with local companies.

Glaxo, which bought Wellcome for $9.4bn earlier this year, has begun a radical rationalisation programme to weld the two companies together.
'Interest cut must wait'

Edward West

CAPE TOWN — The low level of SA’s foreign-exchange reserves and high level of credit extension indicated the time was not ripe yet for a cut in interest rates, Boland Bank said in its Economic Review.

Economist Francois Jansen said he expected the Reserve Bank to maintain current interest-rate levels until at least the end of the first quarter of next year.

The money supply guideline rates, as fixed between 6%–10%, were being exceeded by an average of 4% and the Bank had repeatedly stressed that excessive credit growth could not continue unchecked.

Comparing the money-supply rate with the increase in transactions and price rises in the economy, it was evident a situation of “surplus money” was developing, with negative implications for future inflation.

Average inflation for this year was expected to be 6,7%, the third consecutive year of a single-digit inflation rate. The gap between SA and its major trading partners’ inflation rates had currently reached a 14-year low of 2%-4%.

After fairly comfortable levels for most of the year, the money market deficit was currently around R0bn, which pointed to upward pressure on interest rates.

No tariff protection for Sasol by 1999

Michael Urquhart

ANALYSTS welcomed the Cabinet’s proposals to reduce tariff protection for Sasol, saying the way in which it would be cut was probably a best-case scenario for the synthetic fuels producer.

The Sasol share price responded positively, moving up 25c or 0,9% to close at R27,25 yesterday. The counter hit a year low of R26,95 on Monday.

The way in which protection would be reduced would be in line with the Arthur Andersen report recommendations, although the company would be squeezed in the 1997 financial year.

Sasol received a floor price of $21,40 a barrel, but thus would be reduced to $19 a barrel in the first half of next year, and to $18 in the second half. After this protection would be phased down until there was none in 1999.

One analyst said rather than depressing the share price, the announcement of reduced tariffs had already been shown in the share price and the clearing up of the uncertainty surrounding the issue could lead to a higher price.

Mineral and Energy Affairs Minister Pik Botha, announcing the Cabinet’s decision yesterday, said the move would free R600m from the equalisation fund for the focus next year.

But despite the fall in protection, analysts said the move was positive for Sasol, as the Cabinet could have easily decided to cut protection immediately.

“The company could have survived an immediate total tariff phase-out as it would still be profitable without protection. But it would throw Sasol’s business plans out of balance,” one analyst said.

He said most arguments against Sasol had made against reducing tariff levels, such as loss of jobs or foreign exchange earnings, were mere smoke-screen. The only argument of substance which Sasol had made was that protection should not be removed in one blow.

The difference between the Arthur Andersen report, which is what analysts made their Sasol forecasts on, and the actual proposals revolve around the speed at which tariffs are to be phased out and the total dropping of protection.

The phasing out of tariffs for the 1997 financial year would be at a faster rate than had been proposed, which analysts said would lead to flatter earnings in that year. Reducing tariff protection to zero was in contrast to the Andersen report’s recommendations of a minimum protection level.

Botha also said consultants would be appointed to assist in testing the market for the privatisation of Massgas. The Cabinet had not wanted to take a final decision on the development of satellite fields.

Sasol is one company which has already expressed interest in Massgas, as part of a consortium with Sentra-chem and AECI.
Government slashes Sasol’s synfuel subsidy

BY CHARLOTTE MATHEWS

Johannesburg — Tariff protection for the synfuel industry would be slashed from next year, the Cabinet announced yesterday.

Minister of Mineral and Energy Affairs P.W. Botha told a news conference yesterday that the Cabinet had decided to divert synfuel tariff protection of more than R400 million from Sasol and Mossgas to the tuscus next year and greater amounts in ensuing years. By July 1999 there would be no protection for synfuels.

Botha said the protection afforded to Sasol, which kicks in when the imported price of oil touches $21.40 a barrel, will only apply at $19 a barrel from January to June next year and at $18 a barrel for the rest of next year. Sasol’s tariff protection amounted to R1 billion during the financial year ended June 25.

Botha said the reduction of protection was in line with the Arthur Andersen report recommendations, although he conceded the $18 a barrel applying for the second half of next year was harsher than the report’s recommendation, which was that $19 a barrel be maintained as the subsidy rate for the full year.

A new mechanism for calculating the protection will be devised and put in place before the end of next year, which will take into account the government’s strategy for the liquid fuels and petrochemical sector.

Sasol had made certain commitments, Botha said. The government’s aim was to provide 150,000 extra jobs in the Secunda area through the development of downstream petrochemical industries.

As far as Mossgas was concerned, the Cabinet had accepted a proposal that the market be tested urgently to discover the level of private-sector interest in buying part or all of it. International consultants would be appointed to find buyers and the cost would be borne by the Central Energy Fund.

In addition to taking the initiative to sell Mossgas, the government would also see if joint ventures could be concluded with parties who might be interested in developing its satellite or compression systems.

It was projected that about R60 million could be generated on the R443 million invested in the satellite system and R1.6 billion on the R400 million invested in the compression system, Botha said.

In a separate news conference later in the afternoon, Sasol’s general manager Pat Davies said the Cabinet’s decision was harsh but Sasol was pleased that a decision had finally been made.

Based on the current floor price of $21.40 a barrel and assuming prices remained below that, Sasol’s expected loss of revenue over the next two-and-a-half years was about R3.4 billion.

Sasol’s managing director Paul Kruger said the group was confident that new technology would avert a lot of the negative consequences of the tariff reduction. But it was difficult to say what the effects of the reduction would be on profit in the next financial year.

The Cabinet’s decision was based on the full involvement of labour, business and government. Sasol “endorses this process and will therefore have to live with the outcome, generous as it may be”, he said.

The South African Petroleum Industry Association found it “astonishing” that the government would continue subsidising Sasol.

“The government owes an explanation to the public who provide the funds to run the subsidy when they buy petrol, diesel and paraffin,” it said.
for sale signs go up as SA counts the staggering costs


The story is told that when for... Energy Affairs Minister P W Botha was approached for Mossgas, he did so in an understated way, not per... about its chances of suc... of the Mossgas project. Before he could answer the question, the Mossgas... a substantial scheme would cost...

R4.8 billion, the government...

day capital costs are widely overestimated to have been about billion, among the most spec... sums spent on any single int... which had no earlier am... propelling up apartheid... as a cushion against any...

project started in early 1989...

January 1990 there was al... a widespread belief that the... would not prove a paying...

March 1993 reports emerged that the government was pumping into Mossgas from the equal... fund, which at that stage was... ed to have an annual reve... about R1 billion.

though the Mossgas project was...

stream, the government...

the amount of “synthetic... payments which should be...

should continue

It was possible the project could...

produce a cash surplus by the end of 2004, depending on several unpred... factors, including the oil...

price, performance of the rand, lev... of actual reserves, continued reg... of the oil industry and tariff...

Mr Klauever urged the govern... to undertake a “thorough re... olization of Mossgas before any...

further capital spending.

The cabinet decided in September 1993 to allow Mossgas to continue...

in spite of even more strident press... to close it

It was estimated that the consumption of Mossgas and Sasol to the tune of about R100 million a month.

By September last year it emerged that Taiwanese companies were expressing an interest in tak... con... to convert it to the hub of a new petrochemical industry in the region.

In November, Mineral and Ener... Affairs Minister Pikk Botha announced he had accepted recomm... by the parliamentary joint standing committee on public accounts that any investigation into the fate of the plant should be conducted independently.

The committee had said there should be no further spending on the project pending the outcome of a feasibility study.

There was speculation by May... that the government could hope to raise R2.5 billion by selling the complex, meaning a loss on capital costs of about R8 billion.

With its gas running out and money...

expensive to develop and time consuming to build.

Mossgas was... for a fall.

This week the cabinet backed the For Sale sign outside one of apart... heady positions.

CLIVE SAWYER, Political Correspondent.

The government expects to make an “appalling amount” of the capital costs of Mossgas, which:

R12 billion to build.

There are no indications yet how much the plex will be sold for.

Mineral and Energy Affairs Minister Pikk P has called the Mossgas saga “a Greek tragedy.”

But the advantage of putting the complex up for sale is that it would enable the government to see what would interest buyers about opening up satellite gas fields.

International oil companies are being approached by the Central Energy Fund.

The government will investigate setting up... ventures with partners interested in developing satellite gas fields.

There have been several approaches to the government this year after earlier reports that the complex could be put up for sale.

Among those who have expressed interest are companies from Tur... and South Africa, among others...

Loading options for the complex include selling it to an oil refinery, a petrochemical plant, or a methanol plant.

While these were the ‘main themes’ of possible uses, Mossgas itself had done a study into 10 to 15 more.

A buyer would probably carry on with the aspheric focus operation, at least in the short term, the government.

The government is likely to favour an op... which would keep as many jobs as possible...

possible create further jobs.

This meant that the methanol plant option was problematic because it was not as labour intensive as the present process.

The government is reluctant to predict a ...

Mineral and Energy Affairs spokesman Pikk Darroll said: “We must face facts that on the basis of our knowledge we will have an appalling loss.”

The plant had a valuable asset in an annual loss of about R1 million, about which the govern... was likely to take a defeatist view, adding that it is likely to be work in favour of the buyer.

Mr Darroll said there would probably be...

Mossgas could be developed into the hub of a petrochemical industry in the region.

“It could be a kind of complex 10 from now.”

There was a difficulty in deciding what to do with the plant because the gas would start...

rising from next year.

A would-be buyer could criticize the government for failing to develop the satellite fields... or developing them if that was not what was required for future development.

WHITE ELEPHANT: Part of the Mossgas project which is up for sale, but on which the government expects a staggering loss.
Mossgas up for sale, says Govt

The Government has decided to sell the white elephant Mossgas project to the highest bidder. Mineral and Energy Affairs Minister P.M. Botha said yesterday.

Mossgas off-shore oil- and gas facility has cost taxpayers up to R11-billion and was designed to increase South African self-sufficiency in fuel during the total onslaught era in the 1980s. He told a media briefing after the Cabinet meeting at the Union Buildings in Pretoria yesterday.

Botha also announced the phasing out of synfuel subsidies over a 4 1/2-year period. He said R600-million would be saved up front from the cut in subsidies and would be diverted to the Treasury instead of to Sando.

See Business Report
Indian firm to make latex
products here

By Caro Pinder

Pretoria — Aerolatex, an Indian latex mattress and pillow manufacturing company, is to establish a R3 million plant here next year.

The first phase will start in January at the Msondeni Industrial Park and production is expected to start by the end of next year.

The company will import barrels of latex from India to manufacture mattresses and pillows for the local and export markets.

Initially, the project will create 50 jobs in the area, with management to be drawn from South Africa and Aerolatex in India.

Latex foam mattresses are made from natural raw material, unlike polyurethane foam.

This will be Aerolatex's first venture outside India, but its managing director, K. Jayashankar, believes there is a definite market in South Africa for the company's product.

Forty Winks has been appointed marketer and distributor here.
Mossgas sale a boost for Mossel Bay

By Staff Reporter

A NEW sense of optimism is sweeping through the Southern Cape town of Mossel Bay after the cabinet’s decision to sell off the town’s white elephant, Mossgas.

Reg Colbert, chairman of the Mossel Bay Marketing Association, said he did not think the impending sale would affect the town negatively.

“Whoever buys the plant will make a success of it and I think the town can only grow from here on. All the negative publicity we got as a result of playing host to the operation will hopefully come to an end.

“Mossel Bay is a beautiful town offering all sorts of attractions to visitors and now that the cloud has been lifted we can get on with the job of making it one of the country’s premier tourist destinations.”

Afrikaanse Sakekamer chairman Dame Acker said while the town’s businesses knew very little about the details of the sale, they were positive and in favour of it.

“We just hope finality can be reached soon and that a good buyer will purchase the asset so the present uncertainty can be removed. For business to grow we need to plan ahead, but this uncertainty is making it very difficult.

“On the whole we are very optimistic and positive about the latest moves as the town has a lot of things going for it. Property developments have sprung up all over. We’ve just built a new private hospital and magistrate’s court and a lot of businessmen are inquiring about wanting to set up shop in the town.”
Regaining investment attractions

Adcock Ingram (AI), after some far-reaching restructuring and realignment, is again starting to look like the blue chip of the pharmaceutical sector.

Its long track record of strong and consistent growth took a knock in the previous two financial years, mainly from a crunch on turnover as distribution activities came under severe pressure.

Compared to the 4% growth in sales over financial 1994, last year's 13.5% increase probably marks a new growth phase for AI. Considering that the increase is close to the seven-year compound annual growth of 16.3% and was achieved in an environment of lower inflation, earlier remedial action is clearly paying off.

Group CE Don Bodley says the sales advance was influenced by a strong performance from the pharmaceutical division and increased market share from self-medication, consumer products, and Vestea Medicines, a joint venture which sells nutritional products and branded generics.

Turnover was also bolstered by the first-time consolidation of Vestea and Datlabs, AI's Zimbabwean operation. However, a segmental breakdown shows all but one of the restructured five divisions increasing turnover.

Cash generation, traditionally one of AI's greatest strengths, was cut by nearly 10% to R182m by higher working capital requirements. Bodley says the strong sales growth over the second half — 19% higher than the corresponding period — caused the increase in working capital.

"This was especially evident in respect of accounts receivable where collection times increased," he says.

However, cost containment and asset management kept cash flow positive, which Bodley says enhances AI's ability to invest in research and development, promote and grow brands and make "a significant investment in the near future".

The last point raises an interesting problem for AI: Completely debt free for the past four years, cash holdings grew from R75m to R171m in financial 1995.

The only financial ratio objective AI could not match was its 30% return on average total assets. Despite the good operating performance, this return was 29%, and would have been constrained partly by the large increase in cash holdings.

No doubt the strong balance sheet makes management feel a lot more secure, but the group needs to find a suitable acquisition. And there is not much available in SA.

Bodley considers an outright purchase unlikely, preferring to grow market share through a strategic alliance. AI has already followed this route with international groups Astra, Pharmacia and Eta Lilly. A similar alliance could be entered into this year if AI finds the right partner.

The improved performance has firmly placed AI among the major players in the pharmaceutical sector, which gained 34% over the past year, most of it since preliminary results were released. Bodley says earnings growth is expected to surpass the 17% increase just recorded — analysts say the company will surprise if the increase is less than 22% this year.

There is no real difference in ratings between the three main listed pharmaceutical companies. The industry has been through a difficult period, and future healthcare policy remains uncertain.

But repositioning to meet expected changes should ensure a period of sustainable earnings. It could be time for investors to start looking at the sector again. A share like AI will almost certainly be a stable investment.

Shana Barr

**SA DRUGGISTS (185)**

**Spending hump**

**Activities:** Makes, markets and distributes pharmaceuticals and related healthcare products and services

**Control:** Malibek 75%

**Chairman:** G S Thomas MD P J J Bennigfield

**Capital structure:** 87m ords Market capitalisation R2,35bn

**Share market:** Price R35 Yields 1.6% on dividend, 5.5% on earnings, p/e ratio, 18.3, cover, 3.1 12-month high, R35, low, R28 Trading volume last quarter, 453,000 shares

**Year to August 31**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>'92</th>
<th>'93</th>
<th>'94</th>
<th>'95</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ST Debt (Rm)</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LT Debt (Rm)</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equity ratio</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shareholders' interest</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Int &amp; leasing cover</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>8.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Return on cap (%)</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>12.9</td>
<td>11.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turnover (Rm)</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-prof margin (Rm)</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-prof margin (%)</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earnings (c)</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dividends (c)</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>51.5</td>
<td>56.0</td>
<td>62.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net worth (c)</td>
<td>727</td>
<td>971</td>
<td>1,048</td>
<td>1,048</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

17 month period

**CE Peter Bennigfield says two significant features characterised financial 1995: SA Druggists (SAD) accelerated its strategic expansion locally and abroad, and a strong operational performance allowed the group to absorb the cost of this expansion and meet its forecast earnings growth.

But the respectable 20% increase in EPS is unlikely to be topped this year. Investment of R247m last year and R235m this year for further expansion, including SAD's foray into managed health care, will depress the bottom line over the next two years.

Bennigfield says investment in SAD's...

health-care interests will peak this year and
in financial 1997, with returns from the
spending expected only in financial 1998.
During this development phase, he believes
EPS will grow between 15%-20% this year.

The heavy spending is in support of
SAD's strategic thrust to keep the group in
line with what chairman Grant Thomas
calls the longer-term changes expected in
the health-care system, both in SA and
internationally.

At home, this relates primarily to the on-
goal debate over the country's future
health-care policy. Thomas says partici-
pants agree on the need for change and the
aim of a system which equitably serves the
entire population by being affordable and
accessible to all. "That is where the con-
sensus ends, however, and there is a wide
range of as yet unreconciled views as to
how this aim should be achieved."

Important issues for SAD include the
possibility of increased use of generic
medicines (it is the largest producer of
generics in the southern hemisphere) and
the introduction of essential drug lists.

Though the debate on official policy is
far from resolved, SAD is positioning itself
for a future environment dictated by low-
cost manufacturing, a comprehensive range
of products, access to patient bases and all-
iances or contracts with other health-care
players.

So far, SAD's strategy has been two-
pronged: to diversify into health care in SA
and pharmaceuticals abroad.

Development of SAD's new division,
Healthcare Management Services, will ab-
sooth the rump of capital spending. The di-
vision has taken over SAD's interest in
Mediscor, the pharmacy benefits business,
and acquired 75% of managed health-care
company Medcross.

The 24 clinics owned by Medcross will
be nearly doubled as part of the diversifi-
cation into managed health care.

Internationally, Trinny Pharmaceuticals,
SAD's UK arm, bought generics company
Lagap. Beningfield says this makes Trinny
a serious player in the UK market and will
allow the company to enter European mar-
kets from its British base.

The final phase of SAD's Malawi plant,
which is designed to supply regional mar-
kets with substantial volumes of essential
MOSSGAS

The last hurrah?

Three chemical giants — Sasol, AECI and Sentrachem — have structured a consortium to take over the Mossel Bay gasfields. The consortium — lead-managed by Sentrachem — says that by investing between US$100m-$125m in a brownfields development for the manufacture of methanol the lifespan of the gasfields could be extended by six years.

Sentrachem CE John Job says that though government has been approached the proposal is still provisional.

However, he adds that if the deal goes through, most of the capital will be spent on converting onshore facilities. The existing synfuel refinery would then have to be sold to other parties for possible conversion into a liquid-based refinery, utilising imported condensate or crude oil.

"But this is not our problem," says Job. "Government will have to do its homework in getting an interested investor to further develop this initiative."

He adds that the primary problem is that the synfuel plant is consuming the gas too quickly. But by using the same gas for the production of methanol, the life of the reserves can be extended by a factor of three.

While the consortium members would each use their portion of the methanol produced for the purposes they need, Job confirms that it is a useful starting material to manufacture additives for improving the performance of unleaded petrol — due to be phased in at SA pumps early in the new year. Methanol is also used as basic feedstock for the manufacture of acrylates.

Job says a prime consideration is that gas will be available "at a world-competitive price. If not, the whole concept will fail."

But he adds that, with "lots of hardware established," brownfields and conversion costs should be quite reasonable, at about 60% of the cost of a new greenfields methanol plant.

AECI MD Mike Smith says that it is early days to provide firmer details of the consortium's bid. Apart from waiting for government's input to invite private sector partners or buyers, gas reserves have to be proven, financial aspects finalised and feasibility studies completed.

But Smith adds that, while SA is a net methanol importer, plant production would be mainly focused on exports. "World prices have come off quite sharply, but depending on gas prices we should be able to export quite profitably."

Smith says that the three partners might require proven gas reserves for "a minimum of 15 years" before they would consider a serious bid, which would entail recovering their investments — and future profits. "We are at a very preliminary stage and it could take a few months to put together a firm offer, following feasibility studies and government's confirmation that it is looking for buyers."

Meanwhile, Mossgas business development manager Dave Day says test results of "very promising" new gas reserves contained in the FO field, about 35 km from the existing Mossgas offshore platform in the Bredasdorp gasfield, should be available by the first quarter of next year.

But subject to what the results might show, Day says that the exploitation of the new gas field would be expensive, as an undersea pipeline would have to be laid to connect FO with the offshore platform.

"If exploitable, the new gas could push up 50% more than the gas already being utilised at the Mossgas refinery to produce liquid fuels," says Day. Seismic tests are now being done by the State's oil search company Soekor to establish "how high and how wide" the new gasfield stretches.

The potential development of the new gasfield partly explains why government does not feel itself constrained to take an immediate decision on the R846m investment required. Apart from exploiting reserves of the existing F-A satellite fields adjacent to Mossgas at a cost of about R443m, a further R463m would be needed to add compression to the satellite fields and the fields already being explored, now project-ed to "run dry" by April 1997.

The satellite field development would give the refinery a further two years' gas volumes, while installing compression would allow the refinery to continue producing synfuels until 2001. The real issue is — who should pay for these developments?

Faced with the reality that its R12bn Mossgas investment could progress from white elephant status to that of a fossil dinosaur — that is, if the plant is allowed to expire early in 1997 — Mineral & Energy Affairs Minister Pik Botha feels that the first priority is to "take Mossgas to the market," allowing the private sector to put its proposals on the table.

"But the decision to develop further gas reserves and install compression cannot be delayed for too long — otherwise we could subsidise up to a third of our gas reserves," says Day.

Cabinet obviously must now look seriously at all options — including alternatives that would considerably extend the exploitable duration of the gasfields.

---

MOTOR INDUSTRY — 1

Ford revs up

While not insignificant, Ford's announcement that it will invest R126m in SA year's Port Elizabeth engine plant would not really have caused that much of a ripple given the rand/dollar exchange rate.

But what is inherent in the deal is that Ford will use SA to source all its 1,4L high-torque, low emission engines for the Escort model. This is nothing to be sneezed at considering Ford plants worldwide will call for 200 000 engine units over a 30-month period — a forex bonanza of over R500m.

And that the news was announced by chairman and CE of the Ford Motor Co Alex Trotman adds weight to the statement that the company is committed to the longer-term future of SA. Trotman, who is in his first stint, says he is impressed with the way in which the political transformation has evolved in SA, and the significant effects that these positive developments are having on the economy of the country. "I believe that SA industry has the capability of making an important con-
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SOUTH Africa's first-listed stand-alone oil exploration and production company will probably be floated by the end of March, with substantial chunks of the new company being sold to international investors, according to Engen chairman Bernard Smith.

He told shareholders at Engen's annual meeting yesterday plans were well advanced for the shares of Energy Africa, which holds Engen's international exploration and production interests, to be listed on the Johannesburg Stock Exchange.

"The listing will be accompanied by an international and domestic fund raising exercise to provide funds required for Energy Africa's new businesses," Mr Smith told shareholders.

He confirmed speculation that Engen is expecting to raise about R80 million (US$30 million) to R100 million (US$40 million) from the sale of 35 percent to 40 percent of the new company's shares, making for an expected total capitalisation of the new company at about R250 million (US$900 million).

Engen will maintain control with the remaining stake of between 55 percent and 60 percent.

The company expects to sell about half of the Energy Africa float, that is about 20 percent of the new company, to foreign portfolio investors via global depository receipts.

An Engen official told The Argus that the company has retained Merrill Lynch and Rothschilds, investment banks from the US and Britain respectively, to handle the issue. It is unclear which local brokers are working on the deal.

Analysts are not expecting the new company to generate earnings in the first couple of years, in line with most exploration firms.

But, Energy Africa will be generating cash flow through interests in producing fields, namely an eight percent stake in the Alba oilfield in the North Sea, a 10 percent stake in the Bukha condensate field in the Omant and a 2.5 percent stake in the Ngossa oilfield in the Congo which is due to come on stream next year.

Rob Angel, Engen's chief executive officer, said in the company's annual report that Energy Africa will be a financially self-sufficient, independent company, generating the cash flow it needs to fund its exploration and production activities.

Jacques Pickard, chemical sector analyst at Smith Borkum Hare, said the new listing was an exciting one for South Africa since it was the first of its kind in South Africa.

That also made assessing the value of the company tricky since there was nothing else in South Africa to compare it to.

In assessing the key measure of restructuring, management and shareholders were generally pleased.

The chairman laid out some companies that had gone down some 15 minutes ago, saying he expected 15 percent profit performance, which was not be more specific to the issue of the go or no.
Engen to raise $80m in foreign currency through Energy Africa

BY FRANCOISE BOUTA

Cape Town — Engen expects to raise between $80 million and $100 million (between R293 million and R367 million) in foreign currencies when it lists Energy Africa, which holds its international exploration and production interests, in March next year.

Speaking at the company’s annual general meeting on Friday, chairman Bernard Smith said that Engen planned to sell between 40 percent and 45 percent of Energy Africa to foreign investors.

He would not be drawn on the details of the foreign capital-raising exercise, but said that there was a possibility that the company might issue either American or Global Depositary Receipts. Engen would retain control of Energy Africa by holding between 55 percent and 60 percent of its shares.

Energy Africa is expected to be capitalised at about R510 million.

Smith said that he was confident that the listing would achieve a better realisation of the company’s upstream assets and business development.

Engen chief executive Rob Angel said in the company’s annual report that a strategic decision had been taken to focus all new exploration and production business in Africa because of the opportunities being created in the region as “major industry players rationalise their portfolios and governments move towards privatisation of petroleum interests.”

Following the listing, Energy Africa will be a financially self-sufficient, independent company generating the cash flow it needs to fund its exploration and production activities.

Engen currently owns 8 percent of the Alba field in the North Sea, 10 percent of the Bukha field in offshore Oman, 4 percent of the Nkossa project in the Congo, which is due to come on line mid-1996, and 20 percent in the B-BT project in the Bredasdorp basin offshore South Africa.

Following a year of poor performance, Engen was expected to become more profitable and earnings were expected to improve in 1996.
Soekor to lay off workers

Cape Town—South Africa's state-owned oil exploration company, Soekor, said it planned to lay off workers and to step up restructuring aimed at eventual privatization.

Spokesman Francois Sebqtsis said the company was contracting its two drilling rigs to French-based Sedco Forex and planned to lay off about 100 of its 260 workers by the end of March.

"Sedco Forex has already taken over the running, management and marketing of the Omega rig off Angola and will take over the Actma rig in the South Seas off Malaysia in January," he said.

Soekor planned to concentrate on exploration and production activities. The drilling rigs were bought while South Africa was subject to economic sanctions.

The next step would be to decide details of a joint venture with Engen to open up South Africa's first offshore oilfield.

Discussions have already been held with Houston-based Conoco-Philippe International.

The project, which will cost $75 million, will be financed through foreign loans arranged by the Central Energy Fund and no government guarantee will be required.

Sebqtsis could not provide a timetable for privatization but he said: "The long-term aim is to be independent of government."

Chemical union and Shell resume pay talks

If negotiations fail and workers embark on a strike, petrol supplies to 850 dealers in four provinces could be hit

BY JUSTICE MALALA
Labour Reporter

Oil giant Shell, already under international pressure for its operations in Nigeria, has resumed wage negotiations with the Chemical Workers' Industrial Union (CWIU) after numerous failed bids to break the deadlock.

The talks will be mediated by Charles Nuppen and follow a series of wildcat strikes and go-slows in several depots that left petrol stations in Gauteng dry, and others operating only a few of their pumps.

The union is demanding a 13% pay hike, while Shell South Africa has offered 10%. The main area of dispute, however, was the introduction of a new shift pattern in the company that the union had not been consulted on, CWIU spokesman Meshack Kavuku said yesterday.

He said the union's 300 members at Shell would be balloted to determine whether they should strike if mediation failed. The strike could affect the supply of petrol to more than 850 dealers in Gauteng, Mpumalanga, Eastern Cape and KwaZulu Natal.

The talks come as new efforts to establish a centralized bargaining forum in the chemical industry began to gain speed last week following the CWIU's threat earlier in the year that its 46,000 members would embark on a strike if such a body was not formed in time for next year's wage negotiations.

The national working group formed by the employers in the industry and by the CWIU and four other unions said last week that talks to agree on the composition of the body would take place from next month.

The unions are proposing that a statutory bargaining council with one constitution be established and that the various chemical sectors be designated as chambers of the council.

Employers are, however, proposing that a non-statutory industry bargaining forum be established and that the various sectors have their own independent constitutions.

More than 650 workers at paint maker Dulux downed tools last week in support of wage demands. The workers are demanding a 20% pay increase.
CEF says coherent fuels strategy is needed urgently

BY ROY COKAYNE
(14/12/95)

Pretoria—Central Energy Fund (CEF) chairman Roy Pithey says it is vital that South Africa sets a coherent fuels strategy, including the role government will play in the fuel industry.

"The government, for example, must set policy and guidelines on the form and extent of its involvement in the oil and petrochemicals industry."

"For many observers, such guidelines will form the benchmark for the government's approach to broader industrial policy," Pithey said in the CEF's latest annual report.

Pithey added that at the same time a combination of business, consumers, labour and the government had to bravely and honestly negotiate on setting clear objectives for a future oil and petrochemicals industry.

Criteria would have to be set against which its achievements could be measured, he said.

"We now have a unique opportunity to develop policies that ensure sustained economic efficiency," he said.

Involvement

Pithey said all governments had opted for some involvement in their energy industry, ranging from full state ownership and nationalisation of assets at one extreme to management of the industry purely through regulatory mechanisms at the other.

The time had come, he said, for South Africa to decide where between these extremes it should position itself to ensure an effective debate on restructuring the industry. "We must define what we expect from a liquid fuels and petrochemicals industry worthy of the objectives we have set ourselves in the new South Africa."

"The industry, consumer representatives, labour and government must jointly decide on the trade-offs essential to develop a prioritised list of characteristics describing the ideal liquid fuels and petrochemicals industry.

"Only after making these complex and difficult, but fundamental, decisions should we begin to consider and debate the industry's future. Only then will we be able to decide what form of deregulation is appropriate," he said.

Pithey said the CEF's view was that the role of government in the fuel industry should be to ensure that fuel was available to the public at affordable prices.

The CEF's core purpose is to provide South Africa with a reliable supply of crude and locally produced hydrocarbons from indigenous raw materials.

It achieves this by procuring and storing crude oil; promoting oil and gas exploration, and the provision of a range of complementary support products and services for the South African fuels industry through its subsidiaries, which include Soekor, Mossgas, and a number of other smaller companies.

Details of Mossgas's financial performance for the year to end-March, published in the report were leaked to Business Report in August.

They showed that Mossgas cost the taxpayer R433 million in direct support in the year to end-March in spite of it beating its operational targets.

Mossgas managing director John Theo revealed in the CEF report that Mossgas achieved an operating surplus — without the benefit of tariff protection or synthetic fuel levy — of R14 million.

He said this was R38 million better than budget in spite of R57 million of unbudgeted expenditure. "This clearly demonstrates that, even without state assistance, Mossgas would be highly cash positive" said Theo.

Mossgas' operating costs fell to R616 million — R12 million lower than last year — but it pulled in R18 million from the synfuel levy to underpin itself, and a further R225 million from tariff protection.
JOHANNESBURG. — The ANC, backed by sport and labour groups in an anti-Nigerian coalition, today announced a two-day boycott of Shell South Africa products next week.

"The South Africa Nigerian Democracy Support Group is calling on all South Africans to observe a two-day boycott of Shell products on Tuesday and Wednesday 19-20 December," the group, headed by the ANC, said in a statement.

The group also said it would call for pickets at outlets of Shell SA, owned by Royal Dutch/Shell, on the two days of the boycott in an attempt to show the Nigerian government and the company that "there cannot be business as usual."

"We have decided on this course of action as a result of Shell’s failure to demonstrate sufficient resolve in putting pressure on the Nigerian military government to cease its campaign of repression and to move towards democracy."

"If Shell continues to defy worldwide calls to exert pressure on the (General Sam) Abacha regime, (we) will consider embarking on a protracted boycott," the group warned.

Other than the ANC and its allies the SA Communist Party and Congress of South African Trade Unions, the umbrella group includes Business South Africa, South African Football Association, National Soccer League, National Olympic Committee of South Africa and Congress of South African Writers.

The South African government has called for an oil boycott against Nigeria and has urged Shell to join the pro-democracy campaign.

President Nelson Mandela has also called on Shell to pull out of a liquefied natural gas (LNG) project with Nigeria, but Shell’s executives in Johannesburg said last month they would ignore all calls to cancel the scheme, and accused critics of the project of knee-jerk reactions. — Reuters
Phasing out its subsidy
Restructuring for the future

The axe has finally descended on the highly controversial government subsidy to oil-from-coal producer Sasol. That it had to happen was inevitable. That it should in the face of fair competition is not at issue.

The question was how quickly and how far would government move to release extra funds for a cash-strapped fiscus while pacifying an increasingly strident anti-subsidy lobby?

The subject of intense debate for the past two years, the Sasol subsidy — or tariff protection as CE Paul Kruger prefers to refer to it — effectively split the fuel industry into two sharply defined camps — the crude oil refiners and the synfuel producers.

Under the umbrella of the SA Petroleum Industry Association (Sapia), local oil refiners including Shell, BP, Caltex, Engen and Total have been baying for blood as government continued to intervene in the market by part-financing Sasol.

Once the darling of the nation, when SA had its back to the wall during UN-imposed sanctions, over the past few years Sasol has been painted, rightly or wrongly, as a corporate predator enriching itself at the expense of the motorist.

Founded in the Fifties, Sasol perfected the Tropsch Fischer method of converting low-grade coal to oil. It supplied the coveted commodity in large quantities to a thirsty SA throughout the Seventies and Eighties while the local oil industry was rocked by Opec price shocks and sanctions.

Sasol, through the ingenuity of its chemical engineers, supplied oil in commercial quantities where otherwise SA could have been held to ransom by middlemen. As it was, many poseurs were catapulted from obscurity into the ranks of the internationally rich as they charged obscene amounts. All at the expense of the SA taxpayer, who was paying the price for Hendrik Verwoerd's race policies.

Government's apparatchiks, pressed into service as fuel buyers, failed to perform in the shadowy world that is the third-tier oil market. Their naveté in attempting to procure clandestine oil was unbelievable.

So why the antagonistic attitude of late? Urged on by the oil industry and certain media, both the public and government began to believe they were being milked for what everybody regards as a grudge purchase — petrol. The implication that fuel could be sold at a lower price was inherent.

Berating the synfuel producer for taking government money, the protagonists argued what appeared to be a water-tight case. The oil companies opened their books to the media, claiming they were making less profit than Sasol collectively. The chorus of indignation rose.

But before feeling sorry for the much-maligned chemical giant, judge the facts.

The mechanism of government support for Sasol relied on a levy on domestic fuel sales which compensated the company's synthetic fuel output for any gap between world oil prices and a reference price of US$21.40 a barrel. Last year, Sasol reported an operating profit of R2.8bn before tax — which included state support worth R1bn before tax — equivalent to earnings per share of 32c.

Bear in mind that under a commercial agreement, the oil companies have to uplift all Sasol's synfuel production. They are also forced to take Moss gas production which, when combined with that of Sasol, adds 9c to the petrol price in the form of subsidies. Sapa's argument is that, as a listed company, Sasol is lining shareholders' pockets at a time when SA desperately needs any extra cash it can lay its hands on. Patrocinio of an industry that has most of its principal overseas? The lobby says that by abolishing Sasol's tariff protection, 6c of the petrol price could be freed for a dedicated road fund or general revenue.

An emotive subject indeed and one Mineral & Energy Affairs Minister Pk Botha found himself landed with on taking office. He has had to face what he terms a "kraaam" in the industry. Whichever way he turned he was confronted with a gnarled knot of fishing line that just would not untangle itself. Finally, last week, Botha announced the phasing out of the subsidy...
Shell says boycott call is unfair

THE Shell oil company said on Saturday that a call by a Nigeria democracy support group for a two-day boycott of its products in SA was unfair and discriminatory.

"There are other oil companies operating in Nigeria and South Africa," Shell SA said.

"The SA Nigerian Democratic Support Group, a coalition of church, sport and labour groups led by the ANC, on Friday called for a two-day boycott of Shell products on Tuesday and Wednesday December 19 and 20 because of the company's failure to put significant pressure on the Nigerian government to make changes."

"Shell said a business, no matter how large, could not take on the role of a government. "No matter how large or influential, business cannot assume the role of governments, the United Nations, military forces or the Nigerian people to change the political dispensation in Nigeria."

"The pressure group said it would call for pickets at outlets of Shell SA, owned by Royal Dutch/Shell, on the two days of the boycott in an attempt to show the Nigerian government and the company that "there cannot be business as usual.""
AFROX has secured another export order from the CSE Corporation to supply components for body-worn emergency oxygen sets which will be assembled and sold to US mines.

The latest order brings the value of the two-year deal between CSE and Afrox to more than R6m, a company spokesman said yesterday.

Afrox export manager Roland Stone said his company’s components were being incorporated into CSE’s SR100—a 60-minute emergency oxygen set used by more than 40,000 US miners.

Emergency oxygen sets, known to SA miners by the generic term resQ pac, contain chemicals which generate breathable oxygen when activated by the wearer in the event of a fire, exposure to noxious gases or other underground emergencies.

Both CSE orders for 10,000 resQpac kits each. Afrox manufactures the AfroxPac, an emergency oxygen set developed for SA conditions.
Chemical inferno claims three lives.
Amanda Vermeulen

SOMERSET WEST — A chemical fire near Somerset West claimed the lives of three people, forced thousands to flee their homes and caused traffic on the N2 to be diverted yesterday.

SA Police Service liaison officer Captain Wicus Holtzhausen said the fire began in a stretch of open land owned by chemical group AECL and spread to a nearby sulphur pit, the size of two rugby fields, between the highway and the sea.

Deaths and injuries were the result of gas inhalation. Many people were taken to hospital.

About 2,500 people living in the adjacent township, Maccassar, were evacuated. They were first taken to a shopping centre and later moved to schools in the area. Two helicopters were being used to fight the blaze.

Holtzhausen said no property was damaged. The cause of the fire would be investigated.
Johannesburg — The health care market will expand as a result of the government’s increasing focus on the issue, and medical facilities becoming accessible to a wider population, Adcock Ingram’s chairman, Robbe Williams, said in the group’s latest annual report.

Growth will initially be in the public sector but will spill over into the private sector as the economy improves and more people can afford private sector facilities. This should help to maintain a viable private sector health care market.

Adcock Ingram’s spread of activities in the health care market, including branded and generic pharmaceuticals, self-medication, critical care, household hygiene and personal care products, should help the group to continue to improve earnings in the future.

In the year to September, the group reported earnings by 17 percent on a 16 percent rise in turnover.

Since October the group has undergone restructuring into five separate business units, said Don Bodley, the chief executive.

Divisionalisation will streamline administration and reduce costs as well as facilitate technology and product transfers between divisions.

Active

All five divisions have active new product development programmes, using their own facilities and through collaborations with local and international research organisations.

In-house, 15 branded pharmaceuticals and 27 generic products are being developed. There are also negotiations to acquire 16 generic registration packages.

Bodley said the group planned to increase its exports to markets in sub-Saharan Africa, where it aimed to achieve regional dominance in its main business areas.

It also intended to expand exports into selected international markets.

Other major strategic objectives were to improve the balance of divisional contributions to earnings, especially increasing the contribution from the consumer health care division.

Five: Seek opportunities for acquisitions and strategic alliances; and to align the group to Reconstruction and Development initiatives.
WIFE'S AGONY AS FUMES KILL HUSBAND

3 die in gas cloud horror

THOUSANDS OF RESIDENTS evacuated Macassar to escape the sulphur gas cloud from a blaze at AECI's storage dump in Somerset West on Saturday. Two brothers died separately in the chaos. MELANIE GOSLING reports.

T he anguished wife of one of the men who died in the AECI gas cloud on Saturday night was rushing her husband to hospital when she stalled the car in panic and then watched in horror as he died.

Brothers Mr Andrew Williams, 54, and Mr Ronnie Williams, 47 — both of Strand and both asthma sufferers — died when the sulphur gas cloud from the chemical blaze at AECI's sulphur storage dump near Somerset West enveloped Macassar, forcing the entire town of 2,500 to evacuate.

A third person is also believed to have died from gas poisoning.

The brothers were on their way to separate weddings in Macassar when they were overcome by the fumes.

Mrs Sandra Williams said yesterday she had been driving her husband, Andrew, to a wedding reception in the Somchem hall.

"It was about 9pm. We could see the smoke and smell it," she said. "We had just passed the security gate when Andrew said his chest was closing. He told me to drive to the doctor. I did, but there was no one there.

"I was rushing to get to the hospital because he was panicking and anxious and couldn't breathe. On Fergrove bridge I stalled and flooded the car and couldn't start it.

"I didn't know what to do. I got out and luckily a motorist who stopped was someone I knew. I told him to get an ambulance.

"When I went back to the car, Andrew's head had fallen forward on to the dashboard. I felt his neck and his wrist, but there was no pulse. He was already dead."

Mrs Williams waited at the roadside alone in the dark until her niece and her husband came to fetch her. "They took my husband father came around for a bit and then passed out again. The ambulance took half-an-hour to come and when it arrived he was dead."

Mr Arthur Williams, brother of Andrew and Ronnie, said he was at a wedding in Strand when he was told Ronnie had had a serious asthma attack. He and his wife, Mary, a nursing sister at Hotentots Holland Hospital, drove to the hospital and were told Ronnie had died.

"We were waiting for his body to arrive and there were lots of other people sitting with handkerchiefs and lappies over their faces. We heard that my other brother, Andrew, had also died. We couldn't believe it. Two brothers dying in the same hour."

OVERCOME IN TAXI:
Mr Ronnie Williams

out of the car and tried to resuscitate him, but it was too late."

Mrs Deidre Bouwers said her father, taxi-owner Mr Ronnie Williams, was driving wedding guests to a reception in Mervyn Park, Macassar, when the sulphur gas enveloped the vehicle. "His chest started to close. He stopped the taxi and passed out. The other people helped him onto the grass, but the gas was very strong so they took him into a house. They phoned an ambulance and my
FUMES KILL HUSBAND

in gas

Andrew's head had fallen forward to the dashboard. I felt his neck and his wrist, but there was no pulse. He was already dead.

Mrs Williams waited at the bedside alone in the dark until her husband came around for a bit and then passed out again. The ambulance took half-an-hour to come and when it arrived he was dead.

Mr Arthur Williams, brother of Andrew and Ronnie, said he was at a wedding in Strand when he was told Ronnie had had a serious asthma attack. He and his wife, Mary, a nurse, arrived at Hottentots Holland Hospital, drove to the hospital and were told Ronnie had died.

'We were waiting for his body to arrive and there were lots of other people arriving with blankets and supplies over their faces. We heard that my other brother, Andrew, had also died. We could not believe it. Two brothers dying in the same hour.'
LONDON: The press here yesterday published allegedly leaked confidential documents linking the oil giant Shell to the “wasting of vocal individuals” in Nigeria.

Shell has been accused of funding ruthless military operations in Nigeria to help it establish stable conditions for its oil interests there.

Shell has admitted asking for help from armed police but denied paying the military, which was involved in the torture and murder of Ogoni dissidents.

Questioned by the Sunday Times here last week, Lt-Col Okun-imo initially admitted being paid by Shell while in charge of crush-}

ing Ogoni protests.

"Shell contributed to the logistics through financial support. To do this, we needed resources and Shell provided these," but later he denied the comments.

Shell has admitted paying for help from armed police but denied paying the military.

Shell did, however, tell the Times it planned to pay executives in Nigeria following the discovery of a "black hole of corruption" involving the payment of millions of dollars in bribes and kickbacks to tribal chiefs, community leaders and the military in the troubled Ogoni region.

A European Shell executive who wanted to remain anonymous said: "I would go so far as to say we spent more on bribes and corruption than on community development projects."

While Shell International cited £12.5 million (about N70.4m) a year spent on community projects, much of it ended up in the pockets of Shell officials, community leaders and military officers.

Confidential documents leaked to the British media revealed recommendations were made in a state security memorandum for "wasting vocal individuals."

**Ruthless**

The memorandum, headed "Law and Order in Ogoni etc." and dated May 12, 1994, was addressed to the military administrator of Rivers State from the chairman of internal security, Major Paul Okunimo. It noted "Shell operations still impossible unless ruthless military operations are undertaken for smooth economic activities to commence."

Included in the recommendations were "wasting operations during gatherings of the Movement for the Survival of the Ogoni People, to which executed author Ken Saro-Wiwa belonged.

Shell said at the weekend that it was compelled by law to inform the authorities when there was a threat to oil installations and that it only called in police when its facilities or staffs were at risk. It agreed that there had been "instances where the reasons by the authorities has gone too far with tragic consequences."

The company added: "We categorically rule out any form of input was ever provided to the military, neither would we do so if approached on such a matter." — Own Correspondent
Heroes with burning eyes just kept right on helping

Staff Reporter

AMBULANCE staff emerged as heroes in the fire drama in Somerset West, driving through dense smoke and smoke which descended on Macassar where hundreds of residents were overcome by sulphur fumes. Medics Shireen Hudson and Willie Niewoudt of the Somerset West Ambulance Services were among one of the first ambulances which reached Macassar.

For Miss Hudson and Mr Niewoudt it was, at first, just another night on duty. But soon the chaos and the gas-enveloped nightmare drove the pair to breaking point.

They were heading for a house where a resident was having severe breathing problems when the fumes they were driving through thickened and conditions became unbearable.

They had almost reached the house when it became a matter of "Turn around or become patients themselves". But it was too much for Miss Hudson. She burst into tears when Mr Niewoudt turned the ambulance around just metres before they could reach their patient.

"Our eyes and throats were burning. We could not breathe and visibility was poor but the people who relied on us were more important," said Miss Hudson.

"We knew we could die in the smoke but that fear in us was completely overshadowed by our duty."

"But when we physically couldn't go any further and were forced to turn around, leaving desperate people behind it was too much to handle. I had to find an escape valve."

"That's when I could not stop the tears," said Miss Hudson.

They drove until they were out of the smoke, treated themselves with oxygen and then returned to the scene, again risking their own lives.

Staff Reporter

FOR newlyweds Randal and Vanessa Petersen, the sounds of wedding bells and party music were abruptly replaced by howling sirens and coughing gas victims evacuated from a choking hall.

The wedding celebrations were in full swing at the Somerset West Community Hall late on Saturday night.

Then suddenly, as if out of nowhere, the evacuees poured into the hall.

Emergency vehicles and traffic patrol cars with flashing lights escorted a convoy of police lorries packed with people — evacuation centres from Macassar — to the hall.

Men and women, old and young, gasped and sneezed as they burst through the door of the hall while Mr and Mrs Petersen and their surprised guests huddled to one side.

The hall in which the Petersens hired for their wedding reception was one of the first shelters used to accommodate victims of the Somerset West gas drama, in which tons of choking sulphur dioxide fumes descended on nearby Macassar after a fire ignited a chemical dump.

"Eventually we squeezed into a corner of the hall and sat on a blanket. Vanessa was still in her wedding dress. We had been looking forward to dancing the night away, but now it looked like we were in the wrong hall," said Mr Petersen.

The new Mrs Petersen said her wedding day would surely be a "day to remember."

"I'm not worried about our thousands of uninvited guests. We too could not return to our new home in Macassar."

"What concerned me was just how long we would be stuck in the hall before we could go on honeymoon," said Mrs Petersen.

Meanwhile more and more people had streamed into the hall, which was filling fast.

Wedding guests — and even the groom — had to queue with a long row of people at the toilets.

Everywhere people were sitting in small groups on the floor where, not long before, wedding guests had been dancing happily, unaware of the drama in Macassar.

One of the Petersens' guests had not lost his sense of humour. He said he knew the reception would be a "gas" but he did not expect it to be literally true.

Mr Petersen said he did not mind the invasion.

"In times of trouble, my wife and I are happy to help — even on our wedding day," he said.

While hundreds of evacuees, many in pyjamas and wrapped in blankets, mingled with the guests...
Terrified community scrambles to escape

DAVID September, like hundreds of others, ran into his home and sealed it off by closing all windows and doors to escape the big "burning fog".

But soon he joined neighbors who grabbed a blanket or two and ran out of the area — and eventually hoping for an audience to take them out of hell.

"The gas was just starting and there was still fresh air inside our home," said Mr September.

"The smell would blow over, I thought. But every time I looked out of the door there was more fog, more smoke and the gas started to seep into the house." Eventually, my eyes felt like hot coals and my throat was white.

"It's a scary feeling when you run outside for help and it's worse.

"I found the whole world outside there in Dr Vince Street, also looking for fresh air. You think you are going to die," said Mr September.

The rumour of a deadly gas which could kill within minutes spread through the neighborhood.

Soon visions of heaps of people lying unconscious in their homes or in the streets became a real fear.

"We did not know enough about the disaster — we feared the worst," said Mr September.

"All hell broke loose," he said.

It was darker than usual outside. There were no stars, the streetlights dim in the fog.

A minibus which had been parked for the night revved up in the driveway and pulled onto the street.

People scrambled from everywhere and piled in. Inside was a crowd of worried faces and red eyes.

Left behind were many more groups of anxious people who had no transport, standing on street corners with blankets wrapped around them.

Scores of police cars and emergency vehicles with flashing lights sped up and down streets, warning people to get out of the area.

Garden gates where left open. Dogs ran around in panic after their owners had left in a hurry.

Another minibus stopped. Again people paled, crying and screaming. The sliding door was still open but the task pulled off. A baby's bottle filled with milk fell out of the minibus and was cerenched under one of the rear wheels.

"We did not know whether we would see our homes again, whether we would see another day again," said Mr September.

He was one of the last to be picked up by an emergency vehicle.

Nissen helped restore calm in the chaos

ANDREA WEISS, Staff Reporter

CHRIS Nissen, leader of the African National Congress in the Western Cape, worked through Saturday night at Macassar, helping to restore calm at thousands of panic-stricken residents evacuated their homes.

Western Cape health minister Ibrahim Rasool was also at the scene during the night.

Mr Nissen said Macassar residents had arrived at his home late on Saturday to tell him about the disaster.

From there, he went directly to Tygerberg Hospital where about 10 people were being treated after inhaling sulphur dioxide fumes.

He then went on to Macassar where he put together a community co-ordinating committee which helped the police to move people to different evacuation centres.

Mr Nissen was full of praise for all the emergency services. "They handled it very well."
Stepped-up bid to sell sulphur stockpile likely

JOHN YELD, Environment Reporter and Reuter

Efforts to sell the remaining sulphur stockpiled at AECI's Somerset West plant will probably be accelerated.

This follows the devastating fire at the weekend which resulted in the death of two brothers, the hospitalisation of more than 150 people and the evacuation of about 2 500 Maccassar residents.

The stockpile of about 15 000 tons of sulphur at AECI's plant in Somerset-West is technically owned by the Department of Trade and Industry, but the chemical manufacturer has accepted full responsibility for the day-to-day management of the storage site.

About half the sulphur, part of the apartheid government's strategic stockpiles of minerals and oil during the sanctions era, has already been disposed of.

The presence of the remainder was the subject of continuing discussions with the government, AECI managing-director Boet Coetzee said today.

The sulphur — one of three stockpiles around the country — was mentioned during hearings by the parliamentary joint standing committee on public accounts last month, when it was disclosed that some of it was contaminated.

But committee chairman Ken Andrews said today that he could not recall anything during discussions about the sulphur that had given cause for concern on environmental grounds.

"Quite frankly, our discussions are essentially about money matters and assets that might be lying around," said Mr Andrews.

"Nothing sticks in my mind other than that they're running those procurements down, that some of the sulphur was contaminated, and that they were trying to find a buyer."

Mr Coetzee said that although the sulphur was owned by the state, his company accepted responsibility for the day-to-day management of the stockpile.

"This (state ownership) doesn't absolve us from the custodian role."

AECI had been involved in regular discussions with the government about the sulphur for "quite a while."

"This is a continuing process with them," Mr Coetzee said.

The amount of sulphur in the stockpile had been reduced by about half.

"We've been working hard at reducing it. It's not as though anyone has been delinquent."

"And I guess you can expect this process (of removing the sulphur) to accelerate now."

GAS JOB: A policeman wearing a gas mask directs traffic away from the N2 which was closed to prevent motorists driving into the gas.
No warning about risks — company slammed
Gas cloud envelc

Residents evacuated but 2 brothers died

TWO brothers died, at least 150 people were hospitalised and about 2500 Macassar residents were evacuated from their homes when a huge cloud of vapour from a blazing sulphur stockpile in Somerset West, enveloped Macassar.

The drama started on Saturday afternoon when a veld fire on the grounds of AECI spread to a huge 15 000 ton stockpile of the chemical.

At dusk on Saturday, a 70 km/h wind fanned the sulphur fire causing a huge cloud of choking smoke.

The wind drove the gas and thick smoke over Macassar which is about 2km downwind where residents took the brunt of the gas.

People as far afield as Khayelitsha, Mitchell’s Plain, Heideveld and even Goodwood could smell the sulphur.

Emergency services sprung into action when first reports of the fire and casualties reached police and the ambulance station.

Scores of emergency vehicles, including fire engines, traffic patrol cars, ambulances, police and civil defence response units from Cape Town, Milnerton, Stellenbosch and the Strand, sped with howling sirens to the scene.

At the height of the drama, traffic police closed a section of the N2 from Somerset West to the R300 to prevent motorists from being affected by the gas.

Taxi and bus operators in Macassar volunteered their services and transported distressed residents to a holding disaster centre.

Meanwhile, thousands of residents were evacuated to Somerset Mall shopping centre where rescue workers and volunteers set up a holding area.

There were victims medically evaluated, stabilised, treated for shock and then transported to hospital, community centres and school halls nearby.

Scores of people who had serious breathing difficulties, others with burning eyes and severely shocked were taken to Hottonots Holland Hospital in Somerset West.

Extra staff were summoned to help with the sudden flood of patients as ambulances, taxis, bakkies and cars offloading patients.

Firefighters using water did their best to douse the flames but front-end loaders smothering the fire with soil were more successful.

At first light yesterday, two surface helicopters took off to help fight the fire from the air with water buckets.

The fire was put out yesterday afternoon but firemen stood by to watch for flare-ups and smouldering tree stumps.

AECI managing director of operations services, Boet Coetsee, regretted the fire but added that AECI believed its precautions against fire reaching the stockpile, which included 30 nm fire breaks, had been adequate.

Mr Coetsee said the company had not allowed for the possibility that a 70 km/h south-easter would drive burning gas to the stockpile.

AECI spokesman Jean Nel said the heap of raw sulphur, between 10 and 15 000 tons, was a “strategic stockpile” set up by the previous management when sanctions became a threat three decades ago.

The sulphur, which covered about “half a football field” according to Mr Nel, was bought in the 60s and kept as a backup for the production of explosives.

“We tried to dispose of the sulphur hill but it was costly and there was a problem finding a suitable site.”

He said the vapour was not toxic but could cause extreme irritation.
2 brothers die, another 150 hospitalised

Emergency services pull out all stops

JOHANN SCHRONEN, NORMAN JOSEPH, BISS and JENNY VIALL

irritation to the eyes, nose, mouth, throat and lungs

A medical rescue worker on the scene said asthmatics and people with respiratory problems were in particular danger of complications.

Two such unfortunate people were Andrew Williams, 54, and his brother Ronnie, 47, both of the Strand and both asthma sufferers who died as a result of the vapour cloud.

The two brothers were on their way to separate functions in Macassar when they were overcome by the gas.

QUIET MOMENT: Exhausted firefighters covered with sulphur deposits, come away from the burning stockpile for a breather.

Traffic police closed the N2 from Cape Town at first, and then later closed the N2 completely, redirecting traffic via Wynberg near Stellenbosch.

The Cape Metropolitan Council fire service, under whose control the blaze fell, called on Strand, Somerset West and Cape Town for help.

CMC fire chief Pete Barrow said the sulphur stockpile was about three metres high and the size of two rugby fields.

During the night, fire crews tried to control the blaze with hoses, working downwind.

At first light, two Oryx helicopters from the SA Airforce started dumping water from the air, while on the ground, front-end loaders were used to cover the smouldering sulphur which was eventually extinguished.
Group calls for boycott of Shell

By Mzimasi Ngude

The South African Nigeria Democracy Support Group has called for a two-day boycott of Shell products starting from tomorrow.

The call follows what the group called Shell’s failure to put pressure on Nigeria for democratic reforms.

In a statement, the group said it was particularly concerned about 19 Ogoni activists who were due to come before a military tribunal early next year.

“We are concerned that Sani Abacha’s military government is using the ruse of criminal prosecution to eliminate opposition – as was the case with Ken Saro Wiwa,” they said.

The group threatened to call for more boycotts of Shell products if the petroleum giant continued to defy worldwide calls to exert pressure on Abacha’s regime.

Fire safety measures inadequate says AECI (18/7/95)

Cape Town - A joint committee has been formed and an Independent Commission of Inquiry is to be held after a raging chemical fire caused havoc in Somerset West at the weekend.

The resolution to hold an inquiry was taken after more than 20 Mascahar community residents, an AECI delegation, high profile police officers and the provincial minister held a three-hour meeting in the Somerset West Police Station last night.

Two Strand brothers, aged 12 and 14, were treated in hospital for gas inhalation after a fire engulfed the AECI chemical dump in Somerset West on Saturday.

The committee - comprising Macassar town councillors, community leaders and AECI officials - agreed that they should address immediate problems such as medical accounts, hospitalisation and suggestions that food might be poisoned by the fumes as well as thefts from Mascahar houses after residents had left.

The commission of inquiry is to investigate the cause of the fire and how to implement an action plan to safeguard Mascahar and nearby communities should a similar tragedy occur in the future.

AECI, the company that stocked the sulphur on behalf of the Government, has acknowledged that safety measures were inadequate.

AECI managing director Bert Coetzee said that 18,000 tonnes of the chemical was stored in the community, but that safety measures had been adequate.

Coetzee said the company had allowed the possibility that a 70km/h south-easter would drive burning grass to the stockpile.

AECI spokesman, Joan Nel, said the heaps of pure sulphur, between 10,000 and 15,000 tons, were a "strategic stockpile" set up by the previous government when the stockpile was a threat to the town.

Wife's helpless anguish as her husband suffocates in cloud of deadly fumes

First aid station - people take refuge outside the city hall in Somerset West, near Cape Town, after thousands were evacuated during Saturday night.

Wife's helpless anguish as her husband suffocates in cloud of deadly fumes.

Cape Town - The anguished wife of one of the men who died in the AECI gas cloud on Saturday night was rushing her husband to hospital when she stalled the car.

He was one of two brothers who died as the sulphur gas cloud from the chemical blaze at AECI's sulphur storage dump near Somerset West enveloped Macassar Andrew Williams (57) and Ronnie Williams (47), both of The Strand and both asthmatics, were on their way to separate weddings in Mascahar when they were overcome by the fumes.

Sandra Williams said she had been driving her husband Andrew to a wedding reception.

"We could see the smoke and smell it. We had just passed the security guard when Andrew said his chest was closing in. He told me to turn around and drive to the doctor. I did but there was no one there. I was rushing to get to the hospital because he was panicking and arousing and couldn't breathe," she said.

The vehicle stalled and then she flooded the car and couldn't start it again. I saw that Andrew's head had fallen on to the dashboard. I left my seat and his wrist but there was no pulse. He was already dead," Mrs Williams said.

Our correspondent.
Continued on Page 183

Farmers face ruin after acid rain from AFCI fire destroys crops

Cape Town - Farmers in the province of Western Cape are facing a devastating blow after an acid rain event caused by the AFCI fire destroyed their crops. The farmers are now forced to seek alternative sources of income and have called for immediate action to prevent similar incidents in the future.

The acid rain event caused by the AFCI fire was a devastating blow to the farmers who rely on their crops for income. The acid rain destroyed the crops, leaving the farmers with little to nothing to harvest. The farmers are now facing financial ruin and are calling for immediate action to prevent similar incidents in the future.

The acid rain event was caused by the AFCI fire, which started in the area and spread rapidly. The fire was caused by a lightning strike, which sparked the fire and caused it to spread rapidly. The farmers are now calling for immediate action to prevent similar incidents in the future.

The farmers are calling for immediate action to prevent similar incidents in the future. They are calling for better fire prevention and control measures to be put in place to prevent similar incidents from occurring in the future. They are also calling for better assistance and support to be provided to the farmers who are affected by the acid rain event.

The farmers are calling for immediate action to prevent similar incidents in the future. They are calling for better fire prevention and control measures to be put in place to prevent similar incidents from occurring in the future. They are also calling for better assistance and support to be provided to the farmers who are affected by the acid rain event.
Drug companies take a new look over the counter.
GAS DANGER PAST

Farmers want compensation

THE TOXIC pall that hung over the Cape Flats at the weekend may have gone, but farmers are still counting costs. EUNICE RIDER reports.

City Medical Officer of Health Dr Michael Popkiss yesterday criticised the storing of AECL's sulphur storage dump at Macassar, saying it was "obviously unsatisfactory" as the sulphur gas fire this weekend has clearly indicated.

But Dr Popkiss said he believed the episode was now over and ruled out any possibility of a pall of toxic fumes still hanging over the Peninsula, saying the heavy cloud of gaseous smoke would have been dispersed by now.

Although there were reports of the toxic smoke being smelt in the city on Saturday night and Sunday, there was "no demonstrable toxic effect" and the Cape Town City Council's environmental health team closest to the fire — at Mitchell's Plain — had not received any complaints.

Dr Popkiss said that when the gas was inhaled deeply a chemical reaction caused it to form sulphuric acid, which destroyed the tiny hairs in the lungs and caused pulmonary oedema. Water from blood in the lungs was released into the lungs' air sacs, resulting in "a kind of drowning."

"Such patients need to be put on steroids and given oxygen as soon as possible, and may also need antibiotic medication to combat infection," he said.

Crop losses

Meanwhile farmers near the AECL storage dump in Macassar are counting their losses of fruit and vegetables "burnt" by an acid rain effect caused when rain fell on sulphur gas powder that had settled on their crops.

Mr Tjeks Roos, owner of the Rust en Verde wine farm near Stellenbosch, said that although his mature vine crops had escaped severe damage, he had suffered serious setbacks to his tobacco crop and in his nursery.

Mrs Pat Cook of Brian Pickering's Vegetable Farm and Packaging Shed, said the company, which supplies upmarket hotels and retail stores with organically grown pre-packed lettuce combinations and salad ingredients had suffered severe losses and would probably be out of business for the next six weeks.

One Rust en Verde farmer said his entire crop of lettuce, spring onions and cocktail tomatoes had been burnt by acid fallout.

Another said he had suffered losses of about R100 000 because of the acid rain.

Farmers in the area are planning to form a committee to ask AECL for compensation.

Responding to a statement by AECL managing director Mr Boet Coetzee that AECL had not made safety allowances for the possibility of winds exceeding 70km/h in December, Met office forecaster Mr Johan Combrinck said "For us a south-easter of 70km/h is really nothing." December was always a windy month, with gusts of 140km/h.
Foul play not ruled out in sulphur dump blaze

WHILE the exact cause of the weekend’s disastrous sulphur dump fire in Somerset West had not been established yesterday, police had not ruled out the possibility of foul play.

The fire at the AECL site coincided with company plans to retrench about 90 employees soon as it is downsizing its explosives manufacturing operation in the area.

The sulphur dump, surrounded by massive fire breaks, has been lying at the Somerset West site untouched by fire for more than 10 years, an AECL spokesman told the Cape Times.

He said sulphur required intense heat to ignite and that the company had taken every effort they believed possible to secure the government stockpile, which they have managed since the apartheid era.

He said it was “normal” to stock sulphur without protection from the elements.

Small bush fires started up last Wednesday and kept recurring despite attempts to extinguish them.

The company spokesman dismissed speculation that the fire was started deliberately and said it was believed the incident was an “act of God.”

An independent board of inquiry and police will conduct investigations into the cause of the fire. — Crime Reporter.
SUPHUR GAS DISASTER

AFCE TO AID VICTIMS OF
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Strong mandate for sulphur fire inquiry (183)

□ AECI meets residents, agrees to set up trauma unit for victims

Staff Reporter

THE proposed commission of inquiry into the AECI Somerset West sulphur dump fire is to have a strong mandate that could have serious implications for industry throughout South Africa.

The interim terms of reference for the inquiry were agreed to yesterday after a meeting of Macassar residents and AECI officials.

They included such items as "civil defence responsibilities" and "the question of emergency response systems", which could have nationwide implications.

In addition to the terms of reference for the proposed fully fledged inquiry, the meeting agreed to set up a "trauma unit" to deal with the effects of the disaster and to assess damages.

The unit would be established in the new local civic centre where, it was hoped, a chest specialist from Groote Schuur Hospital's chest unit would be in attendance from today.

"We have also agreed that the terms of reference should include an investigation into whether the legislation presently in place is sufficient for dealing with disasters like this one," said the vice-chairman of the province's Standing Committee on Environment Affairs and Agriculture, Russell McGregor.

Macassar, about two kilometres downwind from AECI's 15 000 ton sulphur stockpile, bore the brunt of the disaster when the stockpile erupted into flames late on Saturday.

The entire 2 500-strong population was evacuated, two brothers died and at least 150 residents were treated in hospital as a huge vapour cloud swiftly enveloped the suburb.

Farmers reported huge losses as rum turned sulphur fumes into acid, which severely burned vegetable and fruit crops.

Asthma sufferers, brothers Ronald and Andrew Williams, who died in the flames, are to be buried on Thursday.

AECI officials yesterday held discussions with Macassar community leaders in a municipal office in Macassar to set up the inquiry and trauma unit.

The parties agreed to keep detailed records to help the commission of inquiry.

Community members, yet to be appointed, are to "authenticate and check medical claims of residents" and give advice to AECI officials who gave the undertaking that "incident-related, verifiable costs will be paid".

Other possible payouts will form the basis of later discussions.

Parties to yesterday's meeting included the mayor of Macassar.

The independent commission of inquiry has won cross-political party support.

Minister of Local Government Pieter Marais said in a statement last night he believed a commission should be appointed immediately and would be contacting Premier Hermus Kriel in this regard at the earliest opportunity.

Mr Nissen, the Western Cape ANC leader, said he intended raising the issue when the provincial cabinet met in the new year.

Agriculture experts called in

Staff Reporter and Sapa

CHEMICAL giant AECI has briefed a team of agricultural experts to assess crop damage caused by the huge sulphur fire in the Somerset West area.

At the meeting between company representatives and Macassar community leaders yesterday, AECI was told that in addition to claims for farm crop damage, the company could also expect a number of claims from Macassar residents whose gardens were destroyed.

AECI officials told the meeting their agricultural specialists would offer support and advice to farmers.

The company also assured consumers that food which came into contact with the sulphur should not be destroyed.

In food processing, sulphur dioxide has a wide range of applications including treating vineyards for bacteria, sterilising wine casks as a preservative for dried fruit, as a bleach for grain and in the refining of sugar.

"On the basis of this, and the information we have available, we believe the release of sulphur dioxide would not have resulted in any spoilage of stored food or affect its subsequent consumption," a company statement said.

Meanwhile, Somerset West mayor Leon Deacon said the mounds of sulphur left at the AECI site near Somerset West after the weekend's chemical blaze should be removed.

Mr Deacon said he was sure African Explosives and Chemical Industries' management would act on this immediately.

AECI should also ensure there were no other potentially hazardous substances on the site that could lead to a repeat of the fire which left two dead and forced thousands of Macassar residents to evacuate their homes.
ANC calls on motorists to boycott Shell

JOHANNESBURG. — The ANC has appealed to South Africans to boycott Shell products today and tomorrow to urge the oil giant to help bring democracy in Nigeria.

"The ANC and the South Africa-Nigerian Democratic Support Group (SANDSG), would like to remind all members of the public about the two-day boycott of Shell products today and tomorrow," said ANC spokesman Carl Niehaus.

"We urge holiday-makers to simply drive past Shell stations and remind Shell of the responsibilities they cannot escape to use its economic power to place pressure on the San Abacha regime."

The SANDSG, a coalition of church, sport and labour groups led by the ANC, on Friday announced a two-day boycott because of the company's failure to put significant pressure on the Nigerian government to make democratic changes.

But Shell has said a business could not take on the role of a government.

Meanwhile the Greater Johannesburg Regional Taxi Forum yesterday distanced itself from the boycott.

"The taxi industry does not see itself being "used" in political conflict," the forum said in a statement.
Acid rain destroys crops

*Sowetan Correspondent*

FARMERS in the Somerset West-Stellenbosch area are faced with huge financial losses after the cloud of sulphur from a disastrous chemical fire burnt their crops.

As Sunday's rain followed the fire, farmers were inspecting the damage the sulphur fumes and acid rain had caused to their crops. Chemical giant AECI now faces massive damages claims from furious farmers.

The blaze at AECI's storage dump in Somerset West dispersed thick clouds of acid sulphur over the farming area, destroying vegetable and fruit crops.

Mixed with the rain that followed the fire, the sulphur turned into sulphurous acid that burnt the leaves and fruit of most trees and ruined vegetable crops in the area.

A number of farmers were horrified yesterday when they saw the extent of the damage after inspecting their farms.

Rust-en-Vrede owner Brian Pickering said he could not believe what he saw - all his lettuce, spring onions and cocktail tomatoes were burnt.

**Just wiped out**

"Everything was just wiped out in one single go. It looks as if somebody threw battery acid over the crop - the leaves are all burnt.

"I really do not know what to do because if we don't have a cash flow we will go bankrupt and all my cash is tied up in the crop."

"We supply Pick 'n Pay and a number of other stores. I had to telephone them this morning to explain my predicament. This is normally our busiest period and the time of the year when we make some money. Now I will have to explain to the workers why I can't pay them."

Johannes Visser of the farm Vorento said 80 percent of his 35 hectare salad vegetable crop was wiped out.

"The young plants just shrivelled up and died. I am running around not knowing what to do. This is a very big problem which needs to be resolved very quickly."

Gunter Henke, who farms flowers and vegetables, said his immediate loss was about R100 000.

An AECI spokesman said the company was consulting its insurance brokers about the damage and would inform the farmers later about their response.
Macassar’s hot fury

Environmental group Earthlife Africa concludes that the chemical plant had no contingency plans to handle a disaster of these proportions.

Ambulance men give an elderly woman oxygen after she was overcome by sulphur fumes in Macassar.
A BOYCOTT of Shell South Africa in an attempt to push the international fuel company into withdrawing from Nigeria would be misguided, Shell SA chairman Mr IWM Dyer said yesterday.

Pressure against the Nigerian military junta was in the hands of the Commonwealth, not businesses, Dyer said in reaction to the South African Nigerian Democratic Support Group's (SANDSG) call for a two-day boycott of Shell this week.

The SANDSG on Friday called for a two-day boycott today and tomorrow of the approximately 800 Shell service stations in South Africa, and asked the public to picket the stations.

This was in protest against last month's execution of nine Ogoni minority activists by the Nigerian government after a secret tribunal found them guilty of murder.

**Have no control**

Shell's South African service stations were operated as independent enterprises solely dependent for their income on the sales of Shell fuel and other products, Dyer said in a letter faxed to the SANDSG, headed by African National Congress deputy general secretary Ms Cheryl Carolus.

"Our association and our members have no control or influence whatsoever over Shell's involvement in Nigeria, and, although we respect your democratic freedom of expression and protest, this cannot be exercised at the expense of the equally valid right of our workers to pursue their livelihood," Dyer said.

A boycott would financially impact on Shell South Africa's 10,000 employees and their families, he said.

He said the ANC's statement that "due regard" was given to this issue was regarded by Shell SA as "cynical and indicating that in truth (the ANC's) agenda does not take the livelihood of our members, their employees and their families into account".

Dyer said Shell SA reserved the right to claim damages "jointly and severally" from the SANDSG. - *Sapa*

*See also page 8.*
‘Killer fire couldn’t occur in Gauteng’

By Cheryl Hunter
City Reporter

The chemical fire at AECl in the Cape which claimed three lives at the weekend is unlikely to happen in Gauteng because of stringent safety procedures in place, AECl spokesman Robbie Vermont said yesterday.

More than 2 000 people were forced to evacuate their homes in Somerset West when a chemical fire, lit by a smouldering veld fire, spread dangerous fumes across the area.

“There are incredible precautions taken at a place like Modderfontein because of the production of explosives in the factory, and we do not have to build firebreaks to combat gale-force winds,” Vermont said.

“We manufacture explosives only in small batches for safety, so if there is an explosion, the effect is limited.”

He added that the units in which the explosives were manufactured, called magazines, were also small and “bunkered” so that a blast would move upwards and not sideways.

“We severely limit all activity in the vicinity of the magazines where small amounts of the explosive are stored and allow large amounts of open space between these structures,” he said.

The grass around potentially hazardous areas was kept very short.

“We must remember that the accident occurred during a gale which carried flames across a firebreak — something highly unlikely to happen here,” he added.

There were a well-equipped firefighting team based at Modderfontein, which was the only area where the manufacture of explosives took place on a large scale, and other storage points had links to their local fire departments, according to Vermont.

Leon Zeiler, battalion chief for Johannesburg’s fire and safety division, confirmed this information and said any company manufacturing or storing lethal chemicals had to build approved storage facilties in the building.

“The plans for such a building are submitted to the fire department who are then involved from the outset,” Zeiler said.

> Acid rain devastates crops
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AECI fire devastates crops

Some farmers face bleak future after clouds of dense, burning sulphur billow over their land

SAPA
Cape Town

Farmers in the Somerset West-Stellenbosch area face large financial losses after a cloud of sulphur from a fire at African Explosives and Chemical Industries burnt their crops.

The blaze at AECI's storage dump in Somerset West dispersed thick clouds of acrid sulphur over the farming area, destroying vegetable and fruit crops.

When mixed with the rain that followed the fire, the sulphur changed to form sulphurous acid that burnt the leaves and fruit of most trees and ruined vegetable crops in the area.

Rust-en-Vrede owner Brian Pickering said yesterday he could not believe what he saw - all his lettuces, spring onions and cocktail tomatoes were burnt.

"Everything was just wiped out in a single go. It looks as if somebody threw battery acid over the crop - the leaves are all burnt. I really don't know what to do because, if we don't have a cash flow, then we will go bankrupt and all my cash is tied up in the crop.

"We supply Pick 'n Pay and a number of other stores. I had to telephone them this morning explaining my predicament. This is normally our busiest period and the time of year when we make some money. Now I will have to explain to the workers why I can't pay them."

Johannes Visser of the farm Vooorentoe said 80% of his 35ha salad vegetable crops had been wiped out.

"I am still trying to estimate the cost and am speaking to my lawyers so that the chemical company can take responsibility for these losses.

"The young plants just shrivelled up and died. I am running around not knowing what to do."

Gunter Henke, who farms flowers and vegetables, said his loss was about R100 000.

An AECI head office spokesman said the company was consulting its insurance brokers and would then tell farmers their response.

Asthma deaths postmortem after horror fire

Cape Town - A postmortem would be performed on two brothers who died after the chemical blaze outside Somerset West at the weekend.

Police spokesman Capt Wicus Holtzhausen said the postmortem was planned for yesterday or today, depending on their workload.

Andrew Williams (54) and his brother Ronne (47) of The Strand were believed to be asthma sufferers. They were on their way to separate weddings in nearby Macassar when they apparently were overcome by sulphur dioxide fumes.

"If the postmortem revealed they had not died of natural causes, it would be up to a magistrate to decide whether anyone could be held responsible," Holtzhausen said.

Cape Town's medical officer of health Dr Michael Popkess said stress resulting from the fire could have a more serious long-term effect than the sulphur dioxide.

The trauma of being evacuated from their homes and relocated could be very upsetting to people, Popkess said.

A spokesman at Somerset West's Hottentots Holland hospital said yesterday that staff had been stretched to the limit treating people suffering from sulphur dioxide inhalation.

SAPA
AECI assessors look into liability claims

AECI Ltd said it carried comprehensive public liability insurance for the fire at its plant near Somerset West in the Western Cape and which it was in the process of investigating with assessors.

The fire, which left three people dead, scores injured and forced about 2 500 to flee their homes, began late on Saturday, spewing toxic sulphur dioxide from burning piles of sulphur near the plant.

Nearby farms were also reported to have lost large areas of crops in the incident.

"The AECI group has a comprehensive public liability policy in place with local and overseas liability insurers," the company said.

"Assessors representing the insurance companies are currently involved in investigating the incident in conjunction with the local communities with a view to resolving the issues at hand," it said.

Spokesman Mike Blizzard said he was unable to make a preliminary estimate of claims which may arise, nor how liability for the incident may be apportioned.

AECI said earlier it was responsible only for the maintenance of the sulphur stockpiles, which belong to government.

Meanwhile, Western Cape finance and environment affairs MEC Kobus Meiring said yesterday he was satisfied that an independent commission set up by AECI and the Macassar community would be sufficient to investigate the blaze.

On Saturday ANC Western Cape leader Chris Nissen called on the provincial legislature to set up an independent investigation into the cause of the fire.

Visiting the factory yesterday, Meiring said he was satisfied that the independent commission would be sufficient. "We need to give AECI and the people of Macassar a chance and I don't see any good in having two investigations," he said.

AECI operations services managing director Boet Coetzee said it was important for the company to establish the facts.

The proposed commission of inquiry into the fire would have a strong mandate that could have serious implications for industry throughout South Africa.

The interim terms of reference for the inquiry, such as civil defence responsibilities and emergency response systems, were agreed to on Monday by Macassar residents and AECI officials and could have nationwide implications. - Reuters, Cape Town.
AECI assessors look into liability claims

AECI Ltd said it carried comprehensive public liability insurance for the fire at its plant near Somerset West in the Western Cape and which it was in the process of investigating with assessors.

The fire, which left three people dead, scores injured and forced about 2,500 to flee their homes, began late on Saturday, spewing toxic sulphur dioxide from burning piles of sulphur near the plant.

Nearby farms were also reported to have lost large areas of crops in the incident.

"The AECI group has a comprehensive public liability policy in place with local and overseas liability insurers," the company said.

"Assessors representing the insurance companies are currently involved in investigating the incident in conjunction with the local communities with a view to resolving the issues at hand," it said.

Spokesman Mike Buzzaard said he was unable to make a preliminary estimate of claims which may arise, nor how liability for the incident may be apportioned.

AECI said earlier it was responsible only for the maintenance of the sulphur stockpiles, which belong to government.

Meanwhile, Western Cape finance and environment affairs MEC Kobus Meiring said yesterday he was satisfied that an independent commission set up by AECI and the Macassar community would be sufficient to investigate the blaze.

On Saturday ANC Western Cape leader Chris Nuseen called on the provincial legislature to set up an independent investigation into the cause of the fire.

Visiting the factory yesterday, Meiring said he was satisfied that the independent commission would be sufficient. "We need to give AECI and the people of Macassar a chance and I don't see any good in having two investigations," he said.

AECI operations services managing director Boet Coetzee said it was important for the company to establish the facts.

The proposed commission of inquiry into the fire would have a strong mandate that could have serious implications for industry throughout SA.

The interim terms of reference for the inquiry, such as civil defence responsibilities and emergency response systems, were agreed to on Monday by Macassar residents and AECI officials and could have nationwide implications. — Reuter, Sapa.

AMALIA GOLD MINING AND EXP COMPANY LTD
SULPHUR DUMP: AECI's general manager, operational services, Mr Bertie Humphnies (left), guides Western Cape Environment Minister Mr Kobus Menning around the open sulphur dump yesterday  

AECI sulphur stock halved after collapse of apartheid

STAFF REPORTER

The consequences of the weekend AECI fire would have been far worse in the heyday of apartheid when twice the amount of sulphur was stored there at the behest of the government.

This emerged at a press conference at the plant yesterday addressed by Western Cape Environmental Minister Mr Kobus Menning and the managing director of the huge explosives and chemical company, Mr Boet Coetsee.

They confirmed that the government had asked AECI to stockpile the strategic chemical when the world-wide isolation of apartheid began to bite.

But it is almost seven years since Mr F W de Klerk announced the official death of the ideology, and 19 months since the inauguration of President Nelson Mandela.

Why then, the Cape Times asked, was nothing done to reduce the apartheid stockpile?

"It is a bit unfair to say nothing was done," countered Mr Coetsee. "We have reduced it from 30,000 tons to 15,000 tons."

Probe

However, it would be an issue for a commission of inquiry to take further if necessary, along with all other issues, he said.

Sulphur was first stored at AECI's Somerset West plant about 30 years ago.

Mr Menning said he was shocked with the commission set up by the company and saw no need for an independent investigation by the province, as demanded by Western Cape ANC leader Mr Chris Now.

Mr Menning said he was impressed by AECI's handling of the disaster, as outlined to him at a meeting he attended yesterday.

Toxic sulphur dioxide engulfed the adjacent coloured township of Macassar on Saturday night after a veld fire fanned by strong winds ignited an open sulphur storage dump on the plant's outskirts.

The funeral for the Williams brothers, Andrew, 54, and Ronnie, 47, who died in the disaster, is at noon tomorrow.
11 protesters held after
picket at Shell station

PRETORIA: The South Africa, Nigea Democratic Support Group (SANDSG) kicked off its two-day protest action against Shell with a placard demonstration at a Shell Ultra City service station along the Ben Schoeman Highway near here yesterday.

No incidents of protest activity were reported in the Western Cape or other parts of the country and it was business as usual at most Shell service stations, Shell spokesman Mr Peter Cronje said.

Police arrested 11 picketers at the Shell Ultra City on the Ben Schoeman Highway for contravening the Road Traffic Act, which prohibits people from walking on the highway.

A police spokeswoman said people were not allowed to walk on a highway unless they were forced to by circumstances beyond their control.

The group, protesting against Shell’s involvement in Nigeria, were warned twice not to walk on the highway.

Motorists pulling into the service station were not intimidated or harassed and in most instances were unaware of the protest action.

**Executions**

The 11 protesters were later released on a warning and told to appear in the Pretoria Magistrate’s Court today.

The SANDSG last week called for a national two-day boycott of about 800 Shell service stations in South Africa to start yesterday to protest against last month’s execution of nine Ogoni minority activists by the Nigerian government.

Support group spokesman, Mr Carl Niehaus urged holiday-makers to drive past Shell service stations, and said it was up to the multinational to use its economic clout to put pressure on the Nigerian military dictatorship of General Sani Abacha.

Mr Cronje said Shell viewed the boycott call as “unfair and discriminatory” as the company had been singled out unfairly. "There are also other oil companies operating in Nigeria.

"A business cannot assume the role of a government, the United Nations or Nigeria to change the political dispensation.

"We do not feel this is the role of business," Mr Cronje said.

Staff Reporter, Sapa
Farmers put the squeeze on AECI

FARMERS in the Somerset West-Stellenbosch district, whose crops were damaged by acid rain caused by the fire at a sulphur dump at the AECI plant in Somerset West, want their “several millions of rands” damage claim dealt with swiftly.

The blaze at the storage dump sent thick clouds of acrid sulphur dioxide into the air and when it mixed with the rain that followed the fire the sulphur dioxide formed sulphurous acid that burnt the leaves and fruit of most trees and ruined vegetable crops in the area.

Some of the farmers had their entire crops wiped out and faced financial ruin as all their cash was tied up in their crops.

Earlier this week 13 farmers hired a firm of assessors to calculate their losses and damage and submitted their claims to AECI. The company has also briefed a team of agricultural experts to assess the crop damage and to offer support and advice to the farmers.

Elsie Hahn of Robins Campbell and Williams firm of insurance loss adjusters said the company was hired by about 13 farmers and got calls from a few others to help prepare and submit claims to AECI.

“We are still formulating claims and are only looking at the damage caused to the plants at this stage and not to the soil. Already it is running into several millions of rands.”

He said all the farmers had adopted a very reasonable approach to the situation with regard to claims and all hoped the company would be just as flexible and would speedily compensate them.

One of the farmers most affected by the acid rain, Johannes Visser of Voorentoe farm, who lost 80 per cent of his 35 hectare salad vegetable crop, said assessors estimated his damage to be about R650 000.

“I have been in constant contact with AECI and yesterday, with the other farmers, handed in my claim.

“Our biggest worry is how long they are going to take to process it because many of us have workers to pay and very little cash to continue the farmingoperation.”
Petrol protesters fail to stop motorists filling up and going well
Costs may be offset by sliding oil price

Govt likely to slap extra 5c onto petrol tax

Mungo Soggot

SA MOTORISTS faced hefty increases in petrol tax next year as government sought to clamp down on excessive fuel consumption and siphon off more revenue from the country’s fuel pumps, industry sources said yesterday.

Analysts and economists said SA’s petrol tax was among the lowest in the world, and represented a captive revenue source.

Tranet economist Mike Schuessler said the tax was likely to go up 5c a litre next year — pushing the total revenue take from fuel to R10.5bn from this fiscal year’s R9.8bn. Petrol pump prices would rise 6.2% to an average 195.7c. He assumed a 1.2% increase in the average crude oil price to $16.99 a barrel.

But international consultancy Europe Energy Environment predicted the taxman would hit far harder.

“There is a realisation in government that SA’s petrol is under-taxed and a foreign exchange gobbler,” MD Humphrey Harrison said.

“If it (government) doesn’t increase the tax substantially it will be flying in the face of a string of recommendations from international organisations which have observed that the low tax encourages the profligate use of a strategic commodity.”

Other sources said government was also likely to increase the tax on petrol in a bid to increase the differential with the diesel price. This would be coupled with efforts to promote the use of diesel in taxis, so diesel would become a “working” fuel and petrol a luxury

Schuessler said diesel was likely to rise only 4% next year to about R3.85 a litre as its tax was unlikely to be raised.

He said government had already secured an extra R500m from the fuel price by slashing its handout to Sasol, so most of next year’s tax increases would go to funding the introduction of unleaded petrol, which would be phased in at a discount.

SA’s petrol tax was one of the lowest in the world at 34% — 62.5c on each litre sold. He predicted the tax would increase to 40% of the total price by the end of 1997 and 50% by 2000.

By the end of the decade, government would acquire about R18bn a year from the pumps, which would be about 10% of its total income.

Harrison said the tax increase would be spurred by fears about the effect of SA’s oil import bill on the vulnerable balance of payments. But he said there were arguments to suggest the oil price could slide significantly, which would offset the blow of higher taxes. Opec was finding it increasingly difficult to control its members, Iraq might return to the market and non-Opec countries were increasing production.
Experts to assess sulphur stockpile

CAPE TOWN—Experts had been asked to evaluate the commercial value of the Somerset West sulphur stockpile which caught fire at the weekend, with a view to selling it off, the trade and industry department said yesterday.

Acting director-general Gerrit Breyl said the stockpile belonged to the department but African Explosives and Chemical Industries (AECI) was responsible for its storage and safety measures.

He said the previous government 27 years ago began storing quantities of sulphur needed in chemical processes but the venture was terminated in 1988.

Edward West reports that damage inflicted on crops in Stellenbosch and Somerset West following a fire at the AECI-managed sulphur dump ran to "several millions of rands", according to first official assessments.

Agricultural insurance loss adjuster Rohans Campbell & Williams, which has been hired by 13 farmers to draw up claims against AECI, said the worst-hit crops included lettuce, beetroot, carrots, pepper, strawberries and watermelon.

The company said that other farmers had also called on it for help, and that it was currently formulating claims for crop rather than soil damage.

AECI said its insurance assessors were also surveying the damage, while agricultural experts from AECI subsidiary Kynoch were visiting affected farms and providing advice. AECI had comprehensive public liability insurance in place with local and overseas insurers. The Johannesburg-based CWB Loss Adjustors was acting for AECI's local and overseas public liability insurers, a spokesman said.

The decision to evaluate the Somerset West stockpile followed recommendations made by the joint operations committee which co-ordinated firefighting during a blaze which left two dead and forced the evacuation of nearby Macassar's 2,000 residents.

Committee spokesman Ferde Mostert said: "We would obviously discuss the matter with AECI and request that the heap should be isolated by removing any grass in the immediate vicinity."

"Our further suggestion would be that the heap be covered with sand so that it is not as susceptible to the elements as it was at the weekend," he said. — Supa
Costs may be offset by sliding oil price

Govt likely to slap extra 5c onto petrol tax

Mungo Soggot

SA MOTORISTS faced hefty increases in petrol tax next year as government sought to clamp down on excessive fuel consumption and siphon off more revenue from the country’s fuel pumps, industry sources said yesterday.

Analysts and economists said SA’s petrol tax was among the lowest in the world, and represented a captive revenue source.

Transnet economist Mike Schuseler said the tax was likely to go up 5c a litre next year — pushing the total revenue take from fuel to R10.6bn from this fiscal year’s R9.6bn. Petrol pump prices would rise 6.2% to an average 195.7c.

He assumed a 1.2% increase in the average crude oil price to $16.99 a barrel.

But international consultancy Europe Energy Environment predicted the taxman would hit far harder.

“"There is a realisation in government that SA’s petrol is under-taxed and a foreign exchange gobbler,” MD Humphrey Harrison said.

“If (government) doesn’t increase the tax substantially it will be flying in the face of a string of recommendations from international organisations which have observed that the low tax encourages the profligate use of a strategic commodity.”

Other sources said government was also likely to increase the tax on petrol in a bid to increase the differential with the diesel price. This would be coupled with efforts to promote the use of diesel in taxis, so diesel would become a “working” fuel and petrol a luxury.

Schuseler said diesel was likely to rise only 4% next year to about 188c a litre as its tax was unlikely to be raised.

He said government had already secured an extra R500m from the fuel price by slashing its handout to Sasol, so most of next year’s tax increases would go to funding the introduction of unleaded petrol, which would be phased in at a discount.

SA’s petrol tax was one of the lowest in the world at 34c — 62.5c on each litre sold. He predicted the tax would increase to 40% of the total price by the end of 1997 and 50% by 2000.

By the end of the decade, government would accrue about R16bn a year from the pumps, which would be about 10% of its total income.

Harrison said the tax increase would be spurred by fears about the effect of SA’s oil import bill on the vulnerable balance of payments.

But he said there were arguments to suggest the oil price could slide significantly, which would offset the blow of higher taxes. Opec was finding it increasingly difficult to control its members, and Iraq might return to the market and non-Opec countries were increasing production.
Experts to assess sulphur stockpile

CAPE TOWN — Experts had been asked to evaluate the commercial value of the Somerset West sulphur stockpile which caught fire at the weekend, with a view to selling it off, the trade and industry department said yesterday.

Acting director-general Gerrit Breyi said the stockpile belonged to the department but African Explosives and Chemical Industries (AECI) was responsible for its storage and safety measures.

He said the previous government 27 years ago began storing quantities of sulphur needed in chemical processes but the venture was terminated in 1988.

Edward West reports that damage inflicted on crops in Stellenbosch and Somerset West following a fire at the AECI-managed sulphur dump ran to "several millions of rands", according to first official assessments.

Agricultural insurance loss adjuster Robins Campbell & Williams, which has been hired by 18 farmers to draw up claims against AECI, said the worst-hit crops included lettuce, beetroot, carrots, pepper, strawberries and watermelon.

The company said that other farmers had also called on it for help, and that it was currently formulating claims for crop rather than soil damage.

AECI said its insurance assessors were also surveying the damage, while agricultural experts from AECI subsidiary Kynoch were visiting affected farms and providing advice. AECI had comprehensive public liability insurance in place with local and overseas insurers. The Johannesburg-based CWB Loss Adjustors was acting for AECI's local and overseas public liability insurers, a spokesman said.

The decision to evaluate the Somerset West stockpile followed recommendations made by the joint operations committee which co-ordinated firefighting during a blaze which left two dead and forced the evacuation of nearby Macassar's 2,500 residents.

Committee spokesman Ferdie Mostert said: "We would obviously discuss the matter with AECI and request that the heap should be isolated by removing any grass in the immediate vicinity.

"Our further suggestion would be that the heap be covered with sand so that it is not as susceptible to the elements as it was at the weekend," he said. — Sapa.
Mossgas studies

'Incomplete'

(183) CT 21/12/95

BARRY STREEK
POLITICAL STAFF

The independent monitoring panel of experts had found that Mossgas and Central Energy Fund analyses of the situation in Mossgas were "incomplete in many important respects". Parliament's joint standing committee on public accounts said yesterday:

It also said that on available information the government should not at this stage take a firm decision on any further investment.

The committee noted that its previous recommendations, going back to 1993, about investigations to show whether further investment in Mossgas was justified, had still not been properly addressed.

The experts had found that the analyses incomplete in that the overall national interest had not been taken into account.
Racial barbs slung in post-fire row

STAFF REPORTERS

A RACIAL row has erupted over whether the evacuation and emergency care of Macassar residents was satisfactory.

The head of the Joint Operations Committee, Mr Freddy Mostert, said at the Somerset West municipal offices yesterday morning: “In my own opinion the operation was extremely successful carried out with very few hitches.”

But by the afternoon another press conference was called by community groups in Macassar, where the local mayor, Mr Sidney Kuhn, denied this, saying: “It is unfortunate, but the community felt ousted by the whites.”

Mr Kuhn said the community felt that his council and Macassar’s own authorities should have been notified when the disaster occurred instead of Somerset West’s.

He said community helpers who were providing coffee to the evacuees and who were quite prepared to do the rest of the catering felt that they were sidelined by Somerset West service organisations, the Lions and Rotarians, who asked them to leave.

People were also aggrieved because not everyone received food parcels which were offered to evacuees by AECl on Saturday night, he said.

However, Mr Kuhn and Mr Mostert were at one in expressing their gratitude for the assistance rendered by businesses and institutions during the crisis.

Meanwhile, ANC Western Cape leader Mr Chris Nissen has felt the stinging criticisms of his rejection of soup and bread as the only food offered to evacuees.

PATERNALISTIC

He said many of the residents had shouted abuse at him and other helpers because they had received only soup and bread after several hours, even though they had been offered chicken and other food to emergency centres.

“I was merely relaying what people felt,” Mr Nissen said. He said his criticism was not because he was ungrateful.

“Certainly everyone raised around, and we appreciate it. But it is a very paternalistic white way of thinking that if you criticize, then you are ungrateful.”

He said it was the result of a backward, white culture.

“They think if they do something like this for our people it is the simply the best and must be accepted.

“I think that they must understand that we are not just people to be shunted around.”

Mr Nissen praised the Muslim community of the Strand who had delivered 20 large packets of hot food.

Mr Kuhn, came to Mr Nissen’s defence at a press conference yesterday.

Acid rain won’t push up prices

VEGETABLE prices are not expected to increase from the “scrunching” of fruit and vegetable crops after the acid rain caused by the fire at the AECl plant near Macassar.

Echoing the statement of AECl’s regional manager Mr David Smith yesterday.

He was responding to reports yesterday that claimed that fruit and vegetable prices were set to rocket shortly before the Christmas shopping rush.

Mr Smith said that although some farmers may have incurred losses and would not be able to supply them with crops such as lettuce and spinach, they were buying from other areas and no price increases were planned.

Toxic threat to animals over

THE Somerset West Animal Welfare Society wants to reassure the residents of Macassar and the surrounding areas that the toxic sulphur dioxide fumes caused by the fire at the AECl’s Somerset West plant on Saturday no longer pose a threat to their pets.

Spokeswoman Ms Glynis Coutts said that many concerned pet owners were still calling the welfare society with queries regarding the dangers of fallout.

The Animal Welfare Society has also reminded the public to use good judgment when giving a pet as a gift, as each year the number of pets put down by animal welfare societies increases.

Too early to judge damage

KNV extension services manager Mr Jan Booyzen said yesterday it would take another week before any possible damage to the grape crop by the fire at the AECl plant at the weekend showed up.

Although some fruit and vegetable farmers in the Somerset West and Stellenbosch areas have reported crop damage as a result of the fallout from the fire, Mr Booyzen said there were no signs yet that grape crops in the area had been affected.

LUNG TEST: Michelle Rabie, 5, was one of scores of Macassar residents who underwent respiratory testing at the temporary trauma centre there yesterday. Conducting the test is Ms Mandy Vorster, a technologist in Groot Schuur’s respiratory unit.

PICTURE: ALAN TAYLOR
TOXIC CLOUD VICTIMS TREATED

Macassar hall turned into trauma centre

A SPECIALIST who heads the respiratory unit at Groote Schuur Hospital has established a trauma centre to assist victims of the AECI blaze. ANEEZ SALIE reports.

The community hall at Macassar has been turned into a temporary trauma centre complete with doctors, technology, a psychologist, a pharmacy, administrative staff and community volunteers.

It opened yesterday morning to assist the victims of the AECI sulphur stockpile fire that led to the evacuation of Macassar residents at the weekend.

It was a hustle of activity, but with none of the antagonism between staff and patients often found at established clinics. It was a joint, communal effort.

About 120 patients were attended to at the centre during the first hour.

The trauma centre was started by respiratory specialist Dr Neil White, who heads the respiratory unit at Groote Schuur Hospital, which seconded some of its staff to Macassar.

Dr White said: “When I heard about the disaster, I contacted AECI and asked if they needed help from someone like me — a specialist in chest medicine who knows quite a lot about toxicology and occupational diseases. They said yes.

“And, as you can see, the community is also happy with us.”

He said people coming to the centre were asked to complete a questionnaire about how they were when they were exposed to the smoke, how long they were exposed, whether or not they required any treatment at the time and exactly what they experienced.

**Damage**

“We also ask them whether they still have problems, and if they have chest problems, we conduct breathing tests that will show us if there is any suggestion of damage.”

They were then examined for other problems — eyes, nose, throat and stomach — including psychological problems, which were dealt with by a volunteer psychologist from private practice.

“We have three physicians who are seeing people, evaluating the results of the breathing tests, and prescribing appropriate treatment.”

We have a small pharmacy here for the sort of problems we expected to encounter,” Dr White said.

The major complaints they had found were eye, nose, throat and chest irritations.

“Some people still have those problems, and we are particularly interested in the chest problems, because these are the sort one gets after toxic gas inhalation — the sort that worry one.”

Dr White said the centre would remain in operation for as long as it was needed.

It was still too early to say if there was a pattern to the complaints. “We will produce a report on what we are doing here, but that will be only somewhere down the line,” Dr White said.

“We would like to come back in a month’s time to renew the people we’ve seen and to whom we’ve given prescriptions, but we will only be able to say if there were any permanent effects in about three months’ time.”

Sulphur stockpile owned by govt

STAFF REPORTER

AMONG the major issues in the sulphur storage dump disaster were who owned the stockpile and whether there were any more AECI had claimed it belonged to the government, but precisely which department had not been clear — until now.

“The stockpile belongs to the Department of Trade and Industry,” said its acting director-general Mr Gerrit Breyi in a press release received yesterday, four days after the onset of the emergency.

Mr Breyi said the previous government had started storing sulphur, needed in chemical processes, 27 years ago, but the venture was terminated in 1988.

Originally, there were two stockpiles — one in Somerset West and one in Umgqomntsini near Durban.

“The latter has been sold to AECI. Although the government is the owner of the Somerset West site, AECI is responsible for storage and safety measures,” he said.

Mr Breyi said experts had been asked to evaluate the commercial value of the Somerset West stockpile with a view to selling it.

He said there were no other stockpiles of chemicals.

The head of the Macassar Crisis Committee, Mr Heindrich Magerman, says the community demanded the stockpile be removed immediately without any precondition.
Plan to sell AECI sulphur stockpile

THE Department of Trade and Industry says its now-depleted sulphur store in Somerset West is the only government-owned chemical stockpile in the country.

"There are no other stockpiles of chemicals," said the department's acting director-general, Ger- ritt Breyl.

Mr Breyl acknowledged his department's ownership of the stockpile — which burned with fatal results at the weekend — but said chemical company AECI "is responsible for storage and safety measures."

He said the department did own a second stockpile — at Umbogintwini near Durban — but had sold it to AECI.

The department had acquired the sulphur from the previous government which "commenced with the storage of quantities of sulphur needed in chemical processes 27 years ago, but the venture was terminated in 1988."

Extending the department's condolences to family and friends of the Williams brothers of Somerset West, who died when the sulphur caught fire, sending dangerous emissions into the air, Mr Breyl said experts had been requested to evaluate the commercial value of the sulphur with a view to selling it.

Meanwhile at a press conference earlier this week, AECI's top management acknowledged the company's sole responsibility for the safekeeping of the sulphur.

"As the responsible custodians there is no way we will try to hide behind the fact that the state is the owner of the strategic stockpile."

**For inquiries regarding claims against AECI for medical expenses incurred during and following the fire, call 024 852 1125.**
Drug discounting system to change

Jacqueline Zaïne

THE retail pharmacy industry plans to scrap its controversial discounting policy, conceding that the chaotic pricing structure has led to high medical costs.

The Pharmaceutical Society of SA said yesterday the current system — where individual pharmacists bump up prices to gain a profit and then offer a discount — had hit margins but failed to reduce medicine costs.

A new pricing system, proposed by the society’s national executive committee, would remunerate pharmacists at the rate of about R120 an hour.

Society president Cecil Abramson said the fee would effectively remove the profit motive in the sale of prescription medicines, and redefine the pharmacist’s role to include patient counselling and monitoring to justify the fee.

The system would cut medicine prices by increasing pricing transparency and contributing to the rational usage of drugs.

The move represents a major concession to government, which has criticised pharmacists for their profit-driven prescription phobias.

Abramson said the new pricing would be based on a non-discriminatory exit price from the manufacturer, who would also be required to stop sampling to doctors.

At wholesale level, the markup of 21% would be reduced to 6-10%, to cover basic costs. The patient price would be the base price plus the distribution fee, pharmacists’ holding and administrative costs, plus the professional fee.

Abramson said medical aids would pay the cost price of medicine as well as a 10-15% margin for the pharmacist’s investment in stockholding.

Link Pharmaceuticals’ CE Mike Dobson said the industry was seeking greater recognition for bulk purchases as part of submissions to government for a single exit price on drugs.

The Pharmaceutical Manufacturer’s Association said it welcomed initiatives to bring down costs, but favoured pharmacy ownership deregulation to allow competition to determine prices.

CE Mirryena Deeb said manufacturers would rather face competition to supply at the right price than have to deal with government intervention.

She said it appeared that government proposals set out in its latest report, Towards a National Health System, had been influenced by the pharmacy industry’s new pricing structure.

But she warned the report’s main conclusions — extending the essential drug list to the private sector, price controls and mandatory generic substitution — would amount to nationalisation by stealth and push up drug prices in the public sector.

The proposals could threaten the 17 000 skilled jobs in the pharmaceutical industry.
Solidarity as fire victims buried

A combined choir of the Methodist and Anglican churches sang the hymns at the funeral service, accompanied by the Methodists' brass band.

The band also led the funeral procession to the graveside against the backdrop of the majestic Heldenberg.

The Williams brothers died in the arms of their wives, Sandra and Audrey, while on their way to separate weddings.

Both had respiratory problems and were overcome by sulphuric oxide gas from the weekend fire at an open sulphur stockpile at the huge chemical plant, AECI.

The sulphuric gas and thick smoke from a bush fire later enveloped areas adjacent to Macassar, which led to the evacuation of many of its 35,000 inhabitants.

AECI has offered R25,000 to the Cries Committee, Mr. Magerman revealed at the funeral.

He said the community would be consulted at a mass meeting for a mandate on the use of the grant and on all other issues relating to the disaster.
1000 mourn sulphur-fire dead

Minister lays blame squarely on 'people who have abused others'

The Argus 22/12/85

THE pain brought about by the death of Ronnie and Andrew Williams was caused by people who had abused the people of the Helderberg area for years, said Methodist priest the Rev Peter Grasso.

He led the funeral service for the two brothers who died during last weekend's sulphur fire at the AEIC factory in Somerset West.

Ronnie, 48, and Andrew, 54, were buried side by side in the Strand cemetery after a service attended by more than 1000 people, including AEIC officials and Western Cape Environment Minister Kobus Merring.

Mr Grasso said many people had said to him during the past week that it must have been God's will to take Ronnie and Andrew away.

'It is never the will of God that his children must suffer,' he said.

"Our pain today was caused by people who abused our people for years."

He said the people of Macassar literally got stank from the gas that claimed his life.
SALDANHA BAY (183)

**Slick deal?**

**Strategic Fuel Fund GM Kobus van Zyl** is confident that the Saldanha Bay oil storage deal with the National Iranian Oil Corp will go ahead but the project, he says, is still awaiting the outcome of an environmental impact assessment being undertaken by the Council for Scientific & Industrial Research.

"Apart from the assessment, the other major outstanding issue is the finalisation of a trade agreement with the Iranians, allowing the fund to trade in the stored oil. If given the green light, this could earn us revenues of about R50m a year," says Van Zyl.

But oil industry pundits are not entirely convinced that SA will end up dealing with the Iranians. "There are other options open to the fund. This thing has been dragging on so long I wouldn't be surprised if SA pulls back. The fund has other options which could be far more lucrative and viable," says a London source.

Thus, he says, is despite the fact that SA has historically obtained about 70%-80% of its oil supplies from Iran. The other questions hanging over the deal is the US trade embargo against Iran. "Implicit in any deal is the threat that the US Congress could still impose trade sanctions on countries trading with Iran."

Van Zyl says there will be no charge for storage at Saldanha. "Our real aim is to earn revenue from trading in the oil on behalf of its owners. Simultaneously, the total availability of the stored oil will allow us to reduce our 56m barrel strategic oil stocks, earning additional revenues of about R750m for the fiscus," says Van Zyl.

Another benefit that may flow from the deal, say sources, is that the oil could serve as collateral for direct trade deals between the two countries — especially as Iran is cash-strapped due to the US embargo.

The result of the environmental assessment is expected by mid-1996 — and while the fund is expected to react responsibly to any environmental recommendations, it is also difficult to see what additional risks could flow from the proposed oil storage deal.

The CSIR says the six-tank facility has been fully operational since completion in 1982 — and the pipeline linking the tank farm with the Caltex Refinery was completed a few years later. The main fuel supply to Cape Town and the Western Cape is provided from the Saldanha facility.

The Saldanha oil jetty, an extension of the iron ore loading wharf, has mooring facilities for VLCC tankers transporting up to 300 000 t of oil and the harbour can accommodate ships with a maximum length of 333m and a draught of about 20.5m. Since 1980, the worst oil-spill, of 79 000 t, was in September this year, following a rupture in a ballast tank. The spill was successfully tackled and there was no pollution of the bay's ecosystem. An amount of R22.6m has to date been set aside to finance pollution control. Between 1980 and September 1993, 463 fully laden tankers visited the Saldanha facility carrying about 554m barrels of oil.

For the purpose of the assessment, it is assumed that the average annual tanker traffic to and from Saldanha will increase from the present level of 25 ships, to 50 ships within a year and 73 ships within two years (1997), says a CSIR background document.

The development alternatives being investigated by the fund and assessed by the CSIR include:

- Expansion of tanker traffic and oil transfer operations to within the capacity of existing facilities and support structures.
- These, theoretically, leave the capacity to handle about 100 tankers a year. In practice, however, only about 80 tankers can be unloaded or loaded annually.
- Doubling of transfer facilities at the oil jetty, and the construction of a second pipeline between the jetty and the tank farm. This would require dredging an access channel to permit tankers to berth against the eastern side of the jetty, and constructing a second pipeline to permit two berthed tankers to be serviced simultaneously.
- Replacing the existing jetty facilities with an offshore single buoy mooring.

But, says Van Zyl, he doubts if a single buoy would be a practicable alternative, in view of the dangerous open sea conditions outside the harbour, with south-easterly gales in summer and north-westerlies in winter.
AFROX

Ready for foreign expansion

Activities: Manufactures and distributes gases and welding equipment, owns and operates hospitals and other healthcare facilities
Control: BOC Holdings 58%
CEO: A T Vice
Capital structure: 30,0m ords Market capitalisation R4,4bn
Share market: Price 14,700c Yields 1,9% on dividend, 3,4% on earnings, p e ratio, 26,2, cover, 1,8 12-month high, 15,500c, low, 9,500c Trading volume last quarter, 163,296 shares

Year to Sep 30 '92 '93 '94 '95
ST debt (Rm) 110,4 109,6 163,3 228,0
LT debt (Rm) 139,4 180,5 229,4 201,6
Debt equity ratio 0,34 0,29 0,49 0,44
Shareholders' interest 0,55 0,56 0,46 0,50
Net & leasing cover 6,1 7,0 5,6 4,9
Return on cap (%) 16,4 15,9 15,2 16,3
Turnover (Rm) 1,113 1,210 1,439 1,723
Prep net profit (Rm) 217,0 227,4 256,9 311,1
Prep net margin (%) 18,9 18,8 17,8 18,1
Earnings (c) 311 353 392 503
Dividends (c) 190 215 238 277
Net worth (c) 2,300 2,607 2,629 3,076

This is not the only company to have benefited from the normalisation of SA's international status. But Afrox's 1995 results - in particular those of the second half - suggest few have done so with more foresight or to better effect in terms of performance enhancement.

The 28% increase in inflation-adjusted earnings for the year to September 30 was well ahead of market expectations. This shows in the share price leap from R13 to a high of R15,50 after publication of the preliminary results in November.

Though the price has since moderated to R14,70, it's clear the share has been rewarded significantly in recognition of the opportunities which have now become available amid the pursuit of regional and international expansion.

An important element is that Afrox's position in the UK's BOC Group has also been normalised and it can now fulfil its role as a regional powerbase.

Thus the adoption of the international BOC name and livery for the gas business comes as no surprise, nor does the takeover of management contracts for the BOC Gas companies in Zimbabwe and Kenya.

The decision to list in Namibia was also consistent with the enhanced role in sub-Saharan Africa, where growth should offset limited opportunities locally.

Afrrox has been preparing. Over the past two years, it has undertaken the largest expansion programme in its history. It spent R460m on acquisitions, capacity expansion and replacement of fixed assets. In the second half of 1995, this started to pay off in higher margins and enhancement of earnings off an already high base.

The earnings acceleration did not stem from increased sales. Turnover remained steady at 1995-200 mark. The improvement in internal efficiencies was reflected in the 24% trading profit rise in the second half after a gain of only 10% in the first.

In both periods, trading profit gains were enhanced down the income statement by a lower tax rate, then an improved contribution from associates. The outcome was 38% earnings growth in the April-September period against 20% for the March half-year.

These better-than-expected results also had an impact on the balance sheet. With a corresponding enhancement to cash flow, external funding requirements were less than would otherwise have been the case and profit retentions were higher.

The result was that, proportionately, the continued increase in borrowings was smaller than the growth in the capital base, leading to a moderation of the debt equity ratio from 0,49 to 0,44.

The debt ratio is still high by historical Afrox standards. But an interest cover of around 5 and a 22% gross return on capital employed indicate a comfortable financial position - and this is one of the few JSE companies to use an inflation-adjusted accounting system.

CEO Royden Vice is confident earnings will improve this year. An educated guess would be that, extending 1995's second half, results to March will remain buoyant, thereafter, a slowdown should occur if only because the improvement will be measured off a much higher base.

For the full year, a 20%-25% growth rate might be a reasonable expectation, especially if Afrox's role within the greater BOC Group develops as envisaged.

A forward p/e ratio of around 23 might be heady relative to the industrial market where the current (historical) ratio is 16,4 but is sustainable if investors believe Afrox has embarked on another period of above-average growth.

A 10:1 share split will take place on February 1 next year. This could help to maintain the rating as it should relieve the problem of limited marketability and make the group more affordable to a wider spectrum of investors.

RANDGOLD

Showing new vigour

Activities: Mining house providing management services to marginal gold producers, also heavily involved in continental exploration
Control: Directors
Chairman: P H Flack
Capital structure: 38,04m ords Market capitalisation R478m
Share market: Price 1,600c Yields 0,6% on dividend, 3,8% on earnings, p e ratio, 26,3, cover, 6,1 12-month high 1,675c, low, 550c Trading volume last quarter 5,6m shares

Year to Sep 30 '93 '94 '95
Turnover (Rm) 56,5 59,6 75,5
Operating profit (Rm) 10,7 2,0 25,7
Attributable (Rm) 8,3 4,9 23,2
LT debt (Rm) 49,9 49,9
Shareholders' interest 0,75 0,72 0,92
Return on cap (%) 8,2 2,4 3,4
Earnings (c) 39 16,4 60,6
Dividends (c) 4 10
Tangible NAV (c) 829 1,557 1,257

So there is life after management agreements have been surrendered.

It has been a momentous year for mining house Randgold. Emerging Phoenix-like
Fire raises a legal fallout

GEOFF ELLIOTT
Business Reporter

SOUTH African industry could face a barrage of environmental litigation from workers and their communities under the new constitution, according to lawyers who questioned this week in the wake of the AECI fire in Somerset West.

Lawyers note the sulphur fire, in which two people died, along with the successful criminal proceedings last week against mining and construction group Fraser Alexander for the dam burst last year which killed 17 people, have served to sharpen the awareness of the community to their rights.

Peter Kantor, director of labour, environmental and constitutional law departments at Attorneys Herold Gie & Broadhead in Cape Town, said AECI could have a case to answer under the constitution's rules on the environment.

The present Bill of Rights states that everyone has the right “to an environment that is not detrimental to his or health or well-being.”

These rights have yet to be tested in the courts and it is unclear if they will apply only against the state and not individuals and corporations.

But Mr Kantor noted it also emerged in the media last week that the state owns the stockpile of sulphur which could open the door for a case against the state under the Bill of Rights.

He also noted that if the families of the deceased are now without financial support because of the fire they could have grounds to sue for damages under common law.

The sulphur-water sludge, created in fighting the fire, and which environmentalists are concerned could be seeping into the water supply, could also bring action from the Minister of Water Affairs and Forestry under the Water Act.

The Act is very broad, stating the minister may seek to recover costs of rehabilitation from "from any person who at any time did any thing on the land concerned which caused or contributed to pollution."

Then there are the complaints from the farmers who may claim for damages to their crops because of the alleged affects of acid rain following the sulphur blaze.

AECI officials could not be reached for comment yesterday.

Meanwhile, others note the sometimes lax environmental standards in South Africa also have implications for foreign investment.

Llewellyn Botha, a lawyer who runs The Environmental Law Consultancy, said corporations here have a lot of "catching up to do" with their international competitors.

He added those wishing to strike joint-venture deals were finding that part of the negotiations turn on the environment.

Foreign companies were demanding "environmental audits" designed to ensure there are no hidden environmental liabilities in which the foreign company might find itself liable for if it buys an operation.

"South African companies doing international business have to wake-up, they need to reach the same environmental levels," said Mr Botha.
Dead men’s famil
consider legal act

We were advised not to accept AECI money to pay for

Legal action is being considered by the families of the two Macassar brothers who died during the chemical blaze disaster last weekend.

GLYNNIS UNDERHILL
Staff Reporter

THE distraught family of the two Macassar brothers who died after inhaling toxic sulphur gas from a chemical fire in Somerset West has refused financial help for their funeral from AECI.

Craig Williams, son of Andrew Williams, 54, who had a severe asthmatic attack after inhaling the gas from the fire at chemical manufacturer AECI, said the family was considering legal action.

"The people from AECI were here two days ago and they did offer to pay for the funeral and all arrangements, but we were advised not to accept," he said.

His uncle, Ronald Williams, 47, also died after an asthma attack when a huge cloud of vapour from the blazing sulphur enveloped Macassar last weekend. The family would probably be taking joint legal advice, said Mr Williams.

The funeral of the two brothers, who died within 10 minutes of one another, was held on Thursday. It was one of the largest funerals the Strand has seen, with more than 1,000 mourners.

Mr Williams said his father Andrew was a travelling salesman who had only mild asthma.

"He certainly was not a sick man. The day he died he was very cheerful. We went from one wedding to another and he was more cheerful than ever. His death came as a great shock to us."

Mr Williams said it was hoped to avoid a drawn-out court case and the family had not yet held discussions with AECI.

"We are hoping it does not come down to a lawsuit," Mike Blizzard, group communications manager at AECI, said AECI had not held discussions about compensation for the families of the Williams brothers as this would have been "trespassing" on their grief.

"It would certainly be premature at this stage to be talking to the family about that sort of thing. We have visited to offer condolences on behalf of the organisation," he said.

Mr Blizzard said there was "no question" of the sulphur stockpile igniting again.

Sand and other materials had been placed on the periphery of the sulphur stockpile.

"The next thing clearly to do is to render the dump totally safe. The best way to do that is to remove it. Discussions will be held with the government as soon as possible," he said.

Sulphur had not been used by AECI since manufacturing had ceased at Somerset West, said Mr Blizzard.

The stockpile was not owned by AECI and negotiations to have it moved would have to be held with the government, he said.
Families

Action
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pay for funeral, says son

Buried together: More than 1,000 mourners attended the Strand funeral of brothers Ronald and Andrew Williams.
Pressure grows on US-based oil giants over roles in Nigeria

Washington - Public pressure has begun mounting on US-based oil companies - notably Mobil, Chevron and Shell Oil (as registered in the US) - to account for their activities in Nigeria, as well as their efforts to distance themselves from the military regime from human rights abuses.

Nigeria operations account for about a quarter of Virginia-based Mobil's worldwide operations, while the San Francisco-based Chevron is the second-largest oil operator in Nigeria after the Anglo-Dutch Shell International.

At least four groups of Mobil and Chevron shareholders have filed six resolutions with the US Securities and Exchange Commission over the Nigerian operations. The resolutions will be considered at the companies' general meetings around April.

Shareholders include pension funds belonging to three trade unions: the International Brotherhood of Teamsters, the United Brotherhood of Carpenters and the Service Employees Union. The fourth shareholder is Franklin Research and Development Corporation, based in Boston, which manages about $600-million on behalf of environmental, human rights and church organisations.

Private citizens, too, have been bombarding the Houston-based Shell Oil with inquiries regarding Shell International's operations and its close association with military regimes in Nigeria.

The number of calls have been so great that the company set up a special Nigeria hotline, a company spokesman said.

The pressure is forcing Shell Oil to distance itself from its international affiliate. The Shell spokesman and a voice on the hotline insist that the US company does not operate in Nigeria. It offers forward callers' messages to Shell International in London.

Strike-breakers

The shareholders' resolutions argue that Chevron and Mobil are widely associated with "the illegitimate" and "repressive" Abacha regime that hanged Ken Saro-Wiwa and eight fellow Ogoni activists last month.

The shareholders also complain that during last year's strike by oil workers (who demanded that the military transfer power to the winner of the 1998 election Moshood Abiola), "US oil companies, including Mobil and Chevron, flew in strike-breakers to keep oil flowing". The government, they charge, "subsequently arrested protesters and sentenced many to death".

The carpenters' resolution demands of Mobil a three-point report within three months of the ADM - Suna-IPS
Farmers battle to count the cost of sulphur blaze

By JESSICA BEZUIDENHOUT

FARMERS in the Somerset West district, near Cape Town, were this week still battling to rescue what is left of crops damaged by rain after a massive fire at a sulphur storage dump belonging to the chemical giant EECI last weekend.

The fire left three people dead and scores injured. About 3 000 people were forced to flee their homes when thick fumes of acryl sulphur dioxide engulfed the town of Macassar and surrounding farms.

The blaze caused thick clouds of sulphur dioxide which, mixed with the light rain that followed, formed sulphurous acid and burnt vast tracts of crops.

A trauma centre set up in Macassar, staffed by doctors paid by EECI, has treated more than 500 people so far, many of them suffering from respiratory problems. EECI has undertaken to reimburse anyone who consulted a private doctor.

Farmers were still trying to assess their losses late this week, with the help of independent assessors. Some farmers estimate damage to crops runs into hundreds of thousands of rand.

Johannes Visser, of the farm Vorentoe, said the blow was much bigger than expected. "Some crops not initially affected are now beginning to show signs of run," he said. "At least 50 percent of my crop has been wiped out."

A spokesman for the winemakers KWV, Jan Booyse, said there was no sign grape crops in the area had been affected but it would take at least 10 days before damage showed up.

"We have not had a situation like this before, so we do not know what to expect," he said.

The owners of a number of large commercial and small farms said they were lodging insurance claims with EECI.

EECI's group communications manager, Mike Blizzard, said the company has briefed claim assessors and agricultural experts to advise farmers on how to secure minimal loss and to get growth back into existing crops. Claims would be assessed early next year.
Rand Merchant Bank to play role

Consultants to manage sale of Mossgas

Madden Cole

GOVERNMENT has appointed Rand Merchant Bank (RMB) as its financial consultant to test private sector interest in investing in Mossgas, bringing a decision on the controversial oil-from-gas project closer to finality.

Mineral and Energy Affairs Minister Pik Botha said yesterday that together with the finance and trade and industry ministers, he had also appointed international company Arthur D Little as technical consultants to help get the assessment of private sector interest in Mossgas underway.

The bank was selected in terms of strict criteria, including its ability to access international skills when required. "But Rand Merchant Bank can also call on the services of an international bank if it decides it is necessary," he said.

SA was not an oil-producing country so it was necessary to appoint Arthur D Little, which had international technical expertise.

Botha said the move had brought a policy decision on the Mossel Bay gas fields a step closer, with the possibility of a final decision being taken before June next year. The consultants would manage the whole selling process, including the advertising and checking to decide which applicants were most suitable for government's needs.

Under consideration would be straight cash buyers, those who would continue producing fuel and so save the country foreign exchange, or for instance a buyer who would redirect gas into downstream chemical production, further lengthening Mossgas's life.

"But there is no bottomline and we have given the consultants no strict instructions, except to say, go out and test the market."

Botha said development of Mossgas's satellite gas fields was a separate issue. With a lead time of 14-16 months before they would become operational, a decision on whether to develop them had to be taken by February.

Until now there had been conflicting opinions, but by testing the market potential buyers would inform government whether their development was an important factor in the purchase package. "So we should know roughly by February what the private sector's view on the satellite fields is. It is important to know as we must get our priorities right."

"Department" spokesman, Roland Darroll said local companies as well as concerns in the UK, Germany, Malaysia and Taiwan had shown an interest in Mossgas.

He declined to put a price on the gas producer, saying it was a complex exercise as a cash payment was only one of many factors.

Mossgas could not simply be knocked down to the highest bidder. It was a major industry in the region and the government could not walk away from it, Darroll said. The selling process had to be negotiated carefully to ensure the operation's continuity, and various options would be considered, including government taking a minority interest.

Botha said it was important that finality was being reached on one of his trickiest decisions. "It has taken months of hard debate and negotiations and I feel relieved that finality is being reached."

Europe Energy Environment MD Humphrey Harrison, whose company acts as a consultant to sub-Saharan governments and companies, said the whole purpose of the exercise was "to buttonhole once and for all" who the interested parties were and to follow negotiations through with any potential buyers. "It could be that there would be several or no takers, but what has been launched is a systematic and professional way to allow the Cabinet to decide what is in the best interests of the country."

RMB spokesman Grant Stobart said last night the bank had been informed officially of the appointment only yesterday morning and it would be premature to comment at this stage.

Continued on Page 2
Experts to advise on Mossad
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Govt calls in US consultants

PRETORIA: Rand Merchant Bank and ARuth & Little a US

national technical consultants to be part-assurance

As part of a technical consultant, Rand Merchant Bank and

ARuth & Little have been appointed to

guide the government in making Mossad's case

in the process of selecting technical consultants. Mossad's role is to give the

Rand Merchant Bank and ARuth & Little a US
Consultants appointed to test market for Mossgas

JOHANNESBURG. — Rand Merchant Bank and the Arthur D. Little organisation have been appointed by the government as market-testing consultants for Mossgas. Minister of Mineral and Energy Affairs Pik Botha has announced.

Mr Botha said Rand Merchant Bank had been appointed as financial consultants and Arthur D. Little as technical consultants.

Cabinet decided on December 6 to test the market for private sector investors and agreed to appoint consultants. — Sapa
Petrol price cut by one cent a litre

The price of all grades of petrol will fall by a cent a litre from this Wednesday, the Central Energy Fund said yesterday.

The price of diesel fuel will rise by five cents a litre and illuminating paraffin by nine cents.

The fund said in a statement the international prices of diesel and paraffin had been significantly higher during December. Also, the rand had fallen against the dollar.

"In the case of petrol, the full effect of the over-recovery that existed in the previous period was not passed through due to rounding."

"This neutralised the effect of higher international product prices and the deterioration of the rand, resulting in an average over-recovery for the period under review — November 26 to December 26" — Sapa.